
ABSTRACT OF THESIS

This thesis addresses the paradoxical image of
Mark's Gospel in contemporary criticism by an attempt to
follow a tradition-oriented approach informed by the "oral-
formulaic theory" of oral literature. Mark is at once a

loosely organized collection of traditionally shaped units
and a coherent narrative with distinct literary qualities.
Current critical approaches have difficulty with these
contrary features of the Gospel.

The ora1-formulaic theory, developed in the field of
Homeric studies, is able to account for the units of tradi¬
tion, their combination and use in extended narratives, and
the literary characteristics of such oral compositions.
Oral narratives are re-composed in each "performance"
through the use of "formulaic" diction and of "thematic"
narrative units fashioned in the tradition. These texts,
if recorded, can be compared and contrasted with written
literature by their formulaic and thematic characteristics.
Discussion of oral-formulaic theory in folkloristics and
related studies provides general support for its descrip¬
tion of the traditional process of oral composition, and
enables its application to non-poetic oral narratives.

This account of the nature and literary potential of
oral composition makes significant form-critical principles
outmoded, particularly the ideas of fixed and fragmentary
transmission, which are also essential to redaction criti¬
cism. Oral—formulaic theory provides an alternative frame¬
work within which to understand features of Mark identified
by form and redaction criticism. Accordingly, the hypothe¬
sis of the oral composition of Mark is tested in the second
part of the thesis on the basis of oral-formulaic criteria.

The "formulaic analysis" of Mark 1:1-45 faces uncer¬
tainties regarding the identification of formulaic expres¬
sions in prose. Even so, a proportion sufficient to satis¬
fy this criterion for orality appears formulaic. The "the¬
matic analysis" describes a network of similar scenes which
covers most of the Gospel. These scenes display structural
characteristics predicted by ora 1 - formu 1 aic theory and were
used in Mark according to recognized oral techniques.

Results of the ora1—formulaic analysis of Mark are
positive: the hypothesis is not proven but is worthy of
further consideration, and justifies continued use of a
tradition-oriented approach to the Gospel. Oral tradition¬
al composition provides a framework which comprehends both
the traditional and the literary characteristics of Mark
and offers to resolve its paradoxical image.
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supervision of my research. My friend and colleague, Dr.

George Lyons, of Olivet Nazarene College, also read sub-
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set of Greek diacritical marks, either. For the sake of

consistency no Greek upper case letters were used. I have

endeavored to supply diacritical marks to Greek terms used

in the text. I have not as a rule done this in figure 4.1

or in appendix 2, in which the addition of these marks

would have proven more confusing than helpful. The Greek

text used is consistently that of the twenty-sixth edition

of the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece, and refer¬

ence may be made to it should more clarity on these

matters for some reason be needed. I beg the reader's
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INTRODUCTION

The state of contemporary criticism of the Gospel

of Mark is equally as fascinating and full of paradox as

the Gospel itself. Three major avenues of approach to the

Gospel and its composition dominate current thinking:

form criticism, redaction criticism, and literary criti¬

cism. In practice all three are often used together, but

the differences between them are more than merely a matter

of emphasis. Each has certain methodological underpin¬

nings which challenge the validity of the others. At the

same time, each form of criticism has its share of useful

results. This thesis is an attempt to provide a theory

for the origin and composition of Mark's Gospel which may

offer a means of synthesizing these three approaches,

while suggesting certain alterations to each.

It is almost universally agreed in contemporary

Biblical criticism that the core of the material of the

Gospel of Mark and the other Synoptic Gospels was provided

by an oral tradition about Jesus. The idea of a primitive

oral gospel proclaiming "Jesus the Messiah" was first

advocated by Johann Gottfried Herder in 1796.* Not sur-

■Hverner Georg Ktlmmel, The New Testament, 2nd ed.,
trans. S. McLean Gilmour and Howard Clark Kee (London:
SCM Press, 1973), p. 79. Cf. Theodor Zahn, Introduction
to the New Testament, 3 vols., trans. John Moore Trout and
others (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1909), 2:405f. Herder's

1
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prisingly, Herder was also a student of other sorts of

oral, "folk" traditions, both ancient and modern. In

contemporary criticism, concern with comparative study of

oral tradition is most focussed in the form-critical meth¬

od pioneered by the Old Testament scholar Hermann Gunkel,

and applied to the Synoptic Gospels by his students, Karl

Ludwig Schmidt, Martin Dibelius, and Rudolf Bultmann.^
The work of these three scholars has exercised an

enduring influence upon Gospel criticism, and will be

called "standard" form criticism in this thesis, for in

spite of their differences on many points there is an

overriding agreement on issues to be considered here, in

particular on the nature of oral tradition. Standard form

first work on the subject was entitled Vom Erlbser der
Menschen. Nach unseren drei ersten Evangelien, 1796.

9 ... .

''See Martin Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel.,
trans. Bertram Lee Wolf (Cambridge: James Clarke and
Co., 1934; reprint ed., 1971), pp. 4f.; and Albert B.
Lord, The Singer of Tales. Harvard Studies in Compara¬
tive Literature, no. 24 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1960), p. 78.

^Cf. Walter Baumgartner, "Zum 100. Geburtstag von
Hermann Gunkel", Congress Volume: Bonn 1962/ Supplements
to Vetus Testamentum, no. 9 (1963), p. 8. The major works
to be considered are Karl Ludwig Schmidt, Der Rahmen der
Geschichte Jesu (Berlin: Trowitzsch und Sohn, 1919);
Martin Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel (abbr.: FTC);
and Rudolf Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition,
(abbr.: HST), rev. ed., trans. John Marsh (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1972). Also important in this connection are
Schmidt, "Die Stellung der Evangelien in der allgeineinen
Literaturgeschichte", Ku x«Pia t n Piov (Festschrift for Her¬
mann Gunkel), 2 vols., ed. Hans Schmidt (Gftttingen: Van-
denhoeck & Ruprecht, 1923), 2:50-134; and Vincent Taylor,
Formation of the Gospel Tradition, 2nd ed. (London: Mac-
mil lan and Co., 1935).
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criticism begins with the belief that oral tradition

arises first in simple, £>rimitive "forms", or types of

expression, which gradually evolve and grow with the pas¬

sage of time. A fundamental interest of form criticism is

this "literary history" (Literaturgeschichte) of the tra¬

ditional material, that is, "the history through which the

forms have passed".^
The standard form-critical view of the Gospels is

that they simply represent a developmental stage in this

literary history, and that the evangelists were no more

than unliterary "collectors" of individual, fragmentary

traditions. Therefore the composition of the Gospels,

especially Mark's, introduced nothing essentially new into

the traditional process. A corollary of this conclusion

is that one should be able to isolate the very texts of

the earlier traditions from their present contexts in the

Gospels,6 and thus to have direct access to earlier stages

^Hermann Gunkel, "Fundamental Problems of Hebrew
Literary History", What Remains of the Old Testament?,
trans., A. K. Dallas (London: George Allen and Unwin,
1928), p. 61. This concept of literary history remains
in the standard form critics: in the title of Schmidt's
article referred to above in fn. 3; see also Dibelius,
FTG, p. 1; and Bultmann, HST, pp. 348, 368. The "evo¬
lutionary" model is clearly identified (and rejected) by
Norman R. Petersen, Literary Criticism for New Testament
Critics (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1978); pp. llf.;
and Werner H. Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", Semeia
16 (1979), 8-15.

•'Dibelius, FTG , pp. 2 f.; Bui tmann , HST, pp. 321,
350, 368 f., 3 7 3 f.

6This is the aim of Johannes Sundwall, Die Zusam-
mensetzung des Markusevangel iums. Acta Academiae Aboensis
Humaniora, vol. 9, no. 2 (Abo: Abo Akademi, 1934). Cf.
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in the development of the tradition. Were the Gospels not

"unliterary" and were their authors more than "collec¬

tors", the form-critical enterprise would become quite

difficult, especially if the authors had literarily re¬

worked their traditions, so that these were no longer

clearly defined.

Redaction criticism is based on the form-critical

♦ 7
analysis of the Gospels. More significance is given to

the motives and the theological character of the "collec¬

tion" of the traditional material in the Gospels, however.

This results in important alterations of two related fac¬

tors in the form-critical approach. First, the evangel¬

ists are no longer mere collectors, but active and crea¬

tive individuals who may even be seen over against the

tradition. Secondly, in consequence, it must be said

that the evangelists did introduce the new into the tradi¬

tion. This possibility of creative bias on the part of

the evangelist must raise the question of how much he has

Schmidt, "Die Stellung", pp. 53, 134? and Taylor,
Formation, pp. 22-28.

7
'See the account of the development and principles

of redaction criticsm in Norman Perrin, What is Redaction
Criticism? (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1969), pp. 1-
39. Cf. Robert H. Stein, "What is Redaktionsgeschichte?",
JBL 88 (1969), 45-56.

Q

This contrast between evangelist and tradition is
already present in the first explicitly redaction-critical
study of Mark, Willi Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist, trans.
Roy A. Harrisville (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1969), pp.
16-24. It is carried still futher by Theodore J. Weeden,
Mark—Traditions in Conf1ict (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1971); and by Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition".
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affected the traditions as he ostensibly received them.

Theodore J. Weeden put this problem well:

The redaction-critical premise that Mark exercised
an author's freedom and creativity in composing the
Gospel is a sound postulate with which to begin a
Markan study. . . . [But] no longer can the pieces of
the Markan puzzle be so easily delineated and differen¬
tiated. . . . The lines which are drawn by form criti¬
cism between Markan created material and Markan
received material look less sharply defined, the dis¬
tinctions less assured.^

The problem may be seen most clearly as a result of

E. J. Pryke's attempt to isolate a "redactional text" of

Mark. On the basis of an eclectic canon of Markan "redac¬

tional" phraseology and vocabulary, Pryke sought to deter¬

mine those parts of the Gospel which the evangelist has

himself composed.^ About half of the Gospel is finally

held to be the evangelist's composition, and the remaining

"source" material is quite fragmentary. This has led

reviewers of Pryke's book to question whether the text of

any distinct source material is really to be filtered out

of Mark at all.^

The net effect of redaction criticism may be to

i y
call the entire form-critical enterprise into question.

^Weeden, Mark, pp. If.

^°E. J. Pryke, Redactiona 1 Style in the Marcan
Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978).

■'■■'■See G. B. Caird, review of Redactiona 1 Style, by
E. J. Pryke, in Expository Times 90 (1978), 56; and
Robert M. Fowler, review of Redactional Style, in Dialog
18 (1979), 151 ff. " ~ "

i y • •

This is certainly the view of Erhardt Gtittge-
manns, Candid Questions Concerning Gospel Form Criticism,
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If the evangelist is creative and his Gospel more than a

collection, can the text of the traditional forms he used

1 3
be identified with any degree of confidence? But if

form criticism is jeopardized, then so is redaction criti¬

cism itself, because of their intimate relationship. For

example, one of the first principles of redaction criti¬

cism is the ability to separate "tradition" from "redac¬

tion".14 This may not now be so straightforward as it

once sounded, especially in the case of Mark, the first
1 5

Gospel, for which there are no extant sources. Perhaps

nothing definite can be said of the oral tradition which

lay before the redactor, making it impossible now to tell

where "redaction" begins and ends.

The interest of redaction criticism in the Gospels

as wholes has gradually awakened an interest in literary

criticism of, particularly, Mark.16 From this perspec-

trans. William G. Doty, Pittsburgh Theological Monograph
Series, no. 26 (Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1979), pp.
104-107, 399-412. Cf. the analysis of Petersen, Literary
Criticism, pp. 11-20.

The notion of the text of the traditional
material is important, for it is on this basis that the
"history" of the form is investigated.

14See, e.g., Marxsen, Mark, p. 26; and Perrin,
What Is Redaction Criticism?, p. 2.

1->Markan priority is presupposed in this thesis. A
reconsideration of the entire Synoptic problem is beyond
its scope, even though the problem is again wide open.
The theory of oral tradition presented here would be
useful, were it adopted, in considering the Synoptic prob¬
lem. Brief mention of this will be made later.

1
Literary criticism" in New Testament parlance
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tive, the evangelist is neither any longer a mere collec¬

tor nor an editor or "redactor", but an author. The

Gospel is taken as a unified narrative: plot, characteri¬

zation, and a consistent point of view are all to be found

in Mark's Gospel. One literary critic of Mark, David

Rhoads, states:

The author has not simply collected traditions,
organized them, made connections between them, and
added summaries; the author has told a story, a dra¬
matic story, with characters whose lives we follow to
the various places they travel and through the various
events in which they are caught up.

Literary criticism of Mark is a promising approach,

but the gap between it and the previous two methods of

study ought not to be overlooked. Redaction criticism had

raised questions about form criticism, but there was at

least continuity in their orientation toward the fragmen¬

tary nature of oral tradition and the composite nature of

the Gospels. Literary criticism comes from an entirely

different perspective. This in itself would not necessar-

frequently means source criticism. Here the term, as in
its more usual sense, refers to comparative study of
literature.

1 7
David Rhoads, "Narrative Criticism and the Gospel

of Mark", JAAR 50 (1982), 413. See also, e.g., David
Rhoads and Donald Michie, Mark as Story (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1982); and Norman Petersen, "'Point of
View' in Mark", Semeia 12 (1978), 97-121. The most overt¬
ly literary-critical treatment of Mark to date is that of
Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy, (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1979j^ It shouId be noted,
however, that he is concerned more to treat problems of
interpretation by way of Mark, than he is to interpret the
Gospel itself: see the preface to Secrecy, p. ix.
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ily create a difficulty. In fact attempts to create a

» 1 ft
synthesis have been made.

But -the foundational assumption of the literary-

critical approach to Mark is that it is an integrated

narrative, the unified product of a single author. Norman

Petersen states, for example, "Mark has produced an inte¬

gral system, and for this reason it is necessary to read

his Gospel as a narrative and not as a redaction": inte¬

rest in a "redactor and his sources" actually hinders

understanding the Gospel's unitary "narrative world".

The form-critical goal of studying the history of

the traditions used by Mark, already rendered problem¬

atical by redaction criticism, now recedes to the horizon.

If the Gospel is no longer a "collection", or even a

"redaction", but a unified literary whole, how can one

recover the Evangelist's sources, in particular, the text

of his sources?

Of course form and redaction criticism have defi¬

nite grounds for their approach to the Gospel. Schmidt

would certainly appear to have shown that Mark's narrative

is at best loosely connected and has many signs of being a

1J-5See, e.g., Norman Perrin, "The Evangelist as
Author", Biblical Research 17 (1972), 5-18; ana Norman
Petersen, "Introduction" to Semeia 16 (1979), 1-5.
Petersen looks more for a "detente" than a synthesis.

^Petersen, "'Point of View'", p. 118. Cf. his
"Introduction" to Semeia 16 (1979), pp. 4f.; and his
book, Literary Criticism, pp. 18f.
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Of) , ,

composite work. Repetition, awkwardness, and narrative

inconsistency are frequent: Mark is hardly a tightly

integrated story. The ground for most redaction-critical

exegesis of Mark lies in the obvious "seams" between his
O 1

pericopes. Moreover the rearrangement of various Markan

pericopes by Matthew and Luke argues that they too treated

Mark as a composite work, and furthermore they appear to

have had other traditional sources similar to those

posited for Mark. Not only this, but Matthew and Luke are

clearly "redactors" in their treatment of Mark, which

leads one to infer that Mark could have worked in much the

22
same way.

Form criticism and redaction criticism are related

methods by virtue of their tradition-oriented approach to

the Gospels. Even so, they raise certain problems for one

another. Literary criticism, which is not related to

either, raises more fundamental problems for the entire

tradition-oriented approach. The reverse is also true:

the latter gives pause to full acceptance of the literary-
• ? 1

critical approach.

2 0 .

This is the cumulative impression gained from
Schmidt's analysis in Rahmen; see his conclusions: pp.
208f., 317.

^See, e.g., Robert Stein, "The Proper Method for
Ascertaining a Markan Redaction History", Novum Testa-
mentum 13 (1971), 183.

22So Marxsen, Mark, pp. 28f., 43f.

22Schmidt's classification of the Gospels as Klein-
1 iteratur, "Die Stellung", pp. 84-90, has not been over¬
turned. The Gospels are not to be considered on a par with
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There is then the threat of polarization in Gospel

criticism between the tradition-oriented approaches, which

view the Gospel and its composition in terms of the oral

tradition from which Mark's material is drawn, and what

may be called the "narrative-oriented" approach, which

takes the Gospel as is and views it in categories applied

to a whole range of narrative literature.24 Both posi¬

tions have their value and their "results", but the com¬

posite picture of Mark's Gospel is impossible. Mark is at

once "not sufficiently master of his material to be able
O C

to venture on a systematic construction", the theo¬

logical creator of a wholly new literary Gattung,2^ and a

. 97
skillful, dramatic narrator. It is difficult to see how

all these could be true at the same time.

The argument of this thesis is that a way forward,

without completely discarding the insights of any of these

methods, lies in the description of oral tradition and of

either ancient or modern Hochliteratur. The problem of
Schmidt's understanding of the nature of Kleinliteratur is
discussed below in chapter 3, under "K. L. Schmidt".
There are both continuities and differences to be reckoned
with, as will be seen.

9 4.
^Petersen, "Introduction", pp. 3ff., clearly

recognizes the polarity.

^Bultmann, HST, p. 350.

2t3Norman Perrin, "The Literary Gattung 'Gospel'",
Expository Times 82 (1970-71), 4-7.

27Cf. Rhoads, "Narrative Criticism", p. 413, quoted
above; Rhoads and Michie, Mark as Story; and Petersen,
"'Point of View'".
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oral traditional literature established by the "oral-
Op

formulaic theory" of Milman Parry and Albert B. Lord.

The theory is based on actual fieldwork by Parry and Lord,

carried out in a living oral tradition.

An article by Lord on the relationships among the

Synoptic Gospels as characteristic of parallel oral narra¬

tives, provided first inklings of a different relationship

between the evangelist and the oral tradition than was

dictated by standard form criticism: he might have been

neither a "collector" nor a "redactor", but a traditional

narrator or storyteller who habitually used traditional

material in composing coherent, literary narratives. Such

"oral compositions" would be a typical feature of the
OQ

tradition itself. Were this the case, then at least

elements of both the tradition-oriented and the narrative-

oriented approaches to Mark may become compatible, and

their apparently conflicting findings capable of explana¬

tion in terms of a theory embracing both oral tradition

and literature.

To the end of reconsidering the composition of

^Further bibliography will be given below. The
basic expression of the theory is in Albert Lord, The
Singer of Tales.

29Albert Lord, "Gospels as Oral Traditional Litera¬
ture", Relationships among the Gospels, ed. William 0.
Walker, Trinity University Monograph Series in Religion,
no. 5 (San Antonio: Trinity University Press, 1978), 33-
92; see esp. pp. 37ff. Leander Keck, who chaired discus¬
sion for the colloquium at which Lord's essay was read,
apparently also glimpsed these possibilities: Keck,
"Oral Traditional Literature and the Gospels: the
Seminar", Re 1at ionships, pp. 103ff., 114, 119.
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Mark's Gospel and its relation to the oral Synoptic tradi¬

tion in the light of the oral-formulaic theory, the thesis

will fall into two parts. The first part, consisting of

three chapters, will present and discuss the oral-

formulaic theory and the tradition-oriented approach to

Mark's Gospel. Chapter 1 will present the oral-formulaic

theory in its entirety as it is expressed by Lord in The

Singer of Tales.Chapter 2 will discuss and broaden

the theory by reference to scholarly discussion of the

theory, particularly from the field of folklore studies.

Chapter 3 will review and analyze the concept of oral

tradition found in standard form-critical and redaction-

critical thinking, and propose a fresh, "oral-formulaic"

assessment of the composition of Mark's Gospel.

The second part will be an attempt to carry out an

oral-formulaic analysis of Mark's Gospel, to test the

hypothesis that the text of the Gospel could be a direct

product of oral traditional composition. The motivating

principle of the oral-formulaic theory was an attempt to

understand the composition of the Homeric epics (and,

30The oral-formulaic theory, and Singer in particu¬
lar, are referred to several times in recent New Testament
literature, but it does not yet appear that consideration
has been given to the full implications of the theory.
See, e.g., Ghttgemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 204-11;
Graham N. Stanton, "Form Criticism Revisited", What about
the New Testament?, eds. Morna Hooker and Colin Hickling
(London: SCM Press, 1975), pp. 18-20; and Kelber, "Mark
and Oral Tradition", pp. 8, 20ff. GtYttgemanns and Kelber
are discussed briefly in chapter 3. Kelber's article is
discussed at length in appendix 1.
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latterly, other ancient compositions) as the product of an

oral traditional process. Two primary means of testing

such a claim were developed, "formulaic" analysis and

"thematic" analysis, which deal respectively with the

repetitive phraseology and with the repeated use of typi¬

cal scenes, that were found by the fieldwork of Parry and

Lord to be characteristic of oral traditional composi¬

tions. Chapter 4, therefore, will be a formulaic analysis

of Mark, and chapter 5, a thematic analysis.

It is hoped that the second part of the thesis will

help to validate the modifications of the standard form-

critical view of the Synoptic tradition which are sugges¬

ted in chapter three, and at the same time to focus

literary-critical attention on the relationship between

Mark and the tradition, so that criticism will have a more

firm idea of the compositional medium that may have pro¬

duced the first Gospel.



PART I

ORAL LITERATURE, THE ORAL-FORMULAIC THEORY, AND THE

TRADITION-ORIENTED APPROACH TO MARK'S GOSPEL



CHAPTER 1

THE ORAL-FORMULAIC THEORY OF

ORAL NARRATIVE LITERATURE

The student of the Gospels who would undertake

comparative study of the Synoptic tradition on the basis

of research in oral literature and folklore encounters a

broad, many-faceted field. The decision to begin from the

oral-formulaic theory of Milman Parry and Albert Lord is a

product of three factors.

First, the oral-formulaic theory v/as originally

proposed to clarify the relationship of the Homeric epics

to their oral traditional background, which immediately

leads into questions of the literary capacities of oral

composition, for the Iliad and the Odyssey are of unques¬

tioned literary quality. This means that the oral-

formulaic theory deals with issues similar to those that

have been outlined in the introduction with relation to

Mark's Gospel.

Second, the oral-formulaic theory has included a

proposal to test for oral composition in texts of indefi¬

nite origin. Although the testing process is by no means

simple or final, it does at last offer the prospect of the

controlled evaluation of a hypothesis, and is based upon

field study of actual oral tradition. Such a test would

15
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self-evidently be useful, if it can be applied to Mark's

Gospel.

Third, as was indicated in the introduction, Lord

has already published an article, applying aspects of the

oral-formulaic theory to the Synoptic problem. His wil¬

lingness to do so encourages the belief that his theory

may indeed prove useful in the analysis of Mark's Gospel.

If the oral-formulaic theory takes pride of place

in this study, nevertheless it cannot stand alone for the

purposes of understanding Mark's Gospel. The differences

between the poetic, epic traditions with which the oral-

formulaic theory is immediately concerned and the Synoptic

tradition are not to be denied. It will be necessary to

set the oral-formulaic theory in the broader context of

oral and folklore studies. This will be the purpose of

the second chapter.

It is proposed now to summarize the oral-formulaic

theory as it is presented by Lord in The Singer of Tales.^
It is important to grasp the theory as a whole: frequent¬

ly various aspects of it have been taken out of this

context and elevated into independent principles which

have no real basis in the theory as a whole. The full

^Albert B. Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1960). References to
Singer in this chapter will generally be inserted into the
text as page numbers within parentheses.

2 .

This has happened particularly with regard to the
"formula", and to the difference between oral and written
composition. The first of these will be discussed below
in chapter 2, under "the formula". The second, which has
found its way into New Testament circles, will be consi-
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statement of the theory here will provide bearings to be

followed both in the second chapter and in the recon¬

sideration of the tradition-oriented approach to Mark's

Gospel to follow.

The Context of Homeric Studies

At the beginning of Singer (7-12), Lord provides a

sketch of the modern history of Homeric criticism, in

order to set a framework within which to understand the

significance of the oral-formulaic theory. (It may be

useful to keep in mind the state of modern Gospel criti¬

cism for the sake of comparison.)

One influential view of the composition of the

Homeric epics is that the Homeric poems were "written

literary productions by a single author". This is still

held by the "unitarians", or the "loyalists" as Lord calls

them, who have held to and defended the standard view

throughout the modern period.

Over the years several problems about this received

view have arisen. First of all, it was not believed that

the Greeks could write as early as the ninth century

B.C.,^ when "Homer's" works appear to have originated. It

dered briefly in chapter 3, under "Erhardt Ghttgemanns"
and "Werner Kelber", and somewhat more extensively in
appendix 1, a critique of Kelber's article, "Mark and Oral
Tradition", Semeia 16 (1979), 7-55.

^This was first claimed by Josephus in Contra
Apionem 1:2. It was brought forward again later in the
eighteenth century, most cogently, according to Lord, by
Friedrich August Wolf, Prolegomena ad Homerum (1795).
Wolf in turn probably influenced J. G. Herder's thinking
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has since been discovered that the Greeks did indeed have

the ability to write, but no texts are extant that would

give any indication that it was used for literary texts of

the length and quality of the Iliad and the Odyssey.

Other critics have pointed out errors and incon¬

sistencies in the poems. With the development of linguis¬

tic studies, the presence of various dialects in the

poeras, and also of archaisms from different periods has

been uncovered. These all militate against unified

authorship. The typical resolution of these difficulties

is to affirm some sort of multiple authorship, with

"Homer" at one or the other end of a series of poets.

Homer becomes either the originator of the poems, or the

great final redactor, "who reworked oral tradition into a

'literary' poem".

Those who placed Homer at the beginning of the

process often undertook "dissection", as Lord calls it (or

redaction criticism?), in an attempt to recover the

"archetypal poems" at the foundation of the tradition.

One such scholar detected four strata of expansion and

interpolation atop an original "core" of poems. Lord does

not intend simply to dismiss the findings of all these

studies. Many of their observations about the "pecu¬

liarities of language and structure" in the Homeric corpus

are indeed typical of "oral poetry" as he understands it.

on the subject of oral tradition: Werner Klimmel, The New
Testament, trans. S. McLean Gilmour and Howard Clark Kee
(London: SCM Press, 1973), p. 82, fn. 100.
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Oral transmission of the Homeric poems in various

forms and over various periods has been posited by most

non-unitarian theorists. But according to both Parry and

Lord, it appeared that the understanding of how oral

tradition functioned, how its carriers composed tradi¬

tional material when they recited, and how the traditional

material itself took its forms was misconceived.

The basis of this misconception lay in the idea

that the successive carriers of oral traditional poems

were dealing with "fixed" texts, retained in "the 'fantas¬

tic memories' so 'well attested' of illiterate people",

and subject to change therefore only through (rare) lapse

of memory or through intentional alteration. Although

such an assumption seemed self-evident to literate Western

scholars, Parry observed in his work among the Balkan

poets that their oral transmission operated on a different

principle than the verbatim repetition of fixed texts.

The description of how an oral narrative tradition func¬

tions is the distinctive contribution of the oral-forrau-

laic theory to the literary evaluation of traditional

texts.

The "Singer of Tales"

Lord's book, The Singer of Tales, is comprised of

two parts. The first, theoretical part has as its aim a

full definition of "oral epic song", and the second has

the practical purpose of applying the principles of the

oral-formulaic theory to Homer and other epic poetry (4).
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There are insights to be gleaned from the second half of

Singer, which will be put to use later with regard to the

interpretation of Mark, but attention will be focussed for

the present upon its first part. Returning then to "oral

epic song", Lord defines this briefly as:

Narrative poetry composed in a manner evolved over
many generations by singers of tales who did not know
how to write; it consists of the building of metrical
lines and half-lines by means of formulas and formulaic
expressions and of the building of songs by the use of
themes (4).^

"Formula" and "formulaic expression" here refer to

verbal and metrical combinations of which individual lines

of verse are constructed. "Themes" are defined as "re¬

peated incidents and descriptive passages". A theme,

therefore, is roughly comparable to the "form" of New

Testament form criticism.

Lord describes oral epic as a "living organism" (4)

^Three objections against the use of the oral-
formulaic theory within the framework of Gospel studies
arise in this preliminary definition: (1) that it has
specific reference to poetry and not to a prose tradition
such as the Synoptic; (2) the short time available
between Jesus' lifetime and the composition of the Synop¬
tic Gospels, compared to Lord's "generations"; and (3)
the condition of illiteracy prescribed by Lord. The first
and the third objection are taken up in the second chap¬
ter. The second applies to practically any tradition-
oriented approach to the Gospels: what may be said, and
what Lord does say in "Gospels as Oral Traditional Litera¬
ture", Relationships among the Gospels, ed. William Walker
(San Antonio: Trinity University Press, 1978), pp. 36,
38ff., 91, is that the events of Jesus life were taken up
into already established narrative forms. This is not
uncommon in oral tradition, as will be seen. Cf. also
Linda De'gh, "Folk Narrative", Folklore and Folklife, ed.
Richard M. Dorson (London: University of Chicago Press,
1972), pp. 78ff.
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and the oral-formulaic theory presents an organic concep¬

tion of oral tradition. As such it is difficult to know

where to begin describing it. Probably the best way is to

return to the idea that oral tradition does not consist in

the handing on of verbally-fixed texts.

Composition in Performance

The poems of oral poets are not composed prior to,

but in performance (13). The singer-poet, then, does not

"know" the material of his tradition, rather he himself jLs

the tradition at the moment of recital. He is an organic

part of the oral tradition. The traditional material only

takes on a quantifiable form as it is orally presented or

performed. Performances are not mechanical repetitions,

but neither are they free creations of the poet.

The rapidity of composition before an audience

makes the use of formulas and themes necessary for the

oral poet. These formulas and themes are, in turn, pro¬

vided to him through his experience of the tradition.

Each performance ("performance", is a technical terra among

folklorists for the process of public recitation; it is

not limited to "entertainment" in the usual sense) of a

particular "song" is unique, but it is also closely re¬

lated to other performances of the song, whether by the

same poet or by his peers, through the medium of the

traditional formulas and themes (4). The tradition de¬

pends upon the poet and the poet depends upon the

tradition.
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Oral tradition is not an "anonymous" process. Every

performance is really a separate song which bears the

"signature of its poet singer", and his audience knows who

he is because they are present at the time of composition.

The stories of oral tradition are composed and re-composed

each time they are performed, and this continuous re-

composition of the poems upon the basis of traditional

elements accounts for the existence of both the continuity

and discontinuity in the texts of songs which Parry and

Lord recorded in the Balkan epic tradition.

A particular recording or transcription of a tradi¬

tional poem does not give one the "poem": there is no

ideal or model form of it (4f.). Indeed the question of

an "original" poem has very little meaning (lOOff.)—

certainly not what a text-critic would mean by an original

or autograph manuscript. If this is so, then ancient

texts based upon oral tradition present but a cross-

section, as it were, of the traditional process in which

they were set.

Lord, in his article on the "Gospels as Oral Tradi¬

tional Literature", has tentatively considered the Synop¬

tic Gospels on this model as three distinct "performances"

of the Synoptic tradition. He felt that the pattern of

their agreements and disagreements would be characteristic

of what one could expect from oral traditional composi-
c

tions. Even if that approach is unlikely to cut through

"'Lord, "Gospels", pp. 58-91; see esp. pp. 58ff.,
90f.
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the Gordian knot which is the Synoptic problem, the fact

that Lord found it conceivable may help to clarify his

conception of the nature of oral tradition.

In summary then, "oral" does not mean recital of a

fixed text, but "composition during oral performance",

which is neither rote memorization, being unique, nor

"free improvisation", being traditional. "Oral learning,

oral composition and oral transmission seem to be differ¬

ent facets of the same process" (5). Lord develops his

theory by concentrating on three components of the tradi¬

tion: the training and performance of the singer, the

formula, and the theme. He concludes his presentation by

considering the relationship between "songs and the song",

and more generally, that between writing and oral

tradition.

The Singer

The term "singer" is used descriptively of the

Balkan oral poets who habitually sing their poetic narra¬

tives to the accompaniment of a one-stringed "gusle", and

the term serves by extension to encompass all the oral

traditional composers whose epics Lord considers. Lord

has in mind a somewhat deeper role for the singer as well:

he has a "mantic and sacred function" (155), even as his

epics have a fundamentally "religious" nature (67).

The singer occupies the center of the oral theory,

for he is "not a mere carrier of the tradition but a

creative artist making the tradition" (13). It is this
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idea which must be clarified. With written texts, Lord

states, one must consider the "moment of composition" in

order to understand the author's motives, and not later

performances or readings of the text. The same holds true

for oral poetry, except that the "moment of composition"

is the performance (13). Each performance is also "live",

as would be said today: the singer must simultaneously

compose and satisfy an audience.

This relationship of composer and audience is an

essential part of the traditional process. The typical

Southslavic singer observed by Parry and Lord performed on

a variety of occasions, mostly informal; village inns and

homes were common settings. During the month-long Islamic

festival of Ramadan, when men would fast all day and

gather each evening for talk and song, a good singer would

often perform nightly, perhaps having the opportunity to

sing one song for an entire night, and to go through a

repertoire of thirty songs over the course of the

festival (24).

The informality of the performance meant that a

singer would have to deal with an audience of constantly

changing size and mood. In such conditions, considerable

"dramatic ability and narrative skill" were needed to

maintain the listeners' attention. A singer would have to

gauge the mood of his audience in order to know how long

he could afford to make his song. Singers of greater

talent could usually sing for a longer period than others.

(Not surprisingly, it was observed that a song sung by the
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same man several times would vary most in its ending,

because it was sung less often than the restl) The set¬

ting of the composition of the songs demands both speed

and flexibility, and the techniques of oral composition

provide the key to the singer's ability to satisfy these

demands (16f.).

The process of becoming an oral poet is also infor¬

mal. Singers are not a guild, although it is common for a

son to follow his father, nor do they come from any par¬

ticular social class. There is no formal training. Lord

isolated three stages in the learning of oral composition:

listening and absorbing, application, and beginning to

sing before a critical audience (21-26).

The first stage often begins in boyhood through

listening to singers with an interest born of a personal

desire to sing. Through listening, a would-be singer

begins to learn the traditional stories, the names and

characters of heroes and far-away places, and about the

habits of the distant past. The various themes which go

into the songs become familiar. The rhythm of the music

and the words do, too, and these are the foundation of the

formulas by which the lines of verse are composed. The

ear of the listener becomes more and more acute as more

songs and discussions about songs are heard.

This process is best called absorption, for it is

an informal process and there are no definite sets of

themes or lists of formulas to learn and memorize. Be¬

cause the "same" song is a little different each time it
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is heard, he never gets the idea of memorizing one perfor¬

mance of it, even if that were possible. It is more like

learning to speak one's native language than formal train¬

ing in a second language. Even mature singers are not

really conscious of the formulas they employ as

"formulas", any more than the average person would be

aware of the "rules" of grammar of his own language, if he

had not been taught them.

The second stage begins when the would-be singer

first attempts to sing. During this time he gradually

learns to express himself within the confines of rhythm

and melody by the formulas and phrases which may have

collected in the tradition, perhaps for generations. The

formulas in turn influence the kinds of ideas which the

singer will express, because the most familiar formulas

will be related to the "ideas most common to the poetry".

(For example, as horses loom large in the heroic actions

of the Balkan epics, the formula related to, say, mounting

a horse occurs frequently, and is readily adapted to

differently colored horses, as well as to various numbers

of horsemen.) Formulas finally become "part of his poetic

thought", through repeated use and satisfaction.

Much is learned by imitation in this stage: music,

formulas and themes of songs are emulated, often from one

mature singer who acts as a teacher and model. Because

the themes and formulas are common to the entire tradi¬

tion, the learning of a particular song facilitates the

ability to compose others as well. This stage comes to an
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end when a singer can perform one entire song for the

satisfaction of a critical audience.

The singer will know parts of other songs and his

ability to perform the one will not yet be mature. The

singer is at this point the closest to his models that he

ever will be, in themes and v/ords, but he will also be

familiar with the fluidity of the tradition. As time

passes his songs develop with the increase of repertoire

and competence.

The third stage of learning includes this increase,

and ends when the singer can perform for several nights

running or when he can move freely through the tradition.

By this Lord means that he has sufficient command of

formulas and themes to be able to sing any song he hears,

and to expand and "ornament" a song when the occasion

permits. Not all reach this level. During this time,

too, the audience plays a role by demanding more and more

skilful performances. The singer never ceases the process

of accumulating and recombining his formulas and themes.

He is constantly refining his ability and learning new

songs.

In view of the training and consciousness of a

singer, it is possible to conceive oral tradition as a

conservative institution, the traditions of which are

carefully preserved, and at the same time as a creative,

ever-changing process. If asked, the singer will see

himself as a "defender of the historic truth of what is

being sung" and will not recognize a difference in his own
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telling of a story from that which he first heard. He has

sung it "exactly" as he heard it. On the other hand, he

will recognize that no two other singers will sing a song

alike: changing and adding do occur, and this may not be

a good thing. But this is about the art of singing it¬

self, and not about (his) "preservation" of the tradition.

The singer will see no contradiction here for it is the

essence of the story which must be and is preserved. The

tradition is preserved in its constant recreation by sing¬

ers who have themselves been taught by the tradition

(28f.). Lord does note that a well-known and particularly

skillful singer will make a proportionately greater

impression on the tradition than his fellows (20).

Of course, "singer" is a peculiar term in the

context of Gospel criticism. The term here for this

person will be, more prosaically, "narrator" which should

indicate much the same as Lord's term, and will also avoid

the connotations inherent in other terms such as "author"

or "story-teller". In view of the "religious" function

Lord ascribed to the singer, perhaps "evangelist" would be

a better term for the narrator in the Gospel tradition,

but that is to presuppose a number of matters yet to be

considered.
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The Formula

The poems of Homer abound with what have been

variously called "repetitions", "stock epithets", "epic

tags", and "stereotyped phrases". The "formula", as

understood by oral-formulaic theory, embraces all these,

and goes on yet further to include about ninety per cent

of the 27,000 lines in the Iliad and the Odyssey (144).

"Formula" is defined as "a group of words which is

regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to

express a given essential idea" (30). As such it is a

combination of "thought and sung-verse", as the latter

imposes certain restrictions upon the expression of the

former. In the course of the tradition, the rhythm and

the thought become one whole—at a level beneath the

immediate awareness of the poet. The most stable formulas

are those for the most common ideas of the poetry: names

of actors and of places, and the time and description of

actions (31-33).

Lord employs the analogy of grammar to illustrate

how formulas work. The formulas can be assembled into

tables of paradigms, or "systems". But their actual use

is no more mechanical than is the normal speech of the

native speaker from which grammatical rules and paradigms

are derived. "Formulas are the phrases and clauses and

sentences of this specialized poetic grammar." Pleonasm

is characteristic of formulaic expression in order to fill

out lines and half-lines left partially vacant by particu¬

lar expressions. As in grammar, there are rules, but also
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exceptions and abnormalities (34-36).

Because they provide plastic and greatly adaptable

patterns, the actual number of formulas employed by a poet

may be much less than one would expect. The adjustment of

formulaic expressions, and even the creation of new ones

by analogy from others, becomes a habit in performance and

does not entail any sort of mechanical juxtaposition

(36f.). It is true that certain formulas are more "set"

than others in the singer's usage and he will often have

relatively stable sequences of formulas used to express

common thoughts in his themes.^

Nevertheless, the formulas themselves are less

important than the fact that they make possible a "formu¬

laic style of expression", for more often than not the

singer must form a phrase rather than rely upon one that

is ready made. This ability makes the oral recomposition

of a song possible without recourse to a computer-like

memory (44f.). Not every line is identical with another,

but many are related to a common pattern or phrase.

The oral poem, then, is constructed of sequences of

lines. Because each line is a compositional unit, it

generally expresses a complete thought. Fully eighty-five

per cent of the lines of Yugoslav oral poetry are either

complete sentences or clauses which in themselves make

^Some "language" is most often associated with
particular themes: see the discussion in chapter 5, under
"structure of themes". Other formulas are not so

restricted.
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sense.' This results in what Parry called an "adding

style" which allows for either a rapid story pace by

binding a series of actions together, or for richly de¬

tailed description in breaks between the actions (54f.).

Paratactic connection is quite common in oral style be¬

cause of this feature (65).

Passages are constructed with syntactic, rhythmic,

and acoustic (alliteration, assonance, etc.) patterns.

The outcome of this is a comparative stability of expres¬

sion for the singer and to a lesser extent, in the tradi¬

tion itself. The larger clusters of formulas or lines,

characteristically employed by singers, also work toward

this effect (57f.). On the other hand, individual styles

of verse-making are distinguishable, given a sufficient

sample of poetry. This provides a possibility of tes¬

ting the unity of longer textual pieces, such as the Iliad

and the Odyssey (b3ff.).

Because the tradition tends to carry formulaic

expressions along, it can become a repository for archaic

and dialect forms of expression. This helps to explain

the presence of peculiarities in the language of Homer's

poetry, as noted earlier. In addition, formulas retain

"connotative depths" which elicit "traditionally intuitive

meaning". Phrases in Homer like "ox-eyed Hera" or

7 •

The technical term for a sentence which requires
more than one line of verse to complete its sense is
"enjambement". The absence of "necessary enjambernent" is
an obvious characteristic of oral poetry, although not
exclusively so: Lord, Singer, p. 54.
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"bright-eyed Athena" are more than mere line-filler: they

recall epiphanies of these goddesses in Greek religion.

Formulas themselves often carry ritual and religious over¬

tones. This feature of oral composition also will have

implications for the Gospel tradition, for example in

underlining the power of Old Testament allusions or the

use of apocalyptic imagery in the expression of the

tradition.

Formulas in oral traditional poetry are more

obviously conditional upon the metrical requirements of

poetry than are other aspects of the tradition. Although

the Evangelists have not employed poetic formulas in

their compositions, Mark's style particularly tends to

"characteristic" terms and constructions, to paratactic

and pleonastic expression, and to shorter sentences than

are common in "literary" Greek.® This may well indicate

some affinity to the oral style of expression described by

Lord, which also displays these characteristics.

O f '
t

See M.-J. Lagrange, L'Evangile seIon Saint Marc
(Paris: 1929; reprint ed., Paris: Librairie Lecoffre,
1966), pp. lxxv-lxxxiii, who comments on the simple,
stereo-typed expressions frequently used by Mark. He
also observed Mark's many pleonasms, pp. lxxii-lxxiv,
lxxxii. Cf. Vincent Taylor, The Gospel according to St.
Mark, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan, 1966), pp. 44-54, for a
full treatment of Mark's style. Note in particular Mark's
paratactic expression.
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The Theme

Whereas formulas are the means for telling a story

in song and verse, there are many basic incidents and

descriptions that recur in oral epic. These complexes of

ideas are called themes (68). The calling and conduct of

a council, and the assembly of an army are two common

examples from Lord's literature; the miracle story and

the calling of a disciple are two from the Gospels which

come readily to mind.

Themes are structured groups of ideas. The struc¬

tures are absorbed by the singer from the earliest stage

of his development and form the constant factor in the

expression of the theme. The words of a particular theme

can often be rather constant as well, but the various

ideas are of the essence. Some themes can involve lesser

themes in their structure, or in their actual expression.

That of a council, for instance, will generally involve

the introduction of a speaker or speakers and the speeches

themselves, which are "minor" themes (68ff.).

When a singer builds a large theme, he has a plan

which goes beyond the bare necessities of the narrative.

There are elements of balance, order, and progression

within the theme. This sense of the ordered totality of

the theme allows a good singer to slow down the action and

to elaborate any element of the theme without losing his

sense of the whole (92). Singers also exercise a tech¬

nique of "framing" one theme within another to express

concurrent actions (104).
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The quality of oral epic tradition depends largely

upon a singer's skill at describing heroes, houses, arms

and castles, to the marvel of his hearers. Such "ornamen¬

tation", as the singers call it, is often thematic as

well. Lord observes that the ornamentation also has a

"strongly ritualistic flavor" and that it does not occur

indiscriminately. Elaborated themes are often reserved

for the protagonist who prepares for a special mission,

and this may well be a survival from rites of initiation

or dedication (86-89). Ornamentation thus calls particu¬

lar attention to the action or person described.

If at first a singer is greatly influenced by his

primary teacher in the variety and construction of his

repertoire of themes, he will add elements as he matures

(1) from other performances by other singers, (2) by

performing the same theme in other songs, and perhaps

(3) by his own artistic creativity. The potential of the

themes grows and develops with the singer's art. An

experienced singer is an active listener who combines

listening and learning into one process by adapting a new

song to his own stock of themes, for the song is essen¬

tially a given pattern of major themes with particular

heroes and settings supplied (78f.).

Themes are multiform. Both major and minor themes

can take several forms in a singer's repertoire, depending

upon their importance and context in a given song. The

full form of the letter-writing theme of the Balkan tradi¬

tion, for example, includes the gathering of writing mate-
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rials, dictation of the letter, writing of the letter,

and the expectation of a response which may not arrive

until later. The process of dictating and writing can be

expanded to a great length, or the entire theme can be

expressed in one formula-line (80-85).^
As with formulas, Lord associates both stability

and change with themes. A particular poet's use of themes

will be distinguishable from that of another. And al¬

though a singer's themes are subject to change as he

matures in his ability and learns the tradition, after a
♦

time the general outlines of a theme will become quite

constant.

In a singer's use of themes, two forces are at work

which can result in narrative inconsistency, which is not

untypical of oral poetry ("Homer's nod"). The first is

the pattern of themes which comprises the story: one

theme leads naturally to another in the narrative. At the

same time, however, each theme has its own "semi-indepen¬

dent life". Thus there is a pull in two directions,

toward the song being sung, and toward the previous uses

of the same theme by the singer and in the tradition at

large. A theme, or an episode, has its own consistency

and its own habitual associations. One major theme will

often lead to another by demands for further action

created in its telling, but this second action may not be

5Note, incidentally, that a familiarity with the
possibility and practice of writing and reading is not
incompatible with oral tradition.
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necessary or even consistent with the song in which the

first theme occurs (93ff.).

In the tradition at large, major complexes of

themes are held together by the logic of narrative or by

repeated association. In Southslavic epic, the complex of

themes involving the return of a hero from captivity

almost invariably requires a disguise or a deceptive story

on the hero's part, which logically leads to recognition

of the hero by certain parties at certain times (compare,

for example, the return of Odysseus to Ithaca).

Some force, a "tension of essences" as Lord terms

it, holds these themes together. Some of the themes

belong to other such complexes as well, which can give

rise to long and involved stories.10 Both singers and

audiences can feel this tension, as a result of the tradi¬

tion, and at some point in a story, at least vestiges of

these themes must appear in order to resolve it. Associa¬

tion of this kind is at the heart of epic and is vital to

its stability and continuity. When one analyzes a compo¬

sition thematically the "hidden tension of essences" must

be taken into account. It will often be found to stem

from the religious or "mythical" loading of the tradition

(96 f f., cf. 164).

With Lord's discussion of "themes", the material of

oral traditions is encountered, more familiar to New Tes¬

tament students as the various "forms" of form criticism.

10In Lord's analysis, the Odyssey is a prime
example of this: see Singer, pp. 158-85.



What is important to observe here is not only the exis¬

tence and development of individual themes, which has

indeed been the focus of much attention since the clas¬

sical form-critical works of Rudolf Bultraann and Martin

Dibelius. It is rather the use of the themes which has

new implications for the interpreter of the Gospels:

themes do not exist solely for themselves, but in relation

to larger wholes. The "tension of essences" operates

between the smaller units within the traditional process.

Songs and the Song

Lord sums up his discussion of themes under the new

heading of "Songs and the Song". "The singer thinks of

his song in terms of a flexible plan of themes" (99).

Some of these themes are essential to the song and some

are not. The essential themes comprise the "stable skele¬

ton of narrative", which is the "Song" itself. Every

performance will differ somewhat in the expression and

elaboration of the narrative, but these do not affect the

stability of the story. As long as the "Song" contains

its essential themes, its story—its history—is true.

All this is, of course, the analytical construction

of the literate scholar: the "Song" itself does not have

an existence separate from its re-creation in the perform¬

ances of a singer who has himself received it through

prior re-creations. The "Song" is, like its themes,

multiform; its text is fluid (99ff.).

The variations among performances of the same song
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by different performers fall into six categories (123, cf.

105): (1) saying the same thing in different ways accord¬

ing to personal style; (2) expansion or ornamentation by

adding details to descriptions, usually for events of

significance; (3) changes in the sequence of themes,

determined by an individual's sense of balance or by

chiastic reversal of themes; (4) addition of material

common to a locality; (5) omission of material; and (6)

substitution of one theme for another, in a story config¬

uration held together by inner tensions.

In the second of these categories, one can include

the fact that the community's way of life will inevitably

affect the tradition. Similarly such things as the moral

values or the artistic sense of characterization of an

individual singer and the social pressures he feels will

affect his performances (106, 110, 118, 136).

At a deeper level, the tradition is a powerfully

conservative force for the "preservation of an essential

idea as expressed either in a single theme or in a group

of themes". The very multiformity of the tradition works

conservatively, contrary to what might first appear, be¬

cause the variations occurring in the songs are themselves

related largely to forces within the tradition. In fact

the same story will sometimes be sung with different

heroes, indicating that the particular story is more im¬

portant than the person to whom it is attached, or more

correctly that the "type of hero is more important than

the specific hero".
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Songs with unorthodox characteristics in a particu¬

lar singer's performances will tend to move back toward

the mainstream under the corrective influence of hearing

the song from other singers (118, 120). The performances

of a given song in the tradition are distinct, but are

simultaneously inseparable from one another.

The signal element of Lord's discussion of the

relationship between themes and the longer narratives of

which they are the constituent parts is that there may be

larger unities—narrative unities—operative in at least

some oral traditions. This fact is not commonly recog¬

nized in Gospel tradition-criticism, and suggests that the

contrast between tradition- and narrative-oriented

approaches to Mark's Gospel may in fact be reconcilable.

Writing and Oral Tradition

In his discussion of writing and oral tradition,

Lord has two distinct things to say. The first is that

the transcription of a song is just one more performance--

albeit one with special circumstances—for the singer.

The second is that the mind-set of the fully literate

person is not compatible with the process of oral tradi¬

tional composition.^ Lord also describes a set of crite-

■^It is necessary to distinguish clearly between
these two factors because of an apparent misunderstanding
of Lord by Erhardt Ghttgemanns, Candid Questions Concern¬
ing Gospel Form Criticism, trans. William G. Doty (Pitts-
burgh: Pickwick Press, 1979), pp. 204-11; and repeated
in Werner H. Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", Semeia 16
(1979), 20. The fact that a Gospel or even several
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ria for determining the "orality" of a text.

When a singer dictates his poein for a scribe, as he

must have done before the invention of modern sound

recording systems, he faces a slow and difficult task.

Without his music and his customary tempo, a singer finds

it hard to compose, often resulting in irregular or poorly

formed lines and even in an admixture of prose. But while

dictation will generally lower the quality of verse-

making, some poets adjust more easily to this and find

that dictation makes for the "finest and longest of

songs". Dictation grants the poet a "command" perfor¬

mance. Given an indefinite amount of time, the excep¬

tional singer is allowed to "apply every resource to adorn

and enrich his song".

It must be remembered, of course, that the dictated

narrative is unique just like every other performance.

The singer and the tradition carry on; the scribe has

captured only a "single moment" in the tradition. From

the viewpoint of the literate world, a "fixed text" has

been established, perhaps inevitably to become the model

Gospels are written down does not mean that the composer
or composers had themselves crossed over the literary
divide which Lord places between the oral composer and the
writer. Cf. Graham N. Stanton, "Form Criticism Revisi¬
ted", What about the New Testament?, eds. Morna Hooker
and Colin Hickling (London; SCM Press, 1975), pp. 18-20,
who has also pointed this out. One must disagree with
Stanton, however, when he affirms, in opposition to Gfttt-
gemanns, that Mark is "not quite other than the sum of its
parts". The issue is complex, but an oral traditional
composition (like a written one) is certainly more than a
mere collection of isolated tales. This is certainly true
in the case of Homer's epics.
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or "original" to which other performances heard or read

will be compared. But this is a historical development

within the 1 iterate world only (124ff.).

Lord maintains that oral narrative song is a highly

developed, indeed a "perfected" art, complete within

itself with no artistic "need" for writing (124). He re¬

iterates this often in the Singer to counteract the preva¬

lent idea that written literature represents an evolution¬

ary advance over oral literature. This now involves the

second idea mentioned above, that oral composition and

written composition are two distinct processes. Dictation

did not afford the singer anything essentially new: it

did not represent in and of itself a "transition" from

oral to literary composition, being only another oral

composition, however "special" (128).

More broadly, Lord argues against the very idea of

"transitional texts", written by one who is at the same

time an oral and a literary poet. He offers three lines

of argument for his view. The first is that a "superior

written style" is the product of generations. If oral

poets start as functionally illiterate, simply learning to

read and write would not equip them with the skills to

write good poetry. One poet in his experience who had

learned to write would only do so at a collector's

request, and then composed poorly (129, 134f.).

The second argument, and the most telling, is that

the techniques of composition differ. Writing focusses

attention on words and lines, matters which have practi-
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cally no meaning to the oral poet, as has been seen. When

the words and lines of verse are seen as fixed, this

inevitably causes the oral singer to begin to memorize,

thus blunting his ability to compose orally.

The writer is not dependent upon traditional formu¬

las and formula patterns to compose metrical lines. Nei¬

ther is the writer dependent upon themes. The oral poet

is not bound by themes, but the written poet can exercise

immeasurably greater freedom to develop new themes and to

move toward non-recurring episodes in his stories. In

fact he must do so to please his audience. Therefore the

lines and the themes of written poetry both become con¬

sciously unique. Lord describes this uniqueness as

"stark" by comparison with the uniqueness of each oral

song as a "multiform of a large complex" (129-32).

He also reports in this connection that the greater

dissemination of reading in contemporary Yugoslavia has

affected the younger generation and that very few young

are developing the ability to compose orally. Instead,

the dispersion of songbooks—some of nearly "canonical"

status—is leading to the memorization not only of these

texts but of the oral songs of the elders as well. The

oral tradition is slowly dying out (137f.).

Lord's third argument is that in European countries

whose history shows "traces of a change from an oral to a

literary tradition", this development has occurred through

the influence of a foreign literary tradition and not

spontaneously (133, 138). The transition to writing in
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periods since the introduction of writing has more to do

with socio-cultural levels than with the passage of time.

Although written poetry can imitate the character¬

istics of oral poetry, it will not reproduce them. Nor is

there such a composition which can be considered "tran¬

sitional" as an evolutionary or "progressive" step from

oral to written composition.

The three criteria for "orality" are, briefly:

(1) formula analysis of a text, yielding a predomi¬
nance of formulas and formulaic expression, when a
sufficient sample to work from is given (130f.);

(2) analysis of the level of "enjambement" in the
style of a text—although this form of analysis is not
conclusive by itself as certain writing styles also
encourage composition line by line (131); and

(3) analysis of thematic structure, yielding well-
established themes which are used recurrently in the
construction of the narrative (131f.).^

The oral-formulaic theory suggests that two wide¬

spread notions about oral narrative traditions need to be

changed. First, transmission of oral traditional material

does not take place through the recitation of fixed texts

by anonymous individuals. Instead, transmission occurs by

the composition of narratives in "performance", a process

involving distinct, artistic individuals who use tradi¬

tionally provided phraseology ("formulas") and narrative

12. .

The first and third criteria are put to use in
chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Fuller discussion of
these is offered there. The second is practically meaning¬
less in the context of a prose tradition. Fortunately
Lord indicates that its value is less than that of the
other two criteria. See the general discussion of "Oral
'Style'", below in chapter 2.
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units ("themes"). Secondly, it suggests that by this

means siginificant "literary" compositions may be

achieved—of a quality to be compared with that of the

Homeric epics. The use of the traditional elements is

necessary for the oral composer, however, and so "oral

literature" will retain distinct textual characteristics

which distinguish it from written literature. The chief

characteristics are "formulaic" phraseology and a narra¬

tive composed of recurring "themes".

These two factors alone appear to promise much to

the student of Mark's Gospel who faces the paradoxical

image of the Gospel produced by the current critical

approaches. Before returning to Mark, however, it will be

necessary to look somewhat more deeply into the broader

context of oral and folklore studies.



CHAPTER 2

THE ORAL-FORMULAIC THEORY AND FOLKLORE

In the Singer of Tales, the oral-formulaic theory

is set in the context of Classical scholarship, but it

must also be viewed in the context of oral and folklore

studies.-1- The field-work and theorizing of Parry and Lord

may be seen as typical, even exemplary, of the work of

folklorists who study oral tradition in many different

social and cultural settings.^ The detailed summation of

-^Ostensibly the form-critical interpretation of the
Gospels itself arises from a folkloristic approach to the
Synoptic Gospels and their "tradition". It is not alto¬
gether clear whether in fact this was the case, or if so,
whether NT form-critics actually drew upon folkloristic
resources to any great extent. See E. P. Sanders, Tenden¬
cies of the Synoptic Tradition (Cambridge: University
Press, 1969), pp. 8f., 12-21, who, in regard to so-called
"laws of the tradition", argues that this was not the
case. It is fair to say that there has been little on¬
going dialogue of NT critics with folklorists. Derek
Brewer, "The Gospels and the Laws of Folklore", Folklore
90 (1979), 37-52, expresses at the outset hi3 "surprise"
that Biblical scholarship has made so little use of folk¬
lore scholarship. One attempt at this has been that of
Thorlief Boman, Die JesusCber1ieferung im Lichte der
neuren Volkskunde (Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1967), which will come under scrutiny later. See also C.
H. Lohr, "Oral Techniques in the Gospel of Matthew", CBQ
23 (1961), 403-35.

^One encounters references to them and to their
work frequently in folklore literature. For an estimate
of the place of the oral-formulaic theory in folklore
studies, see Richard M. Dorson, "Concepts of Folklore and
Folklife", Folk lore and Folk 1ife, ed. Dorson (London:
University of Chicago Press, 1972), pp. 1-50, esp. pp.
36f f.

45
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Singer in chapter 1 was offered because (1) the oral-

formulaic theory is expressed there in full, and (2)

Lord's work is consistently concerned with detecting oral

composition in ancient texts—"literary archaeology" as

one folklorist has called it.3 This aim is not found or

so clearly developed, generally, in folklore studies.

Even so, a survey of the literature on folklore and some

related fields, will help to fill out the description of

oral composition and its literary characteristics, par¬

ticularly by bringing prose composition into view. This

will better enable an approach to the text of Mark's

Gospel.

The oral-formulaic theory, with its concern to show

how epics such as Homer's could have been created orally,

essentially addresses two matters. The first is that

transmission of oral narrative is not by recitation of a

fixed, memorised text, but by recomposition during oral

performance. The second is how oral literature came to be

written down, and what the effects of this would be upon

the recorded performance and upon the tradition itself.

These two are complex matters as the previous dis-

3Roger D. Abrahams, Licence to Repeat and Be Pre¬
dictable, Folklore Preprint Series vol. 6, no. 3 ~Tl978).
See also Bennison Gray, "Repetition in Oral Literature",
JAF 84 (1971), 303.

^A similar task has been undertaken by Robert C.
Culley, Structure of Hebrew Narrative (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1976), pp. 1-31, in regard to OT narratives.
Occasional reference to his work will be made, but a
different course is taken.
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cussion has shown. V7ithin the first are included the

creative role of the narrator as he addresses his audience

and composes his story, the compositional elements and

techniques provided by his tradition, and the resultant

characteristics of orally composed narrative texts found

by analytical study.

The second takes in discussion of the difference

between written literary style and oral, and Lord's obser¬

vations of transcription of oral epics, which demonstrate

that the process need not alter the character of the oral

text. Out of all these things, Lord was able to put

forward his criteria for "orality" in older literary

texts. This chapter will consider how these matters have

been described and discussed in oral and folklore studies.

The Folk-Narrator

The role of the narrator has come in for much

attention in recent folklore studies. Both "fixed phrase"

and "free phrase" oral transmission are known, but the

second is far more common.b This means that the partic¬

ular narrator is immediately responsible for the wording

and content of his composition, although the degree of

variation from other tellings may sometimes be greater or

lesser.

Studies have further shown that the term "folk" has

-"Alan Dundes, ed., The Study of Folk lore (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965), p. 183 (abbr.: SF).
See also Culley, Hebrew Narrative, pp. 25f.
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in the past been invested with a Romantic connotation that

had little justification in reality. Folk traditions are

not simply the creation and common property of peasant

communities, borne anonymously from generation to genera¬

tion.^ Rather, "active" tradition-bearers are only a

small number out of the community: less than one per cent

7
by one calculation. These bearers are generally crea¬

tive, aiming to tell their story in the "best possible

form" for reasons of communication and artistry.® Anna

B. Booth expressed the often repeated view that "story¬

telling" is a highly important "narrative art" in areas

q
where literacy is not the norm.

One must take cognizance of the different roles,

often implicit, which a narrator can play. One cross-

cultural study, in which various groups of people were

®C. W. von Sydow, "Folktale Studies and Philology",
SF, p. 231. See also Kenneth L. Ketner, "The Role of
Hypotheses in Folkloristics", JAF 86 (1973), 129f.

7
Bengt Holbeck, "Oppositions and Contrasts", Folk¬

lore Studies in the Twentieth Century, ed. V. J. Newall
(Woodbridge, Suffolk: D. S. Brewer, 1978, 1980), p. 238.
See C. W. von Sydow, "On the Spread of Tradition", Selec¬
ted Papers on Folklore (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde and Bag¬
ger, ~1948T, p. 12, for the distinction between "active"
and "passive" tradition-bearers. Also Ruth Finnegan,
"What is Oral Literature Anyway?", Oral Literature and the
Formula, eds. Benjamin A. Stolz and Richard S. Shannon,
III (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1976), p. 134.

O

Gyula Ortutay, "Principles of Oral Transmission",
Hungarian Folklore: Essays (Budapest: Akademiai Kiado,
1972), p. 159.

Q ,

Anna Birgitta Booth, The Importance of Story-
tel 1 ing (Uppsala: University of Uppsala, 1976JT pp. llf.
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shown a film without dialogue, revealed that American

university students, when asked to recount the film, car¬

ried out a "memory task", whereas students in Greece

"tended to interpret the events in the film, making better
I Qstories". One should recall here the ambiguity Lord

discovered about accuracy and creativity, among the Slavic

singers.-'-■'- The average, educated Anglo-Saxon may well

have difficulty in appreciating that strict accuracy of

description is not at all a universal value.

Just as Lord observed the narrator's need for flex¬

ibility due to the exigencies of informal oral performan¬

ces, a distinct school of folklorists1*^ also emphasizes

the importance of the performance-context in understanding

the implications of what is said and the selection of
1 ^

traditional material.

i0Wallace L. Chafe, ed., The Pear Stories (Norwood,
N.J.: Ablex, 1980), p. xvi. The issue of "eyewitness"
influence upon early Christian tradition must take factors
like this into account.

■'■■'■See above, pp. 27f. Cf. Sean 0 Coileain, "Oral
or Literary?", Studia Hibernica 17,18 (1977-78), 11-21,
who observes the tendency of some older folklore studies
to view transmission as verbally fixed, and to accept,
uncritically, exaggerated claims by informants regarding
their memory.

1 9-"•^The "contextual" school: Dorson, "Concepts of
Folklore", pp. 45f.

^See, e.g., Sydow, "Folktale Studies", SF, p. 232;
and Linda Degh and Andrew Vazsonyi, "Legend and Belief",
Folk lore Genres, ed. Dan Ben-Amos (London: University of
Texas, 1976), pp. lOOff.
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Compositional E1eraents and Techniques

Turning to the compositional elements described by

Lord, one finds that the "theme" is a commonly observed

factor in almost all oral narration. The "formula" on the

other hand is not so widely attested: this is in part

because "formulaic" is the particular contribution of

Parry and Lord to folklore studies, whose origin lies in

the literary and comparative concerns first expressed by

Parry.

Linda Degh has described the composition of the

folktale as "fashioned from stable formulas commonly known

to the tellers who adjust thern to a basic outline kept

together by a frame", where both the formulas and the

outline are traditional.-*-^ Degh's use of the term

"formula" is broader than Lord's, and includes (1) folk¬

tale types and motifs,-*--3 (2) framework indicators for the

introduction and conclusion, as well as "formulaic inter¬

jections" which bridge the setting of the performance and

the narrative setting, (3) "patterned figures of speech"

describing characters, scenes, and key points in the

story, (4) recurring monologues and dialogues, and

-*-^Linda Degh, "Folk Narrative", Folk lore and
Folkl ife, ea. Dorson, pp. 60ff.

IK

These are technical terms in folklore studies.
"Motif" designates particular narrative units (types of
person, scene or event) which are widespread in folk
traditions. They have been extensively catalogued and
classified: the most well-known such catalogue is that of
Stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk Literature, 6 vols.
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1955-58).
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(5) repetition of passages or events which serve as compo¬

sitional devices and to give structure to a narrative.^
One might wish that De'gh had described the nature and

function of these types of "formula" in more detail, but

it is fair to affirm that her list of formulas embraces

both the "formulas" and "themes" of the oral-formulaic

theory.

The Formula

The conception of the formula put forward by the

oral-formulaic approach has been controversial. Some

reactions have been based on a misunderstanding of what

Lord had intended, as will be seen, but others have come

to terms with the phenomenon, and have entered into criti¬

cal dialogue with the theory on two levels. These are

(1) basic description and definition of the formula, and

(2) the linguistic nature of formulaic expression.

Description and definition. Bennison Gray, writing

on "repetition in oral literature", begins with the affir¬

mation that repetition is a "fundamental characteristic"

of oral literature, and has been recognized as such by

l()One should note that Degh is describing the
"folktale" form, and not the legend, which she describes
here as "formless". This is largely a problem of termi¬
nology and genre description. "Legend" can be highly
structured like a folktale, as she indicates later in
"Folk Narrative", pp. 72f., and also in her article
"Legend and Belief", p. 93. See also Dorson, Folklore and
Fakelore (London: Harvard University Press, 1976X PP«
130ff.; and Degh and Vazsonyi, "The Memorate and Proto-
Memorate", JAF 87 (1974), 225-39.
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17 .

folklorists since the 1930's. He maintains, further,

that such repetition is a function of the oral ity of the

literature and not due to the "primitiveness" or lack of

creativity which non-specialists often predicate of "the
1 ftfolk". But a clear line of distinction must be drawn

between repetition within an oral literary composition and

that which occurs within an oral literary tradition.

(This distinction is applied to "themes"- as well as to

"verbal repetition".) Verbal repetition of the first sort

is properly designated "formula", but the second is "con¬

vention". Gray agrees with Lord that the formula, so

defined, is an indicator of "oralness" but this is not so

for the convention.^

Both formula and convention can only include "lin¬

guistic" constructions that are restricted to and charac¬

teristic of the literature", and not simply expressions

which are characteristic of the language itself. So with

Homer: the noun-epithet combinations used for gods and

heroes are formulas, says Gray, but a phrase for "so he
7 0said" is not. This already touches upon the linguistic

nature of formulaic expression which will be dealt with

shortly. Gray's central point is that one must retain the

■^Bennison Gray, "Repetition in Oral Literature",
p. 289. Cf. Degh, "Folk Narrative", pp. 61f.

-^Gray, "Repetition", pp. 290f.

^"Conventions" are no indicator of a specifically
oral tradition. They are part of what defines any
literary "tradition", oral or written: Ibid., pp. 296f.

20Ibid., p. 292.
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ability to distinguish between repetition that is properly

a function of oral narrative and repetition that is inevi¬

table in any "extended sample of language on a coherent

topic" . 2^
About the occurrence of formulas in oral litera¬

ture, Gray asserts:

Formulaic repetition occurs constantly in folk¬
tales—entirely independent of meter. Most obviously
it occurs in sequences of repeated incidents, particu¬
larly those involving verbal encounters.^

Alongside the general confirmation of formulaic

expression as characteristic of oral narratives, the

insistence that formulas are present in oral narrative

prose, no less than in poetry, is particularly noteworthy.

It helps to surmount one of the possible objections which

had been foreseen earlier, namely that Mark's Gospel is a

prose composition in contrast to the poetry of Lord's

singers.

Indeed, one of Gray's criticisms of the oral-

formulaic theory is that the metrical element in the

definition of formula needlessly "complicates" the

idea.^ metrical line is itself a "structure of

21Ibid., p. 295. 22Ibid., p. 294.

^2ibid., p. 293. Gray finds it "puzzling" that the
oral-formulaic theory was not aware of the frequency of
formulas in oral prose, and points out (pp. 301 f.) that
one particular oral-formulaic study of American folk ser¬
mons went astray here in trying to force the material into
non-existent metrical lines. It is perhaps not so surpri¬
sing in the case of Parry and Lord, who were initially
concerned with problems of Homeric poetry, and were proba¬
bly not generally acquainted with folklore studies at the
time. Similar affirmations of "formulaic" expression in
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repetition" which aids memory and fluency,24 rather than

obstructing it as Parry and Lord appear to believe.

Since Gray's article, Lord himself has affirmed

that "formulaic diction" is to be found in all forms of

oral narrative. He insists only that the formulas of oral

poetry are more "visible" than those of oral prose, be¬

cause a metrical medium limits the performer's choices

more (or, as one should perhaps say, because it encourages

a greater stability), and that formulas are therefore more

9 c
readily quantified in oral poetry. J

Yet another distinction must be made in regard to

the definition of the formula, between its literary and

its compositional value. Parry had emphasized that stan-

zaic repetition in the epics of Virgil and Milton, for

example, was a (written) literary device, based upon the

observed formulaic character of Homer's epics. The dif¬

ference is that Homer's formulas go beyond occasional use,

primarily for effect, to constitute the characteristic
9 &

mode of his composition in general.

prose may be found in James Ross, "Formulaic Composition
in Gaelic Oral Literature", Modern Philology 57 (1959-60),
1-12; and Kevin 0 Nolan, "Homer and the Irish Hero Tale",
Studia Hibernica 8 (1968), 7-20, esp. pp. 15f.

24Gray, "Repetition", pp. 295f.

25Lord, "Perspectives on Recent Work", Forum for
Modern Language Study 10 (1974), 202.

2fc)Milman Parry, "Studies in the Epic Technique of
Oral Verse-Marking. I. Homer and Homeric Style", HSCP 41
(1930), 81ff., 98-125. Aristotle, in his Poetics, had
already described Homer's formulas as a "literary" charac¬
teristic of the epic genre, according to Parry.
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It is not uncommon for this distinction between

truly formulaic expression and literary manijxilation of

formulas to be overlooked.2^ When this happens, one can

immediately affirm that formulaic repetition is character¬

istic of a_ll forms of literature, oral and written. To

use Gray's terms, repetition is itself a literary "conven¬

tion", which may indeed have its origin in oral composi¬

tion, as appears to have been the case for the classical

epic tradition but which is no longer by any means con-

JO . . .

fined to the oral. ° But xt xs claxmed by the oral-

formulaic theory that formulaic diction characterizes oral
OQ , ,

narratxve. The case for thxs xs best consxdered wxthxn

a study of the linguistic nature of the formula, which

will now be undertaken.

2^As in Ilhan Ba^gbz, Formula in Prose Narrative—
Hikaye, Folklore Preprint Series vol. 6, no. 1 (1978).
Ba^ybz has observed and discussed literary formulaic repe¬
tition, but apparently has not analyzed the diction of
Hikaye-narrations for formulaic composition. He under¬
stands "essential idea", in Lord's definition of formula,
to mean "central and important" rather than as "basic and
necessary." The same mistake is found in Susan Wittig,
"Formulaic Style and the Problem of Redundancy", Centrum 1
(1973), 123-36, esp. pp. 125, 126, 131f., despite the
overall quality of her article.

28This is the problem in C. H. Lohr, "Oral Tech¬
niques in the Gospel of Matthew", who uses the oral de¬
vices discussed by James A. Notopoulos, "Continuity and
Interconnexion in Homeric Oral Composition", TAPA 82
(1951), 81-101: the techniques are found in and are
necessary for oral literature, but are by no means limited
to it. They may (now) be simply "literary" techniques,
oral and written.

29Paul Kiparsky, "Oral Poetry: Some Linguistic and
Typological Considerations", Oral Literature and the For¬
mula, p. 83, e.g., concurs with this, although he himself
is critical of the ambiguity of the definition of formula.
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Linguistic nature of the formula. Jan Vansina

gives attention to the structure and form of oral

"testimonies" in his book, Oral Tradition.For his

purposes structure and form are first of all factors to be

considered in the historian's comprehension and evalua¬

tion of oral traditions. He begins, "a testimony is

always composed according to certain rules which restrict

the informant's choice as to the way in which he expresses

its content".^ These rules give the testimony its

"structure", which Vansina divides into "outward formal

structure" and "internal structure". The internal

structure is related to the theme and will be mentioned

again later, but the discussion of the outward formal

structure should lead into a profitable analysis of the

linguistic nature of the formula.

The outward formal structure of an oral testimony

is identified by linguistic "categories", and not by

literary ones. Vansina makes two pairs of distinctions

here: formal and non-formal texts, and fixed and non-

fixed (or "free") texts. Of the first pair, he states:

. .

Jan Vansxna, Oral Tradition, trans. H. M. Wright
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1965), pp. 54-65.
Vansina's work is apparently uninformed of the oral-
formulaic theory.

31Ibid., p. 54.
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In the latter [i.e., non-formal texts], only the
ordinary rules of grammar have to be obeyed, but in
the former, certain linguistic regularities—phonolo¬
gical, morphological, or syntactical—have to be
observed. It would be possible to classify testimonies
according to the particular laws to which they have to
conform—laws of quantity or scansion, of rhyme, of
tone, of morphology, or of syntax. 22

These then are factors affecting the linguistic

texture of the testimony itself, in contrast to the other

pair of categories, fixed or free, which affect transmis¬

sion of text.some of these factors will affect the

particular text of a testimony, rhyme and syntax, for

example; others, like tone, must be heard by the analyst.

For the Homeric texts and Mark's Gospel, only those affecting

the texture of the testimony a_s recorded can be evaluated,

of course.

Vansina rejects the thesis of M. Jousse,34 that

32ibid., p. 55.

33jbid., p. 56. Vansina states here that all "for¬
mal" texts are "fixed" but he does not defend this asser¬

tion. If the Southslavic epics are any guide, this is not
correct. ("Formulaic expression" must be a "formality" of
some sort.) Presumably there are degrees of formality and
degrees of "fixity", and there may be no constant correla¬
tion between them. Vansina himself states that there are

non-formal, fixed texts. The "formal factors" operative
in extended narratives, prose or poetry, must differ from
those of shorter testimonies—ballads, lists, creeds, or
whatever. Note that for Vansina "formal" and "non-formal"
correspond roughly to poetry and prose, respectively.

34M. Jousse, Le Style ora1 rhythmique et mnemo-
technique chez 1 es verbomoteurs (Paris, 1924), cited by
Vansina, p. 55. Consideration of Jousse1 s work will be
omitted in favor of more recent linguistic developments in
this discussion, despite its significance and relevance
for the development of Parry's early thinking.
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all oral literature is subject to formal, mostly syntacti¬

cal rules that are "clearly distinguishable from written

literature", accepting only that the frequency of repeti¬

tion marks off oral literature. But what are the "lin¬

guistic regularities" which Vansina himself mentions, if

not repetition of certain characteristics (or "rules") of

a language with an unusual degree of frequency? If by

regularities, he had meant unusual or archaic forms—

phonological, morphological or syntactical—he might have

said so. (The contrast of formal with non-formal, where

"only the normal rules of grammar have to be obeyed",

might appear to indicate this, but what are "normal rules

of grammar"?)

One suspects that Vansina had, in fact, other forms

of "regularity" in mind. It should be clear, at any rate,

that "morphological" and "syntactical" regularities are

relevant to the issue of formulaic expression, and Vansi-

na's introduction of these linguistic categories appears

promising. More specificity about linguistic "rules",

"laws" and "regularities" than Vansina himself provides

is, however, needed. After some more discussion his

statement will be considered again, in order to attempt to

clarify these matters.

Michael N. Nagler^"1 and Paul Kiparsky^0 have both

•^■^Nagler, "Toward a Generative View of the Oral
Formula", TAPA 98 (1967), 269-311.

"^Kiparsky, "Oral Poetry".
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approached the formula from a linguistic point of view.

As Nagler indicates there is precedent in Lord's own

work~" for this approach. However the absence of techni¬

cal jargon in Lord's treatment has perhaps resulted in

ambiguity on the point and has allowed many to overlook,

this crucial dimension of the formula.^0

Kiparsky begins by asserting the "grammatical

nature" of the (Homeric) formal, comparable to the pheno¬

mena of "bound expressions" and "set expressions" in

everyday language.39 Such expressions can be phrases (or

compound words) of various degrees of fixity and complexi¬

ty. From there, Kiparsky moves to account for both formu¬

las and "formulaic systems" on the basis of a "generative"

grammar, which "refers the formula to the abstract system

3^Singer, pp. 22ff., 35f. This is reflected in the
presentation of the oral theory, in chapter 1, pp. 29f.
See Nagler, "Generative View", pp. 281, 285f.

3SE.g., Abrahams, Licence to Repeat, p. 3, who
states that the "Parry-Lord hypothesis" relies on a "con¬
cept of the unconsciousness and a theory of memory and
invention that is both naive and misleading". He does not
explain the remark, but it appears to have some relation
to the "storage" of formulas. This hardly seems a fair
criticism of Lord's conception who has made formulaic
speech a learned language, like a dialect, rather than a
store of particular phrases. Another example of overlook¬
ing the linguistic nature of the formula can be seen in
the scholastic-like arguments between the "hard Parryists"
and two types of "soft Parryist", described by Nagler,
"Generative View", pp. 270f. In all probability, some
adjustment of the original definition of "formula" by
Parry, retained by Lord, is necessary.

39Kiparsky, "Oral Poetry", pp. 73-81. He also
provides helpful examples of the various types discussed.

♦
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of the poetic language".40 This is the aim of Nagler's

article, as well:

With the conceptual framework in question, a
group . . . [of assorted, but formulaical ly-related]
phrases would be considered not a closed 'system' but
an open-ended 'family' and each phrase in the group
would be considered an allomorph [i-e*/ an alternative
form], not of any other existing phrase, but of some
central Gestalt—for want of a better term--which is
the real mental template underlying the production of
all such phrases. The Gestalt itself in our case,
would seem to exist on a preverbal level of the poet's
mind. . . .4^

A given "system" of formulas is to be accounted for

by a single, abstract form (Gestalt). The Gestalt, that

is, "generates" all the formulas as allomorphs of the sys¬

tem or family.

It might be helpful before proceeding further to

provide a brief description of what is meant by generative

grammar. Noam Chomsky first proposed a "transformational-

generative grammar" (usually shortened to "generative

grammar"), in an attempt to formulate grammar as "a device

which generates all and only the grammatical sentences of
A 9

a language". "Taxonomic" grammars, which only compared

and classified surface syntactical phenomena, were seen to

be inadequate to account for a speaker's intuitive sense

Ibid., pp. 81-88. See the introduction to modern
treatments of syntax and generative grammar in David
Crystal, Linguistics (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971), pp.
199-231, esp. pp. 217-231.

4-*-Nagler, "Generative View", p. 281 (his emphasis).
Kiparsky, "Oral Poetry", p. 85, briefly refers to the
similarity of his approach to Nagler's.

4-9 . ♦

Crystal, Linguistics, p. 221.
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of what was "grammatical" in his native language, and of

what expressions "made sense" in it.43 Moreover, the

possible sentences of any language are (probably) infi¬

nite, but the linguistic capacity of any speaker or set of

speakers can only be finite.44 Therefore, a complete

"taxonomy" of any language is not possible and one must

attempt to account for linguistic and grammatical pheno¬

mena on a "deeper", more abstract plane. In other words,

linguistic analysis must proceed from the analysis of

concrete "surface structures" to the "deep structures" of

language, that is, to the more limited means employed by

humans to create and to interpret the infinite variety of
AC.

expression possible in a language.

Generative grammar is useful in understanding

formulaic expression. Lord himself had referred to formu¬

laic expression as a "poetic grammar", learned, organized

and used much as is any language system, as has been

seen.^ Nagler suggests that it also improves the under¬

standing of the formula for study of Homer, where many

had advocated a rather rigid, "taxonoinic" approach to the

phenomena.4^ Kiparsky goes even farther to maintain that

the generative approach improves upon the concept of

43Ibid., pp. 103 f., 217 f., 221f.

44Ibid., p. 223. 45Ibid., pp. 104f., 218.

4^See above, pp. 29f.

4^See fn. 38, above.
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formulaic expression in four ways.4^
(1) The members of a formulaic expression (or

"flexible formula") are grammatically related, as parts
of a single phrase-structure (a noun phrase or verb
phrase, for example). This specifies the "single idea"
of Parry's definition of the formula. It also high¬
lights the usefulness and flexibility of formulaic ex¬
pression in composing sentences, whose basic consti¬
tuents are the simpler phrase structures, according to
generative grammar.

(2) Because formulaic expression is a matter of
phrase-structure, it is open to the operation of trans¬
formational rules. The transformational rules do not
affect the structural identity of the phrase (or its
lexical identity, as this is primarily a function of
the deep structure), but they can affect the inflection
and the location of the words^9 which constitute the

phrase-structure. This means that formulas are basic¬
ally "flexible". Insistence upon the absolute, phono¬
logical or morphological identity of the (original)
formula, which can only be adapted by deliberate "ana¬
logy" on the part of the speaker to other surface forms
is misplaced in giving priority to surface structures
over deep structures.

(3) Phrase structures are open to further specifi¬
cation or "expansion" in accordance with the syntacti¬
cal rules of a generative grammar. The addition of an
extra lexical element (such as an extra adjective to a
noun phrase, or an adverb to a verb phrase) which
modifies the structure is one form of this. Another is
the "embedding", by transformational rules, of one
phrase within another,where one or both may be
formulaic. Variety in formulaic expression is thus to
be expected, as Lord has maintained. As will be seen
later, however, oral composition limits the degree of
complexity, and therefore of variety, which is possible

4GKiparsky, "Oral Poetry", pp. 83ff., 88. (He
speaks of the "flexible formula" here, as distinct from
the "fixed-formula", which is a "surface structure", pp.
82f. )

^"Transformational rules" describe linguistic pro¬
cesses that "operate" upon a phrase-structure to produce,
for example, passive or interrogative forms of basic,
active phrases.

S0Kiparsky's term is "nesting" ("Oral Poetry", p.
86), but the technical term, "embedding", has been used
here.
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in formulaic expression. This limitation is the basis
for the identifiability of oral composition over
against written composition.

(4) Finally, Kiparsky observes that the generative
understanding of formulaic expression does not involve
"metrical considerations", in contrast to the original
definition by Parry. This allows for the observed
metrical variation found in some Homeric formulas. He
also points out the "more general corollary . . . that
formulas should occur equally in oral poetry that uses
relatively free metrical schemata, and in oral prose",
and not only in the tighter meter of Homeric poetry.
Kiparsky takes this as given for folktales, "the most
obvious example of formulaic language in oral prose".
The tight meter of Homeric poetry led to the "complete¬
ness and economy of [its] formulaic repertoire", but
"this is, however, a special utilization of formulaic
language, not its cause". ^

If Kiparsky is correct that formulas are related to

the "bound phrases of ordinary language" and are subject

to analysis along the lines of generative grammar, it

follows that:

The language of oral literature does not differ
qualitatively from ordinary language. It does differ
quantitatively in the extent and frequency of its use
of bound phraseology, especially, but not exclusively,
when the meter is strict.

This may allow some clarification of the ambigui¬

ties found in Vansina's earlier statement. The "linguis-

-^Ibid., p. 87 (my emphasis).
S2 • . ...

Ibid., p. 88. This provides a significant con¬
firmation of the opinions of Gray and Lord (above, pp.
53f.) that formulaic expression is typical of both oral
poetry and oral prose, with meter leading only to a more
"visible" concentration of formulas.

JIbid., p. 88. Note that Abrahams, Licence to
Repeat, p. 2, only refers to the first statement quoted
here, and does not mention the other, in his criticism of
the "Parry-Lord hypothesis". The analysis of formulaic
language by generative grammar would appear to counter
both of Abraham's objections noted above, fn. 38.
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tic regularities" of formal texts need not involve any¬

thing other than the application of the "ordinary rules of

grammar" (they can involve more of course, particularly in

poetic texts). When one discovers frequent recursion of

particular rules, or the employment of a certain identi¬

fiable set of rules, this could identify the text as

having "formal" characteristics. The degree of formality

could, perhaps, be measured in various ways, but this is

not of importance for present purposes. It would not do

to force a generative grammar upon Vansina's statements,

but the grammar may offer a clearer understanding of the

phenomena (that is, the "linguistic regularities") which

Vansina has mentioned.

In general, then, the generative approach, as out¬

lined, can provide a very useful explanaion of formulaic

expression. This is so for several reasons. (1) It

clarifies Lord's own description of formulaic expression

as a "poetic grammar".(2) By establishing the linguistic

nature of the formula, it frees the formula from the

metrical conditions imposed by Parry's early definition.

This allows for the occurrence of formulaic language in

oral prose, such as folktales, which Gray and Lord had

already accepted, and yet accounts for the quantitative

^See also Lord's statement on this in "Perspec¬
tives on Recent Work", p. 202: language is "organized in
substitution systems in repeated syntactic patterns", a
fact which is also true of "formulaic diction." This
description appears to approach a generative-1inguistica1
perspective.
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differences between prose and poetry. (3) Finally, it

promises a better explanation of why one may take formu¬

laic expression as a criterion for orality. The first two

reasons should be clear already, but the third can only be

worked out after the general discussion of the relation¬

ship of oral and written literature, which is to come

later.55

In the light of the above affirmations that formu¬

laic expression is characteristic of oral prose, as well

as of metrical oral poetry, "formula analysis" may be

retained as a criterion for oral composition. Neverthe¬

less, one will not be able to ascribe the value to it for

analysis of Mark's prose that Lord and others have for

epic poetry. As the formulaic expression of epic poets is

affected by the "metrical conditions" of their poetry, one

cannot expect the same degree of stereotyped expression

in oral prose.Formula percentages^ will therefore
be of little use, and "thrifty" systems of formulaic

expression will be less obvious, if not nonexistent, where

a metrical standard is absent. Even so, formulaic, repet-

^See below, "Oral and Written Literature".

S6Lord, "Perspectives on Recent Work", p. 202,
states that formulas are more numerous and "visible" in
oral poetry than in oral prose. Unfortunately there does
not appear to be any research into oral prose at all
comparable to the empirical work of Parry and Lord.

"litmus test" of oral style proposed by J. A.
Notopoulos, "Homer and Cretan Heroic Poetry", American
Journal of Philology 73 (1952), 180; and employed by Lord
himself,-"""Homer as Oral poet", TAPA 72 (1967), 24f.
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itive expressions in Mark's narrative would help to indi¬

cate oral composition. The testing procedure will be

discussed further in chapter 4.

The Theme.

If the "formula" is controversial, the theme by

contrast appears to be universally recognized in folklore.

It is variously described and termed, the most common name

CO

being "motif". Themes are notable both for their use in

diverse tales in diverse places, and for their repetition

and patterning within single narrations. Axel Olrik, in
CQ

his classic essay "Epic Laws of Folk Narrative", set out

several "laws" which relate to their use in narrative,

including the following:

(1) the Law of repetition, which is the folk-
narrator's means of emphasis and fullness;

(2) the Law of three, being the characteristic

"^Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, The Nature of
Narrative (London: Oxford University Press, 1966), pp.
26f., suggest "topos"; and Culley, Structure, p. 23,
eventually settles for Lord's definition of theme as a
general description for the phenomenon, without deciding
on a term.

59Axel Olrik, "Epic Laws of Folk Narrative", SF,
pp. 231-41. Olrik's use of "law" is behind the use of
similar terms in the early form-critical studies of the
Gospels. See Dibelius, FTG, p. 4, e.g.: "the laws of
Form-construction". Dundes makes clear in his introduc¬
tion to Olrik's essay that such "superorganic laws" as an
explanation of folklore characteristics are widely chal¬
lenged now by many folklorists who hold that the indivi¬
dual narrator's role is more important than Olrik (and
Dibelius) allowed; Dundes, SF, 138. Note however, that
the frequency of the phenomena described by Olrik is not
questioned. See also, Dorson, Folklore and Fakelore, pp.
40, 83, 137; and Juha Pentik&inen, Oral Repertoire and
World View, FF Communications 219 (1978), pp. 17f.
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number of such repetitions, and of significant groups
of people and places;

(3) the Law of two to a scene in a given theine;^
(4) a general principle of concreteness—"each

attribute of a person and thing must be expressed in
action, otherwise it is nothing"; and

(5) patterning, according to which similar people
and situations are described as similarly as
possible.

Olrik's "laws" go further in some respects than

Lord's analysis of themes, but there is congruity in their

views of the nature and function of themes in oral narra¬

tion, as "repetition" and "patterning" are central in the

epic material studied by Lord.

Bennison Gray, in his article noted previously,

proposed the distinction between "repeated themes" and

themes of repetition, analogous to his distinction between

a convention and a formula^*3 Repeated themes, to be

°See also, Degh, "Folk Narrative", pp. 61f., on
threefold repetition, which can be used simply to embel¬
lish or to emphasize the art and intent of a story.

^Olrik describes this as a "strict" law. A third
party can only be a "mute" observer. The active involve¬
ment of a third party is only possible in written narra¬
tion. Dorson, Folklore and Fakelore, p. 137, notes the
continued use of this law on the principle that the oral
narrator "cannot readily present" a more complex dialogue
in a single setting.

Olrik finds this contrary to written expression,
which will describe two similar things as differently as
possible. Oral narration suppresses the superfluous in
order to emphasize the essential.

63Gray, "Repetition", pp. 291f. Lord's "Compara¬
tive Analysis" of themes in a collection of Angolan folk¬
tales embraces both types: Umbundu, ed., Merlin Ennis
(Boston: Beacon Press, 19627^ pp. xiii-xxix. Gray
expresses some dissatisfaction with Lord's failure to
distinguish these clearly.
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compared with folklore "motifs", are traditional in a

general sense—occurring in various narrations in various

times and places: they are "conventional". Themes of

repetition occur within an oral narration, often providing

it a "pattern of organization".

It is with the latter type of theme that Olrik's

laws have to do, of course, and Gray emphasizes that, as

with formulas, only repetition within a narrative is

related to the "oralness of oral literature".^ The

theme of repetition includes both the repetition of iden¬

tical incidents within a narrative (as in prediction of an

event and its fulfillment or the recapitulation of an

event previously described), and the description of
. ... 6 S

similar but distinct events in similar ways.

Some folklorists have been seeking to come to terms

with the independence of "repeated themes", or motifs. The

fact that individual folklore motifs are found in various

traditions across Eurasia, and even in the Americas, has

led to an implicit "de-contextualization" of the motif,

which is reinforced by folklorists1 cataloguing, giving it
/r

an apparent existence of its own. But motifs exist

concretely only in larger tales and narratives, and the

particular incidents they relate are "symbiotic" with the

^^Gray, pp. 296f. 6^Ibid., p. 296.

k^Dan Ben-Amos, "The Concept of Motif in Folklore",
Folklore Studies, ed. Newall, pp. 27f.
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tale, as Degh puts it;07 the motif as told only makes

sense only in its larger context as part of a story.

Motifs, understood as various "minimal narrative

units" of significance for a plot and capable of trans-
CO

ference from one story to another in oral transmission,

are often catalogued in more general terms than they would

ever be expressed in within a particular narration.^
They are not tales in themselves, as a rule; more often a

"motif-complex" (that is, a grouping of motifs, some of

which are essential and some expendable) serves as the

true "unit of oral composition".70 However, "tale-types",

characteristically combining a given set of motifs, are

also catalogued. This recalls Lord's discussion of com¬

plexes of themes and the epic song itself as a "flexible

plan of themes", some of which are essential and some not.

There appears therefore to be an inner connection

between Olrik's "law of repetition" and his "principle of

07Degh, "Folk Narrative", p. 62.

68Ben-Araos, "Concept", pp. 27f.

°°For example, "Animal who steals fire scorched;
cause of his color", and "Remarkably strong man"; drawn
from "Index" of Dorson, Folk lore and Fakelore, p. 387.
(Titles are from Thompson's Motif Index.)

70
Ben-Amos, "Concept", pp. 27f. See Scholes and

Kellogg, Nature of Narrative, pp. 27f. Also Daniel J.
Crowley, ][ CouId Talk 0ld-Story Good. Folklore Studies
17 (1966), pp. 2f., who observed that a Bahamian folk-
narrator's skill in combining and elaborating various
"stock-incidents" in different plot sequences was a factor
observed and appreciated by a Bahamian audience. This
observation calls to mind Lord's description of the Balkan
singers and their audiences, Singer, pp. 15ff., 25f., e.g.
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concreteness" (one and four in the list above). The motif

in isolation is simply the description of a type of event.

It is often patient of any number of meanings or "morals",

which can be associated with it. Wot only does its role

in a larger story-context help specify this meaning, but

repetition of the motif is "essential" to the expression
• • 71

of an idea in narrative form.

Scholes and Kellogg support this connection by

their term "topos", which combines the elements of motif

(narrative or "representational" function) and "theme"

(here, ideational function). The topos is, generally, the

folk-traditional form of expression (as in myth or saga)

which breaks down, in written expression, into its compo¬

nents. The representational component continues as

"empirical narrative", historical or fictional, and the

ideational as "allegory" or "discursive philosophical

writing". In both cases their prior union in the tradi¬

tional "image" or topos is lost, and becomes difficult for

later, literate readers to discern in traditional

10
texts. ' **

'■'■Ben-Amos, "Concept", pp. 28f.: in criticism of
the atomization of motifs in cataloguing. Cf. M. Glazer,
A Dialectical Semiology of the Ora 1 Formula, Folklore
Preprint Series vol. 6, no. 2 (1978): formulas of praise
can become insults. See also Harold Scheub, "Fixed and
Unfixed Symbols in Xhosa and Zulu Oral Narrative Tradi¬
tions" JAF 85 (1972), pp. 267-73.

7 9
"Scholes and Kellogg, Nature of Narrative, pp. 26-

28. This view is closely related to the thesis of Eric A.
Havelock, Preface to Plato (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard
University Press, 1963), that Plato's criticism of
"poetry" in his Republic, had to do primarily with oral
"epistemology".
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Regardless of whether a narrative is in poetry or

prose, thematic structure is a widespread phenomenon in

oral literature. Thematic structure in a narrative is not

only an indicator of its relation to oral composition, it

is also a key to the interpretation of the narrative as a

whole. Jan Vansina, for instance, speaks of the internal
7 ^

structure of an oral "testimony". It is not simply

random, but is plotted as a sequence of episodes (which

episodes he calls the "functional unit of the narrative").

Both fixed and free texts are found to be structured in

this way. Vansina goes on to propose a means of analysing

oral compositions by making a "graph of the internal

structure . . . according to the degree of tension con¬

veyed by each episode". He reasons:

The chief artistic requirement of all tales is that
they should be able to hold the interest of the lis¬
tener and keep him waiting with bated breath for the
denouement. Hence the construction of a tale pivots on
the attempt to attain this end. Now the ability to
hold the listener's attention can be gauged for each
episode, for it depends mainly on the extent to which
the listener can foresee what is going to happen
next. 4

Therefore, episodes having only one possible out¬

come, and those having an indefinite number of possibili¬

ties elicit very little tension from the hearer. The

7 -3 ,

'^Vansina, Oral Tradition, pp. 57, 59. Also dis¬
cussed in H. Scheub, "Oral Narrative Process and the Use
of Models", Varia Folklorica, ed., Dundes, pp. 71f.

74Vansina, Oral Tradition, pp. 60ff.
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degree of tension of an episode may be said to increase

proportionately from the indefinite number of possible

outcomes, down to episodes having only two. Repetition of

episodes is an artistic means to heighten tension, as

well. Vansina stipulates that such a measurement is only

relative and not precise, and that analysis of internal

structure is particularly useful in evaluating "free"

texts.

As Vansina's work deals with oral texts which are

often ostensibly "historical", his recognition of "artis¬

tic" elements in their telling goes a long way toward

bringing together "factual" and "fictional" narratives.

Distinctions of "genre" in terms of their perceived credi-

bility are not necessarily relevant to their textual or

structural characteristics.

Thematic structure is related to the demands of

oral composition and performance upon the narrator, and

arises from repeated expression of the stories and ideas
1 c■

which comprise the tradition. One of its effects upon

oral narrative, observed by Lord, is the common occurrence

7 7
of narrative inconsistencies. R. M. Dorson confirms

^I.e., as fiction or non-fiction: "fairytales",
for example, are generally recognized by "folk" as
fictional, in contrast to, say, legends.

^Degh, "Folk Narrative", p. 62, and Sandra Stahl,
Style in Oral and Written Narrative, Folklore Preprint.
Series vol. 3, no. 1 (1975).

7 7
Dorson, "Oral Literature, Oral History and the

Folklorist", Folklore and Fakelore, p. 137.
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that such inconsistencies are indeed "commonplace in oral

storytelling" and are related to thematic structure, as

well. From all this, it appears that application of the
70criterion of thematic structure and density to Mark's

Gospel is a wel1-justified procedure.

Oral "Style"

The third criterion for orality put forward by Lord

was that of the level of "enjambement" in a text. En-

jambement is specifically related to a metrical text, in

which the length of a line is pre-determined. In prose,

this becomes practically meaningless. Instead, it may be

useful to indicate other features of the "style" of oral

narrative expression which might be useful in the analysis

of a text for oral composition.

The use of the term "style" is peculiar in this

context. It could be argued, on the one hand, that formu¬

las and even themes are "stylistic" features of oral

texts. From the perspective of oral traditional composi¬

tion, however, these are best viewed as compositional

devices of the tradition. The features here included

under "style" have more to do with the conditions of

spoken communication in general, and therefore manifest

themselves in oral narrative as well.

On the other hand, "style" often connotes the

7 ft
See Lord s comment in "Perspectives on Recent

Work", pp. 206f., that a thematic "density" analogous to
formulaic density is to be expected in oral compositions.
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characteristics of an individual's expression. The term

is used here, however, to include features which arise

more from the situation of a speaker, than from his own

choice or habit. G. W. Turner states:

Explanation in stylistics depends on examining the
circumstances of language, the situations in which it
is used. Variations in style are measured against
variations in setting, and where the two appear to be
interdependent, style is to that extent explained. In
this view style is not a matter of free, unfettered
choice, but it is at least partly controlled by
setting.

Absolute differences between speech and writing are
. . . comparatively trivial, and the important linguis¬
tic differences ensuing when writing is aaded to a
spoken language are those which, while theoretically
able to occur in both speech and writing, arise espe¬
cially from the detachment of writing from the imme¬
diate environment of its production. ^

Differences are likely in principle, but folklor-

ists, working with known, oral sources, do not often go

into the stylistic characteristics of their sources at the

syntactical level. The comparison of written and oral

"styles" has not concerned them so much as have larger

issues, such as the sources, range, genre, and literary

quality of folklore, and its cultural significance. In

this respect, the Singer of Tales breaks new ground,
OQ

spurred on by its concern for "literary archaeology".

^G. W. Turner, Stylistics (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1973), pp. 26, 198.

^Notopoulos, "Homeric Hymns as Oral Poetry",
American Journal of Philology 83 (1962), 343f., has done
some field-work among Greek-speaking folk-narrators. He,
like Lord and Parry, is primarily a classicist and not a
professional folklorist. See, too, Bruce Rosenberg, Art
of the American Folk-Preacher (Hew York: Oxford
University Press, 1970).
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A practicing folklorist, fluent in several tradi¬

tions and in several languages, could perhaps speak with a

degree of authority on this, either positively or nega¬

tively. As it is, few folklorists have made any generali¬

zations on this level. More interest has been focussed

upon the general relation of oral literature to written,®1
as the next section makes clear. Nevertheless, there are

a few comments to be gleaned, and there is also one sig¬

nificant, cross-cultural study, on psycholinguistic prin¬

ciples, to which reference may be made.

As Lord himself counselled with regard to "enjambe-

ment", caution in the use of stylistic criteria is neces¬

sary. There are no exclusively-oral stylistic features;

ones, that is, which could not be, or have not been,

employed by writers as well. Furthermore, the current

state of comparative studies in written and oral litera¬

ture, as just seen, will allow no more than a tentative

affirmation of other oral features than parataxis. Never¬

theless it may be of use to approach features of Mark's

much studied style from the perspective of oral composi¬

tion in order to introduce an analysis of the Gospel

primarily on the bases of formulaic expression and of

theme.

®1A major, general work on this subject is that of
Scholes and Kellogg, Nature of Narrative.

®^Derek Brewer, "The Gospels and the Laws of Folk¬
lore", Folklore 90 (1979), pp. 38f., claims that Mark's
"colloquial style" is evidence of oral tradition and that
one is "justified" in approaching Mark and the other
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Parataxis. Confirmation for Lord's view that para¬

taxis is a constant feature in oral narrative, but only

optional for the writer, comes from those who have studied

the effects of literacy upon spoken language. Jack Goody,

for instance, observed that writing and reading promotes

the "backward scanning" which encourages the greater syn¬

tactical complexity found in written language. The oral,

paratactic, "adding style" is replaced by more closely

integrated, hypotactic expression, which, in Goody's

words, "creates a different cognitive potentiality for
• O O

human beings than communication by word of mouth".

A cross-cultural study of oral discourse is report¬

ed in W. L. Chafe, ed., The Pear Stories.^ A specially

produced film, without any speaking by the actors, was

shown to people in various European, Asian, and American

cultural groups, who were then asked to recount the

"story" of the film orally.Although the study deals

Gospels from the perspective of "oral narration", although
he finally holds that the Gospels deliberately emulate OT
phraseology and thus have a written element in their
present states.

Jack Goody, The Domestication of the Savage Mind
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1977), pp. 127f.
Turner, Stylistics, pp. 199f., indicates that hypotaxis is
possible orally, but that it is "more typical" of written
expression.

Subtitled, Cognitive, Cultural and Linguistic
Aspects of Narrative Production.

8^Chafe, "Preface", Pear Stories, pp. xii-xv,
describes the procedure in more detail.
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with oral, "spontaneous language", as Chafe puts it, and

not traditional diction as such, some of the findings, and

also Chafe's interpretation of them, are of significance.

Some will be treated more fully in the next section, but

the findings relative to parataxis need to be presented at

this point.

"Spontaneous speech ... is produced, not in a

flowing stream, but in a series of brief spurts", which
Q7

Chafe calls "idea units". These idea units were identi¬

fied in the tape-recorded narrations by criteria of into¬

nation, pause-hesitation, and syntax, of which syntax was

the least significant factor. Idea units were found to

have a mean length of about six words or about two
OO

seconds. Furthermore, of the three possible "strate¬

gies" for constructing connected discourse—"adjoining",

"coordinating", and "subordinating" (equal to asyndeton,

parataxis, and hypotaxis, respectively)— the coordinating,

or paratactic, strategy is "characteristic" of the

a6Chafe, "Deployment of Consciousness in the Pro¬
duction of Narrative", Pear Stories, p. 13.

87Ibid., pp. 13f.
OO
0 Ibid., pp. 14, 38. The standard deviation for

the number of words was 3.27 words. That is to say, just
over 68 per cent of the idea units fit into a range of
2.7-9.3 words. See, e.g., Abraham N. Frazblau, A Primer
of Statistics for Non-Statisticians (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, Inc., 1958), pp. 43-53, for a brief
discussion of the significance of standard deviation. (No
standard deviation for the duration in time of idea units
was given by Chafe.)
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collected narrations.

The third course, that is the subordinating strate¬

gy, required a greater and more lasting focussing of

consciousness on the "verbalizing process itself" than

speakers could easily afford.^® Hypotaxis, although it

offers the most "integrated" expression of the three stra¬

tegies, is the most difficult for a speaker to carry out

consistently. Complex, hypotactic speech requires a

"gamble" on being able to finish in mid-sentence, although

some "syntactical crutches" which are independent of

"lexical content" can reduce this gamble: the English

expression, "there is a . . . who/which . . .", for exam¬

ple.^ So a greater degree of integration than that

provided by parataxis and simpler forms of hypotaxis, such

as simple relative clauses or elision, is "relatively rare

in spontaneous speech, being more often found in written

language".^
These findings confirm that one can expect para¬

taxis to be characteristic of oral style, although—

again—it cannot be excluded from written style. It is

^Chafe, "Deployment", pp. 30ff. The description
of the "strategies" is drawn from F. Syder and A. Pawley,
English Conversationa1 Structures ("in preparation" when
Pear Stories was published). Chafe also quotes this work
as finding "strong statistical preference . . . for a
coordinating or chaining style of syntax, over a subordi¬
nating or integrating style." (One assumes this is
primarily in reference to English language speakers, of
course.)

^Ibid., p. 32. ^Ibid., pp. 30f.

^Ibid., p. 32.
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also significant that the cause of paratactic style comes

directly from the orality of a text, and not from poetic

conventions of metrical lines. Chafe's findings would

appear to be useful in understanding the basis for formu¬

laic expression itself, but that goes well beyond the

scope of this thesis.

Other stylistic features. R. M. Dorson, writing of

the significance of the performance context of oral lit¬

erature states, "audiences are much less bothered by false

starts, repetition, interjections, and obscure pronouns

than are readers", because the physical presence of the
Q ^

performer contributes to their comprehension. J From this

one may reasonably infer that the four characteristics

listed are typical of oral texts. One of these, repeti¬

tion, has been dealt with under other headings. Interjec-
• / 94
tions are also noted as characteristic by Degh, by

Vansina/^ and by Chafe,^ wh0 lists several sorts of ways

in which a narrative series can be "perturbed". (One of

these is the "false start", listed by Dorson.)

In addition to these, Gray noted that "the shift to

present tense at key moments and the use of the rhetorical

^JDorson, "Oral Literature, Oral History and the
Folklorist", Folklore and Fakelore, p. 137. The article
itself is a good introduction to some of the issues of
this discussion, from a folklorist's point of view.

54Degh, "Folk Narrative", pp. 60f.

'■^Vansina, Oral Tradition, pp. 44f.

^Chafe, "Deployment", p. 33.
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question" are oral features, relatively rare in written
07

narrative.

Most of these features can be taken as no more than

suggestive, except perhaps for interjections. There is

little offered in demonstration of these characteristics,

and they are probably all debatable. Nevertheless, the

suggestions are made by students of oral literature, as

general observations. They are not making the claims to

demonstrate the oral, or written, provenance of any parti¬

cular text, and thus have claim to a certain degree of

disinterestedness. On the other hand, when these "oral"

features are given, even a shallow survey of Markan

stylistic features will reveal striking correspondences.

The features of oral style suggested above by var¬

ious students, in addition to parataxis, are: (1) inter¬

jection (the most strongly supported); (2) false starts;

(3) obscure pronouns; (4) shift to present tense at key

moments; and (5) rhetorical questions.

Oral and Written Literature

Before turning back to the New Testament, it is

necessary to consider what folklorists would have to add

to the second part of the oral-formulaic theory, that is,

how oral tradition has come to be written down, how this

affects it, and how oral and written literature are to be

compared. The relationship of written literature to oral,

on the one hand, and the presence of originally oral

^C-ray, "Repetition", p. 300.
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material in written texts on the other are different but

related matters. Here, Lord's perspective on the first

appears quite similar to that of many folklorists, but his

specific case for oral-dictated texts should not be seen

as normal for the recording of folklore, especially in

recent times.

The relationship of written literature to oral is

open to endless discussion. One resounding note in most

discussions of the subject is opposition to the older,

generally nineteenth-century view that oral literature is

less "literary" and more "primitive" than written. The

straight-line evolutionary or "progressive" view of this

is largely without foundation. The modern ascendancy of

literate cultures over non-literate, and of literate so¬

cieties within mainly non-literate cultures, may have

helped to create such an illusion, but it is based on

ethno-centric perspective and prejudice. In medieval and

modern times, the ballad and the (short) folktale or

fairytale have been considered the primary oral genres,

but this is largely because the high literary ground has

been taken by written literature, often backed by (liter¬

ate) religious institutions or dominant foreign influen¬

ces.^" When scholars have argued from the ballad and

y8Scholes and Kellogg, Nature of Narrative pp. 17-
20, 56. See also H. Munro, and N. Kershaw Chadwick, The
Growth of Literature, 3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni¬
versity Press, 1932-40), 3:xx, who found that folktales
received a "disproportionate" amount of attention in
comparison to major oral literature.
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folktale against the oral composition of such "major"

pieces as Beowulf, the Icelandic Eddas, the Iliad, and the

Odyssey,^ they have often not taken into account the

difference between cultural conditions which prevailed at

the time of their composition and those prevailing in

later periods. Scholes and Kellogg provide an illumina¬

ting discussion of the contribution of oral narrative to

the general history of Western narrative art.^0^
Olrik's "laws" of epic narrative were meant to

provide distinctive characteristics of extended oral nar¬

ratives over against written.More generally, Archer

Taylor stresses that the chief difference is the undis¬

guised conventionality of oral traditional literature over

against the uniqueness and individuality of written compo¬

sition. The conventions of oral literature are manifested

in "repetition with variation" on the levels of style of

expression and of narrative-structure. The writer either

avoids repetition or "charges" it with new rhetorical or
1 os>

symbolic content. This is just what happened to

^Some still do of course: the oral composition of
these is not universally accepted.

l^Scholes and Kellogg, Nature of Narrative,
pp. 1-56.

^■*"See above, pp. 66f.; also Gray, "Repetition",
p. 289.

102Archer Taylor, "Folklore and the Student of
Literature", SF, pp. 39f. Cf. Dorson, Folklore and Fake-
1 ore, pp. 132ff.
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Homeric formulas in later written epics.

Gray attempts to move beyond the basic recognition

of repetition as characteristic of oral literature to an

1 0 *3
explanation of the phenomenon. He dispels the notion

that repetition occurs because of the "primitiveness" of

folk society and that repetition reflects a "static" so¬

ciety. Repetition is an oral phenomenon and not a social

or cultural one. It can serve both permanence and change,

both "aural memory" and "oral improvisation". Repetition

allows for better understanding and better retention of

what is said; this is less necessary in written litera¬

ture, where one can always refer back to what was written

earlier,104

More significantly, repetition aids literarily in

extended compositions for structure, emphasis, and length.

"The chief compositional principle of oral literature is

duplication of incident; the chief compositional principle
1 AC

of written literature is description of incident." The

oral narrator can, of course, engage in description, Gray

acknowledges (Lord himself has pointed this out); how¬

ever, duplication, or repetition, is more taxing for the

103Gray, "Repetition", pp. 289ff., 297-300.

3t3^Cf. the "back and forth" nature of reading and
of written composition described by Goody, Domestication,
pp. 127f.; and Stahl, Style in Oral and Written
Narrative, pp. 7f.

105Gray, "Repetition", p. 300.
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writer than for the speaker, and less rewarding.

Folklorists become rather elusive, however, on the

question of distinguishing oral composition from written,

in manuscripts. Taylor, for example, avers that a high

level of "philosophical criticism" is necessary for the

task,-1®^ without being more specific. Rigorous students

would insist that only field-collected texts be employed
1 07

m descriptive studies of folklore, but that is not the

same as heuristic application of such descriptive studies

to other, potentially oral literature. It is Gray who

speaks most boldly about the possibility of distinguishing

clearly between oral and written literature:

The kind of repetition that does regularly occur
inverifiably oral literature and is just as conspic¬
uously absent from verifiably written literature is
repetition within works.1®®

Nevertheless, it must be said that, on the whole,

folklorists are less positive than Lord on the prospects

of positively identifying certain manuscripts as oral

compositions. It is possible that Lord has oversimplified

the nature of oral composition and its relation to written

106Tayior, "Folklore and the Student of Litera¬
ture", p. 40.

10 7
Francis Lee Utley, "Folk Literature: an Opera¬

tional Definition", £F, pp. 13-17. For this reason, the
use of Chadwick, Growth, must be curtailed here. Most of
their source material is from older manuscripts.

lOScray, "Repetition", p. 297. (As has been seen,
he includes "repetition" on both the formulaic and the
thematic planes in this criterion.)
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composition, to some degree.103 This will to some extent

depend upon the nature of the text being considered. For

example, the three Pentateuchal narratives of a Hebrew

patriarch deceiving a foreign king considered by

Culley,110 are set in a demonstrably conflated source

(Genesis). This prevents one from even considering the

three narratives as "repetitions within a literary work",

to use Gray's phrase. On the other hand Homer's epics and

Mark can be discussed as potentially unitary compositions,

with close, if not immediate, connections to an oral

tradition.

Over against the apparent reticence of folklorists

to take up Lord's cause at this point, it must be recalled

that the oral-formulaic movement has only gained its wide

acclaim relatively recently. In addition, the cross-

disciplinary requirements of such study in relation to

older manuscripts is more likely to appeal to students of

ancient and medieval literatures, such as Parry, seeking

new avenues of approach to their literature, than it would

to folklorists who are still active in collecting their

103Ruth Finnegan, "What Is Oral Literature Any¬
way?", Oral Literature and the Formula, pp. 127-66, chal¬
lenges Lord on both these points. Note Lord's (partial)
response in the same volume, pp. 175f. The composition of
(brief) folksongs or "panegyrics" prior to performance,
which Finnegan adduces against Lord's theory, may well be
called "oral composition" (pp. 133, 146ff.), but the dif¬
ference in the requirements of an extended oral narrative
would seem to preclude such memorization. Finnegan's
discussion of Parry and Lord's work is by no means totally
negative, see pp. 127-35.

110Culley, Structure, pp. 33-41.
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own. The need, then, is for more applications of the

oral-formulaic theory to textual sources, in order to test

its viability further.

If folklorists are not uniformly positive on the

possibility of distinguishing between oral and written

composition, they do appear willing to allow for the

possibility that oral transcriptions, or texts approxima¬

ting this could occur in fact.

Richard Dorson, in an article on the use of printed

sources in folklore studies, has set out four possible

types of relationship between text and oral tradition:

(1) "Close replicas of oral texts", without embel¬
lishment or alteration, often a paraphrase of the oral
source;

(2) "Elaborations and revisions of oral texts,
"with a recognizable" core of oral material, plus non-
traditional episodes;

(3) "Literary invention based on oral folklore",
which crosses the line from tradition-dominated to

literary creativity, still retaining folk topics and
style; and

(4) "Literary invention based on literary folk¬
lore", where the "source" is another printed work, and
the end result is polished and sophisticated.

-'■-'•-'-Dorson, "The Use of Printed Sources", Folklore
and Folklife, pp. 465-77. Bruce Rosenberg gives a similar
fourfold list or "taxonomy" in "Folklore and Medieval
Literature", Journal of the Folklore Institute 13 (1976),
p. 317. He speaks of~~Tl) narratives which "bear the
impress of 'oral shaping'" in conjunction with "orally
derived structures", and (2) narratives, like the Song of
Roland, developed from oral heroic legend, drawing in
folktale motifs. These correspond roughly to the first
two of Dorson 's types. N. R. Grobman, A Theory for the
Sources and Uses of Folk lore in Literature, Folklore Pre¬
print Series vol. 4, no. I (19767/ goes yet further to
classify both uses and users of folk literature into
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These types are somewhat arbitrary descriptions,

although Dorson provides examples for each. Any number of

modern writers, such as Walter Scott or Nathaniel Haw¬

thorne, have made use of folk material in their writings,

falling into the third category. Early "collectors" of

folklore often polished and edited their material for

publication, resulting in material approximating the

second type.

Lord, of course, contended that Homer's epics are

of the first type, and has devoted several articles to

this end, beyond the material in Singer. The very size of

the Homeric corpus makes such an analysis more possible;

the case for the oral composition of the extant version of

Beowulf by contrast is vitiated by the smaller amount of
"119

Anglo-Saxon poetry. Other literatures are yet worse

off. Other text sources which may be variously classified

in types one or two are chapbooks of the eighteenth and
1 1 O ,

nineteenth centuries, and several publications about an

eighteenth century Russian criminal, Van'ha Kain, whose

deeds are known to have become a matter of folklore,

twelve categories, one of which is "authentic transcrip-
tive reproduction" (p. 9). He finds such material to be
rare in "artistic literature", by which he means modern
literary works; he does not consider ancient or medieval
texts as such.

112See especially, Lord, "Homer as Oral Poet", I-ISCP
72 (1967), 1-46; and "Perspectives on Recent Work", pp.
187-210.

113See Victor E. Neuberg, Chapbooks (London: The
Vine Press, 1964), pp. 1-6.
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perhaps even during his own lifetime.114
Where on this scale would the Gospels best fit?

Lord's analysis of the Synoptics would place them into the

first two of Dorson1s types. Even if Matthew and Luke

have employed Mark's Gospel as their "literary" source,

the nature of Mark's narrative is still an open question.

This much can be said: the mere fact that Mark's Gospel

is an extended narrative text does not immediately tell

one anything about its relation to the oral Jesus-

tradition. There are means of testing this relationship

upon the basis of textual considerations, without requir¬

ing prior recourse to historical reconstructions or invio¬

lable "laws" of development in traditions.

It must only be supposed with the form critics that

the early Christian oral tradition about Jesus was in fact
] 1 C

a popular or folk tradxtion, analogous to other folk

traditions and therefore eligible for comparative study.

114Elisabeth Stenbock-Fermor, "The Story of Van'ha
Kain", Slavic Folklore, ed. Albert B. Lord (Philadelphia:
American Folklore Society, 1956), pp. 56ff. See David E.
Bynum, "Oral Evidence and the Historian" Journal of Folk¬
lore Institute 8 (1971), 83, who claims the transition
from eyewitness account to legend, and even to "myth", can
occur with "astonishing speed."

11^See the definition of "folk" of Alan Dundes, SF,
p. 2: any group of people who share at least one common
factor—job, language, religion—with its own traditions,
the "common core" of which helps the group have a sense of
identity. In this sense, "folk" does not necessarily
entail lower class, peasant culture, or other broad socio¬
logical judgments about the group or tradition under con¬
sideration. Also, F. L. Utley, "Folk Literature; an
Operational Definition", SF, pp. 13f.
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This does not mean that the Synoptic tradition is to be

reduced to fit another mold. It is a unique tradition—as

are al 1 traditions to some extent. Such uniqueness can

hardly be absolute, however.

It is now possible to review the basis of the

tradition-oriented approach to the Gospels in the light of

a considerable body of current research or oral narrative

traditions. Beyond that, it still appears possible to use

two of Lord's criteria for testing the hypothesis that

Mark's Gospel is indeed an oral narrative composition.



CHAPTER 3

TRADITION-ORIENTED CRITICISM AND THE

COMPOSITION OF MARK'S GOSPEL

In the introduction, the problem of the paradoxical

image of Mark's Gospel in current criticism was raised.

The Gospel is portrayed by form criticism and, to a lesser

extent, by redaction criticism, as a loose, frequently

inconsistent compilation of semi-independent stories. On

the other hand, literary criticism and, to a lesser ex¬

tent again, redaction criticism, view it as a unified and

purposeful literary narrative created by a skillful

author.

It was suggested that the understanding of oral

tradition and of oral traditional literature found in

oral-formulaic theory offered a way to resolve the para¬

dox, accounting for both aspects of the image of Mark's

Gospel under the characteristics of oral literature. Both

the tradition-oriented and the narrative-oriented approa¬

ches to Mark could then be retained and harmonized, al¬

though with modifications to both.

The oral-formulaic theory was described in chapter

1, and a supplementary discussion of oral and folklore

studies was presented in chapter 2 in order to set the

oral-formulaic theory in a broader context and to enable

90
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its adaptation to a prose narrative such as Mark's. In

this chapter a review of the concept of oral tradition

which is operative in standard form criticism will help to

show its differences from that offered by oral-formulaic

theory and other current studies of oral tradition.

As form criticism is ostensibly a comparative and

folkloristic method,-*- it should benefit from input of

recent, more empirically-based study. Attention will be

focussed upon the "father" of form criticism, Hermann

Gunkel, and upon the ground-breaking form-critical

analysis of Mark's Gospel by K. L. Schmidt. It will be

seen that their concept of tradition, under the influence

of thinking then current about "primitive" and "folk"

cultures, created a false alternative between oral,

"folk" tradition and "literature".

If Gunkel and the other standard form critics can¬

not be faulted for being men of their times, those who

have continued to use form-critical method in New Testa¬

ment studies since their time may be accused of a certain

insularity insofar as they merely extend and adapt stan¬

dard form-critical method without continuing rriethodologi-

-*"But see E. P. Sanders, Tendencies of the Synoptic
Tradition, NTS Monographs, no. 9 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1969), pp. 8f., 12-21, who argues that
this is not actually so. There is a degree of truth to
his claim, but it appears that the classical form critics
were not so far out of touch with the state of the disci¬
pline at the end of the nineteenth century: see Gene M.
Tucker, Form Criticism of the Old Testament (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1971), pp. 4ff.; and John H. Hayes,
Introduction to Old Testament Study (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 1979), pp. 131ff.
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cal awareness of studies of oral tradition outside Bibli-

2cal circles. The insularity is now in the process of

being bridged, and the work of three scholars engaged in

the exercise will be reviewed^ before the proposal for

part two of this thesis is discussed. Each of these three

attempts fails in some way to grasp the implication of

comparative studies of oral literature, and in particular

the oral-formulaic theory.

Oral-formulaic theory and folklore studies appear

to promise much to the interpreter of the Gospels, and in

many areas. The sociological interests of form criticism,

^See Derek Brewer, "The Gospels and the Laws of
Folklore", Folklore 90 (1979), p. 37.

^Thorlief Boman, Die Jesushberlieferung im Lichte
der neueren Volkskunde (Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Rup-
recht, 1967); Erhardt Glittgemanns, Candid Questions Con¬
cerning Gospel Form Criticism, trans. William G. Doty
(Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1979); and Werner H. Kel-
ber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", Semeia 16 (1979), 7-55.
See also Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript, 2nd
ed., trans. Eric Sharpe (Uppsala: Gleerup, 1964); his
Tradition and Transmission in Early Christianity, (Lund:
Gleerup, 1964); and his Origins of the Gospel Traditions
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979); and also Harald
Riesenfeld, Gospel Tradition and Its Beginning (London:
Mowbray, 1957); reprinted in Riesenfeld, The Gospe1 Tra¬
dition (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1970), pp. 1-29.
Gerhardsson and Riesenfeld deserve a great deal of credit
for their attempts to fix the nature of early Christian
tradition inductively by comparison with the tradition of
Rabbinic Judaism. Their work has not found wide accep¬
tance primarily due to doubts about the appropriateness of
the rabbinic model, and the accuracy of the model for the
rabbinic tradition itself prior to the fall of Jerusalem
in A.D. 70. Cf., e.g., George Widengren, "Tradition and
Literature in Early Judaism and in the Early Church",
Numen 10 (1963), 42-83, esp. pp. 51-55, 80-83; W. D.
Davies, "Reflections on a Scandinavian Approach to the
Gospel Tradition", The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964), pp. 464-
80; and Gbttgemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 211-215.
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would receive enlightenment from work by anthropologi¬

cally-oriented folklorists. Historical investigation of

the Synoptic tradition might begin with Jan Vansina, Oral

Tradition, whose concern is "historical methodology". And

it should be self-evident how the model of "multiform"

oral compositions will add another dimension to study of

the Synoptic problem—even if, as has been observed, it

will probably not solve it single-handedly.4^
But from the start the concern of this thesis has

been understanding the composition of Mark, based on

the assumptions that it was indeed the first of the Synop¬

tics to be written, and that it was closely related in its

origin to early Christian oral tradition about Jesus.

This chapter therefore will conclude with a proposal to

undertake an oral-formulaic analysis of Mark's Gospel,

with a view towards testing the hypothesis that the Gospel

was an oral traditional composition.

Oral-Formulaic Theory and Form Criticism

Hermann Gunkel

In his essay, "Fundamental Problems of Hebrew

Literary History", Gunkel offers a clear summation of the

assumptions and principles of Formgeschichte, the analysis

of "form history". Four principles for standard form

^See, already, Albert Lord, "Gospels as Oral Tradi¬
tional Literature", Relationships among the Gospels, ed.
William Walker (San Antonio: Trinity University Press,
1978), pp. 33-91; and C. H. Talbert's response in the
same volume, "Oral and Independent or Literary and
Interdependent?", pp. 93-102.
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criticism are enunciated.

(1) In antiquity, individual creativity played a
considerably more restricted role than in modern.. socie¬
ties, and the "power of custom" was far greater.5

(2) Social forces, therefore, and not "individual
effort" governed literary expression, and socially
determined "laws of literary form" produced various
literary "types" or "forms", each of which "originally
belonged to a quite definite side" of the life of the
society in which they arose.^

(3) Ancient compositions were extremely brief by
comparison with modern written ones because the "recep¬
tive power" of the ancient and primitive listener was
"very limited". Length and "collection" came with
gradual growth of civilization and of writing.

(4) "The oldest types, in the form in which they
were current among the people, are always pure and
unmixed; but in later periods, when men and conditions
of life were more complex, when professional writers
adopted the type, there occur deviations and mixtures
of styles."^

^Hermann Gunkel, "Fundamental Problems of Hebrew
Literary History", What Remains of the Old Testament?,
trans. A. K. Dallas (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1928),
pp. 58f.

^Ibid., pp. 59ff.

^Ibid., pp. 62f. This clearly reflects Gunkel's
meaning. However, a statement on p. 62 seems to conflict
with this: "It is a familiar fact that a hearer is able
to grasp much longer literary units than a reader, who
can, of course, suspend and resume his reading at will"
(my emphasis). This seems to be an accurate translation
of the German original, "Grundprobleme der Israelitischer
Literaturgeschichte", in Gunkel's collected Reden una
AufScitze (1913), pp. 33f.: "Nun ist es eine bekannte
Erfahrung, dass der Hbrer viel grossere literarische Ein-
heiten aufzufassen vermag als der Leser, der ja beliebig
aufhtiren und wieder anfangen kann; . . ." It may be
observed, however, that the final clause quoted seems to
indicate the reader's advantage over the listener, and the
next clause of the sentence makes this more certain:
". . . zurnal der antike H&rer dessen AufnahmefShigkeit
sehr beschrctnkt ist". Gunkel wishes to emphasize the
listener's limitations. Perhaps for "grossere" in the
former quotation, one should read "kleinere".

^Ibid., pp. 63ff. (Gunkel's emphasis).
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In light of the previous discussion of more recent

studies of oral expression, certain modifications or cor¬

rections of these principles are required. The relation¬

ship between social forces and individual activity in folk

culture is much more balanced than Gunkel allows. The

oral narrator uses his tradition creatively, and a good

narrator may exercise considerable influence upon the

tradition.^ It remains true that he does not exercise the

freedom over "custom", that is apparent in literate

expression (although it could well be questioned whether

this "freedom" has not itself been exaggerated). The

folklorist, C. W. von Sydow, states that the notion that

folk tradition was somehow a product of a people in its

entirety is a product of Romanticism, to be discarded.-^
From this it becomes clear that the "laws of form"

mentioned in the second principle are not necessarily

^Cf. above, pp. 23ff., 28, 47ff. Note that Eric A.
Havelock, Preface to Plato (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1963), pp. 108-11, claims that those who excelled at oral
expression inevitably became leaders in their society.
Cf. also George Widengren, "Oral Tradition and Written
Literature among the Hebrews in Light of the Arabic
Evidence", Acta Orientalia 23 (1959), 237.

■^®C. W. von Sydow, "Folktale Studies and Philo¬
logy"/ Study of Folklore, ed. Alan Dundes (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965), pp. 231, 237. Cf.
Boman, Die Jesustliberlieferung, pp. 9f. According to Mar¬
tin J. Buss, "The Study of Forms", Old Testament Form
Criticism, ed. John Hayes, Trinity University Monograph
Series in Religion, no. 2 (San Antonio: Trinity Uni¬
versity Press, 1974), id. 37, the notion of spontaneous
group production had already been overthrown in the
nineteenth century.
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immutable or "superorganic", as Alan Dundes calls Axel

Olrik's conception of bis laws."'""'" They are subject to

change and manipulation by individual members of society.

This is not to deny the impact of social forces upon

traditional verbal expression. Gunkel emphasizes

consideration of the "performance" context of tradition

as clearly as a contemporary folklorist might:

To understand the literary type we must in each
case have the whole situation clearly before us and ask
ourselves, Who is speaking? Who are the listeners?
What is the mise en scene at the time? What effect is

being aimed at?-^
Nevertheless, the social determinism apparent in

Gunkel's conception is not acceptable as it stands: the

significance of individual creativity needs fuller recog¬

nition. The same is true for his restriction of a type to

a "definite side" of the social system, limited to

■'■■'"Alan Dundes, editor's note to "Epic Laws of Folk
Narrative" by Axel Olrik, in Study of Folklore, p. 130.
Incidentally, Olrik and Gunkel were contemporaries, but
Olrik's article (1909) was apparently only a late influ¬
ence on Gunkel. According to Hayes, Introduction, pp.
131ff., the third edition of Gunkel's Legends of Genesis
(1910), made frequent reference to Olrik, but previous
editions show that Gunkel already held to many of the same
views even before Olrik's article. Olrik would have sim¬
ply confirmed Gunkel's thinking regarding "laws". (But
see Boman, Jesushberlieferung, pp. 17f., who declares that
Olrik himself thought of his "laws" as "rules".)

•'"^Gunkel, "Fundamental Problems", p. 62. Cf.
Richard M. Dorson's description of the "contextual" and
"functionalist" schools of folklore, "Concepts of Folk¬
lore and Folklife Studies", Folklore and Folklife, ed.
Dorson (London: University of Chicago Press, 1972), pp.
24f., 38. See Juha Pentik&inen, Oral Repertoire and World
View, FF Communications, no. 219 (1978), pp. 22-28, 40f.,
for a stimulating discussion of "folklore performance as
social interaction", and an attempt to model the way
traditions develop and are transmitted.
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a "special class of speaker".^ This is too "schemat¬

ic":^ "active bearers" may command a wide range of
, ] C

genres of tradition. ^ Gunkel's notion of the restriction

of types is related to his social determinism and neglect

of the individual.

Of course Gunkel's basic concept of clearly marked

literary types being characteristic products of a tradi¬

tional process is valid. The alteration lies in the

understanding of how these types come to be. Social

forces are but one factor in this. John Hayes cites an

article by Gunkel-*-^ which states that each traditional

genre is characterized by (1) a store of thoughts and

moods, (2) a traditional linguistic form of phrases,

sentence structures, and images, and (3) a definite Sitz

im Leben. To the first of these one can compare the

folktale "motif", and to the second, the common "language"

•^Ibid., p. 62. The end-product of this view is
the currently widespread notion of narrow, theologically-
biased streams of tradition. This notion lies behind much
of James M. Robinson and Helmut Koester, Trajectories in
Early Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971").
See especially Koester's chapters "Gnomai Diaphorai", and
"One Jesus and Four Primitive Gospels".

■^The term is from Hayes, Introduction, p. 153.
1 S
For example, the fishermen-informants of James H.

Delargy, "The Gaelic Story-Teller", Proceedings of the
British Academy 31 (1945), 183ff., possessed a broad re¬
pertoire of traditions including folktales (M&rchen),
hero-tales, myths, and even songs. Cf. Bornan, Jesus-
Ctberlieferung, p. 21, who directs attention to this.

Hayes, Introduction, pp. 127f., citing Gunkel,
"Jesaia 33, eine prophetische Liturgie", ZAW 42 (1924),
182f.
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i 7
of some oral-forrnulaic themes. But the genre and its

characteristics derive from, and serve personal,

"artistic" concerns, as well as "social" ones.

The third principle of form criticism enunciated toy

Gunnel, concerning the brevity of ancient narratives, and

presumably of "popular" ones, must be rejected. The

notion that an ancient hearer had a "short attention span"
1 ftis groundless. Certainly observable folk traditions,

the only basis upon which to describe "ancient" folk

societies, commonly bear narratives of great length:

Lord's Southslavic tradition is only typical in this

regard.^ In fact it has been repeatedly suggested that

"shorter" narratives of ancient manuscripts are more like¬

ly to be abbreviations or summaries of much longer oral
90

originals.

Gunkel suggested that "ballads" would consist of

only one or two long lines; wisdom-proverbs, prophetic

utterances, and Torah statutes would be recited as single

1 7
See below, chap. 5, under "Structure of Themes".

■Jft
Hayes, Introduction, p. 153, referring to

Gunkel1s statement about the limited "receptive power" of
the ancient hearer; cited above, fn. 7.

^See, e.g., H. Munro, and N. Kershaw Chadwick,
Growth of Literature, 3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni¬
versity Press, 1932-40), 1:581; Delargy, "Gaelic Story-
Teller", p. 190; and Wolfram Eberhard, Minstrel Tales
from Southeastern Turkey, Folklore Studies 5 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1955), p. 1.

"^Chadwick, Growth, 3:xxi; Delargy, "Gaelic Story-
Teller", p. 206; and Jay A. Wilcoxen, "Narrative", OT
Form Criticism, ed. Hayes, pp. 65 f.
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epigrams; and saga narratives would toe no longer than two

or three modern Bible verses. As Jay Wilcoxen observed,^-'-
these "narrations" would last less than a minute! The

ancient or "primitive" man is portrayed as a child. Even

Axel Olrik, Gunkel's contemporary, wrote his article on

"Epic Laws" with the purpose of raising the common (low)
9 9

estimate of the artistic value of folk composition.

The fourth principle of Gunkel's form criticism,

that the original types were "pure and unmixed", is also

groundless. Martin J. Buss called it "one of the more

questionable elements" of his system, and wondered how he

had arrived at it, for "virtually all studies of primitive

literature, including works Gunkel knew, stated or implied

at least partially otherwise".22 It would appear that

Gunkel inferred the purity from the close tie he perceived

between form and a given social Sitz, but once again this

proves to be too "schematic".

It is evident that Gunkel's principles are no

longer acceptable in their original form. Gunkel himself

can not be blamed for the failure of subsequent Biblical
9 A

critics to realize this. Gunkel performed a

91 '
Wilcoxen, "Narrative", pp. 65f., citing Rofe, JBL

89 (1970), 4 3 2 f.

2201rik, "Epic Laws", pp. 139ff.

22Euss, "Study of Forms", p. 53.

2^The pervasiveness of these principles in Bult-
mann, HST, p. 36, and Dibelius, FTG, pp. 1-8, e.g., hardly
needs to be indicated; they are still to be seen at work

«
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great feat of methodological synthesis, but it is only

lately that his heirs have noted its erosion—and this has

taken place primarily in the context of Old Testament

scholarship, as the notes to the present discussion re¬

veal. A number of influences guided Gunkel's thinking.

Prominent among these must be listed Romanticism, from

which Gunkel derives the enduring notion of comparing

forms of expression, but which also saddles him with ideas

of community creation, and of the "simplicity" of primi¬

tive and folk cultures.^ Any human society, no matter

how "primitive", is already more complex culturally than

Gunkel seems to have realized.^

The evolutionary model of Literaturgeschichte then

will just not work. The supposition of the "pure-and-

simple-original", on which it rests, cannot be accepted.

Gunkel's anthropology has created a false alternative

between folk culture and "literary" expression; and form

in the more recent form-critical works of Heinz-Wolfgang
Kuhn, Al tere Sammlungen irn Markusevangel ium (Gbttingen;
Vanaenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971); and Eta Linnernann, Studien
zur Passionsgeschichte (Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1970), which are discussed below in chap. 5,
under "Patterning in Mark".

"^According to Hayes, Introduction, pp. 123ff.,
Gunkel himself acknowledged neo-Romanticism as an influ¬
ence. Cf. Klaus Koch, Growth of the Biblical Tradition,
3rd ed., trans. 3. M. Cupitt (London: A and C Black,
1969), pp. 13f.

^Buss, "Study of Forms", pp. 35f., observes that
the "simplicity" of "primitive" peoples was a popular
notion in turn of the century anthropology. Cf. Koch,
Growth, p. 25; and Widengren, "Oral Tradition", p. 205.
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criticism as a "scientific" discipline must continue to

work as inductively as Gunkel himself did, in seeking to

understand the oral traditional process, which now appears

to involve individual and oral society, "art" and Sitz im

Leben, in a mutual, symbiotic relationship.

K. L. Schmidt

In light of the operating assumptions bequeathed by
9 7

Gunkel to the standard Gospel form critics, ' the nature

of the achievement of K. L. Schmidt needs to be reeval¬

uated. The overall exegetical achievement of his Rahmen

der Geschichte Jesu is not faulted. The stories in Mark

are loosely connected, both in terms of time, place, and
9ft

subject matter. There is no master chronological plan
. . . 9ft

evident, nor a developing biography. Furthermore

Matthew and Luke freely reverse and alter Mark's ordering

of the stories "ohne Skrupel".^0 All these confirm that

the present order of the events narrated in Mark is arbi¬

trary, to a great extent. In terms of absolute historical

chronology it is fair to say that Mark's individual peri-

copes appear fragmentary and that Mark's "framework" is

loosely superimposed on them.

But what does this really imply for the state of

9 7
See Schmidt's acknowledgement of Gunkel's influ¬

ence, "Die Stellung", p. 88.

^See, e.g., Schmidt, Rahmen, pp. 43, 67f., 208f.,
303.

^^Ibid., p. 317. "^Ibid., pp. 52f.
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the tradition before Mark? Schmidt, to be sure, believed

it implied that the pericopes themselves were transmitted
O 1

as a "profusion" of independent and fragmentary units.

Could it not equally be said simply that they were trans¬

mitted by means of a series of loosely-structured

narratives?

In fact, Schmidt already had a notion of how oral

or folk traditions originate and are passed on. He envi¬

sions the tradition as taking place in a gathering of

Christians who alternately recount to one another what

they recall of the words and deeds of the Lord. In these

informal exchanges, one would take up where another left

off, saying, "and it happened that . . . ." Such a form

became standard in collections of stories and is ultimate¬

ly retained by Mark. Schmidt is candid enough to admit

that his description is hypothetical:

Wir wissen liber diese Dinge nichts Bestimmtes.
Wir kbnnen uns aber solches Reden und ErzShlen liber
die Geschichte Jesu innerhalb eines Erzcthlerkreises,
innerhalb der Kultgemeinde nicht lebendig genug
vorstellen.32

Nevertheless this notion of oral tradition is al¬

ready present in Schmidt's thinking and cannot be said to

31Ibid., p. 317: "eine Fthlle von Einzelgeschich-
ten". See also pp. v-vi, 208f., 303. To be fair,
Schmidt's concern was with those who understood Mark's
Gospel to be a truly coherent, chronologically reliable
book. That Mark's framework is "arbitrary" or "secondary"
in this regard is not denied.

Ibid., p. 19. Schmidt makes the point that some
such hypothesis is necessary. This is true. The oral-
formulaic theory provides another alternative, and one
with a better empirical claim, too.
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be a product of his exegetical results. Form critics have

recognized that the oral independence of the traditions is

an "assumption", but Schmidt is sometimes considered to
O O

have demonstrated or "justified" the assumption. This

is not so. The hypothesis and the "evidence" do appear to

match, but the evidence may also fit other hypotheses.

Schmidt's analysis leads him in his later article,

"Die Stellung der Evangelien in der allgemeinen Literatur-

geschichte", to class the Gospels, particularly Mark's, as

Kleinliteratur and not Hochliteratur. Hochliteratur is

literature that is the immediate product of an individual

author's work, with what may properly be called "literary"

characteristics.3^ Kleinliteratur, by contrast, is a

product of the "people", and with unstable literary con¬

nections.35 But the contrast is more than one of manner

of composition or of literary characteristics. The genres

of the two types of literature are simply not to be

compared:

Das Evangelium ist von Haus aus nicht Hoch¬
literatur, sondern Kleinliteratur, nicht individualle
Schriftstellerleistung, sondern Volksbuch, nicht
Biographie, sondern Kultlegende.36

33Taylor, Formation, pp. 13, 38f. Cf. Bultmann,
HST, p. 338.

3^Schmidt, "Die Stellung", pp. 51, 82. On p. 82
Schmidt speaks of "das Ich des Schriftstellers".

35Ibid., pp. 84ff.

3^Ibid., p. 76; cf. pp. 59ff. Schmidt's use of
the term "Kultlegende" points to the tacit assumption by
standard form criticism of the "myth-ritual" theory. Cf.
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This discontinuity in the respective genres stems

from the form-critical conviction, first expressed by

Gunkel, that Kleinliteratur is the product of social

forces not under the control of conscious, individual

thought. "Die ursprungliche Einheit der mlbndlichen Ober-
O *7

lieferung ist der kurze Einzelbericht. The eventual

compilation of a Volksbuch comes only at the end of an

"Entwicklungsprozess" of these original, short, individual

reports. In this, according to Schmidt, the composition

of the Gospels is analogous to many other folk litera-
O O

tures, including the formation of the Homeric poems 1

Schmidt's assignment of the Gospels to K1ein-

1iteratur, his insight that they share many "literary"

characteristics with (other) folk literatures,39 and that

their composition was analogous to that of folk litera¬

tures are fully accepted here. But since Schmidt's time,

Talbert, What is a Gospel? (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1977), p. 3. The theory is that folk narratives arise as
a means to explain or justify already existing rituals in
the society. This implies that such narratives have no,
or at best a very limited, historical value. This theory
now has little credibility in folkloristic circles, al¬
though (1) it still influences, anachronistically, every¬
day thought about "folklore" and "old wives' tales", and
(2) folklorists have not swung back to a naive credulity
regarding traditions. See William Bascom, "The Myth-
Ritual Theory", JAF 70 (1957), 103-14, who refers to the
positive statement of the theory by Lord Raglan, in
JAF 68 (1955).

37Schmidt, "Die Stellung", p. 84.

38Cf. Ibid., pp. 60f., 69-75.

39Ibid., pp. 84-90.
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the study of these folk literatures has not ceased, and

different understandings of their nature and composition

have been offered, of which the oral-formulaic theory is

one.

Nor does it follow that there is a distinct gulf

between the genres of Kleinliteratur and Hochliteratur.

Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, for example, have

traced the development of Western "literary" genres out of

primitive and oral origins.40 C. H. Talbert observed that

current studies of Classical literature, while retaining

the Hoch1iteratur and Klein1iteratur distinction, under¬

stand literary genres as embracing both.4"'" There is, as

Lord said, a "continuum" in man's verbal expression,42 and

the differences are more quantitative than qualitative.

Schmidt's argument that the Gospels are to be

understood by analogy to (other) folk literatures estab¬

lishes a fundamental justification for a tradition-
AO

oriented approach to the Gospels. J His exegetical treat¬

ment of the "framework" of their "history of Jesus" pro¬

vides strong support for treating the Gospels in this way.

40Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, The Nature of
Narrative (New York: Oxford University Press, 1966), pp.
12-17. Cf. Lord, "Gospels", p. 34.

4^Talbert, What Is a Gospel?, pp. 3f.
AO , .....

^Lord, Singer, p. 130. This continuity is di¬
rectly contrary to what Ghttgemanns and Kelber argue about
the difference between oral and written literary capabili¬
ties; see the discussions of their work, below.

42Cf. Boman, Jesusthberlieferung, p. 9.
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For all that, however, Schmidt's understanding of the

nature of folk literature, like Gunkel's, needs

considerable revision.

One significant revision is the estimate of the

framework: it may indeed be "chronologisch und psycholo-

gisch nicht ergiebig",^ but the notion that it is there¬

fore "secondary" does not necessarily follow. A framework

is equally likely to be as much a part of tradition as

the "units" which are used to enflesh it.^^ The framework

of the epic songs in the Souths lavic tradition is as basic

as the themes, and Lord suggests that the framework of an

"oral life story" was integral to the Gospel tradition, as
A

it was to other ancient traditions and literatures.

One additional observation about form-critical

assumptions needs to be made. It is tacitly assumed, by

Schmidt at least, that the tradition passes on verbally-

fixed texts. This is evident at several points in Rahmen,

as Schmidt describes where Mark did and did not alter the

« . 4.7
traditions as they came to him. The assumption is even

more visible in Johannes Sundwall's analysis, which even

^Schmidt, "Die Stellung", pp. 84f.

^Cf. Boman, Jesus tlber lieferung, pp. 30 f.

46See below, under "Albert Lord on the Gospels"?
and Lord, "Gospels", pp. 36-41.

47Schmidt, Rahmen, p. 43: "Eine schon abgegriffene
Perikope hat hier Mk einfach ohne Anderung und Gl&ttung
iibernommen" (with reference to 1:16-20). Cf. pp. 18ff.,
55, 57.
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AO

prints the supposed texts of the tradition used by Mark.

As Lord stated in Singer, such an assumption is only

natural for literate scholars, but it is by no means

49
accurate.

Redaction Criticism

Where redaction criticism of Mark follows the

principles of standard form criticism, there it too must

reconsider its methods and results. It is unwise to

assume that the "redactor" imposed order where none had

existed before.Even more is it dangerous to affirm

that Mark "created" the Gospel genre and then attempt to
. .SI

draw theological implications from this. Such views

are founded upon the assumption of fragmentary oral

transmission which should now be considered doubtful.

Similarly, attempts to distinguish between "tradition" and

4Q
Johannes Sundwall, Die Zusammensetzung des

Markusevangeliums, Acta Academiae Aboensis Humaniorum
vol. 9, no. 2 (Abo: Abo Akademi, 1934). Cf. the analyses
of Kuhn, A1tere Sammlungen, and Linnemann, Studien,
discussed below in chap. 5, under "Patterning in Mark".
Linnemann, too, reconstructs the traditional "texts"; see
Studien, pp. 178-82.

^^Lord, Singer, pp. llf. Cf. "Gospels", pp. 37f.
SO

So Willi Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist, trans. Roy
Harrisville (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1969), pp. 16ff.;
and Werner H. Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", Semeia 16
(1979), 19 f., 29 f.

-'•'-This is already evident in Marxsen, Mark, pp.
208f. It has recently been taken much farther: see,
e.g., John Dominic Crossan, "A Form for Absence: the
Markan Creation of Gospel", Semeia 12 (1978), 41-55, who
argues that Mark "created" the Gospel to historicize
Jesus, in opposition to a theology of "presence". Cf.
Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", pp. 40-44.
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C O

"redaction" may fail to take into account the possibil¬

ity of oral "composition" which embraces both. The tradi¬

tion was probably not a fragmentary collection of fixed

texts, needing only to be sewn together.

On the other hand, it has been suggested that

redaction criticism in effect alters certain principles of

standard form criticism. These alterations bring it

closer to an appropriate exegetical method for inter¬

preting oral compositions. For example, the recognition

of the individual creativity of the evangelist is danger-
C o

ous to form criticism, but fits nicely into oral-

formulaic understandings. Similarly, consideration of the

selection, arrangement, and characteristic treatment of

materials by the evangelists is entirely appropriate to

notions of oral composition.

c 9
Marxsen, Mark, p. 28.

~^See above, pp. 4ff. Talbert, What Is a Gospel?,
pp. 3f., makes the acute observation that the redaction-
critical recognition of the individuality of the
evangelists would, by Schmidt's criteria, make the Gospels
Hochliteraturi Cf. Weeden's statement on the implications
of redaction criticism, Mark—Traditions in Conf1ict
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971), pp. llf. (quoted
above, p. 5).

S4See Ghnther Bornkamm's well-known statement on

this in his introduction to Bornkamm, Gerhard Barth, and
Heinz Joachim Held, Tradition and Interpretation in
Matthew, trans. Percy Scott (London: SCM Press, 1963),
p. 11.
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Hypothesis for the Origin of Mark's Gospel:

Oral Traditional Composition

It was stated in the first chapter that the oral-

formulaic theory presented an "organic" conception of oral

tradition. Standard form criticism may also be said to

have presented an organic theory. Redaction criticism as

it is presently constituted upon certain form-critical

principles cannot help being somewhat "mechanical",

because of the intervention of the literary redactor.

Perhaps, of course, the composition of Mark's Gospel was a

"mechanical" redaction: given Mark's priority, one can

certainly trace the mechanics of the redaction of Mark by

Matthew and Luke. But it does not necessarily follow that

one can move straight back from Matthew and Luke to Mark.

If Mark is the "first" manuscript to be produced

on the basis of an oral tradition, then the immediate

relationship of Mark to that tradition ought to be

explored on its own terms so far as possible. Perhaps

Mark stands in an "organic" relationship to the tradition,

requiring nothing beyond the tradition itself for its

present form, except the presence of a scribe. This is

what Parry and Lord have argued for Homer. What happens

if the first Gospel is approached as a Volksbuch, but with

an improved understanding of the ability of the

Volkserzcihler?

Lord has developed a method to test for oral compo¬

sition in manuscript texts, on the basis of observed

characteristics of oral compositions. It has been seen
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that such features might in principle be expected of oral

prose compositions as they were for the oral poetry actu¬

ally studied by Parry and Lord themselves. In the second

part of this thesis, it is proposed to carry out an oral-

formulaic analysis of Mark to test the hypothesis that

Mark's Gospel was an oral composition, perhaps typical of

the form in which the tradition was transmitted.

Suggested Revisions of Form Criticism

Before discussing the proposal itself, it is neces¬

sary to review three recent studies which have sought, in

differing degrees, to bring the resources of oral literary

and folklore studies to bear upon the Gospel tradition.

These three are Thorlief Boman, Die Jesustiberlieferung im

Lichte der neueren Volkskunde; Erharat Ghttgemanns,

Candid Questions Concerning Gospel Form Criticism; and

Werner H. Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition." One should

also mention Gerd Theissen, Urchristliche Wundergeschich-

ten in this context as a particularly promising form-

critical study, in touch with recent trends in oral

literary and folklore studies. Theissen rightly rejects

the notion of fixed-text transmission, although he wishes

to retain its "heuristic" value.55 But he continues to

hold to fragmentary transmission of pericopes.

55Theissen, Wundergeschichten, pp. 29ff., 189ff.

55Ibid., p. 211. Curiously, Theissen emphasizes
the continuity of the Gospel-formation process with the
tradition, but still simply assumes the oral independence
of the pericopes. Theissen's work is considered in more
detail in chap. 5, under "Type B, miracle scenes."
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Thorlief Roman. First to be considered is Boman's

study, which is an explicit attempt to apply folkloristic

points of view to the Synoptic tradition. At the start

Boman indicates that a fundamental change has taken place

in the folkloristic understanding of the origin and trans¬

mission of oral tradition.57 The old "Romantic" notions

of collective creation and transmission by the "folk" have

come to be seen as an "absurdity",5® and their continued

influence in theological circles is anachronistic. This

is a conclusion to which the first two chapters of this

thesis have led also.

Another point of contact lies in Boman1s rejection

of the idea of a fragmentary transmission of the tradi-
CQ ,

tion . But this is complicated by the fact that Boman

understands the tradition to have been transmitted by

repetition of a verbally fixed text,5® and that the fixed

verbal text was nothing less than the Gospel of Mark
» fl 1
itself. x There are several points to sort out here.

(1) Boman, too, accepts the arbitrary nature of the
Gospel framework, but rejects Schmidt's conclusion that
it was secondary.52 He asserts that a "picture" of the

C ~7

Boman, Jesushberlieferung, p. 9f. A problem is
that the change goes even farther than he realizes. See
the comments of the folklorist, Wolfgang Brhckner,
"'Narrativistik1; Versuch einer Kenntnisnahme
theologischer Erzhhlforschung", Fabula 20 (1979), 27f.

55Ibid.: "ein Unding"; cf. pp. 29ff.

59Ibid., pp. 21, 30f. 50Ibid., pp. llf, 32, 95.

61Ibid., pp. 35, 40-50. 52Ibid., pp. 30f., 91f.
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tradition's hero would provide immanent coherence for
the tradition. 3 Although he does not cite much folk-
loristic support at this point, Lord's description of
the singer's "absorption" of such matters would be
relevant. A character like Odysseus is certainly well-
defined in oral literature.

(2) The notion of fixed-text transmission is
precarious. At least two of the folklorists cited by
Boman are made to say a little more than they perhaps
meant.One needs to recall here the singer who told
Lord that he repeated his songs "exactly" as he heard
them: the singer had no real concept of verbal identi¬
ty however.At least one folklorist has suggested
that such a misunderstanding may happen frequently
between collectors and informants.

6 3 Ibid., p. 21.

b4Boman, Ibid., pp. 10f., refers to C. W. von
Sydow's distinction between the roles of "active" and
"passive" tradition bearers, to prove that the "passive"
bearers acted as a "check" on the narrator to ensure "dass
der ErzShler 'richtig' erz&hlt (er darf nichts Sndern)".
As stated, this seems to refer to an absolute identity.
But Sydow, "On the Spread of Tradition", Selected Papers
on Folklore, ed. L. B^dker (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde &
Bagger, 1948), p. 14, states: "If some deviation should
be made, they can easily correct it, and they do so, which
is of great importance for the unchanging survival of the
tradition." By "deviation", Sydow could mean "any change
of wording", but this is by no means clear: he certainly
does not say that nothing may be altered. In his article,
"Folktale Studies and Philology", SF, pp. 232, 237, Sydow
indicates that one must balance between the "conservation"
and the "new formations" of a tradition; the active
bearer is a creative person. Delargy, "Gaelic Story-
Teller", is also cited as supporting verbal fixity (Jesus-
Uberlieferung, pp. llf.). But Delargy is ambivalent: on
pp. 194, 209, he specifically excludes verbal identity;
and on pp. 201, 208, he allows for it.

b3See Lord, Singer, p. 28.

obSean 0 Coileain, "Oral or Literary?", Studia
Hibernica, 17,18 (1977-78), 11-21, refers to Delargy (see
fn. 64, above) as accepting his informant's claims to
exact memorization uncritically. The idea of the "immuta¬
ble" oral text is an anachronism still found even in
certain areas of folklore, according to 0 Coilean. This
misunderstanding could be at work, too, in the acceptance
at face value by Gerhardsson and Riesenfeld of claims for
"exact" memorization in early rabbinic tradition.
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(3) Boman offers, without any folkloristic support,
an unlikely account of how John Mark was actually
commissioned by Peter and the other apostles to com¬
pose, orally, his Gospel. This gospel became the
"official" (amtlich) version, to be memorized by other
subordinate members of the early Christian hierarchy.
Needless to say, this account of Mark's composition is
not "oral" composition at all in the oral-formulaic
sense of the term,b8 and is highly improbable.

Boman's attempt to reconsider the oral Synoptic

tradition makes some useful points, but ultimately fails.

His attraction to fixed-text transmission is unwarranted,

and his peculiar, and unsupported, notion of how the

Gospel form was started fails to persuade.

Erhardt Ghttgemanns. The second study to be men¬

tioned is Ghttgemanns' Candid Questions. Only areas of
f. Q

mutual agreement and divergence may be indicated here. ^

On the one hand, Glhttgemanns quite clearly sees the impli¬

cations of redaction criticism for the standard form-

critical enterprise. In fact, he appears ready to give up

the quest of a tradition-oriented approach altogether,

^Borrian, Jesustiberlieferung, pp. 40-50. See Gtitt-
gemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 212f.; and Lsander Keck,
"Oral Traditional Literature and the Gospels: the
Seminar", Relationships among the Gospels, p. 112,
fn. 18. Both call this account "fantasy".

k^Boman, Jesustiberlieferung, pp. 91-95, cites a
number of "oral" characteristics in Mark, but calls them
"mnemonic" techniques, in line with his predisposition
toward memorization. As with Schmidt earlier: same data,
different interpretation. From an oral-formulaic perspec¬
tive, these are "compositional" techniques.

^Keck, "Seminar", p. Ill, rightly called
Candid Questions "kaleidoscopic". The book resists
summarization.
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apart from the basic acknowlegement of a no longer attain¬

able traditional substratum. The Gospels must be taken as

"autosemantic" entities, that is, they are not to be
7f)

explained in terms of anything else. u

This may be correct, but Ghttgemanns' uncritical

retention of the fragmentary-tradition model prevents him

from appreciating the potential of oral narrative litera-
71.

ture. This occurs even though he has read extensively

in studies of oral literature, including the work of Lord

himself.

In fact, one of the most important aspects of

Gbttgemanns' study for this thesis is his repeated mention

of Lord's findings. What develops however is a fascina¬

tion with one aspect of the oral-formulaic theory, namely,
7 7

the difference between oral and written composition."'

The difference is extended from a matter of the use or

non-use of traditional language and compositional tech¬

niques, to a "sociological" and conceptual divide. This,

plus his retention of the fragmentary tradition model

causes, Gbttgernanns to plug his concept of what "oral" is

'^Gtlttgemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 9-12, 408ff.
7 1' -LGlittgemanns notes the overlap of oral and written

genres, Ibid., pp. 195, 210 (esp. fn. 236), but makes
nothing of it.

72Gtittgemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 195, 204-11.
Curiously, this point is hotly contested in some folklor-
istic circles: see, e.g., Ruth Finnegan, "What Is Oral
Literature Anyway?", Oral Literature and the Formula, eds.
Benjamin Stolz and Richard Shannon (Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press, 1976), pp. 135-43. Lord concedes to
her in the same volume, p. 175, that he did not intend to
make a radical differentiation.
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into Lord's description of the "difference" between oral

and written.

To create this divide is to misunderstand Lord.

"Literarily", he saw no absolute difference between oral
7 3

and written literature. On the contrary, he affirms

generic continuity, as has been noted. Moreover he is

particularly concerned with discerning oral literature as

it may be preserved in ancient manuscripts. So, simply

because a text is now preserved in written form does not

mean it was a written composition.

Yet Gilttgemanns fails to inquire seriously into

this possibility for Mark. Instead, he holds that Mark

"created" the Gospel form, and thereby made some sort of

breach with oral, "pre-literary" tradition from which he

derived much of his material. This could be possible:

many authors have "borrowed" from folklore and transformed

it,^4 but in view of the heavy "oral" characteristics

(which even Glittgemanns acknowledges in Mark) it is

strange that the alternative—that Mark is an incidental

transcription of an essentially oral performance, and

therefore typical of the tradition—is hardly
7 5

considered.

^Exactly counter to what Ghttgemanns would have
his "difference" support! See Candid Questions, p. 195.
On the side of (relative) continuity, see Scholes and
Kellogg, Nature of Narrative, pp. 12ff., 17f.; and
Talbert, What Is a Gospel?, pp. 3f.

^4Cf. above, pp. 86f.

^See Gtittgemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 137ff. He
does raise the possibility of the Gospels as "oral auto-
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This oversight arises from the fact that Glitt-

geraanns retains the notion of fragmentary oral trans¬

mission. Again, he does not seem to have caught on to

what Lord intended in his description of thematic composi¬

tion. He has not allowed the oral-formulaic theory itself

to function "autosemantical ly"7^ It is true that Gtitt-

gemanns' aim is to raise "candid questions" and not yet to

7 7
provide answers, but he has too hastily moved to

structural linguistics and literary criticism as the

likely source of answers, and has not sufficiently ex¬

plored the possibilities of oral traditional literature.

Werner Kelber. The same fascination with what Lord

has to say about the difference between oral and written,

and the same exaggeration of what Lord actually said, which

were found in Candid Questions, are also detectable in

Kelber's article, "Mark and Oral Tradition." Kelber

graphs", Ibid., p. 211, but rejects it as "approaching
Thorlief Boman's conception". Clearly, Ghttgemanns does
not recognize the difference between oral-formulaic
composition and what Boman suggested.

^Gtittgemanns, Ibid., p. 210, fn. 236, states that
Lord's "epic analogies" are in "lack of a composition from
'small units' comparable to that of the Gospels"i

7 7
Ibid., pp. 9ff. Ghttgemanns' rejection of the

"Romantic" notions of collective creation and transmission
(pp. 184-93) is quite similar to that given above in the
discussion of standard form criticism, but somehow he
fails to see that this requires a modification of the
overriding "sociological" interests of form criticism;
cf. pp. 259-267. Gtittgemanns is right to wish to preserve
the sociological aspect of form criticism; but takes this
as an end of exclusive importance without seriously asking
about other factors to be considered: see pp. 56ff., 68f.
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begins from some of the same sources as this thesis, yet

comes to a diametrically opposite hypothesis, namely that

Mark's Gospel must have been written, and stands in stark

opposition to what was possible in the oral Synoptic

tradition. He states, for example:

By and large, the pre-Markan oral traditions
diverge into a multiplicity of forms and directions.
The laws which govern the transmission of oral
traditions do not allow for a consistent process of
accretion toward the single goal of gospel composi¬
tion. . . . [Therefore] while the gospel is linked
with oral life by a network of connections the past
states of synoptic orality cannot account for the
present state of gospel textuality. ^

An extended critique of Kelber's article and of his

use of his sources, primarily Lord, Singer, and Eric
79

Havelock, Preface to Plato, is offered in an appendix.

Somehow, for example, Kelber comes up with the notion that

coherent plot structures are the property only of written

literature, but it surely is impossible to get that idea

from Lord. Not only does he embrace the fragmentary-

tradition model, but he does so aggressively, allowing

only for collections of like traditions.

It is suggested in the appendix that P^elber's mis¬

reading of Lord and Havelock, and his subsequent denigra¬

tion of the potential of oral composition are motivated by

/SKelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", pp. 39f. Cf.
Marxsen's description, Mark, pp. 16ff. Has Kelber pro¬
gressed very far after all?

^See below, appendix 1, "A Critique of Werner H.
Kelber, 'Mark and Oral Tradition'I II
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his already-established historical and theological hypoth¬

esis that Mark's Gospel was redactionally "created" to

combat tendencies in the oral tradition, sponsored by

"prophets" in the early church. This position is served

by sharpening the difference between "orality" and

"textuality", and on this account he appears to have taken

what Lord and Have lock have said to an extreme.

One objection raised by Kelber to the hypothesis of
Of)

oral composition of Mark should be noted. w Lord in

"Gospels", had stated that it is "rare" for oral tradi¬

tional narratives about an individual to include the en¬

tire course of his life, from birth to death; more com¬

monly they relate "separate elements or incidents in the
O "1

life of the hero". Kelber implies that this rules out

an oral Gospel. The fact that it was "rare" would surely

not make it impossible. More important than this, Mark

does not record the whole of Jesus' life: only Matthew

and Luke do so, if their infancy narratives may be regard¬

ed as completing it. In fact, Mark only really covers two

"elements" of the six which Lord listed as comprising the

^Kelber, Ora1 and Written Gospel, (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1983), p. 80.

slLord's "Gospels", pp. 39f. C. H. Talbert's re¬
sponse to Lord, "Oral and Independent or Literary and
Interdependent?", Re 1ationships, p. 101, also noted this
statement of Lord's, and suggested: "This fact would seern
to point to the inappropriateness of oral traditional
literature as a model for understanding the Gospels, which
encompass the whole life story of Jesus." Looking at all
the Gospels, Talbert is correct; when one looks at Mark
alone, however, one does not see a "whole life story".
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"traditional pattern of the life of the hero": these are

the last two, "deeds" and "death.

Kelber's article suffers from a poor, and probably-

biased reading of his sources, and does not really offer

a fresh approach to the whole issue of a tradition-

oriented understanding of the Gospel. Lord offered cri¬

teria by which one may distinguish oral and written compo¬

sition. Kelber has not taken these up in deciding that

Mark is "textual". The way still lies open to do so, and

that is what is now proposed.

Mark as an Oral Traditional Narrative

The idea that Mark was an oral narrative is as old

as J. G. Herder and has recently been revived by Boman, as

has been seen. Lord himself however must be credited with

suggesting in his article, "Gospels as Oral Traditional

Literature", that the Gospels be understood not as oral

fixed texts, but as products of oral composition in

performance.

The article was read at a conference on the rela¬

tionships among the Gospels, and Lord was primarily con¬

cerned with elucidating the Synoptic problem. His remarks

were therefore directed toward the possibility that oral

composition of the Gospels could account for the various

types of similarity and difference between them. One must

agree with his respondent, C. H. Talbert, that Lord's

S2Lord, "Gospels", p. 39.
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solution—a tentative one by his own account—was hardly
O O

conclusive. J Even so, many of his observations have a

bearing upon the predecessors of the extant Gospels, and

even perhaps upon the composition of an individual Gospel

such as Mark's. This would be especially so, if Mark is

indeed the Synoptic Grundschrift.

The hypothesis proposed then is that Mark's Gospel

was a transcription from an early Christian traditional

narrator who composed his narrative in the manner de¬

scribed by oral-formulaic theory. As a preliminary to

such an inquiry, a review of Lord's observations in the

article just named will be useful. In addition, mention

will be made of some circumstantial indications of the use

of such a mode of composition in early Christian writings,

and of general characteristics of Mark's Gospel itself

which are frequently described as "oral". These may pro¬

vide some context in which to proceed with the main

inquiry of the second part of this thesis.

Albert Lord on the Gospels. Lord begins his arti¬

cle by making a distinction between "oral history" and

"oral traditional literature". Oral history is defined as

orally communicated transmission of information about
8 people, events, and places. Oral literature can be either

poetry or prose, and a prose tradition consists of narra¬

tives, ranging from anecdote to legend to saga. These

O Q

OJTalbert, Oral and Independent or Literary and
Interdependent?", Relationships, pp. 93-102.
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narratives can attain highly developed oral forms, in

contrast to oral history which is not set in definite

literary forms. It should be noted that these two are not

mutually exclusive: oral history can be incorporated into

oral traditional literature, and Lord expresses the

opinion that this has in fact happened in the Synoptic

tradition.84

He next proceeds to sketch the rudiments of the

oral-formulaic theory as it could relate to the Gospels.

In the sketch he emphasizes two aspects of oral tradi¬

tional literature. The first of these is the nature of

transmission and the second is the manner of composition.

These have already been dealt with at length in chapter 1,

but some of his adaptations of the theory to the Gospel

tradition are of interest.

First of all, Lord describes the role of the

"narrator", relative to his tradition, in the same way as

that of the "singer". The narrator is capable of adapting

his narrative to a situation through expansion or

contraction.

Secondly, Lord indicates that traditional,

formulaic diction would be found, even in a prose

tradition such as the Synoptic tradition:

In oral traditional literature, 'transmission' is
in reality composition of the same story by someone
else in the tradition, i.e., by another traditional
narrator. Each such narrator, using the phrases and

84Lord, "Gospels", pp. 33f., 36ff.
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devices picked up from others, develops his or her own
usage of lines and half-1ines, clusters and passages,
but always within the parameters of the tradition. ^

The tradition itself may be considered to "consist

of stories or various kinds of non-narrative elements that

are in suspension, potential actions (performances) to be

realized". In practice, he continues, "each teller has

some elements, narrative and non-narrative, more or less

pre-formed in his mind".^ This much is already familiar.

Lord expands this, however, affirming that narrators

"think in terms of blocks and series of blocks of tradi¬

tions", and that this is a characteristic structural

ft 7
device in oral composition.

There come to mind immediately the hypothetical

pre-formed collections of narratives that some have
ftft

claimed to discover in Mark. ° Rather than being pre-

Markan written sources, these could just as well be oral

units formed by Mark or by his predecessors in the tradi¬

tion. In such a case, it would appear less likely that

they were theologically-loaded "aretalogies", as has often
QQ . . ,

been claimed, J than that they were simply traditional

^Ibid., p. 37 (my emphasis). ^Ibid.
ft 7
Ibid., p. 58. Lord mentioned this to deal with

"parallel sequences" shared by the Synoptics.
ftft

See, e.g., Werner Georg Ktimmel, Introduction to
the New Testament, rev. ed., trans., Howard Clark Kee
(London: SCM Press, 1975), pp. 84f.; and Kee, Community,
pp. 32-38. Cf. the discussion below in chapter 5, under
"Patterning in Mark".

OQ #

By Weeden, Mark—Traditions in Conflict; and Paul
J. Achtemeier, "The Origin and Function of the Pre-Marcan
Miracle Catenae", JBL 91 (1972), 198-221.
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devices to aid the narrator.

Lord also holds that the genre of the Gospels, if

oral traditional, would be that of oral life story or

"biography".90 Now by this he does not open the possi¬

bility of a return to the biographical interpretations of

the original "Quest of the Historical Jesus". In the oral

life story, the narrative elements are "bound" to a frame¬

work which consists of "transitional points" of the sub¬

ject's life: birth, childhood, initiation to manhood,
Q I

mature deeds, and death. This framework is as much

logical and universal as it is "historical", of course,

because it potentially describes all humans. It would not

be common for a given oral narration to span the entire

life of a person, although the instance of a transcription

could provide such an exceptional situation, as Lord had
QO

observed in Singer. ^ One could compare what Lord calls

-/0Ibid., pp. 36f., 38. Cf. Talbert, What Is a
Gospel?, pp. 133f., and also Harald Riesenfeld, "Tradition
und Redaktion in Markusevangelium", Neutestamentliche
Studien fhr Rudolf Buitmann, ed. Walther Eltester (Berlin:
Alfred T&pelmann, 1954), pT 158, who speaks of "ein
Gesamtbilde des lebens Jesu" holding the units of the oral
tradition together. Lord may help to provide a better
foundation for Riesenfeld's view, which appears to depend
upon C. H. Dodd, Apostolic Preaching and Its Development.
See below on "C. H. Dodd1 s Framework Theory".

91Surveying the material of the Gospels, Lord,
"Gospels", pp. 44f., declared the full pattern to be:
birth, precocious childhood, investiture (repeated at
several points), death of a substitute (John the Baptist),
mature deeds, death and resurrection. He also noted that
Jesus' mature deeds do not wholly participate in a (cus¬
tomary) "mythic" pattern, as they are based in the
"actions and words of the miracle-worker and teacher".

92Lord, Singer, pp. 124, 127f.
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the "repeated patterns" of Old Testament life-stories to

this framework—both as to structure and as to their

Q O

religious or "cultic" purpose.

The second aspect of oral traditional literature

emphasized is just this religious dimension or function.

This was noted in passing in the prior description of the

oral-formulaic theory, but it is of greater significance

in this article. Lord holds, with many others, that a

"significant body of epic tales is of mythic origin

and . . . was associated with ritual". The "myth"^ of

the dying and rising God is the one most important to the

New Testament, he adds. Now it is "normally" the case

that a "traditional" story is the product of several

generations, but a recent person's story could become

traditional if the "essential story pattern" has been used

for a long time. He concludes that, given the existence

and nature of the Gospel tradition, "the events in Jesus'

life, his works and teaching, evoked ties with 'sacred'

oral traditional narratives that were current in the Near

East and in the eastern Mediterranean in the first century

A.D."^^ The "biographical" pattern itself served reli¬

gious or cultic ends, therefore, just as Gunkel and

Schmidt held that the short "forms" did.

^Lord, "Gospels", p. 38f.

94Lord defines myth as "sacred narrative in
the full truth and efficaciousness of which people
believe": "Gospels", p. 38.

^^Ibid., p. 91; Cf. pp. 36f., 39ff.
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The hypothesis. In light of what Lord has written

here and of the overall discussion of oral literary compo¬

sition in the first two chapters, it may be proposed that

Mark's Gospel was orally composed by an early Christian

narrator and was transcribed into manuscript form.^6 As

such, the present text of the Gospel is not to be identi¬

fied as the precise verbal form of traditional narration

as Boman proposed. Rather, compositions 1ike Mark in

form, that is loosely connected (biographical) accounts of

various actions and words of Jesus, were typical of the

traditional narration. Mark is just a particular

instance, a cross-section, of the tradition. The tradi¬

tional narrations would have been readily adaptable to

various needs and situations. The "needs and situations"

will have been both religious or cultic, and therefore

typical, but also related to particular "performance"

events. Mark's Gospel is a unique text, composed in a

unique performance, but it is at the same time a "multi¬

form" of the oral narrations which characterized the

,. , 97
tradition.

96The reason for the transcription could only be
the subject of speculation at this time. It may be suffi¬
cient to note (1) that such an event was probably inevita¬
ble in the light of widesj^read literate culture in the
Hellenistic world; and (2) that a likely cause has to do
with the spread of Christian influence into particular
social strata for whom the use of written literature was a

"norm".

97Lord, Singer, pp. 120, 126ff.
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The pericopes "used" by Mark were, on this hypothe¬

sis, analogous to the "themes" discussed by Lord, an

analogy already suggested by form-critical analysis of the

Gospels. They were not themselves fixed texts, although

they may have remained relatively so, in actual narra¬

tion.Nor were the pericopes transmitted in a fragmen¬

tary fashion, but were told in the context of an over¬

arching, "biographical" story pattern. This is not to say

that they themselves were told in a fixed succesion: as

themes they may have been narrated as part of a interme¬

diate block or pattern, but their selection and arrange¬

ment, and placing relative to one another, could easily

vary between individual narrators and even between

particular narrations.

As seen in chapter 1, Lord has suggested means of

testing such a hypothesis. These tests for oral composi¬

tion will be applied to Mark's Gospel in the second part

of this thesis. In Singer, three tests were used:

"formulaic" analysis, "thematic" analysis, and analysis of

"enjambement". This last form of analysis can only be

performed with metrical texts and cannot be employed for

Mark's prose. Fortunately, as Lord indicated, this analy-
QQ

sis is not of the same significance as the other two.

Even with these, it is not expected that a truly quantita¬

tive result will be obtained. Nevertheless, given the

^®Lord, "Gospels", pp. 37f.
Q Q

Lord, Singer, p. 131.
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empirically observed phemonena of oral composition and

their coherent explanation by the oral-formulaic theory,

it is reasonable to look for the more specific character¬

istics of oral literature in Mark. The definition of the

analysis, the criteria established for the analysis, and

the means of carrying it out are all open to scrutiny.

More discussion of the method for the formulaic and the¬

matic analyses will be offered at the start of each of

chapters 4 and 5, respectively.

Before proceeding with the specific analyses, it

may be helpful to consider (1) circumstantial indications

in early Christian writings that narrative composition in

performance characterized the Synoptic tradition, and

(2) generally accepted characteristics of Mark which

already suggest its proximity to oral narration.

C. H. Dodd's framework theory. Mention of a tradi¬

tional narrative framework or structure in the Synoptic

tradition, and in Mark's Gospel particularly, may already

have brought to mind the well-known article of C. H. Dodd,

"Framework of the Gospel Narratives".100 It should be

obvious that there is no real connection between the

framework spoken of here and Dodd's. Nevertheless,

100C. H. Dodd, "Framework of the Gospel Narra¬
tives", New Testament Studies (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 195277 pp. 1-12; first published in
Expository Times 43 (1932), 396-400. See also D. E. Nine-
ham, "The Order of Events in St. Mark's Gospel", Studies
in the Gospels, ed. Nineham (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
195577 pp. 223-39.
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it may be of value to look at this for the sake of clari¬

fication, and because the first trace of circumstantial

evidence for narrative composition in performance in early

Christian community arises out of Dodd's article and the

equally well-known response to his argument by D. E.

Nineham.

Dodd had proposed that a skeletal outline of the

course of Jesus' ministry prior to the crucifixion was

extant in both the Synoptic tradition and in the apostolic

preaching. Ke drew evidence for this from three sources:

(1) Mark's travel summaries (the Sammelberichte in 1:35-

39, 3:7-12, and 3:13), (2) Luke's summaries of apostolic

sermons (especially, Acts 10:37-41 and 13:23-31), and (3)

Pauline traditions (1 Corinthians 15:3-7 and 11:23-25).

Nineham's arguments against Dodd's interpretation of

theses passages is convincing.

By reference to these passages, Dodd had opposed K.

L. Schmidt's "strict theory of wholly independent units"

of tradition. Now the present hypothesis also opposes

Schmidt at this point, but not on the same grounds.

Rather, according to the oral-formulaic theory, oral tra¬

dition simply need not "circulate" in isolated pericopes

as Schmidt supposed, and the best evidence for this is the

Gospel form itself.101 From an oral literary perspective,

this makes Nineham's otherwise effective attack on Dodd's

101See Keck, "The Seminar", p. 104: "all we know
is what a Gospel came to be".
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evidence academic.

Dodd had claimed that the framework was historical¬

ly significant. That is not the point of the traditional

framework suggested by Lord. Instead, the framework was a

"formal" compositional element commonly found in tradi¬

tional religions. This, in turn, challenges Nineham's

statement that there was no conceivable Sitz im Leben for

"I no ,

such a narrative framework in early Christianity:its

setting is within the religious interests of the tradition

itself. As such it was hardly the explicit affair spoken

of by Dodd, however. Furthermore, one must come to a

historical evaluation of the framework in the Gospels on

different grounds than are directly provided by an oral

literary approach.

The discussion of the sermons in Acts, by Dodd and

Nineham, raises a somewhat different point, one that may

be of significance for the present hypothesis. Nineham

was certainly correct over against Dodd that these hardly

provide much of an outline of Jesus' ministry, and that

whatever framework they might provide was probably

already based on Mark's Gospel, which Luke has incorpo¬

rated in his "former treatise". But Nineham himself

refers to the "Thucydidean model" of historiography,

whereby Luke would have reconstructed what the disciples

-'•^^nineham, "Order", pp. 230f. Nineham's argument
here is based on the exclusively "social" notion of Sitz
im Leben typical of standard form criticism.
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were "likely" to have said in a given circumstance.-'-®^
If this is the case, one may infer that Luke considered an

appropriate or typical "sermon" to be one which referred

to the following: (a) John the Baptist (Acts 10:37b,

13:24f.), (b) Jesus' pre-crucifixion works (10:36-38,

13:26), (c) his crucifixion and resurrection (10:39-41,

13:27-30), and (d) the fulfillment of prophecy by all

this (10:43; 13:23b, 27b, 32).

Moreover, these references have the rudiments of a

narrative form. Could all this suggest that a "gospel"

like Mark's (for Mark plainly has all these elements) was

itself "preached", that is, that Mark is in the "form" of

an early Christian sermon? If so, it could determine the

"ritual" function (Lord) or the Sitz im Leben of "gospel",

as an extended oral traditional narrative about Jesus used

not merely "in preaching", as Dibelius had suggested,

but as preaching. The Acts sermons also suggest not a

fixed narrative form, but one adaptable to various

situations. This finding now invites a brief look at

the use of the term "gospel" in the New Testament.

10^Ibid., p. 229. Note that it is not being
claimed that the "sermons" were actually preached in an
oral narrative form, but that Luke apparently assumed that
they would have taken that form. The tradition would have
taken more time to develop than this. See the discussion
of the term "evangelist", below, under "The meaning of
1 Gospel'".

•^^Dibelius, FTG, e.g., pp. 14f. The present
hypothesis, however, runs counter to what Dibelius
considered likely, as described in the pages cited.
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The meaning of "gospel". A cursory glance at a

Greek concordance will reveal that both the noun,

"gospel", euayyeAiov, and the verb based on it, "to preach

(gospel)", e ia y y e X x x, e i v, are sometimes used absolutely and

sometimes used so as to specify their content. For Paul
*1 n C

this content is, as Gerhard Friedrich put it, simply

Jesus the Christ. One should add, Jesus the Christ as

preached, for it does not seem that the term ever became

simply a coin for "Christian doctrine", except again as it

is proclaimed. "Gospel" can be used to indicate the

Christian cause generally as in 1 Corinthians 9:12,18b,23,

but even in this context the cause is perceived as a

missionary cause (see 1 Cor. 9:14,16,18a), which is car¬

ried out, of course, by "preaching" (1 Cor. 9:16).

Luke prefers the verb form and uses it almost

exclusively in both his Gospel and in Acts. The verb is

consistently used to describe missionary preaching in

Acts. When it is not used intransitively there, its

object will usually be "Jesus Christ".When Paul uses

the verb transitively, the noun "gospel" is often the

10 7
object. The great majority of uses of the noun and

105Gerhard Friedrich, "euoyyeXiov", TDNT, 2:731.

106See Acts 5:42, 8:35, 11:20, 17:18; cf. 8:4,12,
10:36, 14:15, 15:35. Intransitive usage in: 8:25,40,
14:7,21, 16:10.

^^See, 1 Cor. 9:18, 15:1, 2 Cor. 11:7, and Gal.
1:11.
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verb, "gospel", in the New Testament are found in these

two writers, and it appears consistently to refer to

"Jesus Christ who is preached". In itself, this does not

prove anything specific about the form of that preaching,

but it does locate the term as to its meaning and refer¬

ence in early Christian parlance: missionary preaching

about Jesus. And this is significant for understanding

the term's use in Mark's Gospel.

Turning to Mark 1:1, one finds the Pauline-looking

phrase, "(The beginning of) the gospel of Jesus Christ",

as the introduction to the whole. Five of the remaining

six occurrences are absolute in form (1:15, 8:35, 10:29,

13:10, 14:9). The sixth occurrence, Mark 1:14, has as its

referent, "kingdom of God", and 1:15, which is closely tied

to 1:14, should be assumed to share its reference.

Two other instances, 13:10 and 14:9, appear to be

used in a manner quite similar to that of Paul and Acts.

Willi Marxsen devotes considerable discussion to Mark's

use of "gospel", beginning with the assertion that Mark

has adopted the term from Christian missionary terminology

(see 13:10, in particular).108 The phrase in 8:35 and

10:29, "for my sake and the gospel's", which is shortened

to "for my sake" in the parallels of Matthew and Luke,

tends to identify Jesus and the gospel, according to

Marxsen. Concerning this phrase he finds that:

108Marxsen, Mark, pp. 127, 129.
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For Mark the gospel is the (or a) form in which
Jesus is made present. For this reason, Mark inserts
the term wherever Jesus is mentioned [i.e., in 8:35 and
10:29J. On the other hand, the (proclaimed) gospel is
Jesus' representative. It thus reflects a feature
which all but eliminates historical distance, but by
emphasizing and retaining the historical reference.
Not only in Jesus' lifetime could a person undertake
something for his sake. He can do so today as well,
and in fact when he undertakes it for the gospel ' s
sake.109

Therefore, when the gospel is proclaimed, its con¬

tent (the Lord) is contemporaneous with the hearer.110

Returning to the first verse of Mark with this under¬

standing, Marxsen holds that the term gospel here is

intended as a summation to the whole: his book is to be

read as a "proclamation", a "sermon".111

Although the conception of Mark's composition sug¬

gested here is radically different from that of
119. .

Marxsen, this does not invalidate his exegesis here.

One could differ with him on minor points, but there is

considerable merit in his interpretation of Mark's

understanding of "gospel". However the difference between

109Ibid., pp. 128f.

110Ibid., p. 130. Contrast this to the opposite
point of view in John R. Donahue, "The Markan Creation of
Gospel", pp. 51ff.; in Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition",
pp. 40-46; and Kelber, Oral and Written Gospel, pp. 98-
102. "Presence" could equally be a feature of oral and
written expression. This would be a particular function
of narrative in either medium.

111Marxsen, Mark, pp. 131f., 138.
119
x-^Described, Ibid., pp. 15-29, as counter to

the "natural" tendency of the tradition to fragment
continually.
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the conceptions of Mark's composition leads to a different

understanding of the significance of this interpretation:

Mark is not necessarily, as Marxsen has it, a unique

development contrary to the tendency of the tradition;

quite the opposite, Mark's composition would be typical of

the tradition—an oral narrative, repeatedly composed both

by Mark and other early Christian "preachers".113
Could this practice be reflected in the title,

"evangelist" (also derived from "gospel"), which occurs

three times in later New Testament writings? In Ephesians

4:12, it is third in the list of office-charismata after

apostles and prophets; in 2 Timothy 4:5, it is mentioned

in the context of an exhortation to preach and to preach

soundly—avoiding fables or "myths" (which is a narrative

form); and in Acts 21:3—late in Luke's history—Paul and

his party are said to arrive at the house of "Philip the

evangelist" in Caesarea.

This Philip was one of the seven "Hellenist" lead¬

ers of the early Jerusalem community and was singled out

with Stephen as a missionary preacher. Why does Luke use

this term? Can Luke have used the term "evangelist"

without it meaning "preacher of the gospel of Jesus

113This would cohere with the thesis of Graham N.

Stanton, Jesus of Nazareth in New Testament Preaching
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974). But this
connection cannot be pursued here, until the basic hypo¬
thesis that Mark was an oral traditional narrative is
tested and finds some degree of acceptance.
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Christ", in light of his general preference for the verb

form? It is not likely. The title must surely be of some

particular meaning, for Luke knew of many preachers but

only uses this title here. It could be that Philip was

known to have become a "Gospel" narrator after arriving in

Caesarea. And why does the title become attached to

Philip only now? Perhaps the term could only have meaning

after a significant lapse of time from the inception of

the church, during which an oral narrative tradition might

have had time to develop. The location is also right: a

Greek, oral Jesus-tradition would most likely take root in

a region with a fairly dense Christian population, proba¬

bly among people who had witnessed or had first-hand

access to stories about Jesus' ministry.

Philip, the "Hellenist" leader, formerly of Jeru¬

salem and now resident in Caesarea, is located by Luke in

just the right area where conditions would be conducive to

the rise of such a tradition, and he is just the right

kind of person to be in on it at its inception. This is

conjecture, of course, but it does seem reasonable to

believe that the proper conditions for an oral Jesus-

tradition to have arisen were present in a Greek-speaking,

Jewish-Christian community found in a place like Caesarea.

Peter in the Papias testimony. Finally, it may be

worthwhile to consider the testimony of Papias recorded by
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Eusebius.^"'"^ The identity of the individual who composed

what is called Mark's Gospel is of no immediate concern

for the present hypothesis—particularly after Boman1s

scenario. What i£ interesting is Papias' description of

Peter's teaching: . . Peter, who adapted his teachings

to the needs (of the hearers), but not as if he were

drawing up a connected account of the Lord's oracles.

Many things are unclear about what is meant here and why

it was said, not to mention doubts about the historical

trustworthiness of the record. But the description of
I "I

Peter's activity, "adapting his teaching", is similar

to the technique of the oral narrator who may exercise

considerable flexibility in addressing his audience. If

by "connected account" (uuvxa^ia) is meant a formal and

complete account of the "Lord's oracles", such as Luke

claims to provide (Luke 1:1-4), then the contrast is

between Petrine compositions of the character of Klein-

literatur and expectations of something approaching Hoch-

1iteratur. Luke certainly seems to aspire to the latter,

in contrast perhaps to the predecessors he mentions.

114Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 111:39.15. See
the discussion in Ralph P. Martin, Mark—Evangelist and
Theologian (Exeter: Paternoster Press, 1972), pp. 80-83.

IIS •XJ- The translation is that of Vincent Taylor,
Gospel according to Mark, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan &
Co., 1966), p. 2.

■'■-'■^Martin, Mark, p. 82, suggests another possible
interpretation of the passage.
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Oral characteristics of Mark. The circumstantial

"evidence" offered may toe intriguing, but can toe no more

than this. The question must finally be settled in terms

of Mark's text, itself, as it is presumably the text

closest to the tradition itself. At the end of the second

chapter, a brief list of general oral characteristics was

drawn up: interjections, false starts, obscure pronouns,

shifting to present tense at key moments, and rhetorical

questions, in addition to a general paratactic style.

These characteristics are present in Mark, and provide

presumptive evidence to justify a full oral-formulaic

analysis of the Gospel.

Mark's fondness for interjection is well attested.

C. H. Turner provides a list of some twenty examples of
117

"parenthetical clauses" in Mark. False starts are not

obvious in Mark: two possibilities would be 10:46, where

Jesus' entering and leaving Jericho is reported in one

sentence; and 11:11, where Jesus enters the Temple, but

simply departs until his dramatic action of the next day.

Frequent and inconsistent use of impersonal plural by Mark

"L1^C. H. Turner, "Marcan Usage", JTS 26 (1925),
145-155. He lists: 1:2-3; 2: lOf., 15f., 26b; 3:22-30;
6:14 f; 7:2,3f., 18f., 25-26 a; 8:14-17; 9:36-42; 13:9-11,14,;
16:3f.,7. Others could be added. See the discussion of
"explanatory" formulas in chap. 4. Others to mention the
phenomenon include Nigel Turner, in James Hope Moulton, A
Grammar of New Testament Greek, 4 vols. (Edinburgh: T & T
Clark, 1906-76), vol. 4: Style (1976), pp. 26ff. (cited
hereafter as N. Turner, Style); and Max Zerwick,
Untersuchungen zur Markus-Stil (Rome: Pontifical Biblical
Institue, 1937), pp. 130-38.
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forces one to infer the subjects of various statements

this corresponds to the characteristic of "obscure

pronouns" in oral expression. Sometimes Mark's referent

is tacit; other times the impersonal plural is even

followed by a singular subject.^^
Mark's frequent shift of tense and fondness for the

i on

hxstorxc present are also well attested. Rhetorxcal

questions occur frequently.^^- Finally, the paratactic

style of Mark has also been long observed,•i-22 and frequent

comments about his vernacular, "spoken" Greek are

found. ^22 Some of these characteristics are frequently

taken for Semitisms, ^4 -Dut an are equally likely to be

H. Turner, "Marcan Usage", JTS 25 (1924),
378-385; Taylor, Mark, pp. 47f; and Ernst Haenchen, Per
Weg Jesu, 2nd ed. (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co.,
19687; p". 30. This is frequently considered a Semitism,
but commentators appear equally likely to attribute it to
Mark's "vernacular" expression.

-^^C. H. Turner, "Marcan Usage", JTS 26 (1925),
228-33. See also, Haenchen, Weg Jesu, p. 30.

^-2®M.-J. Lagrange, L'Evangile seIon Saint Marc
(Paris: 1929; reprint ed. Libraire Lecoffre, 1966), pp.
lxix-lxx; Zerwick, Markus-Sti1, pp. 49-57; Taylor, Mark,
pp. 46f.; Haenchen, Weg Jesu, p. 30; and N. Turner,
Sty 1 e, p. 2 0.

121E.g., Mark 1:24,27; 2:7,8; 3:4,23; 4:13,40,41;
5:7,31; 6:2f.; 8 : 4,11,17 f.,21,36, 37 ; 9:12,19; 12:35,37;
14:37,41; 15:14,34.

1 9 0 . » ...

-^"Lagrange, Saxnt Marc, pp. Ixxx, lxxxvxxx;
Zerwick, Markus-Stil, pp. If.; Taylor, Mark, pp. 48f.;
N. Turner, in Moulton, Grammar, vol. 3: Syntax (1963),
pp. 332ff.; Haenchen, Weg Jesu, p. 30.

2 2Lagrange, Saint Marc, pp. lxx, lxxii, lxxxii;
Taylor, Mark, p. 52; and Haenchen, Weg Jesu, p. 29.

^2^See esp., Taylor, Mark, pp. 56-66; and N.
Turner, Style, pp. 19-27.
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simply "oral" usage. So, it appears that numerous charac¬

teristics of Mark's Gospel are typical of "oral" expres-

1

sion—even Kelber acknowledges this. ^

Two factors already suggest a close relation of

Mark's Gospel to oral tradition. These are: the "oral"

characteristics of Mark's expression which have just been

discussed; and Schmidt's analysis of Mark and his early

identification of the Gospels with Kleinliteratur. These,

combined with Lord's opinion that all three Synoptic

Gospels could be treated as parallel traditional narra¬

tive, give quite adequate cause to subject Mark to an

oral-formulaic analysis, in order to see if Mark's

relation to oral tradition may be specified further by

this means.

125Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", pp. 34, 39f.,
lists (1) frequency of simple kcxi parataxis, (2) habitual
use of eueua, (3) preference for direct speech, (4) pre¬
dominance of historical present tense, (5) "the lack of an
artistically reflected prose", (6) an "incomplete charac¬
terization of Jesus", (7) the "gospel's exposition as a
series of events", and (8) "little enthusiasm for the
abstract". Cf., more recently, Kelber, Oral and Written
Gospe1, pp. 64-68.



PART II

AN ORAL-FORMULAIC ANALYSIS OF MARK'S GOSPEL



CHAPTER 4

FORMULAIC ANALYSIS OF MARK

The hypothesis that Mark's Gospel is an oral tradi¬

tional composition is both an old and a new suggestion.

As has been noted, Johann Gottfried Herder theorized that

Mark was based directly on an early Christian "oral

Gospel" back in the eighteenth century. This view has

been advocated recently by Thorlief Roman.-*- The present

hypothesis differs from these in that its concept of oral

tradition is not one of transmission of a verbally fixed

text, but of successive (re-)compositions of a "Gospel"

narrative by oral narrators. These narrators exercise

traditional "improvisation" in their compositions by using

the means provided by the tradition—"formulaic" phrase¬

ology, "thematic" episodes, and larger "biographical" pat¬

terns. Their improvisation is not totally free, because

of their dependence upon the traditional means, but they

use these means to meet and satisfy the conditions of each

separate "performance" by adaptation of their narrative.

Form criticism in its way had also understood Mark

to be a traditional "composition". The Gospel was no more

■*See above, pp. If., lllff.

•"^Albert Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard University Press, 1960), p. 5.

141
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than an element of the traditional process: a stage in

the evolutionary development of the tradition from a mass

of short, primitive Einzelberichte up through levels of

increasing length and complexity, and even into "unliter-

ary" written form.^ The present hypothesis differs again:

initially under the impact of the recognition that there

are in fact "literary" qualities in Mark's Gospel; and

subsequently on account of the discovery that oral tradi¬

tional composition could indeed foe a "literary" process

itself. The form-critical model of evolutionary develop¬

ment of the tradition, under the influence of exclusively

"social" forces is therefore neither adequate to account

for the nature of Mark's Gospel, nor accurate in its

description of the traditional process.^
The oral-formulaic theory, which was described and

discussed in the first two chapters, provides the theoret¬

ical framework for the present hypothesis that Mark is an

oral traditional composition. In his statement of the

theory, Albert Lord suggested means for testing such a

hypothesis, by looking for evidence of the use of

formulaic phraseology and of themes in the text of the

composition under consideration.

■^See above, pp. 103f. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, History
of the Synoptic Tradition, rev. ed., trans. John Marsh
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1968), p. 321; and Martin
Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel, trans. Bertram Lee
Woolf (Cambridge: James Clarke and Co., 1971), pp. 1-7.

^See above, pp. 93-103.
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The second part of this thesis is therefore an

"experiment". First of all it is a test of the hypothesis

of the oral traditional composition of Mark's Gospel.

Secondly, the very attempt to apply Lord's criteria for

orality to Mark is experimental: it is necessary to work

with the particular nature of Mark's Gospel, and to do so

in the context of a considerable body of prior research.

Accordingly, this chapter will attempt a "formulaic analy¬

sis" of Mark's narrative and chapter 5 will conduct a

thematic analysis. Each chapter will include a discussion

of method before the analysis proper.

Method for Formulaic Analysis

The formula as originally defined by Parry and Lord

and as presented in chapter 1 was conditioned by the

presence of poetic meter in both Homeric epics and the

Southslavic epic tradition.J Subsequent discussion of

the formula as related in chapter 2 appears to lead to the

recognition that formulaic expression is in fact common in

all oral narration whether poetry or prose, and that the

meter of the epic poetry has served to give epic formulas

a greater "visibility" by creating a relatively high

degree of stability in wording and phraseology.^

C

See above, pp. 29f., 32.

^See above, pp. 53f., 61-65. Cf. also Lord, "Com¬
parative Analysis", Umbundu; Folktales from Angola, ed.
Merlin Ennis (Boston: Beacon Press, 1962), p. xiii; and
Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, Nature of Narrative
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1966), pi 51: "oral¬
ly composed prose will necessarily be highly stylized."
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Two consequences follow. First, a formulaic analy¬

sis of a prose text like Mark's is a theoretically valid

procedure. Second, the formulaic analysis of prose will

not have the clarity and "objectivity" that it could have

with a poetic text, in which the meter provided a

"control" on lines and parts of lines, and also produced a

greater stability of the formulas themselves. In Mark,

the mere identification of a "line" is a more hazardous

affair, although two scholars have endeavored to set the
. • 7

text into colometric form. And, as will be seen, the

repetitive phraseology that is to be found in Mark is by

no means woodenly reiterated. This is not surprising, but

at the same time it makes "formulaic" claims based upon

the imprecise repetitions more difficult.

Perhaps a more sophisticated approach than the one

to be employed here could yield more quantifiable results.

It may be for instance that one could develop the "genera¬

tive" description of the formula8 and psycholinguistic
Q

analysis of oral speech processes into a more acute

analytic method for identifying formulaic expression,

7
James A. Kleist, The Gospe 1 of Saint Mark

(Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., 1936H and Frans
Neirynck, Duality in Mark (Louvain: Louvain University
Press, 1972).

Q

°See above, pp. 58-65.
Q ,

'See above, pp. 76-79; and also the discussion of
psycholinguistic research offered, e.g., by Insup Taylor,
Introduction to Psycholinguistics (New York: Holt, Rine-
hart and Winston, 1976), esp., pp. 89-94, 103-140, 169f.
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suitable for poetry and prose equally. The work involved

in such a methodological synthesis would have led too far

afield to be attempted within this thesis. Perhaps the

thesis will help to motivate an attempt along these lines;

it would undoubtedly be useful for many prose literatures.

Sufficient oral prose narratives have presumably been

collected to form a base of evidence analogous to the oral

epic collection of Parry and Lord. Unfortunately there

has been no comparable analysis of these to establish the

presence, nature, and extent of formulaic expression in

oral prose.

"Formulas" in Prose

The method which is followed in this chapter simply

adapts the oral-formulaic definition of the formula and of

the "formulaic expression" to prose by elimination of the

metrical requirement. This adaptation is probably imper¬

fect, because of the derivation of that definition from

poetic texts. Even so, Lord himself appears ready to

extend his understanding of the formula into prose expres¬

sion, and therefore to allow for the adaptation.

In a recent article, Lord provided a "recapitula-

partial exception is Bruce Rosenberg, Art of
the American Folk Preacher (New York: Oxford University
PressT] 1970). Also see the comments of the Chadwicks on
Irish and Welsh saga, H. Munro, and N. Kershaw Chadwick
Growth of Literature, 3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1932-40), l:58f.? and on Russian prose
saga, 2:13, 165, 174-79.
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tion" of the nature of formulaic expression.11 He made

three points which provide a basis from which to proceed.

(1) Formulaic style is not peculiar language, but a
function of the repetitive matter of traditional
stories. Language itself is already "organized in sub¬
stitution systems in repeated syntactic patterns". The
storyteller, who frequently repeats his ideas "in the
same or very similar words", simply uses a limited
amount of the language available to him.12

(2) For the story told in verse "the requirements
of the medium limit the possible choices of phrases
more than does prose, and the repeated phrases become
more noticeable, more 'visible'. The formulas and the
network of phrases like them are more numerous in
traditional sung verse than in prose."

(3) A "weave" of formulas and formulaic expressions
is characteristic of oral-formulaic style. A literary
imitator is likely to employ the repeated phrases,
which are more obvious, but would find the weave "more
difficult, perhaps impossible to imitate".

The third point is already found in Parry, who

observed that Homeric formulas were emulated by composers

of written epics as a stylistic feature of the epic genre,

even though the overall expression of the written epics

was not "formulaic".13 This use of "obvious" formulas for

effect by literary writers corresponds to the general

pattern of differences between oral and written literature

regarding repetition: oral literature works by "repeti¬

tion with varitation", and written literature either

avoids repetition or selectively uses it for special

11Lord, "Perspectives on Recent Work", Forum for
Modern Language Studies 10 (1974), 202f.

12Cf. G. W. Turner, Stylistics (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1973), p. 198; quoted above, p. 74.

1 ^
See above, p. 54; and also Lord, "Homer as Oral

Poet", HSCP 72 (1967), 21, 29, on "oral imitative" texts.
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effect.

Given that formulaic speech is the product of oral

traditional narration and composition, and that the dif¬

ference between prose and poetry in this regard is a

matter of degree, it is justifiable to look for evidence

of formulaic expression in Mark's Gospel as the product of

the oral Synoptic tradition. It is not expected that

fully-blown formulaic systems will appear—both the prose

and the relatively short text of Mark would appear to

prohibit this. The term "formulaic phraseology" is used

here in order to express the relationship of this analysis

with the oral-formulaic approach to oral tradition. Yet

one must allow for the difference between Mark's prose and

epic poetry, and recognize that the procedure followed

here is tentative and undoubtedly open to improvement.

The formula is defined by Lord as "a group of words

which is regularly employed under the same metrical condi¬

tions to express a given essential idea."1^ Study of the

debate about the nature of the formula has suggested that

"metrical conditions" are not essential, and that formulas

See the comments of Archer Taylor, "Folklore and
the Student of Literature", Study of Folklore, ed. Alan
Dundes (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965), pp.
39f.; cited above, p. 82. See also, Gyula Ortutay,
Hungarian Folk lore (Budapest: Akademiai Kiado, 1972), p.
136: "Unchanged repetition and multiplication of the
authentic and unique form are the predominant tendency of
literature. . . . Oral tradition is dominated by the
revival and reshaping of the transmitted material."

15Lord, Singer, p. 30.
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are simply at the most stable end of a spectrum of formu¬

laic diction. So, a phrase in Markwill be called a

formula when it consists of at least two significant and

identical terms. Allowances will be made for inflection

and conjugation of terms within the phrases, and for

alteration in the definite article, as these are the

result of normal syntactical processing of the formulaic

phraseology.^
Lord defines a formulaic expression as "a group of

words having the same basic pattern of rhythm and syntax,

with at least one word in the same position in common with
1 7 ♦

other lines or half-lines in the text". Lord specifies

that the words in the same position in different expres¬

sions need not be identical, but must have the same gram¬

matical (and rhythmical) function. As with the formula,

the rhythm or meter is not essential, even though its

absence will result in greater diversity and therefore

less precision in analysis. For this reason, two classes

of formulaic expression will be indicated in this analy¬

sis: those having at least one particular term in com-

16So Kiparsky, "Oral Poetry", Oral Literature and
the Formula, eds. Benjamin Stolz and Richard Shannon (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1976), pp. 83-88;
see above, p. 62. Lord specifically allows this, too:
"Homer as Oral Poet", p. 25. In poetry with a tight
meter, the "processing" might result in a phrase that
would not "fit", calling for an alternative phrase to be
used. In prose this need not happen (although it might in
the case of a cadenced pral prose performance) and more
variation becomes likely.

1 7
•'•'Lord, Ginger, p. 42.
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mon, and those having only a common syntactical pattern.

The second class is, of course, more ambiguous and vague

in a prose composition such as Mark's Gospel.

Selection of Text

In the Singer of Tales, Lord selected the first
1 ft

fifteen lines of the Iliad for the formulaic analysis.

In a more recent article, Lord reports that for seminar

work on texts, twenty-five to one hundred line samplings

from more than one part of a text are subjected to analy¬

sis.15 This expanded analysis would appear a better

procedure but is more readily carried out by a group.

It is not practical for an individual to attempt an

analysis of an entire text of Mark's length, and only a

selected portion of Mark's text is dealt with here. That

portion is the first chapter of Mark, which provides a

substantial sample of Mark's language, and also a mixture

of what is considered "redactional" and "traditional"

material.20 Ideally, more portions of text could be ana¬

lyzed, especially from the Passion narrative and other

sections of Mark commonly considered to be "textual"

1^Ibid., pp. 142f.

10Lord, "Homer as Oral Poet", pp. 20-29.

20The "redactional text" of E. J. Pryke, Redac¬
tional Style in the Marcan Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1978), pp. 151ff., e.g., lists about
two-thirds of chapter 1 as "redactional" and the remainder
as "source".
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p "I
sources for the evangelist. For the present, especially

given the likely scope for improvement of the analytical

method to be used, the analysis of a more limited portion

of text will have to do. The present analysis will be

successful even if it does no more than encourage a

refinement of the method and an extension of the passages

considered.

Arrangement of Text

The text of the passage from the Iliad selected by

Lord was readily laid out into lines of metric verse.

From there it was a relatively straightforward process to

search for related lines and parts of lines in the rest of

the Iliad, through the use of a concordance.

As has been indicated, two colometric arrangements

of Mark's text are available. The analysis follows that
pp , ,

of Frans Neirynck, with minor alterations of his text.

For the most part these alterations result from (1)

adjustment of Neirynck's text to bring it into verbal

agreement with the twenty-sixth edition of the Nestle-

Aland Novum Testamentum Graece,^ and (2) comparison with

pi , , t

Some consideration will be given to the distribu¬
tion of formulaic "analogies" from Mark 1 over the remain¬
der of the Gospel; see below, figure 4.3.

22Neirynck, Duality, pp. 139-91.

23Novuid Testamentum Graece, 26th ed., eds. Kurt
Aland and others (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelstiftung,
1979; abbr.: NA ). Neirynck's text was NA23; the NA26
is used for the sake of convenience and as a standard for
the analysis.
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the colometric text of James A. Kleist.24

Lord set his findings into the form of a chart,

printing the lines of text with two levels of underlining,

one for the entire line of text and a second for parts of

the line. Formulas were indicated by a solid line beneath

the appropriate text and formulaic expressions by a broken

line. The underlining, in turn, was keyed to a set of

notes which provided the location and text of the analo¬

gous phrases elsewhere in the poetry.2-1
A similar procedure is followed here. A colometric

text of Mark 1 is printed in figure 4.1. Two levels of

underlining are used, the upper for the entire line, and

the lower for parts of the line. Three types of under¬

lining are used to indicate the three levels of "formulaic

phraseology": a double underline will indicate "formu¬

las", a single underline will indicate "formulaic

phrases", and a broken underline will indicate a

"syntactical patterning".

Each line of text in figure 4.1 will be keyed to

the notes for the analysis, which are located in appendix

2, "Notes to the Formulaic Analysis of Mark 1:1-45."

Every line of a verse is assigned a small letter (for

example, the four lines of 1:13 are 13a, 13b, 13c, and

13d, respectively). In the notes, and also in references

2^See fn. 7, above. There are no major differences
between the two arrangements.

25Lord, Singer, pp. 143, 291ff.
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to individual lines in this chapter, the verse number plus

a letter will refer to a particular line of text as ar¬

ranged in figure 4.1. Consecutive lines will be indicated

to by use of the appropriate letters (as in, 13cd).

Discussion of the analysis will proceed in the

following manner. First the overall results, as displayed

in figure 4.1, will be stated and their implications

considered. Second, some characteristics of Mark's

phraseology and material which affected the analysis will

be outlined. Third, consideration will be given to the

distribution of formulaic phraseology, both within Mark's

first chapter and over the remainder of the Gospel.

Finally, conclusions regarding the results, or effects, of

the analysis will be drawn.
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FIGURE 4.1

FORMULAIC ANALYSIS OF MARK 1:1-45

1 ctpxti tou euayyeXiou iriaou xpicttou [uiou Geou]
2 KaGcjg yeypaiTxai ev xy rioaia tu irpo4>r)xp

i 6ou airoaxeXXu tov ayyeXov pou irpo irpoauirou aou

oa KaxaaKeuaaei tijv o6ov aou

3 itxjvn Bouvtoo ev xri epnP<J

exoipaaaxe xriv o6ov icupiou

eu9eiaa lroitixe xaa xpiBoua auxou

4 eyevexo mavviia [o] Bairxiguv ev xn epripu

<ai Kiipugguv Bairxiapa pexavoiaa eia a<t>eaiv apapxitov

5 Kai egeiropeuexo irpoo auxov iraqa n iou6aia x"P°

icai oi i e p o a o X up i x a l iravxea

Kai eBaitxi;ovxo uir"1 auxou ev xu iop6avp iroxapu
e5opoXoyoupevo i xaa apapxiaa auxuv

6 jnv_o_iuavvt^o_ev6 e_S_up£voa_x£ixao jcap_TiX_oy
Kai ;uvi)v fieppaxiviyv irepi xtiv oa^uv auxou

jc aj_ _ea^i ojv_ajc p_i_6 cia_K a i peXi aypiov
7 Kai eicnpvocrev Xeytov

epxetai o laxupoxepoa pou oiriato pou

ou ouk eipi uavoa Kutyaa Xuaai xov ipavxa

xtov uir o 6 n paxtov auxou

8 eyu eBairxiaa upaa ufiaxi

auxoa 6e Bairxiaei upaa ev irveupaxi ayiu

9 k a i eyevexo ev eKeivaia xaia ripepaia
;■ ■ bbm —■—i :.'v . — m m ! m mam am w—at

r|X9ev iTyaouo airo vagapex xryo yaXiXaiaa
Kai eBanxio9n eia xov lopiavnv uiro mavvou

10 <ai eu9ua avaBaivuv ok xou u6axoa

ei6ev axHopevoug xoua oupavouo

<ai xo uveupa too irepioxepav KaxaBaivov eia auxov

11 Kai ilitovn evevexo eK xtov oupavtov

au e T o uioa pou o ayainxoa

ev aoi eufiOKTiaa

12 Kai eu9ua xo irveupa auxov eKBaXXei eia xtiv eptypov

NOTE: Double underline indicates a formula. Single
underline indicates a formulaic expression. Broken
underline indicates syntactic patterning only.
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FIGURE 4.1—Continued

13 Kai r] v ev tu spnuy XEoaEpaKovxa ripspaa
it e i pac o u e voo uiro rou aaxava

Kai riv psxa tuv 9t]p iuv
Kai oi a y Y £ A o i iir]icovo\)v anxu

14 |i£ta 6 s to irap a 6 o 8 n v a i tov luavvriv

nX6ev o inaoua do ttiv YaXiXaiav

loipuaouv to euayyeXiov tov 0eou
15 Kai Xeytov oti

ir ettXti p u xa i o Kaipoa

kai tiyyikev n BaaiXsia xou 0eou

p e xav o £ i x e

koi tt1ctteuete ev tu euayyexl u
16 icai tapaYUV irapa ttiv 0aXaaaav ttip YaXiXtnaa

si6sv aipuva icai av6psav tov a6sX(l>ov aipuvoa

a p <1> i B a X X o vx aa ev xp 0aXaoap
tiaav yap glis i a

1 i kai e x.tt e v gjj xj3 \j0_0 _jj1 poop
6eute pit i p u pou

cgi ttoitipu upaa y^veofiai aXisia avGpuiruv
18 Kai su0up g <{) e v x e o xa 6 iicxua

ri k o X o u 0 ri a g v auxu

19 <ai irpuBaa oXiyov
ei6ev laKugov xov xou ;£be{aioi) Kai

iuavvT|v xov a6£X(()0v auxou

Kai auxoup ev tu ttXoiu Kaxapxlgovxap xa iuxua
20 Kai su0up skoXepev auxouo

Kai a^evtect xov iraxEpa auxuv 5 e B e i5 a i o v ev tu ttXoiu

PExa xuv pipGuxuv

airr|X0ov ottipu avxou

21 jcaji_ £i£iro_p£uo_VT_ai_ _Ll£. £a|apvaoup
Kai eu0up to io aaBBaaiv eicjeX0uv eio ttiv auvaYUYnv

EiiiaffKEV

22 Kai e Ej ettX n a a o vx o siri xn 6i6ayn auxou

nv Y<*P 6i6aPKUv avxoua ua sgouaiav syuv

Kai ouk ua oi YpappaxEia "
23 Kai e v 0 v a r|v ev t ri a u v a y n Y p avTuv

av0puiroa ev irvEupaxi aKagapxu
24 Kai avEKpaSsv Xeyuv

ti nuiv Kai aoi inaou vagaprivs

tiX0eo airoXEaai ripap

onSa a e tip e i o ayioo top 0 s o v



25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37
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FIGURE 4.1—Continued

Kai eir e t i |i r) o e v auxy o inooug Xeyuv
<|) i H(jQ HT i

Ka1 £SeX6e eg aux o u

kai OTrapagav auxov to Trvsupa to aKa8apxov

gai <l>uvripav <j>uvp p eYaXlj" =
s S n X 6 e v e E auxou

Kai e 8 an B n 8 n aav airavTSo

toaxe au^TiTeiv irpoo sauxouo Xeyoviag
ti sax i v tout q

6i6axn icaivTi Kax^ egouoiav
Kai to i o Trvsupaai xoia aica8apTOig ETrixaoosi

icai uiraK o uo up i v auxu
' 1 1 ** 1 —■L °°° 1 V

kai s£tiX8sv n aicon auxou su8uo iravxaxoo pip oXnv

xriv ? ep ixupov xr|o YaXiXaiao
kai euQua s k ttio ou vay u y tip ~sEsX8ovxso
r)X6ov e i o xi)v ouiav oipuvoo Kai a v 6 p e o u

pexa laKuBou Kai luavvou

ri <5 e irevQepa aipuvoa kotekeito nupsaaouoa

Kai su8ua Xetouoiv auxu tepi auxTio

Kai ttpocteX8cjv rivsipsv auxriv

Kpaxnaao x n o xTTp"o o

jc aj_ _a({i_t)k_e v_ au x_n v_ o_tt_u p_e x^a
Kai 6itikovsi auxoio

otyiaa 6e vsvousvno

ote s6u o riXiop

E<|)Epov irpop auxov iravxap xoup kokuo exovtap

<ai to up 6 a i iTolTi 5 o p e\>0ua

<a_i_ Hv_°Ar'_r|_ir^.^-L0_el.l£.uliT'X^£.vIL JLp°.a_THv_9iipX.v
Kai s 8 s p atr s p a s v ttoXXoup ka k u a exovtop woiKiXaia vopoip

Kai iainovia iroXXa cUSaXEv

Kai ouk n<m ev XaXEiv xa 6aipovia

0 x1 nfiEiaav auxov
1

Kai irpui' s v v u x p Xiav a v a o x a a e E n 1 6 £ v

Kai atrnXOEV no Epnpov xoirov

k a k e 1 npopni)X"o

Kai koteSiu$ev auxov oipuv Kai 01 pet1 auxou

Kai Eupov auxov

Kai Xeyoupiv avixu ox 1

iravxEP grixoupiv pe
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FIGURE 4.1—Continued

38 teal Xeyei au t o i a

ayunev aXXaxou Eta xaa exopEvao k u \i on o X e i a

iva Kai ek £ i Kripu^u
ieio jtojjto^ xa£. zl^_§_°x1

38 k«i nXQev KTipuaauv eio too guvayuyao auruv sia oXiyv
T n v yaXiXaiav

Kai Ta {aiuovia ekBaXXuv

40 Kai epxeTai upper auTOV Xeirpog
faoacaXuv auxov

e k a i yovuireTuv^
icai Xeyuv butij oti

e av 8 s X pa
(Suvaaai he Kaeapioai

41 Kin oirXgyxvioSeia SKXsivaa ttiv xe^p° auxou lyijiaTO
<ai Xeyei au x u
-r-r n-rW^— ..n •■■icf

8 s X (j

Ka8apia8Tixi
42 ii.uJLu.2. ot^JiX®.GH J*11'.!. Xui°li H Ae2LP®.

<ai EicaSapioSri
43 <ai euboiunoauevoa butu

44

45

£U8UP egsgaxsv ttvtov

kai Xeyei qutu

opa uiydsvi uniev siirpp
aXXa uiraYe psauxov <5sigov xy iepei
Kai TpOOEVEyKE TTEpl tou k a 6 a p i 0 (j o u 0OU

a irpoaExa^EV nuuono

Eia uaoxuoiov aiiToio

o 6s e % e X 9 a v npgaxo Kiypucraeiv toXXa
Kai 6 i a 4> iy p i c e i v tov Xoyov
dote piyKexi auTov 6uvao8ai ijiavEpuo eio iroXiv eipeX8eiv

_a X X_^ _e 5_u_ ejt1 _e p_ri m_ox<7_t_o1tx1 £. hv
Kai tipxovto irpoa auxov iravTo9Ev
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Analysis

Overall Result

Of the 136 lines of Mark 1:1-45 in figure 4.1,

twenty-one lines were formulas (plus twelve part-lines),2*5
9 7

seventy-six were formulaic, ' and eight were syntactical
no

, # ,

pattermngs. ° Only thirty-one lines were entirely with¬

out any formulaic analogies, or about 23 per cent.^

Seventy-seven per cent therefore qualify as "formulaic"

phraseology.

Such a percentage may be misleading in appearing

definite and precise. In fact the situation is complex.

Often one line contained more than one phraseological

analogy to other lines in Mark's text, making for a still

higher concentration; on the other hand some lines appear

"formulaic" only on the basis of a word or phrase carried

over from a previous line.

26Whole line formulas: 1:11a, 17a, 22a, 24b, 25c,
26c, 2 7 f, 30b, 31 (a) b, 31d, 32a, 34a, 34b, 37b, 38a, 39b,
40b, 41b, 43a, 44a, 44f. Part-lines: 1:1, 9a, lib, 22b,
23, 26a, 27b, 27e, 32c, 34a, 35b, 45d.

^Formulaic lines: 1:1, 2a, 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 7a,
9a, 9b, 9c, 10a, 10b, lib, 12, 13a, 13c, 13d, 14a, 14b,
14c, 15a, 16 abc, 16d, 17b, 18a, 18b, 19abc, 20a, 20b, 20c,
21 be, 22b(c?), 23, 24a, 24d, 25ab, 26a, 26b, 27a, 27b,
27c, 27d, 27e, 28, 29ab, 31a, 32b, 32c, 35a, 35b, 35c,
37c, 39a, 40a, 40cd, 40ef, 41a, 41cd, 42b, 43b, 44b, 44c,
45a, 45b, 45c, 45e. (Eight formulaic expressions cover
more than one line of figure 4.1.)

^^Syntactical patternings: l:6ac, 21a, 31c, 33,
38d, 42a, 45d.

2^No formulaic elements: 1:2b, 2c, 3a, 3b, 3c, 5c,
6b, 7b, 7c, 8a, 8b, 10c, 11c, 13b, 15bcde, 17c, 22c, 24c,
30a, 34cd, 36, 37a, 38bc, 41a, 44de.
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Despite these problematic factors, the formulaic

percentage leans toward the 80 per cent minimum benchmark
on

which Lord set for oral formulaic poetry. That this

occurs in a prose composition is at first glance remark¬

able and strongly suggests the oral composition of this

chapter. As was indicated earlier, any percentage of form¬

ulaic phrases must be taken cautiously, due to the diffi¬

culty in defining lines of text and to the fact that the

identity of a "formula" and of a "formulaic expression"--

so clearly defined in epic poetry with the aid of a

recognized metrical system—is more vague for prose.

Characteristics

Repeated phrases which contain at least two signif¬

icant terms, and which appear to be reasonably self-

contained, have been designated as formulas. Thus in 1:1

uiou 6eou is a formula, but 1:2a tea Qua Yeypairxai is not,

because the preposition which is part of this phrase here

and in 9:13 and 14:21 is never the same. It may be remem¬

bered that there are over half as many formulaic part-

lines as there are whole lines.

Formulaic phrases consist in phrases with a common

syntactical structure and at least one significant term in

common. One exception to the rule for identifying formu¬

laic phrases is the decision to count epexegetical tccti 'nv

phrases (1.13ac) as formulaic. These are so common in

^Lord, "Homer as Oral Poet", pp. 33f.
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Mark, and so characteristic, that the description appears

justified. Neither the copula nor the conjunction alone

could be called significant terms, but their characteris¬

tic use together in Mark as adding further description is

clearly formulaic. Some periphrastic phrases (for exam¬

ple, 1:22b, 33, l:6ac?)^l and "yap explanatory" phrases

(1.16d, 22b) are also treated as formulaic types of the

epexegetical. 32
Where the epexegetical phrase has no other words

in common with other phrases in Mark, it is marked as a

"syntactical" formulaic phrase, to distinguish it from

those phrases which are identifiable upon the basis of

both common words and syntax.

The lack of meter means, among other things, that

particles could be freely included or omitted in formulas

and formulaic expressions, depending upon the habit, or

the whim, of the narrator. The inclusion of euSGo, say,

in the tcax Xeyex auToia convention in Mark 1:30b did not

prevent its classification as a formula. One cannot

31The border between periphrasis as a true predi¬
cate compound and as copula plus adjectival participle is
often vague: e.g., l:13ab. Cf. Taylor, Mark, p. 163.
Where a periphrastic is used epexegetically, it is often
taken in the latter sense.

32C. H. Bird, "Some yap Clauses in St. Mark's
Gospel", JTS n.s. 4 (1953), 171-87, describes Mark's use
of these clauses as having an "assertive-allusive" func¬
tion for the evangelist. They extend "an invitation to
understand the context in the light of something outside
the data explicitly presented to us" (p. 173). Matthew
and Luke habitually omit these interjections.
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entirely explain Mark's use of euQucr but it could be used
O Q

as a "hesitation" word, for emphasis, for balance in

oral expression, or for narrative effect. Any of these

would make its occurrence in the text unpredictable.

Another particle whose presence or absence was not

deemed of much significance is the definite article.

A. T. Robertson notes that its use is, in Koine, "con¬

venient" and not a necessity: context may often suffice

to fulfill its function.3^ Its presence or absence may be

due again to the whim or habit of the speaker when speak¬

ing in a given context. Examples of formulas with

"optional" definite articles include 1:1, 3:11, 15:39:

(o) uioa (tou ) 0eou , and 1:32c, 34a: (touo ) kcikug

'exovtcia. Lord has already noted that in the formulas of
3 5

oral poetry declension and order of words may vary.

Such variation is even more to be expected in prose.

It may be observed in the notes to the formulaic

analysis that several formulas^ are complemented by a

cluster of related "formulaic" phrases. This phenomenon

is found in the oral poetry analyzed by Lord as well, and

33Rosenberg, Art of the American Folk Preacher, pp.
66ff., has documented the occurrence of such a practice in
the oral prose sermons of folk preachers.

^^A. T. Robertson, Grammar of the Greek NT in the
Light of Historical Research (London: Hodder and Stough-
ton, 19147^ pp. 755 f., 90f. See also C. F. D. Moule,
Idiom-Book of NT Greek, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1963), pp. lllf.

33Lord, "Homer as Oral Poet", p. 25.

361:1, lib, 17a, 25c, 31ab, 31d, 34a, 35b.
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illustrates the nature of formulaic expression as a lin¬

guistic convenience for the oral performer. Often such a

cluster pattern extends over more than one line (for

example, l:16abc, 19abc; 2:14). As will be seen in

chapter 5, certain "themes" are characterized by a common

"language" as well.

Other formulas are repeated within a pericope, for

example, 1:25c and 26c. This particular formula also

occurs elsewhere in Mark. But there are several sets of

formulaic phrases which are not found outside the rather

07
narrow context of a pericope. Although these do meet

the usual criteria for formulaic phraseology, nevertheless

it could be objected that their existence only here cannot

demonstrate an oral "style" of expression, because the

first use immediately suggests the next.

There would be no conclusive response to this. One

could only appeal to the relative shortness of Mark's text

as providing a limited sample of the form of expression of

its composer. It could also be observed, more positively,

that such a repetition is itself characteristic of an oral

narrator for whom a varied phraseology was not of interest

as it would normally be for a literate author: Olrik's
O O

law of similarity may be seen to be operative here.

The formulaic pairs within a pericope provide an

37E.g., l:17b/20c, 22b/27d, 38cd/39a, 40ef/41de/42b.
O Q

JOLord, Singer, p. 133. See the partial list of
Olrik's "laws" above, pp. 66f.
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opportunity to glance at contrasts in the phraseology of

the three Synoptics. Within Mark 1:16-20, 17c and 20c are

formulaical ly related phrases:

(17c) 6euxe ouioto now; and
(20c) &irriX9ov oiriau auxou.

In Matthew's parallel, 4:18-22, the first phrase is

retained in 4:19. The second is changed in 4:22 to the

more technical ixKoXou8naoiv ctuxu, which Matthew also

employs at 4:20 (=Mark 1:18b). Luke's account of the call

5:1-11 is substantially different, providing no place for

either of Mark's phrases. It ends, however, like Matthew's

with the technical formula, iiKoXouenaav auxu.

Matthew uses a<l>Evxea . . . TiKoXou8ricjav autu twice

(4:20,22) in the passage, whereas Mark uses it only the

first time (1:18b), switching toa<t>evxea . . . airriX8ov

oirxau auxou (1:20c) the second. This is strange, if Mark

is formulaic, why the "switch"? Is Matthew also formu¬

laic, perhaps even more formulaic? If there was a metri¬

cal pattern here, it could easily be determined whether

Mark's formula-switch was related to the immediate re¬

quirements of expression or not. If it was not, and the

switch was for the sake of literary novelty, then one

would have concrete evidence against the oral origin of

Mark. As there is no metrical structure to serve as a

guide, two things may be said.

(1) Mark indeed knows the a^evxeo . . . n<o Aou8ri0civ
formula (see appendix 2 on 1:18a), but also knows
another formulaic expression of motion verb plus oiriou,
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perhaps related to the dominical logion found in Mark
8:34.39

(2) Matthew's action is typical of his style. He
tends to describe some things with identical wordings:
4:20 oi 6e euQeua a^evxea (to 6iktucx)

>
, •» „ >

tik o A o u6 n aa v auiu
4:22 oi 6e eu6eua a^cvxea (xo irAoliov . . .)

tik o A o u9 ri a a v ouxu

Matthew _is even more "formulaic", in his use of

fixed phrases, than Mark. He exercises the alternative to

the more usual literary tendency to variation—that is,

exact repetition.40 His expression approaches the litera¬

ry manipulation of formulas which also characterized the

literary epic poets as they followed and imitated Homer.

It fits in with what Lord had predicted of the literary

imitator of oral-formulaic narration, that is, the imita¬

tion of the repeated phrases.4"*" This might be credited

to "Jewish" or "rabbinical" or "school" influence on

Matthew" s Gospel, but in any case appears to be a somewhat

39See also 8:33: 'vnayt oiriou uou, caxava(l), and
John 12:19, o <6anocr oirtau auxou airrjASev. Perhaps
also Mark 1:7 par.?: Kendrick Grobel, "He that Cometh
after Me", JBL 60 (1941), 397-41, has discussed the rela¬
tionship among these phrases and argues that the preposi¬
tion oiriau also carries connotations of discipleship
derived from an Aramaic expression. In any event,
iik o Aou6noov auxu does not appear to be the exclusive
technical term for "follow as a disciple" in Mark.

40See fn. 14, above.

4"*"Note in connection with Matthew's penchant for
unchanged repetition that he takes the formula of Mark
1:22a almost word for word as the conclusion for the
Sermon on the Mount, Matt. 7:28f. A full comparison of
the expression of the three Synoptics with "formulaic"
questions in mind would be a worthwhile endeavor, and
might be of use in addressing the Synoptic problem.
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different form of expression than is being claimed for

Mark.

Matthew's language emphasizes discipleship by the

appropriate terminology. Mark's gives coherence (and a

rounded end) to the pericope: the second paired phrase

(1:20c) describes the response of James and John and

recalls the phrasing of Jesus' initial call in 1.17c. It

is Mark's pericope that conveys the concept of disciple¬

ship. Other formula pairs within pericopes may be said to
• • / O

function in a similar manner.

It must be reiterated that no "unusual" language is

being claimed for Mark, nor is it to be expected that his

"formulas" be grammatically remarkable in some way. The

claim is that the repetitiveness of his expression sug¬

gests oral traditional composition by a narrator who has

often heard and told his story, acquiring in the process

the economical form of expression reflected in his for¬

mulaic phraseology.

Distribution

The formulaic expression in Mark 1 is distributed

across both the chapter and, through the formulaic "analo-

42The same is true of Mark l:22d/27d, 38cd/39a, and
40ef/41de/42b. Two different ideas are held together
within one complex pericope by l:22d/27d. l:38cd/39a
function transitionally (observe Luke's alteration of
these phrases, 4:43f.); l:40ef, 41de, 42b again provide
coherence—but the redundant 42b is resolved (in different
ways) by both Matt. 8:3 and Luke 5:13, even though they
otherwise parallel Mark closely.
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gies", across the rest of the Gospel. These may be looked

at in turn.

Of the thirty-one lines without formulaic elements,

five occur in an Old Testament quotation (l:2f.) and eight

in sayings material (l:7f., 15). The remaining lines are

scattered throughout the chapter.43
The Old Testament quotation at the beginning of

Mark is credited to Isaiah, but, as is well known, actual¬

ly includes not only words from LXX Isaiah 40:3 (signifi¬

cantly, these are the last three lines of the quotation),

but also a collation of LXX Exodus 23:20 and (Hebrew?)

Malachi 3:1.44 Both the misattribution and the collation

rule out Mark's first-hand use of a written Old Testament

text here.

The collation (Mark 1:2) and especially its mixed

character, part LXX and part non-LXX, is likely to be an

oral product. It appears to belong to Q as well, as both

Matthew (11:10) and Luke (7:27) use it—in a different

4.5
context. Given its nature as a quotation, not too

different from a traditional saying, the lack of formulaic

phraseology is not surprising.

431:5c, 6b, 10c, 11c, 13b, 17c, 22c, 24c, 30a, 34cd,
36, 37a, 38bc, 44de.

44See Taylor, Mark, p. 153.

43See Ernst Haenchen, Per Weg Jesu, 2nd ed.
(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1968), p. 40, fn. 4. He sug¬
gests that the whole compilation may come from a testi-
monia book or from oral tradition. The whole issue calls
up the question of the nature of the Q "source", and of
Mark's relationship to it—a more complicated issue than
is often thought.
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The same holds true for the proper sayings mate¬

rial. Two interests of the Synoptic tradition are in

tension here: interest in actual sayings of Jesus—this

is as true of Mark as it is of Matthew or Luke, even if to

a lesser degree^—and interest in composing narratives.

The form-critical apophthegm or paradigm, enshrining a

saying within a narrative context, is itself a paradigm of

this tension. So "free" sayings like 1:15 and paradigm-

sayings like 1:17c occur which are not formulaic, but are

specific expressions of Jesus, arguably authentic.

Other speech credited to Jesus is not really

"sayings" material at all but formulaically recreated

dialogue appropriate for individual narratives, as in

l:25bc and 44bce. The boundary here will not always be

clear, perhaps. Nevertheless some sayings are specific

and unique,whereas other speech is generic and more

^It may be suggested that Mark was more selective
in his use of sayings than were Matthew (especially) and
Luke, who appear to have been more interested in including
all available material. This is most striking in
Matthew's use of Mark's discourse sections (chaps. 4, 10,
13), as he piles up related material. (To speak of
"actual" sayings is not to prejudge the authenticity of
the sayings, but to indicate that the Synoptic sayings
tradition remains distinct from the narrative context

provided by the Gospels.)

47The issue of formulaic and poetic elements within
the sayings tradition itself is yet another matter, re¬
lated but distinct. Mark l:8ab are a "formulaic" pair—
but primarily a poetic couplet, and this is a somewhat
different phenomenon from the formulaic expression under
discussion. The "formula" here is likely to be mnemonic
and aesthetic more than it is compositional— to preserve
rather than to create. Even these are probably related;
see Havelock, Preface to Plato (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1963), pp. 61-86, on this relation. The "poetic" element
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likely to be formulaic. This element of the tradition

will affect the distribution of formulaic phraseology, as

there will be proportionately less of it where there is

more sayings material.

The most important observation about the distribu¬

tion of formulas and formulaic phraseology is that they

occur (and do not occur) equally in "redactional" and

"traditional" material. This suggests, contrary to ana¬

lytical redaction-critical views, that all the material is

"traditional" in an oral literary sense. On the terms of

redaction criticism, one would expect two things. First,

at best some phraseology common to the traditional mate¬

rial might exist, especially within pre-Markan Sammlungen,

but the diverse origins of much of the material would

preclude the presence of very much. Secondly, one would

expect to find Markan phraseology in redactional pas¬

sages48—although not perhaps too much "formulaic" phrase¬

ology from the literary editor. In fact the distribution

in the Synoptic sayings tradition is well-established.
There are oral literatures which combine prose narratives
and poetic speech elements: see Chadwick, Growth, 1:48,
58f., on the Irish hero tales; and Wolfram Eberhard, Min¬
strel Tales from Southeastern Turkey, Folklore Studies 5
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1955) on a
Turkish tradition of extended oral narratives combining
prose and poetry.

Such an expectation presupposes that the pre-
Markan oral traditions were verbally fixed, which is not
all that likely for the narrative traditions on the analo¬
gy of most other folk traditions. If these were not
verbally fixed prior to Mark, then the whole analytic
enterprise of "separating tradition from redaction" be¬
comes a haphazard affair. See above, pp. 5f., 107f.
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of formulaic phraseology indicates that the composer of

Mark is responsible for a_l_l the wording of his Gospel;

the existence of the formulaic phraseology suggests that

this composer worked orally.

This distribution may be illustrated by reference

to the ambitious redaction-critical analysis of Mark in E.

J. Pryke, Redactional Style in the Marcan Gospel. He

begins with a list of "redactional verses" culled from

various commentators,49 and after extensive discussion of

"redactional" style and terminology prints a "redactional

text" of Mark, omitting "source" text, at the end.~^ Of

the 136 lines of Mark 1 in figure 4.1, ninety-one, or two-

thirds, were assigned to the "redactional text" (R) by
C "1

Pryke, and forty-five to "source" (S).

As may be determined from figure 4.2, there is no

significant correlation between this breakdown into redac¬

tion and source, and the distribution of formulaic and
CO

non-formulaic lines in Mark 1. Only the ratio of formu¬

las in R and S deviates any noteworthy amount (16 to 5.5)

49pryke, Redactional Style, pp. 10-23; see also
pp. 139-48.

50Ibid. , pp. 149-76.

^The proportion levels off to about half, over the
whole of Mark, still a striking amount (see above, p. 5).
This is not surprising, for the present hypothesis of oral
composition would make the entire text "redactional", so
to speak.

52
Of 31 non-formulaic lines, 20 belong to R and

11.5 to S. Of 105 formulaic lines, 71 belong to R and
33.5 to S. Both are close to 2:1 ratio of R to S in the
whole chapter, established by Pryke.
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FIGURE 4.2

DISTRIBUTION OF ANALYZED LINES FROM MARK 1:1-45
OVER E. J. PRYKE'S "REDACTIONAL TEXT OF MARK"

LINE PRYKE ANALYSIS LINE PRYKE ANALYSIS

1:1 R II (I) 1:15a R II
1:2a R II 15b R N

2b R N 15c R N
2c R N 15d R N

1:3a R N 15e R N
3b R N 1:16a R II
3c R N 16b S II

1: 4a R II 16c R II
4b R II 16d R II

1:5a S II 1:17a S I
5b S II 17b S II
5c S N 17c S N

1:6a R III 1:18a R II
6b R N 18b R II
6c R III 1:19a S II

1:7a S II 19b S II
7b s N 19c S II
7c s N 1:20a R II

1:8a R N 20b S II
8b R N 20c S II

1:9a R II (I) 1:21a R III
9b s II 21b R II
9c S II 21c R II

1:10a R II 1:22a R I
10b R II 22b R II (I)
10c R N 22c R N

1:11a R I 1:23 R/S II/I
lib S II (I) 1:24a S II
11c S N 24b S I

1: 12 R II 24c S N

1:13a S II 24d S II
13b S N 1:25a S II
13c S II 25b s II
13d S II 25c s I

1:14a R II 1:26a R II (I)
14b R II 26b R II
14c R II 26c R I

NOTE: 1. Lines of verse are keyed to the text of Mark 1
as arranged in figure 4.1.

2. R= "Redactional" text and S= "Source" text,
according to Pryke, Redactional Style, pp. 151ff.

3. I=Formula, II=Formulaic expression,
III=Syntactical pattern, and N=Non-formulaic.
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FIGURE 4.2—Continued

line pryke analysis line pryke analysis

1:27a r ii 1:38a r i
27b r ii (i) 38b r n
27c r ii 38c r n
27d r ii 38d r iii
27e r ii (i) 1:39a r ii (ii)
27f r i 39b r i

1:28 r ii (ii) 1:40a r ii
1: 29a r ii 40b r i

29b r/s ii/n 40c r ii
1: 30a S n 40d r ii

30b r i (ii) 40e s ii
1:31a R ii 40f s ii

31b r i 1:41a r n
31c S iii 41b r ii
31d s i 41c r i

1:32a R i 41d s ii
32b r ii 41e s ii
32c R ii (i) 1:42a s iii

1:33 r iii (ii) 42b s ii
1:34a R i (i) 1:43a R i

34b r i 43b r ii
34c R n 1:44a R i
34d r n 44b R ii

1:35a R ii 44c s ii
35b r ii (i) 44d s n
35c r ii 44e s n

1: 36 s n 44 f s i
1:37a R n 1:45a r i
37b r i 45b r ii
37c R ii 45c

45d
45e

R

r
R

ii
iii (i)
ii
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from the 2:1 ratio that is a random distribution. As

frequency of terms is a "redactions1" cue used by many

critics, including Pryke, it is remarkable is that so many

formulas, which are sets of repeated terms, have not been

ascribed to R.

The fact that so-called "source" material appears

to participate equally in the formulaic phraseology of the

first chapter indicates that the attempt to isolate the

redactor's words from the rest is a fruitless first step.

There is more unity in Mark's style than Pryke allows

Another factor of distribution to be considered is

how the formulaic analogies to lines in Mark 1 are dis¬

tributed through the rest of the Gospel. This is shown in

figure 4.3. The chart goes by chapters, even though these

are of uneven length. The number of words in each chapter

is given to help even this out; the figures come from
S4

Robert Morgenthaler's Statistik. The chart was compiled

simply by tallying analogies listed in the notes to the

This was frequently observed by older commenta¬
tors but has been overshadowed by the form-critical dis¬
section of the Gospels into smaller units. Form criticism
was right in principle to describe the Gospels as composed
of smaller units, but went wrong in assuming that these
could be lifted verbally out of context as the true stuff
of the tradition. Pryke, Redactional Style, pp. S, 30,
himself holds that Mark has borrowed many of his
"techniques" and expressions from his sources.

C A ,

Robert Morgenthaler, Statistik des neutestament-
1ichen Wortschatzes (Frankfurt-am-Main: Gotthelf Verlag,
1958). The numbers of words per chapter were determined
from the chart folded inside the back cover of the book.
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formulaic analysis in appendix 2. The chart is

approximate. Its only purpose is to show that formulaic

phraseology discovered in Mark 1 is in fact distributed

across the whole of Mark. The formulaic composition of

any particular chapter can only be established by direct

analysis.

FIGURE 4.3

DISTRIBUTION OF FORMULAIC PHRASEOLOGY
OVER MARK 2-16

Chapter 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Length 541 539 687 699 990 593 631 861

Analogies 26 24 23 38 49 18 24 40

Chapter 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Length 879 553 801 603 1196 659 309

Analogies 24 25 11 7 41 14 15

Were the formulaic analogies to be concentrated in

one chapter or one section of Mark, or to be absent from

significant sections, then the unity of formulaic style

would be broken, and some form of literary redaction would

become evident. As figure 4.3 indicates this was appar¬

ently not the case, for formulaic analogies are found in

every chapter. The distribution is not entirely even,

however. Chapter 15 has relatively few analogies for a

chapter consisting so largely of narrative, and would
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repay further study; chapters 12 and 13 also have

relatively few, but as these consist largely in sayings

material this is not unexpected.

The two classes of distribution of formulaic

phraseology, across "redactional" lines and over the whole

of the Gospel, together reinforce the notion of the unity

of Mark's style. If Mark had textual sources, it must be

held that they have been extensively recast into his own

c c

words and style. J

Conclusions

Mark does have sources in oral tradition. But what

was Mark's relationship to the tradition? Nothing can be

known directly about this. A spectrum of possible uses of

folklore in literary works has been described by Richard

Dorson and Neil Grobman. The unity of style would

suggest that Mark is not somewhere in the middleof this

range: a collector who performs limited editing. He is

either a literary composer taking up oral material into

his literary composition, with a debatable amount of

skill, or he is a traditional composer whose "work" at

least resembles an actual oral performance.

JJThe shorter sayings embedded in Mark are excepted
of course. For these the case is that they are not his
words. They would be relatively fixed in oral tradition,
with the degree of fixity depending upon the length and
genre of a given saying, and upon the socio-cultural
dynamics of the tradition.

^See above, pp. 86f.
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The formulaic phraseology suggests that the latter

is the case; under the circumstances it cannot really do

more than suggest. But if Mark's Gospel has been pushed

toward one end of the spectrum or the other, perhaps it

will now be easier to decide which end is more correct.

The formulaic phraseology was one test; thematic composi¬

tion is the other. More definite results from a formulaic

analysis require (1) clarification of a method for formu¬

laic analysis of prose; (2) further analysis of Mark;

and (3) a more thorough comparison of Mark's expression

with that of Matthew (especially) and of Luke.

From an oral-formulaic perspective, many of the

right questions have not yet been asked of the language of

the texts. M.-J. Lagrange, for example, described the

unity of Mark's style and its stereotyped character, but

attributed the latter to "1"indigence de son imagina-
/ c 7

tion". More recently, Nigel Turner commented:

Mark is manipulating none too skilfully but with a
curious overall effectiveness, a stereotyped variety of
Greek, rather inflexible and schematized, adhering to
simple and rigid rules.

Turner has unintentionally described just what one

might expect of an oral-formulaic diction. He correctly

saw that the language must be the Evangelist's and cannot

S7 / ♦ >

'M.-J. Lagrange, L Evangile seIon Saint Marc
(Paris: Librairie Lecoffre, 1929), pp. lxvii, lxxv-
lxxxiii.

^SMigel Turner, in J. H. Moulton, Grammar of NT
Greek, 4 vols. (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1906-76), vol. 4:
Sty 1e (1976), pp. 28f.
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be simply attributed to (fixed) traditional sources

(against Vincent Taylor6^). However, Turner believed that

Mark intended by this language to evoke "a numinous sense

to point the reader upwards by the unclassical barbarism
ft o

of the style". u This interpretation seems impressionis¬

tic and is inherently unprovable.

It does not appear, then, that the formulaic analy¬

sis of Mark 1 has actually discovered anything dramat¬

ically new about Mark's diction. What is perhaps most

significant is the provision of a theory to account for

its characteristics. As with Schmidt's analysis of Mark's

"framework",61 the oral-formulaic theory offers an expla¬

nation of characteristics of the Gospel for which previous

suggestions have been or have become unsatisfactory.

"'^Turner cites Taylor, Mark, p. 53. Taylor at this
point also mentions Mark's lack of "creativity".

60Turner, Style, p. 27. He infers intention from
the fact that the Evangelist's Greek usage is generally
"correct", and from his overall compositional achievement.

61See above, pp. lOlff.



CHAPTER 5

THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF MARK

Milman Parry, in his second article on the "Epic

Technique of Oral Verse-Making",1 observed that the epic

formula was by no means the only traditional element to be

considered in the composition of oral poetry. The poet

also "uses whole passages which he has heard". In fact,

"his whole art" consists in re-telling the same poems he

has heard before, in making the "best use" of his tradi¬

tion :

The good singer will keep what is striking, and
even add, on the pattern of other poems, lines which he
knows will please, and new incidents, or give a fuller
tale with many such borrov/ings. He may even have heard
the same tale told by a singer living at a distance who
inherited from a different tradition; then he will
fuse the poems using the best in each. Thus the high¬
est sort of oral verse-making achieves the new by the
best and most varied and perhaps the fullest use of the
old.2

The "passages" and "incidents" of which Parry
3

speaks were designated "themes" by Lord. He defines the

lMThe Epic Technique of Oral Verse-Making. II.
The Homeric Language as the Language of an Oral Poetry",
HSCP 43 (1932), 12ff.

2Ibid., p. 14.
3
Lord apparently derives the term from C. M. 3owra.

See Lord, "Composition by Theme in Homer and Southslavic
Epos", TAPA 82 (1951), 71; referring to Bowra, "The
Comparative Study of Homer", American Journal of Archaeol¬
ogy 54 (1950), 186. The phenomenon had previously been

176
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theme as "a recurrent element of narration or description

in traditional oral poetry",'4 and as "groups of ideas
lL

regularly used in telling a tale".

Method for Thematic Analysis

The theme provides the basis of the second test

proposed by Lord for the oral composition of a manuscript

narrative, namely "the investigation of thematic struc¬

ture" Regarding this test he states:

The first step in thematic analysis must be to
prove the existence of themes in the poem under consi¬
deration. In other words we must find, either in the
poem under scrutiny or in other poems by the same
singer or otherwise belonging to the same tradition,
the same situations repeated at least once. The method
is the same used for formulaic analysis; but the units
are larger and exact word-for-word correspondence is
not necessary. In fact, exact word-for-word correspon¬
dence, as we have seen, is not to be expected.

Over the next few pages of Singer, where Lord

applies this analysis to the Iliad, one looks in vain for

a "second step" or for a more explicit methodological

statement. The quotation above indicates that a search

for repetition, not of words but of types of events, is

the first procedure. Lord carries this out. He isolates

seven instances of the "theme of assembly" in the first

observed and described by Homeric scholarship: see, esp.,
Walter Arend, Die typische Scenen bei Homer (Berlin:
Weidmann'sche Buchhandlung, 1933), pp. 23ff., and Parry's
review of Scenen in CIassical Philology 31 (1936), 357-60.

4Lord, "Composition by Theme", p. 73.
5
Lord, Singer, p. 68.

6Ibid., p. 145. 7Ibid.
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Q

two books of the Iliad. This may be called forming a

"typology" of theraes in a narrative. Next the themes are

compared and classified into two general categories, with

further sub-types emerging as well. This is a second

procedure, which pays attention to the internal structure

and content of the themes. Yet a third, and perhaps a

fourth, become visible later: these have to do with the

use of themes in building the larger narrative. These

procedures may be divided into two major "steps", respec¬

tively concerned with the typology and internal structure

of themes, and with external relations between themes or

. . 9
thematic composition.

Lord's discussion of thematic analysis itself is

perhaps somewhat cursory, but it may be expanded by refer¬

ence to other parts of S inger and to his earlier article,

"Composition by Theme". The first step, which finds not

only repetition of similar situations, but also a struc¬

tural or formal relationship among the repetitions, is

grounded in the chapter on the "Theme" in Singer.

^Ibid., p. 147.
9 ...

Lord shows his interest in both steps in the
concluding paragraph of his use of the test in Singer,
p. 147:

"Thus in the first two books of the Iliad we find
some seven examples of the theme of assembly. The
second example in Book I provides a good model. The
rest seem to be variations in different tonalities on

this theme [the first step]. We have already become
aware in this analysis of the .interweaving and overlap¬
ping of major themes; we have begun to glimpse the
complexity of thematic structure in the Iliad" [the
second step] .

^Singer, pp. 68-98.
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Themes are described there as "groups of ideas", whose

identity lies in a common "pattern" or "structure" and not

in any "fixed set of words"."'""'" Later, Lord states that

the oral performer has a "plan" of the theme in his mind

as he performs, and that the theme has "elements of order
12

and balance". Furthermore, he believes it to be likely

that formal considerations would make it possible to dis-
13

tinguish the themes of one singer from another.

The second step is carried out more thoroughly in

the second part of Singer where Lord examines the overall

structure of both Homeric epics in terms of the use of

thematic material and patterns. Lord speaks of this also

in his article mentioned earlier. Themes are necessary

for learning and creating songs, which are, as has been

seen, "plans" of certain essential themes.1^ Themes allow

for the development of a "complex structure" and the

exercise of "artistic imagination" in the oral composition

of a narrative.15

In this chapter, a thematic analysis of Mark's

Gospel will be attempted, employing both steps which have

been indicated above. Some more discussion of methodology

is in order to fill out what has been said, and to take

11Ibid., pp. 68f., 198. 13Ibid., pp. 92f.

13Ibid., pp. 93 f., 198.

1^Lord, "Composition by Theme", pp. 73f. Cf.
above, p. 37.

15Ibid., p. 80.
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account of other significant contributions to thematic

analysis. The analysis will deal both with the text of

Mark itself, and with selected contributions from New

Testament scholarship of significance for the analysis.

Typology and Structure of Themes

The twofold first stage of the thematic analysis

points directly to the oral nature of the narrative under

consideration. That thematic composition is characteris¬

tic of oral narration, both poetry and prose, is, as has

been shown, the most well-established tenet of the oral-

formulaic theory. In the hands of writers, the repeated

use of themes tends to break down, as originality and

variation are sought.^

Typology. The most basic procedure of thematic

analysis is establishing the existence of "recurrent"

elements or situations in the narrative under considera¬

tion.^ That is achieved by the creation of a "typology"

of the themes present in the narrative. An apparently

comprehensive typology of themes from Southslavic epics

lies behind Lord's discussion in Singer, and at least the

^Lord, Singer, pp. 131f. Cf. Arend, Scenen, pp.
22f. See above, pp. 66-73.

1 7
Lord, as quoted above, p. 176, allows for the

search within an entire tradition for related thematic
material as well. But Bennison Gray, "Repetition in Oral
Literature", JAF 84 (1971), 295ff., has stated that only
repetition within an individual narrative can properly be
called "theme". Gray's more strict rule will be followed
here.
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1 ft
beginnings of one for Homer exists as well. The typolo¬

gy not only serves to identify the themes but to allow one

to determine what proportion of the narrative consists of

thematic material. Lord has recently stated that just as

a high proportion of the language of an oral composition

will be formulaic, so a high proportion of the narrative

will be thematic.1^ Existing form-critical analysis of

Mark will provide much of the material needed to establish

the typology.

Thematic structure. Beyond the typology, the

"structures" of themes within both compositions and tradi-
20

tions have been analyzed. Here, the individuality of

the narrator is revealed. David Gunn has followed Lord's

suggestion on this: he established distinctions between

individuals in their use of the same theme within the

Southslavie epic tradition, and then argued the common

authorship of the Iliad and the Odyssey on the basis of

*®This is inferred from Singer, esp. chapters 8 and
9, pp. 158-85 and 186-97, respectively. The motif-
indexing of the international folktale is easily the most
thorough practice of such a typology.

■^Lord, "Perspectives on Recent Work on Oral Liter¬
ature", Forum for Modern Language Studies 10 (1974), 207.

20 »

See, again, Arend, Scenen, pp. 27ff., and more
recently, David M. Gunn, "Thematic Composition and Homeric
Authorship", HSCP 75 (1971), 1-31. Note that by "struc¬
ture" no "structuralist" overtones are implied. The
analysis is closer to the "formalist" analysis of
Vladimir. A. Propp, Morphology of the Folktale, trans.
Laurence Scott (Austin: University of Texas, 1963).
Lord, Singer, p. 284, in fn. 1 to chapter four,
acknowledges such a relationship.
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common "elements" and "structure" within themes shared by
9 1

those epics. The homogeneity of a narrative could also

be determined on this basis.

If analysis of the structure of themes allows one

to assess the compositional unity or homogeneity of a

narrative, then it should prove useful in studying manu¬

script materials whose primary relationship to oral tradi¬

tion is unclear, and which are held to have been subject

to editorial or scribal alterations, additions, and inter¬

polations. It will therefore be particularly useful in

studying Mark, because of the standard form-critical view

that Mark had scattered sources in prior oral tradition

which were not significantly altered when incorporated
99

into the Gospel.

Gunn's article is most useful for its terminology,

and Arend's study for its graphic presentation of the

evidence. Gunn denotes each particular theme as an "in¬

stance" of the general category to which it belongs,

reserving "theme" for the abstract form. "Elements" are

"narrative or descriptive segments which constitute a

"^Gunn, "Thematic Composition", esp. pp. Iff. for
method and terminology. See Singer, pp. 93f., for the
view that an individual's use of themes will be
distinctive.

^This is certainly Schmidt's view: Rahmen der
Geschichte Jesu, p. 50. Cf. Bultmann's well-known com¬
ment: "Mark is not . . . fully master of his material",
HST, p. 350. It also underlies E. J. Pryke's division of
the words of Mark's text into "redactional" and "source"
categories, Redactional Style in the Marcan Gospel
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), PP» 5-9.
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theme"; "structure" is the "particular arrangement or

order of the elements, and more especially the most impor¬

tant of these"; and "language" is the "actual verbal

expression, the wording of the elements".23
Arend comes to consider Homer's "typical scenes"

after a general discussion of repetition in Homer and

"primitive poetry", in which he concludes that repetitions

are generally misunderstood by literary critics, frequent¬

ly being excised from the so-called original. From repe¬

tition on the small scale of phrases, lines, and groups of

lines, he expands the scope to the study of scenes having

the same construction (Aufbau) and, often, similar wording

(Ausdruck).24 These scenes may exhibit significant sur¬

face variations, but they will retain the same "feste

Form".25

Arend compares several sets of scenes describing

similar actions and draws up graphic schemata, to demon¬

strate that these display "fixed parts, recurring in fixed

succession".2^ These parts in turn often share character-

O O

Gunn, "Thematic Composition", p. 3. Cf. Hermann
Gunkel's view (above, p. 97) that traditional types are
characterized by a traditional linguistic form.

7 A
Arend, Scenen, pp. 23f. Parry, reviewing Scenen

in Classical Philology 31 (1936), 358, comments that
Arend's description of the phenomena and his ascription of
them to the "original" poet are correct, but that Arend
"fails ... to understand the reason for it". He appears
to attribute Homer's fixed structures to a Greek mindset.

o c

iJArend, Scenen, pp. 8, 27.

2°Ibid., p. 28: "feste Teile, in fester Reihenfolge
wiederkehrend".
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istic expressions. The schemata are set in columns, with

the first column denoting the parts common to the set;

the remainder either quote the corresponding lines of, or

give appropriate references and key words for, the partic¬

ular passages. This method should be of help in a treat¬

ment of Mark's component narratives.

In addition, Lord has indicated that there are two

sorts of themes: one is characterized by a rather high

degree of common terminology, and is called "composition

theme"; the second, called "type-scene", contains "a

given set of repeated elements or details, not all of

which are always present, nor always in the same order,

but enough of which are present to make the scene a recog¬

nizable one".^ This distinction is a useful one, partic¬

ularly as it allows for more individuality in the expres¬

sion of a particular theme. Both sorts are found in Mark.

This completes the discussion of the two procedures

that make up the first step in thematic analysis, that is,

construction of a typology of thematic material in the

composition, and demonstration of a common form or struc¬

ture for related themes. The first procedure can deter¬

mine whether the material of the composition is oral, and

the second confirms this and may also help to determine

whether the material was all composed by the same narrator.

2^Lord, "Perspectives on Recent Work", pp. 206f.
Lord cites two articles by Donald K. Fry: "Old English
Oral-Formulaic Themes and Type-Scenes", Neophilologus 52
(1968), 48-54; and "Themes and Type-Scenes in Elene, 1-
113", Speculum 44 (1969), 35-45.
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Thematic Composition of the Narrative

Themes are not strung together artlessly in oral

narration. They "interweave and overlap"^® to form a

coherent and even a complex narrative. The second step of

thematic analysis involves a demonstration of this use of

themes in forming the narrative as a whole. That is, here

one studies thematic composition, in contrast to the

structure of the themes themselves which was the object

of the first step.

As the first step in thematic analysis was twofold,

so is the second step. One examines first of all the

techniques used to put the themes together in the composi¬

tion. Secondly, with the nature of (oral) composition by

theme in mind, it should be possible to attain new litera¬

ry appreciation of the narrative as a whole. Once again

Lord's work provides grounds for these two procedures.

The second is carried out to a considerable extent in his

chapters on the Iliad and the Odyssey in Singer.

This second step in thematic analysis does not

serve directly to demonstrate oral composition. It pro¬

vides inferential support. The first step can show that

the content of the narrative is oral traditional. The

second shows that the use of themes is a positive literary

technique available to the oral narrator. Often the

"interweaving" and "overlapping" in manuscript narratives

9ft
Lord, Singer, p. 147. See also Lord,

"Composition by Theme", p. 80.
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are taken as evidence of redactional or scribal activity,

or, flatly, as written composition. This has been true in

Homeric scholarship as well as in the study of the Gos¬

pels, as will be seen. But the existence of themes and

the literary use of themes to form extended narratives

together characterize oral literary composition. Merely

cataloguing or collecting themes is an entirely different
29

process.

Of course, redactional and scribal activity cannot

be ruled out. The Pentateuch would appear to be a classi¬

cal example of this, built over and above presumed oral
on

traditional sources. Moreover, oral literary techniques
O 1

have passed over into written literature. The move into

29Consider, e.g., Walter Ong's example of medieval
"commonplaces", catalogues which may have been "oral in
outlook and performance", but were not themselves a genre
of oral narrative literature, in Presence of the Word
(London: Yale University Press, 1967), pp. 84f.

^See Robert C. Culley, Studies in the Structure of
Hebrew Narrative (Philadelphia: Fortress Press^ 1976),
for a cautious application of oral-formulaic theory and
other folkloristic ideas to OT narratives.

21For example, Martin Dibelius, James, rev. Hein-
rich Greeven, trans. Michael A. Williams (~Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1976), pp. 6f., observes that linking
sayings or stories by catchwords was originally an oral
device, but has been employed by writers as well. The
presence of catchword-linking alone then does not directly
allow one to determine the origin of a composition. Pre¬
sumably there are many other oral devices, oral 1 iterary
devices, which have made the transition as well. Paradox¬
ically (given the scholarly disposition to deny "literary"
qualities to oral tradition) the presence of these litera¬
ry devices in a manuscript has often been taken as proof
of its written origin. See also Notopoulos, "Continuity
and Interconnexion in Homeric Oral Composition", TAPA 82
(1951), 81, 90f., 98, who mentions at least two oral epic
devices which made the transition.
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"literary" matters leads into area where the distinction

between oral and written literature may become ambiguous.

For these reasons, the second step cannot do more than

support results gained in the first step by showing how

composition of the text was possible orally, and by allow¬

ing the hypothesis of oral composition to prove its value

in interpretation.

The aim of this step of the analysis will be to

show that several literary devices present in Mark in fact

characterize oral composition fully as much as written,

and that their presence in no way impedes the hypothesis

of an oral origin for Mark's narrative. This is the first

procedure of the analysis. The second procedure will be

limited to a brief discussion of appropriate and inappro¬

priate literary-critical approaches to Mark's narrative,

when it is understood as a thematic composition.

Techniques of thematic composition. Lord speaks of

the "adaptation" of themes to the story being performed,
• , , q p

and indicates some of the ways this is done. James A.

Notopoulos has added further discussion of several means

by which an oral composer may fashion a unified, extended

narrative out of these shorter units.33 The three areas

32Singer, p. 94.
q q
JJNotopoulos, "Continuity and Interconnexion in

Homeric Oral Composition", pp. 81-101.
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of "adaptation" mentioned by Lord—(1) expansion, (2)

overlapping, and (3) patterning—will now be reviewed,

with special reference to the contribution of Notopoulos.

Consideration must also be given to one significant by¬

product of these, (4) "narrative inconsistency".

(1) Expansion. A theme is a grouping of ideas:

the expression of these ideas can be expanded in perform¬

ance to where an individual idea becomes a "minor theme"

unto itself. Conversely, their expression may be contrac¬

ted to a single line.^^ This technique of expansion

straddles the fence between the analysis of the structure

of themes and of thematic composition.

(2) Overlapping. The overlapping or "framing" of

themes and patterns of themes is another means of achiev¬

ing literary effect, and can create a complex literary

structure. J Notopoulos described the framing technique

under the heading of "ringcomposition". The technique

allows the storyteller to make two events concurrent, to

round off a digression and resume the main story line, and

to provide a frame for a largely self-contained passage.

The ring may be single or complex, that is, with one or

more rings enclosed by another.

34This principle is frequently discussed in Singer,
see pp. 69, 71, 81-85, 92, 100, 103-15, 147. Cf. Arend,
Seenen, p. 8.

^Singer, pp. 104, 120, 147, 173.

•^Notopoulos, "Continuity", pp. 97f.
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On the specifics of the technique, Notopoulos

states:

Ringcomposition usually takes the form of repe¬
titions which frame the beginning and the end of a
digression; it often repeats the same or similar verb;
repetitions extend from words to ideas.

This provides a clear example of one means of

literary achievement through the repetitive character of

oral composition.

Related to the overlapping of themes are two more

techniques discussed by Notopoulos; foreshadowing and

retrospection. Both of these are forms of repetition

which help the narrator, and his audience, face the "prob¬

lem of relating the discrete parts" of the composition to
O Q

#

the whole. ° Foreshadowing anticipates events to come,

and retrospection brings to mind past events: they are
OQ

conversely related.

Foreshadowing can take various forms according to

Notopoulos. The prologue of a narrative foreshadows what

is to come, not always explicitly, but by providing a set

37Ibid., p. 98. See, too, Arend, Scenen, pp. 17f.
Cf. Kee's description of Mark's "interpolation" technique,
Community of the New Age (London; SCM Press, 1977), pp.
54ff. Incidentally, Notopoulos indicates that ringcompo¬
sition made the transition from oral to written Greek
literature, but that it died out (in written Greek) in the
fifth century.

^Notopoulos, "Continuity", p. 83. The "problem of
unity" is raised by (1) the physical demands of extended
oral performance, (2) the possibility of breaks in a
performance, and (3) the inherent paratactic "looseness"
of oral narration: see pp. 81-88.

39Ibid., p. 91.
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of "pregnant associations which find expression later in

the story . . . offering a thread of unity". In the body

of the story, foreshadowing can reiterate its leading

ideas, illustrate them by concrete description of actions,

relate them to lesser motifs, and relate the story world

with its ideas to the larger tradition to which it

belongs.

Forms of retrospection include flash back, summa¬

ries or recapitulations, and "associative characteriza¬

tion". Ringcomposition may also be considered as a form

of this technique.

(3) Patterning. Combinations of themes are used

habitually in narration, and are even repeated within a

composition. The story line itself is a pattern of

themes, of course. But a lesser pattern—perhaps a story

in itself, or a chiastic series of themes—may also occur

. 4?
within the building of an extended narrative. The pat¬

terns may themselves be traditional or may simply derive

from "habitual association" in a singer's experience.

Lord found these patterns in Souths lavie epic and in

Homer; the Odyssey in particular shows several repeated

40Ibid., p. 90.

41Ibid., pp. 91, 93f. Notopoulos is at pains to
show that all these are products of the repetition which
characterizes oral composition. His description of these
techniques as forms of repetition, brings to mind Bennison
Gray's description of "Repetition in Oral Literature":
see above, p. 83.

42Lord, Singer, pp. 97, 120ff.
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patterns. 4"^ It is important to note (a) that these pat¬

terns need not always be expressed in linear fashion, but

may be submerged for a while in the narrative;44 and

(b) that the use, repetition, and combining of patterns

can achieve major literary effects. J

(4) Narrative inconsistency. Lord and Notopoulos

both stress that oral literature does not operate on an

Aristotelian principle of "close knit unity" (Lord).

Meaning and unity are derived from the oral tradition as a

whole;4^ they do not depend solely upon the intrinsic

elements of a particular narrative. Here is manifested

yet another difference between oral literature and writ¬

ten. (Aristotle stood on the written side of the divide,

of course.4^) This difference lies on the more profound

4^Ibid., pp. 158-65. 44Ibid., pp. 97f.
4. c ,

This is strongly argued by Lord in his chapters
on the Iliad and the Odyssey in Singer.

4^Ibid., pp. 147f.; see also pp. 97, 123. See
Notopoulos, "Continuity", p. 99; also his article, "Para¬
taxis in Homer", TAPA 80 (1949), 1-23. This idea is
reinforced by Axel Olrik, "Epic Laws of Oral Narrative",
Study of Folk lore, ed., Dundes, pp. 138f., who states that
the folk narrative is loosely organized, and that a good
deal of the narrative's unity is implicit for the listen¬
ers. This factor would differ from Erhardt Gbttgemanns'
claim that the Gospel narrative is "autosemantic", as this
is a property of written literature. At the same time,
his view that the form-critical separation of "tradition"
and "framework" in the Gospels is questionable, hermeneu-
tically, receives support from what has been said of oral
literature. See Gbttgemanns, Candid Questions Concerning
Gospel Form Criticism, trans. William G. Doty (Pittsburgh:
Pickwick Press, 1979), pp. 121-25, 297, 410.

4^Cf. David R. Olson, "From Utterance to Text",
Harvard Educational Review 47 (1977), 267.
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AO

plane of epistemology.

One side-effect of this lack of a strict sense of

"unity" is the phenomenon of "narrative inconsistency" in

oral literature. Inconsistency does not mean "anything

goes": if it is sufficiently "gross" to be observed by

the singer's audience, then it counts against his abili¬

ty.^ Even so, the strict unity of written literature and

the sharper analysis possible of written texts by literate

scholars make visible (lesser) inconsistencies that would

probably not be evident to the oral performer and his

audience .

Inconsistency can occur between individual themes

and between thematic patterns. The individual theme is a

traditional entity, as much as is the story, and it has a

"semi-independent life" of its own. There is no "pure

form" of a theme but even so the performer faces "a pull

in two directions: one . . . toward the song being sung

and the other . . . toward previous uses of the same

^®See esp., Havelock, Preface to Plato (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1963), whose entire book is about this;
and Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, Nature of Narra¬
tive, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1966T, pp. 51-
55. Also see Walter Ong, The Presence of the Word, al¬
though Ong's book is given to hazardous generalizations
which have resulted in the exaggeration of this difference
in, e.g., Werner H. Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition",
Semeia 16 (1979), 7-55. See the extended critique of
Kelber's article in appendix 1.

^Lord, Singer, pp. 94f., esp. fn. 16: "The tradi¬
tional artist is not illogical and there is a limit of
ingenuous ignorance that we can assign to him."
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CQ t #

theme". So, matter extraneous, ill-suited, and perhaps

even contradictory to the overarching story line may

appear in the expression of a particular theme which is

not fully adapted to the larger whole. Such material may

not even be evident in an oral performance situation. It

would, self-evidently, be difficult to prevent in the

fluid setting of extended oral improvisation. The writer

could avoid it or correct it, and his reader has ample

opportunity to detect it. Inconsistency may neverthe¬

less occur in written texts, but then it is the product of

carelessness or incompetence, defects which are likely to

manifest themselves in other ways. In oral compositions,
c o

the most brilliant narrator is subject to "Homer's nod",

and the inconsistency may be silhouetted against the over-

all quality of the narrative.

5uIbid., pp. 94, 97, 119f. See also Lord, "Homer
and Huso II: Narrative Inconsistencies in Homer and Oral

Poetry", TAPA 69 (1938), 439-45.
SI .

Jack Goody, Domestication of the Savage Mind
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), pp. 127f.

^2Lord, Singer, p. 94. Cf. William Hansen, The
Conference Sequence (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1972), esp., pp. 1-6. Hansen's book offers an
extensive analysis of the relationship between "patterned
narration and narrative inconsistency".

s ^
With regard to Mark, how does one move from,

e.g., Bultmann's evaluation of Mark (above, fn. 22) to,
e.g., the Kafkaesque perspectives on Mark offered by the
literary critic Frank Kermode in his The Genesis of
Secrecy (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1979)? This is, of course, part of the paradox of current
interpretation of Mark's Gospel which was pointed out in
the introduction to the thesis.
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The "pull in two directions" can also lead to

inconsistency on the plane of thematic patterns. Two

patterns may share a common theme. When one pattern is

being employed, the shared theme may evoke the second

pattern. This can result in duplication of material and

the "vestigial" or partial expression of one of the pat¬

terns, as well as in sheer inconsistency.

The repetition of patterns as a literary technique

for emphasis or for length also may lead beyond "redundan¬

cy" (a literate evaluation) to inconsistency. In the

Odyssey, for example, there are three recognition patterns

by which Penelope discovers Odysseus' identity. Logically

one is enough, but the repetition underscores and height-
C A

. , ,

ens the effect. Simply to point out the logical incon¬

sistency is to miss the greater effect. Dismembering the

narrative to smoothe the inconsistency out—reasonable by

literate standards—imposes an inappropriate aesthetic
C C

upon oral narrative literature. J

If narrative inconsistency can be shown to be pro¬

duced by techniques of thematic composition, then the

54See Lord's discussion, Singer, pp. 174-77.

JJThe matter of a distinctive aesthetic for oral
literature is a controversial, but important issue. Some
basic elements of one have appeared here. Notopoulos,
"Parataxis in Homer: a New Approach to Homeric Literary
Criticism", TAPA 80 (1949), 1-23, has made some sugges¬
tions. Also see the works of Olson (above, fn. 47),
Havelock, Scholes and Kellogg, and Ong (above, fn. 48),
and Goody (above, fn. 51). A coherent discussion of this
subject would lead beyond the scope of this thesis, which
is to see if Mark can be classed as oral literature in the
first place.
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inconsistency ought first to be attributed to oral compo¬

sition. The practice in (literate) scholarly circles is

rather to attribute such inconsistency to "conservative"

or incompetent redaction, or to scribal activity. These

possibilities remain of course: the New Testament manu¬

script tradition, at least, shows this clearly. But the¬

matic analysis provides an alternative explanation which

may be simpler and more satisfying in certain situations.

Literary implications. Literary expression, like

any art form, must be judged to some extent by the nature

of its medium. On the one hand, oral and written litera¬

ture are, as Lord has put it, part of a continuum of

verbal expression. Nevertheless, the media are signifi¬

cantly different. In the previous section it was stated

that repetition of various kinds and narrative inconsis¬

tency are characteristics of the oral literary medium.

This of course is in contrast to the written medium, in

which repetition and inconsistency are considered as

defects.

Brief mention has been made of "the aesthetics of

oral literature". There is no definitive description of

such an aesthetic. Among other things, "oral literature",

5&See, e.g., Lord, "Homer and Huso II", TAPA 69
(1938), 444, quoting G. Murray Rise of Greek Epic [Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1924), pp. 242f.: "Both passages
lay before the compiler of the Iliad. They were not
consistent but each was too good to lose." Similar think¬
ing is to be found in Gospel studies as well; see below,
under "Patterning in Mark".
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per se, is a broad, all-encompassing category about which

generalizations are dangerous.^ The oral-formulaic theo¬

ry has dealt with one genre of oral literature, epic

poetry. Its findings appear to be significant for other

sorts of extended, oral narrative composition, both poetry

and prose. This is fundamental to the present thesis.

Components of an aesthetic for oral narrative

include a positive view of the role of repetition, and an

understanding of the different sort of literary unity

possessed by an oral composition. Beyond these generali¬

ties, Lord, having studied the Southslavic oral epic tra¬

dition, was able to see story patterns in the Homeric epic

literature in a clearer light than they had perhaps been
CO

seen before. Some degree of continuity in the epic

genre had persisted across the centuries. There is no

similar, clear-cut genre in which to class the Gospels,

unless the "oral life story" suggested by Lord or the
CQ

"hero pattern" first outlined by Lord Raglan can serve.

It is unlikely that there is a live oral tradition compa¬

rable to the Southslavic available to the Gospel critic.

^See, esp., Ruth Finnegan, "What Is Oral Litera¬
ture Anyway?", Oral Literature and the Formula, eds. Ben¬
jamin A. Stolz and Richard S. Shannon (Ann Arbor: Univer¬
sity of Michigan Press, 1976), 127-66.

CO

Consider, e.g., the pattern, return of the hero
in disguise, which is basic to the Odyssey: Singer, pp.
164, 177.

b90n Albert Lord's suggestion, see above, pp.
123f.; Lord Raglan's position is found in his classic
study, The Hero (London: Watts, 1949).
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The comparative study of Hellenistic materials, Jewish and

Greco-Roman, is of course helpful in this context.

The recent interest in exercising contemporary

literary-critical analysis upon Mark's Gospel also pro¬

vides useful results. If the hypothesis is correct that

Mark's Gospel is an oral traditional narrative, then this

interest is well-founded—and can be more easily recon¬

ciled with the "standard" form-critical approach to the

Synoptic tradition. Both approaches must be qualified by

the realization of both the similarities and the differ¬

ences between the transmission, composition, and literary

qualities of oral and written narratives. It is proposed

therefore to indicate literary-critical studies of Mark,

which appear to be consistent with oral traditional compo¬

sition, as understood by the oral-formulaic theory.

Analysis

Typology of Mark's Themes

The form-critical analysis of Mark provides a ready

starting place for construction of a typology of the

themes in Mark's Gospel. Bultmann's History of the Synop¬

tic Tradition, in particular, is well-suited for this

purpose as it comprehensively types Mark's pericopes.

k^On Jewish, see, e.g., David Daube, NT and Rab¬
binic Judaism (London: Athlone Press, 1956), pp. 141-75;
and more recently, Bruce Chilton, "A Comparative Study of
Synoptic Development," JBL 101 (1982), 553-562. On Greco-
Roman, see, e.g., Gerd Theissen, Urchristliche Wunder-
geschichten (Ghtersloh: Gerd MohnT 1974).
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Various other form-critical works are also used,61 but a

comprehensive review of form-critical exegesis is not

possible in this context.

It will be necessary to go beyond the form-critical

typology. The oral-formulaic "theme" is related to the

form-critical "form", but it is defined differently. The

form is conceived on the notion that it is solely deter¬

mined by its function within the social framework of its

community, the Sitz im Leben, and that consequently each

particular unit originates and circulates independently.^
The theme, on the other hand, is conceived as a composi¬

tional unit of larger narratives, whose formal properties

serve to enable oral composition in performance situa¬

tions. As this definition fits in well with the way many

redaction critics understand Mark's Gospel to have been

composed,61 it is reasonable to enquire if it should not

blThese include Martin Dibelius, From Tradition to
Gospel, trans. Bertram Lee Woolf (Cambridge: James
Clarke, 1971); Vincent Taylor, Formation of the Gospel
Tradition, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1935), as
well as his Mark; Gerd Theissen, Wundergeschichten;
David Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (Lon¬
don: Athlone Press, 1956); wilhelm Egger, Frohbotschaft
und Lehre (Frankfurt: Josef Knecht, 1976), on the Samrael-
berichte; and Eta Linnemann, Studien zur Passions-
geschichte (Gfcttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1970),
whose work is discussed below, under "Patterning in Mark".

(r\ 9
See, e.g., Bultmann, History of the Synoptic

Tradition, rev. ed., trans. John Marsh (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1968), p. 2, on the independence of units; and
p. 4, on the relation of form to Sitz im Leben. See the
related discussion above, pp. 94-97, 103-105.

61See, e.g., Norman Perrin, "The Interpretation of
the Gospel of Mark", Interpretation 30 (1976), 122, who is
speaking for the more literary-oriented redaction
criticism.
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have an equal share in how the units of the Gospel narra¬

tive are understood.

The theme does have a "semi-independent life" of

its own in the tradition, as has been seen. Form-critical

interest in the S itz im Leben of the individual form is

fsA
not to be ruled out. Eut the idea of the isolation of

traditional units must be abandoned if Mark's pericopes
rr tT

are in fact themes. (Even if they are not themes, the

assumption of isolation must be called into question on

general folkloristic grounds.) These alterations of the

form-critical principles must have an effect on the entire

analysis, however.

Because of the differences between a "form" and a

"theme", the proposed thematic typology will differ from

the form-critical one. It will alter the form-critical

categories themselves, alter the distribution of material,

^Longer narrative forms, composed of heterogeneous
types of material are also subject to investigation of
social Sitz im Leben. Claude Levi-Strauss, "Structural
Study of Myth", Structural Anthropology, trans. Claire
Jacobson and Brooke Grundfest Schoepf (New York: Basic
Books, 1963), pp. 206-31, esp. pp. 209-18, 229f., provides
a well-known recent example of this.

Similarly the usually implicit notion of fixed-
text transmission must also be abandoned, but this is not
at issue here. Theissen maintains that the fixed-text
idea, with its derivative model of "archaeological layers"
of material in a given tradition, retains heuristic value:
Wundergeschichten, p. 29. Perhaps so, but this seems
dubious; if Theissen's structural model of "fields"
available to the narrator is accurate (see Wunderge-
schichten, pp. 13-18, and below, under "Type B, miracle
stories"), then these fields are where the "strata" of the
tradition will be uncovered.
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and even introduce new types of theme, not previously

recognized as forms.

It should also be added that the "theme" is a

narrative unit and does not extend to cover types of

sayings traditions.^ However, the sayings material in

Mark is itself framed within the narrative of the Gospel,

and this framework is subject to thematic analysis. The

speech or "speech complex" (Marxsen) is a thematic type,

and will be treated as a theme or part of a theme regard-
/• n

less of how many distinct sayings elements it contains.

As Lord put it, the Synoptic tradition is a tradition

about the "words and acts" of Jesus, so both elements are

present, but the immediate concern is with the presenta-
n

tion of these elements in a larger, narrative framework.

66Except, of course, for the apophthegm (or para¬
digm or pronouncement story), which is really a narrative
unit, even though it is classed by Bultmann with the
sayings, on account of its focal saying. So too, Arland
J. Hultgren, Jesus and His Adversaries (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Press, 1979), pp. 50-53. See above, pp. 165ff.

67The number of pericopes may be reduced by this
factor. See figures 5.1 and 5.2, below. Schmidt counted
68 in Mark 1-13; Taylor figures 90, and 106 for the whole
Gospel. The number in figure 5.1—75 (and 93, respec¬
tively)—is closer to Schmidt's because he, too, was in¬
terested in the narrative framework. Divisions of Mark in
this thesis are generally based upon indicators of new
narrative interest: changes of place, time, or personnel.

^®The Gospel of Thomas (also Q), whatever its
origin and relation to the Synoptic tradition, is a dif¬
ferent, non-narrative genre, despite its designation,
"Gospel".
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Form-critica1 typology. The form-critical typology

consists of four major classifications, with some sub¬

categories: these four are pronouncement stories,

sayings, miracle stories, and legends.Sayings will be

disregarded for the reasons just mentioned. The legends

are not a well-defined group, being an assortment of

material not otherwise classified. The remaining two

classes, pronouncement stories, and miracle stories, are

reasonably well-defined and recognized, and break down
70

into lesser types.

In figure 5.1, the first thirteen chapters of Mark

contain seventy-five pericopes. Bultmann describes forty-

one as belonging to the two classes of pronouncements and
71 « .miracles.'1 Although this is a significant proportion,

just over half of Mark's material would not constitute a

sufficient "density" of thematic content to establish oral

composition. The ommission of the Passion narrative from

this figure of course lowers the proportion of units

&°The terminology is mixed here: "pronouncement
story" is Taylor's term, Formation, pp. 23ff. "Miracle
story" is used by both Bultmann (wundergeschichte) and
Taylor; Dibelius' term for these is "legend".

70
See, e.g., Bultmann's analysis of apophthegms, or

pronouncement stories, HST, pp. 12-38; and of miracle
stories, pp. 209-218. The actual breakdown of miracle
stories in figure 5.2 is closer to Theissen's (see Wunder-
geschichten, pp. 94-120), particularly for the inclusion
of "epiphany" stories.

7 1
'-■-Compare Taylor's calculation, Formation, pp.

142f., that apart from the Passion narrative only eighteen
"stories" do not fit into these two categories. (Taylor's
figure excludes Sammelberichte and sayings material,
presumably.)
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FIGURE 5.1

TABLE OF PERICOPES IN MARK

Peric.

1:1-3
4—6
7-8
9-13
14-15
16-18
19-20
21-28
29-31
32-34
35-39
40-45

2:1-12
13
14
15-17
18-22
23-28

3:1-6
7-12
13-19

20-21/
31-35
22-30

4:1-34
35-41

(A)

Type

Non
E
C
B

C
F

F
B (C, G)
B
E (B)
A
B

B (A)
E (C)
F
A

A
A

A (B, H)
E

Non (I)

A

A (C)

C (D)
B (G)

5:1-20 B

21-24a/
35-43 B
24b-34 B

6:1-6 A ( B, G)

Peric.

6:14-16
17-29
30-34
35-44
45-52
53-56

7:1-13
14-15
17-23
24-30
31-37

8:1-10
11-12
13-21
22-26
27-30
31-33

8:34-9:1

9:2-10
11-13
14-29
30-32
33-50

Type

G
Non
E (C)
B
B
E

A
C
D
A (E)
B

B

A
D
B
G

D

C

1 E
2-9 A

10-12 D

13-16 A
17-22 A

23-31 D
32-34 D
35-45 A

46-52 B

(D)

B (D)
D
B (A, D)
D
D

(C)

(F)

Peric.

11 :1-10
11

12-14/
20-25
15-19
27-33

12

15

Type

Non (E?)

A (B)
A (II)
A

1-12 C (H)
13-17 A
18-27 A

28-34 A

35-40 C
41-44 A

1-2 A
3-37 D

1-2 H
3-9 A

10-11 H
12-16 I

17-25 D
26-31 D

32-42 D
43-52 A (H)
53-65 A
66-72 A

1-5 A
6-15 A

16-20 Non
21-32 Non (A)
33-39 Non (G)
40-41 J
42-47 Non (J)
1-8 A (B, J)

NOTE: The table was independently compiled. Cf. the
pericope divisions of Schmidt, Rahmen (in his table of
contents); Taylor, Mark, pp. 107-11; and David F. Noble,
"Structure of St. Mark's Gospel", p. 544.

A key to the types is in figure 5.2. The types are
included here to give an idea of their distribution over
the whole of the narrative. Brackets indicate that (ele¬
ments of) the enclosed type of theme is also present.
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still further. Only one of the seventeen pericopes there

falls into a form-critical category: Mark 14:3-9 is

classed with the pronouncement stories. The remainder of

the Passion narrative pericopes are legends, form-

critically. The legends, however, are an assortment of

pericopes which have not been analyzed thematical ly. It

is from among these that more themes will emerge.

Thematic typology of Mark. It is apparent from

figures 5.1 and 5.2 that a great deal more of the material

in Mark fits into the typology of themes. Notable addi¬

tions include a substantial number of pericopes from the

Passion narrative, and the Sammelberichte. Some discus¬

sion of the themes is in order now, but substantial justi¬

fication should emerge from the discussion of the struc¬

ture of the themes which follows.

Most of the alterations from the form-critical

picture result from the narrative perspective by which

themes are defined. The form-critical pronouncement story

must have Jesus as the crucial speaker, in order to satis-
7 7

fy the Sitz im Leben criterion. The young man of Mark

16:1-8, however, is in a similar situation to that of

Jesus in 10:17-22; and Pilate succumbing to the crowd in

15:6-15 recalls Jesus before the Syro-Phoenician woman

(7:24-30). The thematic pronouncement story (type A) is

more inclusive, therefore, than the form-critical one.

72See Bultmann, HST, pp. 41, 61, 66.
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FIGURE 5.2

THEMATIC TYPOLOGY OF MARK

Type A. Pronouncement and Dialogue Scenes

1. Pronouncement scenes

(1:16-20) 10:13-16 12:41-44 (15:29-32)
3:1-6 11:15-19 14:43-52 16:1-8
3:22-30

2. Dialogue scenes
1:35-39 6:1-6 10:35-45 13:1-2
(2:6-10) 7:1-13 11:12-14/ 14:3-9
2:15-17 7:24-30 20-25 14:53-65
2:18-22 8:11-12 11:27-33 14:66-72
2:23-28 (9:14-29) 12:13-17 15:1-5

3:20-21/ 10:2-9 12:18-27 15:6-15
31-35 10:17-22 12:28-34

Type B. Miracle Stories

1. Epiphanies
1:9-13 9:2-10 (16:1-8)

2. Exorcisms
1:21-28 5:1-20 (7:24-30) 9:14-29

3. Healings
5:21-24a/1:29-31 2:1-12 7:31-37

(1:32-34) (3:1-6) 35-43 8:22-26
1:40-45 5:24b-34 (6:1-6) 10:46-52

4. Nature miracles
4:35-41 6:45-52 8:1-10 (11:12-14/
6:35-44 20-25)

Type C. Public Speech Scenes

1:7-8 (2:13 ) ( 6:34 ) (10:1)
1:14-15 (3:22-30) 7:14-15 12:1-12
(1:21-22 ) 4:1-34 8:34-9:1 12:35-40

NOTE: Brackets indicate that elements of the enclosed

type are also present, or "embedded", in the pericope.
These may be called "minor themes".
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FIGURE 5.2—Continued

Type D. Private Speech Scenes

(4:10-20,34) 9:(2)11-13 10:32-34
(6:7-11) 9:30-32 (10:41-45)
7:17-23 9:33-50 13:3-37
8:13-21 10:10-12 14:17-31
8:(27)31-33 10:23-31 14:32-42

Type E. Saminelberichte (Generalizing Summaries)

1:4-6 2:13 6:30-34 10:1
1:32-34 3:7-12 6:53-56 (11:11?)

Type F. Calling Scenes

1:16-18 1:19-20 2:14 (10:21-22)

Type G. Reaction Scenes

(1:21-28) (6:1-6) 8:27-30 (15:39?)
(4:41) 6:14-16

Type H. Opponents' Plot Scenes

(3:6) (12:12) 14:1-2 (14:42-47)
(11:18) 14:10-11

Type I. Sending Scenes

(3:13-15) 6:7-13 11:1-10 14:12-16

Type J. The Observing Women

15:40-41 (15:47) (16:1-8)

Non-Thematic Scenes

1:1-3 6:17-29 15:16-20 15:33-39
(1:12-13?) 11:11 15:21-32 15:42-47
3:13-19
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The public teaching scene (type C) is most fre¬

quently used to introduce sayings material. This occurs

in 1:7 f., l:14f., 4:1-34, 7:14f., 8:34-9:1, 12:1-12, and

12:35-44. Three of four other passages which indicate

that public teaching occurs, but which do not carry speci¬

fic sayings (2:13, 6:34, 10:1) are components of Sammel-

berichte, and constitute minor themes. (It is interesting

to note in this regard that 12:1 introduces "parables"

even though only one is spoken.) A fourth, minor theme of

public teaching (l:21f.,27) is part of Jesus' initial

miracle in the Capernaum synagogue. This compounding has

led to dissension among the form critics who see the lack
1 "3

of "purity" as either secondary or an indication of pre-

traditional material.74 From an oral literary perspec¬

tive, this "interweaving" of two (traditional) themes

becomes more readily understandable.

Public teaching scenes may both include and also

conclude with other thematic material: private teaching

episodes (type D) and dialogues (type A), in particular.

This happens in 4:lff. (notably), 10:1, 12:lff. By their

nature, they are open to this kind of combination. The

composition of teaching themes is to be envisioned as

taking place in a manner similar to Bultmann's descrip-
1 s

tion. Only a "compositional" understanding must be

73Bu 1 tmann, HST, p. 209; Diblelius, FTG, p. 43.

74Taylor, Mark, p. 171.

7^Bultmann, HST, pp. 329-333.
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substituted for his "editorial" one, and the speech compo¬

sitions must not be understood as fixed combinations.

Private speech scenes (type D) are clearly marked,

and have been acknowledged as a typical phenomenon since

Wrede. David Daube has pointed to where Synoptic private

teaching scenes intersect with a traditional narrative

combination in Rabbinic tradition, which he calls "public

retort and private explanation."'® This combines a dia¬

logue scene (type A) with the private teaching scene, a

combination found in Mark 7:1-13 and 17-23, and in 10:2-

12. He has also indicated that Synoptic scenes go beyond
7 7

the Rabbinic model.'

It may be questioned whether Synoptic narratives

are specifically model led upon the rabbinic ones, if that

implies some sort of genetic relationship. The private

speech form was probably common wherever "discipleship"—

which necessarily implies inner and outer circles—would

have existed. The extension of the private teaching scene

to independent thematic status in the Synoptic tradition

marks a clear differentiation from what Daube says of the

rabbinic tradition. The difference between dialogue

scenes and private teaching scenes is not always so clear,

as Bultmann observes.'® He also indicates the close rela-

79
tionship between public and private teaching scenes.

'®Daube, NT and Rabbinic Judaism, pp. 141-49.

"ibid., p. 149. '®Bultmann, HST, pp. 331f.

"ibid . , p. 330 .
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The Sammelberichte (type E), as has been pointed

out by Egger, relate similar types of events as well: the

gathering of a great crowd to hear and see Jesus (and
on

John). As will be seen, these "reports" have clearly

marked formal characteristics as well. They were not

considered to be "traditional" by form critics because (1)

it was difficult to see them fulfilling a social Sitz im

Leben, and therefore to have circulated independently, and

(2) Schmidt considered them to be ktostlich, serving the

art of the connected Gospel narrative and therefore the
O]

product of an individual author. x

Schmidt's evaluation is correct in many ways, but

artistic concerns and individuality in composition are no

longer to be excluded from oral tradition on an a priori

basis. In fact, as will be seen, the Samme 1berichte fit

82
Gunkel's form-critical criteria well.

80Egger, Frohbotschaft, p. 27.

^Schmidt, Rahmen, pp. 33f., 160. See also Egger,
Frohbotschaft, p. 11.

82See below, "Type E, SammeIberichte". In a sense,
the identification of the Sammelbericht as a traditional
entity supports C. H. Dodd's similar claim in "Framework
of the Gospel Narrative", New Testament Studies (Manches¬
ter: Manchester University Press, 1953), pp. 1-12. (Dis¬
cussed above, pp. 127ff.) The difference is that Dodd saw
them as a series of fixed units, preserving a traditional
and "historical" outline of Jesus' ministry. As oral-
formulaic themes, no more can be said than that they are
flexible, compositional units at the narrator's disposal,
and which could well serve in the "framework" of his
narrative. Evaluation of the historical veracity of their
content or sequence is an open question, to be ansv/ered on
another plane.
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Two calling themes (type F) were classed by Bult-

mann as an apophthegm (1:16-20).^ Taylor rightly recog¬

nized that there are two narratives here, to be classed

with the third calling episode in 2:14. He took the

"picturesque detail" of 1:16-20 as pre-traditional, yet

observed that their "schematic character" is a product of
QA

extensive use in oral tradition. The activity of tradi¬

tional "ornamentation" of a theme may help to resolve this

tension.

The reaction theme (type G) is probably best taken

as a minor theme or motif. It is definitely minor in four

narratives (1:21-28, 4:35-41, 6:1-6, 15:39); and of the

two pericopes governed by it (6:14-16, 8:27-30), the

second could easily be understood as primarily a theme of

private teaching. In both these cases it is closely tied

to material that follows. One can identify an element of

plot among these themes, as the last two instances of the

theme provide definite answers to the questions posed by

earlier ones.

The theme of the plotting of the opponents (type H)

is also to be considered minor. It shows an even stronger

element of plot-like progression. The major occurrences,

14:1-2 and 10-11, clearly mark the solution to the pre¬

viously recurrent dilemma of "how" (it wo: 3:6, 11:18,

14:1) to do away with Jesus. The climax comes in the

^Bultmann, HST, p. 28.

^Taylor, Mark, pp. 167f.
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betrayal and arrest episode, 14:43-47, where Jesus is at

last "seized" and the opponents' plot can be realized.

A theme of sending (type I) is basic to the

appointment of the Twelve (3:13ff.) and to the description

of their preaching mission (6:7-13), as well as to more

mundane missions with which Jesus entrusts them (11:1-7,

14:12-16). Bultmann observed the relationship between

this latter pair, but described the second simply as a

variant.(Such a judgment opens many questions regard¬

ing, especially, the formation of the Passion narrative—a

subject which Bultmann indeed regarded as complex and

unclear.®®3) Taylor also saw the connection, and con¬

structed a comparative chart which suggested to him com-
o n

position of each by Mark "on the basis of tradition"—

which is exactly the point being made here. Although the

three major instances of sending differ because of the

nature of the mission, they do retain similar characteris¬

tics, as will be seen. Mark 6:7-13 is specified by a

description of the mission which employs the theme of

private teaching.

Q C

Bultmann, HST, pp. 263f. In addition, Bultmann's
discussion of the "presupposition" of 14:12-16 (a subse¬
quent Passover meal), and its lack of "independence" is
marred by notions of the independence and fixity of forms
which are fundamental to his analysis. The independence
of themes is a relative thing; and the thematic story
will have a definite, but uneven, degree of continuity and
connection between its themes.

86Ibid., pp. 275-84, esp. p. 279.

87Taylor, Mark, pp. 535f.
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The theme of the observing women (type J: 15:40-

41, 15:47) is a curious one. They "observe" Jesus' death

and his burial (15:40, 47). That the tradition had inter¬

est in the role of women is not to be denied. Mark him¬

self comments that these women, whose names he repeatedly

lists, had "followed and served" Jesus in Galilee, and

Luke recounts the fact that three (also named) women

"served" (or supported) Jesus and the twelve in their

wandering preaching activity (Luke 8:1-3). It is signifi¬

cant in Mark that the same—named yet again—women

"observe" that the stone has been removed from Jesus'

tomb, and are the recipients of the resurrection pro¬

nouncement in 16:1-8. The reason for the form of this

element or for the tradition's evident interest is not

immediately clear.

There are seven, possibly eight, pericopes which do

not seem to fit the typology. The first of these is in

the opening prophecy quotation (1:1-3) which serves to

introduce the narrative. The second (possible) excep¬

tion, Mark 1:12f., has usually been considered as a temp¬

tation "episode" and taken as an independent pericope. If

so, there is no other similar scene in Mark. But this

understanding is unduly influenced by the "redaction" of

O O

Note in this connection what H. Munro, and N.
Kershaw Chadwick had to say about oral literature and the
role of women tradition bearers, Growth of Literature, 3
vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1932-1940),
3:894f.
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this passage in Matthew and Luke. In Mark, it appears to

be an "immediate" consequence of the baptism-epiphany,

involving an anti-epiphany of Satan. The whole passage

(1:9-13) serves to characterize the newly-introduced

Jesus, just as 1:4-6 had introduced John with a Sammel-

bericht and a symbolic description of his appearance.

The positive but contrasting relationship between Jesus
QQ

and John is deepened by this episode.

The catalogue of the names of the twelve (3:16-19)

is not theme by standards used here as there are no other

clear instances of a comparable catalogue in Mark. Other

passages in Mark that approach catalogue status are the

list of the elements in the interpretation of the parable

of the sower (4:15-20), the list of vices (7:21f.), the

rewards of discipleship (10:29f.), and the list of names

of the observing women (15:40,47, 16:1). These might be

catalogues, but it is not clear. Catalogues are however

popular themes in all oral traditions.^ In Matthew and

Luke (Q?), the genealogies (Matt. 1:2-17, Luke 3:23-38) and

the list of miracles recited to John's disciples (Matt.

11:2-6, Luke 7:18-23) provide other Synoptic examples.

Homer's catalogues are well-known and definitely thematic.

Mark's catalogue cannot be called thematic, but it can

"^References to their relationship are in Mark
1:2-3, 1:7f., 1:14, 6:14-16, 9:11-13, 11:27-33. Cf. Lord,
"Relationships", pp. 47ff., on the "pairing" of Jesus and
John.

^Chadwick, Growth, 3:747.
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hardly be said to militate against the oral composition of

the Gospel.

The account of John's death at the hands of Herod

(6:17-29) is perhaps the most singular narrative in the

Gospel. Its presence may best be explained in terms of

the aforementioned relationship between John and Jesus.

As a contrasting pair, it is only natural that what hap¬

pens to one happens to the other.^ Mark of course wishes

to emphasize Jesus' activity and passion, but the need to

fill out the relationship has probably had its effect

here. As is commonly noted, Mark has located the story—

artistically—between the sending out and the return of

the twelve (6:7-13,30); a more immediate cause is likely

to be an association of Herod and his "reaction" (6:14-16)

with the circumstances of John's death. Taylor sees no

reason to think Mark is dependent upon a foreign, fixed

source here: the story has the "colourful character" of

other Markan stories, shows Mark's style, and the

"presence of many unusual words is accounted for by the

subject-matter".92
Jesus' first "entry" into Jerusalem and the temple

(11:11) is strangely uneventful. It is also hard to type.

It could be considered as the—anticlimactic^2—conclusion

^Lord discussed the pairing: see fn. 89, above.
Axel Olrik's "law of twins" probably applies here: "Epic
Laws", pp. 135f.

^2Taylor, Mark, pp. 310f.

^Matthew "corrects" this by bringing about the
Temple-cleansing right after the Triumphal entry (Matt.
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to the triumphal-entry episode. But it should probably be

seen in connection with the following material (11:12-25),

in which case an abab structure of Jerusalem/temple scenes

04
and fig tree symbolism appears. The first verse of this

(11:11), then becomes a preparatory key to the symbolism.

It could also be a "false start" on the temple-cleansing

narrative which Mark was not yet wanting to narrate. In

its present form, the narrative bears a faint resemblance

to the Saminelbericht theme," but this is not a very

likely classification.

A significant amount of material from the Passion

narrative has been included in the typology. Three epi¬

sodes did not fit. The first of these, 15:16-20, deals

with the abuse of Jesus by Roman soldiers after his sen¬

tencing by Pilate. This may actually be thematic: embel¬

lished and expanded here, but related to 14:65, where

similar (ironic) abuse follows Jesus' condemnation by the

21:1-17). Luke does, too, but inserts the sympathetic
note of Jesus' tears over Jerusalem (Luke 19:41-44), which
creates a bit of distance between the two main events

comparable (but not identical) to that in Mark's account.
George W. E. Nickelsburg, "Genre and Function of the
Markan Passion Narrative", I-ITR 73 (1980), 177f., offers
the simpler explanation that Mark wanted to round off the
day, as the first of a three-day sequence.

^4The complex has been thoroughly studied recently
by W. R. Telford, Barren Tempie and the Withered Tree
(JSNT Supplement Series, 1. Sheffield: JSOT Press,
1980) .

^See the discussion of the "Type E, Sammelbericht"
structure, below. Taylor, Formation, pp. 85ff., regards
it as one; cf. his Mark, p. 85. Egger, Frohbotschaft, p.
2, does not include it in his list.
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Sanhedrim It is also foreshadowed in the last and most

explicit of the three Passion predictions, 10:34. The

theme would at best be a minor one, attached to a story

about arrest or trial. But it is left unclassified in the

absence of a more definite counterpart.

The account of Jesus' death, 15:33-39, is paral¬

leled only at a great distance by the account of John 1 s

death (6:17-29). It should not be surprising that the

death scene in an "oral life story" is not repeated, but

nevertheless it does not fall into any obvious type within

Mark. These remarks may also be applied to the account of

Jesus' burial, 15:42-47, which is not a "repeatable"

event, either. It too is paralleled by mention of John's

burial (6:29). Both of these accounts are, however,

invested with minor themes: the observing women

(15:40ff., and 47) and the "reaction" of the centurion

(15:39).

In summary, none of the non-classified pericopes by

themselves constitute a clear threat to the hypothesis of

the Gospel's oral composition. They are all consonant

with materials or patterns which may be expected in oral

literature of the "biographical" genre. On the other

hand, the great proportion of pericopes in the entire

Gospel are found to be thematic. This proportion argues

that oral composition is immediately behind the Gospel

narrative. The analysis of the structure of these themes

will reinforce this impression.
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Structure of Mark's Themes

Standard form criticism has been generally less

interested in literary "form" of tradition than in the

social setting which produced the individual genres or

Gattungen. This somewhat paradoxical approach resulted in

only a minimal discussion of form itself, sufficient to

establish the relationship among the particular traditions

which comprise a Gattung.96 Oral-formulaic theory sug¬

gests that form is a more important function of tradi¬

tional material than merely an indicator of Gattung. It

is the key to how instances of a Gattung may be used in

the process of the oral composition of larger narratives.

Nevertheless, the form-critical analysis of pro¬

nouncement and dialogue stories and of miracle stories

provides a useful starting point. The real shortcoming of

form criticism's lack of interest in form itself is evi¬

dent in the failure to recognize formal relationships in

other narrative material beside these two types. Bult-

mann, for example, repeatedly (and correctly) observed the

"schematic" nature of many other elements in Mark's narra¬

tive, but attributed this to "editorial", that is, secon-

• Q7
dary, written, and non-traditional, activity. The

Q/G
See the discussion of the ambiguity of terminolo¬

gy for "form" in Dibelius and Bultmann by David F. Noble,
"An Examination of the Structure of Mark's Gospel" (Ph.D.
Thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1972), pp. 2-7.

^'see Bultmann, HST, pp. 330ff., on the "editorial"
activity involved in the "insertion of the speech material
into the narratives"; and p. 343, on connecting links and
Sammelberichte.
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present analysis of the structural relationships between

instances of various themes will help to confirm the

typological analysis, which dealt solely with surface

similarities among scenes.

"Structure" here refers primarily to a series of

"elements" used to compose thematic units, in Gunn's

terminology. Elements are "ideas", forming part of that

"group of ideas" which is an oral-formulaic theme, and may

be characterized by a typical terminology or "language".

There is a limit, then, to the degree of abstraction which

can be ascribed to the elements of the structure in the¬

matic analysis. This limit may not necessarily be easy to

prescribe, but it is related to the nature of elements as

"ideas", and not as simply logical parts of an outline or

of some universal narrative framework. Oral-formulaic

analysis must be more specific if it is to achieve its aim

of distinguishing oral from written composition.

Having this in mind, it will be useful as a prelim¬

inary to review the work of David F. Noble on the struc¬

ture of Mark's narratives. Noble has discerned a seven-

part structure of narrative "sections" which lay behind

every narrative pericope in Mark. This structure is evi¬

denced in six standard variations: these omit certain

■^This distinguishes the present approach from,
e.g., the Structuralist, "actantial" model of Jean
Calloud, whose "actants" are intended to be universal
roles for any narrative composition; see Daniel Patte,
What Is Structura1 Exegesis? (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1976), pp. 41-52.
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sections of the "full pattern", but the overall sequence

of the sections remains "quite fixed" throughout the

Gospel. The full pattern of the structure is: (1) set¬

ting, (2) situation, (3) reply to the situation, (4)

problem, (5) reply to the problem, (6) result, and (7)
99

consequence.

In view of the generality of these sections, it is

not surprising that Noble finds that he cannot distinguish

between, say, pronouncement stories and miracle stories on

the basis of this pattern. He deduces from this that the

form-critical forms are not structurally distinct.But

Noble's pattern is too abstract for thematic analysis.

The "content" of a structural element is significant for

the thematic type of a narrative.1^1 The "situation"

which arises when confronted by a demoniac or an illness

is bound to require a different "reply" or to raise a dif¬

ferent "problem" than when confronted with a disciple or a

Pharisee. Thematic analysis concerns itself with "groups

of ideas", and the ideas are no less important than the

fact of their being part of a structured "group."

^Noble, "Structure", pp. 19, 134. Noble inciden¬
tally provides a list of 86 pericopes (p. 544); his
analysis and the number of pericopes is similar to that of
figure 5.1, which described 93 pericopes.

100ibid.f pp. 119-31, esp.

101Noble, Ibid., pp. 10f., 13, is careful not to
distinguish absolutely between structure and content.
Yet it appears that he does divide them too sharply in
this regard. Theissen's discussion of "fields" is helpful
here: see below, under "Type B, miracle stories".
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Noble's study is useful in that it provides an

argument for the unified composition of Mark's Gospel on

the basis of a series of smaller units which share formal

properties. To this extent at least it supports what one

would expect of oral composition by theme. He also finds

that the "pattern" itself is to some extent tradition-
1 OP .

al. Oral-formulaic theory would put these findings in

a different light, and one perhaps not too inconsistent

with his result.

It is also noteworthy that Noble finds that stories

in Matthew which have no parallel in Mark diverge from

this pattern, and that these "irregularites" are still

more frequent in Luke, in both special and parallel mate-
1 0*3 . ...

rial. This shows, again, the individuality of the

composition of Mark, and also the move toward variation in

the other Gospels, especially Luke's, which is, on theory,

to be expected from literate authors. Noble's findings

therefore considerably lighten the burden which this stage

of the present analysis must bear.

One reason for Noble's criticism of the form-

critical typology was that some of the narrative "sec¬

tions" of Mark's pericopes could be classed into different

102ibid., pp. I7f., 517f. Noble thinks that the
pattern may go back through Jesus himself to Old Testament
narratives, but cautiously does not press the issue: pp.
518f. Cf. Lord's comment on the likelihood of a Jewish

background for the early development of "themes" in the
Christian oral tradition: "Gospels", pp. 36ff.

■'■^Noble, "Structure", pp. 17, 517f.
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types, but that these types did not correlate with form-

critical units. For example, there were several types of

consequence statements in Mark, but each type was distrib¬

uted over various forms. This lack of correlation was

taken to demonstrate the lack of distinctiveness for form-

critical types. -®-®4
However, one of the differences between a "form"

and a "theme" is that the latter is conceived from the

start as a smaller unit of a larger whole, subject to

variation, and even to compounding with other themes,

according to the need and the skill of the oral narrator.

The concept of the "pure" and "simple" original form is

excluded, therefore, at the beginning. The basic theme is

part of a larger narrative and belongs to a compositional

matrix, which also includes formulaic phraseology. It is

not surprising therefore that many, if not all, elements

and language characteristic of a given theme may be found

at times in other themes. The themes, to quote Lord,

"interweave and overlap".

This factor, in turn, complicates things for analy¬

sis of the structure of themes. Structure is not a wooden

absolute, nor solely the product of impersonal social

forces. Rather it serves as a preliminary framework

around which a narrative is built by one who may be a

"creative artist".The fleshing out of this skeleton

■'■^^Ibid., pp. 119f., 131.
I f)K

Lord, Singer, p. 13.
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may take varied forms, but this constitutes a use of the

structure and not a violation. It is necessary to take

this usage into account when speaking of "structure".

How then does one isolate the structure of a theme?

Structure is first of all sequential: this is common to

Gunn, Arend, Noble, and Theissen.108 It is a sequence of

elements, not all of which are used in every instance.

The order and the presence of "key elements" are the

constant factors; and correlation between an element and

. 107 .

certain language is not unusual. These indicate what

is to be expected of the structure of a theme. A particu¬

lar instance of a theme is formed upon this structure by

the use or non-use of various elements, by expansion

("ornamentation") of certain elements, and—to borrow

terms from generative grammar— by "recursion" of ele¬

ments, in which part of the sequence is repeated within

the bounds of a single instance, and by the "embedding" of

elements from a second theme within the structure of the

first.108

lObpor Theissen, see Wundergeschichten, pp. 18, 21,
82.

] 07
As noted earlier, the "type scene", will have

less of this correlation between elements and language
than will the "compositional" theme. See above, p. 184.

108 See, e.g., John Lyons, Chomsky, 2nd. ed.
(Glasgow: Fontana/Collins, 1977), pp. 49-51, 76. The
three means of variation in the composition of the indivi¬
dual instances of the themes, expansion, recursion, and
embedding, are well-established as oral devices. The
expansion of individual elements is a form of "ornamenta¬
tion" much discussed t>y Lord (Singer, pp. 78f., 86-91,
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Graphic presentations of the structures of the

themes will help to make this formation clear, as well as

to demonstrate the shared structure of Mark's themes. The

graphic presentation and discussion of the various types

of theme will proceed in series to analyze the types as

they have been identified by the typology. (See figure

5.2, above.) These are, once again: type A, pronounce¬

ment and dialogue scenes; type B, miracle stories; type

C, public speech scenes; type D, private speech scenes;

type E, Sammelberichte; type F, calling scenes; type G,

reaction scenes; type H, opponents' plot scenes; type I,

sending scenes; and type J, observing-women scenes.

Type A, pronouncement scenes. The two form-

critical categories brought over into the thematic typolo¬

gy, pronouncement scenes and miracle stories, constitute

the largest and most diverse theme types. They have also

been the subjects of practically innumerable studies, only

a selected few of which have been consulted here. The

point of the present discussion is to demonstrate that the

textual evidence accords with the expectations of oral-

formulaic theory regarding "themes".

103). The recursion of the elements of a theme is evi¬
denced, for example, in the Southslavic letter-writing and
the dialogue themes, which can be extended indefinitely
(Ibid., pp. 82-85 and 92f., respectively). The embedding
of elements of a secondary or minor theme within another
theme as a form of expansion is frequent (Ibid., pp. 71,
95, 119f., 147; see also "Composition by Theme", p. 76).
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The pronouncement scenes have fallen into two sub¬

types. First are pronouncement scenes proper (A.l), in

which the emphasis falls on a significant oral statement,

usually in response to a given (controversial) situation.

The statement generally has a wider significance than that

required by the situation described and could frequently

stand alone as a form-critical "saying".11^ In dialogue

scenes (A.2), the statement comes in response to a more

direct leading question or address. The setting may still

contribute to the final utterance, as in 2:15-17, for

example, but the address means it is no longer so neces¬

sary.11^ Accordingly, the final statement of the dialogue

no longer has the overriding significance which it did in

the pronouncement. Rather the address element in a dia¬

logue may share some of the significance. Form-critically

independent "sayings" are less frequent in dialogues.111
(1) Type A.l, pronouncement scenes. Figure 5.3

presents an illustration of the structure of type A.l,

i09cf. Bultmann, HST, pp. 56f., 61ff.; Dibelius,
FTG, pp. 56-58, 63, defines paradigm in a similar, but
somewhat more inclusive fashion.

110Bultmann, in the Erg&nzungsheft, to HST, p. 390
(note to p. 41), defends his classification of these types
into one form, apophthegm, against criticism by Dibelius;
Bultmann feels that the emphasis in both sub-types is on
the final saying and the particular situation may be
equally well established by setting or by the leading
question. Both are correct in their own light: Bultmann,
on overall purpose, and Dibelius (cf. FTG, pp. 67f.) on
the form.

111Bultmann, HST, p. 41, e.g., notes the use of
such forms of response in dialogues as metaphors, counter-
questions, and Scripture quotations.
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pronouncement scenes. Only three significant elements

appear to make up the structure. These elements do not

appear to share common language, so formal characteristics

are limited to more general ones which serve to project

the content of the pronouncement element. The two

required elements are the "situation" and the "pronounce-

nient".''-^ The "outcome" element is omitted in 12:41-44.

The "situations" vary. In five of the eight
I "I Q

instances the situation is one of (at least implicit)

conflict between Jesus and his opponents in authority.

This is true even in the final instance, 15:29-32, where

it is the opponents who have the upper hand and who make

the mocking, but ironic, pronouncements. In the three

remaining instances it is disciples who receive the pro¬

nouncement; this holds in 16:1-8, for the women named

there are certainly disciples, even if not "the" disciples

(see 15:41).

The "pronouncements", too, vary in form and in

length. Several could well have circulated independently

of their immediate context, as well as of the larger

context of Mark.33** Several of the rest are significant

11?-L-LXCf. the two-part structure of apophthegms de¬
scribed by Bultmann, HST, pp. 39ff.: "starting point" and
"reply".

113I.e., 3:1-6, 3:22-30, 11:15-19, 14:43-50, and,
possibly, 15:29-32.

114These include 3:28-29, 10:14b-15, 11:17, and
possibly, 3:4 and 3:22-26. The saying in 16:7b appears as
a prophecy in 14:28, but its range as an independent
saying would have to be quite limited.
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FIGURE 5.3

STRUCTURE OF TYPE A.l, PRONOUNCEMENT SCENES

Pericope Situation Pronouncement Outcome

3:1-6 1-3 4 5-6 (H=6)
(B=1,3,5)

3:22-30 22 23-29 (C=23) 30

10:13-16 13 14-15 16

11:15-19 15-16 17 (C) 18-19 (H)

12:41-44 41-42 43-44 (D=43)

14:43-52 43-47 (H) 48-49 50(-52)

(15:29-32) 29a 29b-30 Rec

31a 31b-32 32b

16:1-8 • 1-5 6-7 8
(J=1,4; B=4-7)

NOTE: Theme types shown in brackets, e.g., (B), mark the
presence of embedded elements from that type within the
major sequence or in the indicated verses.

Rec indicates recursion of a part of the sequence
of elements within the theme.

These conventions will be used for all illustra¬
tions of thematic structures in this chapter.
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for the unfolding course of the narrative: 3:4 (as the

"outcome" in 3:6 makes clear), 14:48f., and 16:6f. (the

last more retrospectively, perhaps). Still others are

significant for the broader scope of the narrative's

ideology: 10:14f., 12:43f., 15:29b-30, 31b-32.

The "pronouncement" in 3:23-29 is long and complex,

and indeed within it are embedded elements of the type C,

public speech scene: the "assembly" of the audience and

an indication of the form of "speech" (cf. figure 5.8,

below). The pronouncement in 10:14-15 is also a compound

of more than one individual saying. These may be considered

an expansion of the pronouncement element, which may or may

not have been fairly constant in the performance of the

narrator(s). Expansion is probably more than simple

accretion and its presence may be asking the listener, and

the critic, to pay closer attention to what is ocurring in

the narrative.

The "outcome" element does not appear to be of the

same significance as the other two. Its main function

seems to be one of confirming the significance of the

pronouncement. This is so for 3:6 and 11:18, which por¬

tray the reaction of Jesus' opponents in terms of the

embedded theme of the "opponents' plot" (type H, figure

5.13); and also for 10:16, where Jesus enacts his pro¬

nouncement by "receiving" the children. The outcome of

the empty tomb pronouncement is notoriously difficult,

even though its "language" is not infrequent in the final

elements of other pericopes. It is, perhaps, more under
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the influence of the miracle theme embedded there, but it

is still a difficulty.

Both embedding and recursion of the structure oc¬

cur. In addition to those instances of embedding already

noted, a "distinction" element of the type D, private

speech scene may be embedded in 12:43a; and embedded in

the situation element of 16:1-8 are elements of two

themes, the miracle story (type B.l, epiphany; see figure

5.5) and the observing women (type J; see figure 5.15).

A healing miracle (type B.3) is embedded in 3:1-6,

providing key elements of its situation and the outcome.

In fact, the elements alternate: v. 1 contains the ini¬

tial "setting" and "illness" elements of a miracle story

and v. 2 the "situation" of the pronouncement; vv. 3 and

5 contain the central healing miracle elements of "ap¬

proach" and "cure", and v. 4 the "pronouncement." Each

theme is present in its essential elements.

This instance of embedding is more integrated than

is usual. The closest analogy, Mark 2:1-12, has elements

of the dialogue theme incorporated as a block in vv.

(5b?)6-10—a much simpler affair. The present example in

3:1-6 reflects a greater degree of compositional activity,

and would perhaps require a more fixed usage than the

other. Certainly the picture created by v. 3 (the "ap¬

proach" element of the healing structure), of the man

standing before Jesus, while he confronts his "watchers"

in vv. 4-5 is effective and suspenseful. This is achieved

through manipulation of the embedded structures, as one
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might expect of thematic composition. The question is

whether the effort expended in this particular pericope to

alternate elements of the respective structures—producing

a "hypotactic" narrative of sorts—is compatible with a

claim for oral traditional improvisation of the whole.

The isolated instance of 3:1-6 is probably not that

weighty, but too many narratives with this degree of

"integration" would militate against such a claim.

Recursion of the structural sequence occurs only

once. Part of the crucifixion narrative 15:21-32, which

is as a whole non-thematic, consists of a pair of mocking,

yet ironic pronouncements aimed at the dying Jesus (vv.

29b-30, 31b-32)Each pronouncement is set up by a

preceding "situation" marker identifying the two taunting

parties. The whole passage is concluded by an "outcome"

indicating that yet a third group—Jesus' fellow suffer¬

ers, of all people—joined in the affair.

The sequence of distinguishing elements of the type

A.l, pronouncement story is relatively simple. Being

simple, it is also pliable. This pliability is well-

suited to the purpose of providing a brief context for the

central pronouncement, which is by no means of standard¬

ized content. Inevitably, then, there is little verbal

lie
The interrelationship and allusions (cf. Taylor,

Mark, p. 591) of these two pronouncements would repay
closer study. Can it be accidental that the two descrip¬
tions of Jesus—"who would destroy the temple and build it
in three days" and "the Christ the King of Israel"—repeat
in the same order the issues raised against Jesus in his
trial before the Sanhedrin (14.57-63)?
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correspondence among the pronouncement scenes and they are

to be considered as "type-scenes" within the framework of

the larger narrative. The extension of the type into the

Passion narrative is particularly significant for the

compositional unity of Mark.^^
(2) Type A.2, dialogue scenes. The structure of

the dialogue scenes possesses the additional element of an

"address" to the leading character. This alters the char¬

acter of the entire scene to some extent, broadening the

focus of the narrative from one speaker's "pronouncement"

to an exchange between two speakers. The alteration is

reflected in the change in figure 5.4 from "pronouncement"

to "response" as the title for what remains the major

element of the theme. Not all the dialogue scenes have

been included in figure 5.4, but the selection allows for

a fair evaluation of the structure, its pliability, and—

again—the presence of the type in the Passion narrative.

The situation elements are a mixed lot, as in the

pronouncement scenes. There are very few involving Jesus

in dialogue with his disciples; such dialogues are gener¬

ally classed as type D, private speech scenes. It would

appear from this that there is no hard and fast division

between these two themes: type D may be considered a

116The reason for this is the common view that the
Passion narrative (i.e., Mark. 14-15) was a connected and
written source for Mark and not his own redaction or

composition. This view has been challenged recently on
other grounds as well; see below, under "Patterning in
Mark".
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FIGURE 5.4

STRUCTURE OF TYPE A.2, DIALOGUE SCENES

Pericope Situation Address Response Outcome

1:35-39 35-37a 37b 38 39

:15-17 15-16a 16b 17

:18-22 18a 18b 19- 22

': 1-6 l-2a 2b-3 (G) 4 5-6 (B)

: 1-13 1-4 5 6-■13 ( 7 :14ff. )

:24-30
(B)

24-26a 26b

28

27

29

Rec

30

i:2-9 2 2

4

3

5-■9

Rec

(10:lOff.)

11:12-14/ 12 (13) 14 Rec
20-25

(B) 20 21 21-25

12:13-17 13 14 15-I6a Rec

16b 17a 17b

14:53-65 53-59 60 61a(l) Rec

61b 62 63-65

14:66-72 66-67a 67b 68a (68b) Rec

69a 69b 70a Rec

70b 70c 71 72

15:1-5 1 2a 2b Rec

3 4 5a(>) 5b

15:6-15 6-7 8 9(10) Rec

11 12 Rec

13 14a Rec

14b 15a 15b
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hybrid of type A.2 and of type C.117 One dialogue scene

which features the disciples, 1:35-39, does not have a

"1 1 Q

significant "teaching" content. Rather, its effect is

compositional: to establish the itinerant ministry of

Jesus.

Miscellaneous situations place Jesus in front of a

home-town audience (6:l-2a), in dialogue with a Gentile

woman (7:24-26a), and in (symbolic) confrontation with the

barren fig tree (11:12); others show Peter in confronta¬

tion with members of the high priests' household (14:66-

67a, 69a, 70b), and Pilate before a crowd (15:6-7).

In the majority of instances, the "situation" sets

up a confrontation between two parties, usually between

Jesus and a set of opponents. Some progression may be

noted in the confrontations between Jesus and his oppo¬

nents. Early confrontations are portrayed as relatively

unpremeditated responses to the activity of Jesus and his

disciples. Several are introduced by the neutral partici¬

ple i6ovteo: 2:15-16a, 2:23, 7:1-4; to this group may be

added 2:18a, in which the interlocutors are unnamed and

not necessarily "opponents" as such. Later confrontations

■*-^Bultmann, writing on the editing and insertion
of speech material, HST, pp. 330-333, claimed that the
"old" apophthegm, and its characteristics were employed in
the editorial work of Mark and his predecessors. He is
correct on the existence of the formal relationship, but a
different explanation is offered here.

1 1 Q
Others, not included in figure 5.4 are 10:35-45,

13:1-2, and, presumably, 14:3-9. A recursion in 11:12-
14/20-25 places the disciples in the second situation
element (11:20).
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occur by design, as Jesus' opponents test him in various

ways: 8:11, 10:2, 11:27, and 12:13.Confrontations in

the Passion narrative proper have the opponents with the

upper hand, "accusing" Jesus: 14:53-59 and 15:1-3. The

friendly dialogue with a scribe about the greatest com¬

mandment (12:28-34) is thrown into sharp relief by this

progression, and vice-versa.

One term which makes its appearance several times

in the situation element is a form of the coordinate

participle, "seeing" (i6uv), as a means to motivate the
1 90"address" element. It may represent a compositional

"strategy" for the narrator, although not too much should

be made of it, perhaps. In any case it is at least a

first glimmer of "language" that correlates with an

element of a theme structure.

In some instances the address element functions as

an extension of the situation, and the pericope is little

different from a pronouncement scene. In others the "ad¬

dress" and the "response" approach a coordinate status,

and become a true dialogue in which the "response" clearly

loses the overriding importance possessed by the "pro-

^■^^The statement of the scribes from Jerusalem in
3:22, does not fit this progression well, but they do not
actively initiate the confrontation. Jesus does.

120In 2:15-lba, 7:1-4, 11:12,20, 12:22, 14:66,69.
In addition, three instances of the address element, 2:24,
3:32, 13:1, are prefaced by 'tee, referring back to the
"situation" which motivates the address. Yet two more

situation elements involve a similar use of the

participle, "hearing".
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nouncement". In two of these the leading character actu¬

ally comes out second-best in the exchange: the addres¬

sing Syro-Phoenician woman wins her way with Jesus in

7:24-30, just as the crowd prevails over Pilate in 15:6-

15. The more properly dialogical scenes dominate the

second half of the Gospel, and in the first half there are

171
more pronouncement-like scenes.

The "address" is usually in direct speech, but

indirect is not infrequent. There does not appear to be

any special language attached to this element, although

naturally terms for "to ask" and "to say" are frequent.

Apart from the tendency for some of the "response"

elements to be coordinate with the "address", previous

observations regarding "pronouncements" also apply to the

response element. Complex "responses" of more than one

saying are found in 2:17,19b-22, 2:25-28 (esp. vv. 27-28),

3:34-35, 8:12(7), 10:5-9, 11:22-25 (the longest), 14:6-9,

and 14:62. It should be noted that a "response" of

silence on Jesus' part is found in 14:61a and 15:5a—in

both cases to "false" accusations: it appears to be an

effective and even an elegant response.

121The "address" is an extension of "situation"
element in: 2:16b, 2:18b, 6:2b—3, 7:5, 7:26b, 11:21,
14:61b. The address is coordinate with "response" in:
1:37b; 7:28; 10:2; 10:4; 10:17,22; 10:35,37,39; 11:3;
11:28,31-33a; 12:14,16b; 12:19-23; 12:28,32; 14:60;
14:67b,69b, 70c; 15:2a,4; 15:8,11,13,14b. The following
address elements are doubtful or contain material that
might go either way: 2:24, 8:11, 14:4-5; in addition,
3:33 and 13:1 are too evenly balanced to decide.
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The "outcome" of dialogue scenes, when it is

present, is also similar to the outcome of pronouncement
, 19 9

scenes, tending to confirm the effect of the dialogue.

In three of these instances, 6:6, 12:17, and 15:5, a

typical outcome expression of "amazement" is found: this

is "language" that is also found in the "outcome" elements

of the miracle theme types (5:20, 6:51; also 15:44). The

"field" of material for this element transcends boundaries

of theme-types: the narrator is drawing upon his

"formulaic" repertoire.

In four other pericopes, the outcome appears to

fill out the picture, offering detail not otherwise to be

had: 6:5-6, 10:22, 14:63-65, and 14:72. The last of

these tells that Peter "remembered" what Jesus had spoken

in an earlier pericope, 14:17-31 (v. 30, in particular).

This is the second time in the dialogues it is said that

Peter "remembered"; the first is in 11:20. This is a

means for creating narrative unity among the pericopes.

In 11:20, it binds the fig-tree narrative together around

the temple-cleansing episode; and in 14:72, it recalls an

earlier statement. In both cases, the technique works

within the structure of the themes: in the first it helps

to reestablish the "situation", and in the second it

serves as the "outcome".

122"outcome" tends to confirm in 1:39, 6:5-6, 7:30,
12:17, 12:34b, 15:5, 15:15-16. It is absent from 2:15ff.,
2 :18f f., 2 : 23 f f., 3:20ff., 7:lff., 8:llf., 10:2ff.,
10 : 3 5 f f., 11:1 2 f f., ll;27ff., 12:24ff., 13:lf., 14:3ff.
In three of these (7:lff., 10:2ff., 14:3ff.) the pericope
following appears to function as "outcome".
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Expansion, recursion, and embedding are all

represented here. Expansion of the situation element

occurs, for example, in 7:1-4, 7:24-26, and 14:53-59. The

"addresses" in 6:2b-3 (embedded), 12:19-23, and 12:32-33,

and the outcome element of 14:63-65 are also expanded.

The previously noted complex "responses" of more than one

saying may be considered expansions as well. Recursion is

frequent in the dialogues, as might be expected. Some¬

times there is a shift in the "personnel" involved, as in

11:12-14/20-25 and 14:66-72, but this is never too in-

] novolved.1 J Embedded themes occur in the address of 6:1-6,

where the reaction theme (type G) is evident; and ele¬

ments of the miracle theme (type B) are present in 6:5f.,

7:24-30, and 11:12-14/20-25.

The basic structure of the pronouncement and dia¬

logue scenes is simple but quite adaptable. It proves a

good vehicle especially for narrating the didactic aspects

of Jesus' ministry, but is by no means limited to this.

It is primarily a narrative form whose content is by and

large influenced by the interests of the tradition in the

words of Jesus on a variety of subjects. The simple

sequence is consistently followed, and is used as a basis

■'•^^Olrik's "law" of two to a scene ("Epic Laws",
pp. 134f.), could easily be broken in the dialogue form,
but the pairing of "addresser" and respondent helps to
maintain it. At no point must the respondent fight a
battle on two fronts or switch back and forth among oppo¬
nents or partners. Taylor, Formation, pp. 166f., saw this
as true of all three Synoptic Gospels.
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for expansion, recursion, and embedding of various ele¬

ments. Only minimal "language" is seen to characterize

the theme or its elements. This is probably due to the

variety of subjects covered by the speech material of the

central element. The one instance found occurs, signifi¬

cantly, in the situation element which prepares for the

speeches.

Type B, miracle stories. In considering the struc¬

ture of the miracle stories, it will be necessary to

review Gerd Theissen's contribution which has been influ¬

ential in the classifications and analysis presented here.

Within the broad sphere of miracle stories,

Theissen has established six sub-types, which he calls

Themen. These draw upon a common repertoire, or "field",

of Motive. Certain "themes" more characteristically draw

upon certain motifs, and motifs in turn are occasionally

"signalled" by grammatical characteristics. The Gattung

of miracle story consists of this repertoire of "themes"

and "motifs" (and "persons"), which are structured in both
• • • 194

compositional sequences and paradigmatic fields. The

"themes" have a structural similarity and a restricted

range of narrative possibilities: the Gattung itself

1 94.
See, generally, Theissen, Wundergeschichten, pp.

13-24. "Persons" would belong more generally to the en¬
tire narrative tradition: cf. Lord, Singer, p. 21; and
Notopoulos, "Generic and Oral Composition in Homer", TAPA
81 (1950), 29f. Two article reviews of Wundergeschichten
may be found in Semeia 11 (1978): Hendrikus Boers,
"Sisyphus and His Rock", pp. 1-48; and Paul J. Achte-
raeier, "An Imperfect Union", pp. 49-68.
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1 25
dictates no single, all-enconipassmg structure.

Theissen's "themes" correspond at several points to

the oral-formulaic "theme". His "theme" classification is

influential for the division of the miracles into four

sub-groups by the present analysis. This division is

further borne out by the analysis represented in figure

5.5. The entire miracle Gattung might be called a theme.

But the sub-types are properly the oral-formulaic

"themes", and the Gattung is considered as a unity in this

thesis only for the sake of simplicity.

Theissen lists six themes, but figure 5.5 lists

only four. Theissen names exorcisms, healings, epipha¬

nies, deliverance miracles (Rettungswunder), feeding mira¬

cles, and Horrnenwunder (miracles related to accepted stan¬

dards or rules).^° The last category, Theissen states,
1 97

are frequently classed as apophthegms. It is true that

several miraculous events are related to stories also

dealing with issues other than the Wunder itself. The

practice of embedding elements of one theme in another,

already observed, would seem a better and simpler expla¬

nation of these mixed forms than an attempt to stretch the

1 95
Theissen, Wundergeschichten, p. 13.

126Ibid., pp. 94-114.

■*-27Ibid., p. 113. On the "hybrid" form, cf.
Dibelius, FTG, pp. 97f. Bultmann, HST, ppj. 204-15, 231,
included exorcisms under healings; and he does not in¬
clude epiphanies among the miracles at all: pp. 247ff.,
259ff. Dibelius concurred: FTG, pp. 271-76.
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miracle genre to include them. For this reason there is

no Rettungswunder classification in figure 5.5, and the

elements of the miracle story found in such scenes (e.g.

3:1-6 and 7:24-30) are analyzed under the more directly

appropriate sub-type.

Moreover, the deliverance miracles and the feeding

miracles are considered under the single, standard heading
1 9ft

of "nature miracles" (B.4). Some structural

similarity among these is discerned, but in deference to

Theissen's differentiation and to the obvious differences

between the sea episodes and the feedings the listing of

these in figure 5.5 is adjusted to place the respective

pairs of narratives (4:35-41, 6:45-52, and 6:35-44, 8:1-

10) next to one another.

Despite what was just said about a lack of overall

structure for the Gattung, Theissen does offer a sequen¬

tial list of thirty-three motifs drawn from all the mira¬

cle stories, upon which he has superimposed a general,

four-part structure: introduction, exposition, middle

(the miracle itself), and conclusion. In any given narra¬

tion, Theissen claims, the traditional narrator will (un¬

consciously) choose among these motifs, but always in this

Cf. Bultmann, HST, pp. 215ff.; and Dibelius,
FTG, p. 90. It must be said that Bultmann appears simply
to lump these together, and that Dibelius does not really
press any formal distinctions among the "tales" in FTG,
pp. 70-i03.
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1 99 • .

order. His choice is also limited to some extent by

the sub-type he has chosen.

The four-part structure is altogether too broad and

would fall prey to Noble's criticism of form-critical

"structure", but Theissen is not really claiming any dis¬

tinctiveness for it. The distinctiveness lies, properly,

in the motif series. However, Theissen's discussion of

the structure and characteristics of the sub-types, his

"themes", is too sketchy, and the following analysis sup¬

plements it by providing a somewhat more detailed struc¬

ture of from six to eight significant elements for each

sub-type.

The relationship of Theissen's analysis and that

offered here is positive, but the difference, as with

standard form-critical analysis, is that the perceived

formal elements are taken as a means to enable oral compo¬

sition of extended, multiple-episode narratives.

Theissen, on the other hand, despite his significant re¬

search in oral and folklore studies, still holds to the

original, independence of the oral traditional epi-
Of)sodes/JU The difference will generally have more effect

1 99 • .A Theissen, Wundergeschichten, pp. 82f. The
(acknowledged) similarity of his approach to that of
Propp's "Morphology" is most marked here.

130Theissen, Wundergeschichten, p. 211. Cf. the
criticism of Boers, "Sisyphus", pp. 3~8-42, that Theissen
does not give sufficient weight to the larger Gattung, the
Gospel form, in which the miracle stories are located. It
must be emphasized, however, that Theissen, contrary to
the apparent trend of late, did wish to reduce the discon¬
tinuity perceived between the tradition and its "redac¬
tion", as far as was possible (see pp. 29, 31, 197).
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upon the explanation of the textual phenomena than upon

the perception of the phenomena.

(1) Type B.l, epiphanies. "Epiphanies" are not

numerous, but occur in what must be considered strategic

places in the narrative. If there are elements of the

epiphany in the empty tomb narrative (16:1-8), as figure

5.5 illustrates, then the epiphanies become extremely

significant, framing the entire narrative of Jesus'

activities. Six elements common to the stories have

been isolated.

The first two, "time" and "arrival", are probably

not of great significance nor are they especially distinc¬

tive. Nevertheless it is worth noting that all three

epiphanies have a time marker, and that this element is

especially precise in 9:2a and 16:l-2a. Theissen has

observed that temporal connection in Mark is infrequent

between 2:1 and 14:1,131 which leads one to conclude that

the "after six days" of 9:2a would draw particular atten¬

tion to the location of the pericope in the narrative and

its significance. If the time marker of 1:9a is not so

precise, this can hardly be surprising, as it is the first

action of Jesus. The phrase "in those days" adequately

puts Jesus' baptism into the context of the Baptist's

activity. The "arrival" element corresponds to the first

131Ibid., pp. 198f.
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motif listed by Theissen132 as part of the whole field of

elements.

The epiphany proper involves three elements, a strik¬

ing "initial" action, a "manifestation" of some figure

representing divinity, and a "voice" or pronouncement

(perhaps authenticated by the two preceeding elements).

The initial actions are all different, and the figures

manifested also differ. Included in the manifestation

elements, 9:4-6 and 16:5, are indications of the reaction

of the human observers; this is expanded in 9:4-6, per¬

haps by association with the embedded private speech scene

(type D).133 It is also worth noting that the initial

action of 9:2c-3 and the manifestation of 16:5 draw atten¬

tion to the whiteness of the clothing of Jesus and the

"young man," respectively.134 The "voice" in 1:11 and 9:7

expresses a similar message, the version in 9:7 being

pointed directly at the small circle of disciples. In

these elements there appears a minor network of similar

language, although the similarities only go so far.

132Ibid., p. 82: "coming of the wonder-worker".
1
JJIt is not clear whether one should presuppose

observers in 1:9-13. None is mentioned.

1 34 . .

Something else is also at work in the descrip¬
tion of the "young man": the garment of the "young man"
in 14:51-52 is also significant. On this, see Robin
Scroggs and Kent I. Groff, "Baptism in Mark: Dying and
Rising with Christ", JBL 92 (1973), 531-48; Harry Fled-
dermann, "Flight of the Naked Young Man", CBQ 41 (1979),
412-18; and, most recently, Ernst L. Schnellb&cher, "Das
R&tsel des veavicncoo bei Markus", ZNW 73 (1982), 127-35.
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The final element, "outcome", varies in each

instance. Those in 1:12-13 and 9:8-10(12?) are signifi¬

cantly expanded. The former sets the "larger" context of
ioc

Jesus' ministry; ° and the latter points toward the

resurrection (and presumably the "epiphany" in 16:1-8)

through an embedded private speech scene. The outcome

element in 16:8 would not be too surprising, were it not

(apparently) the last verse of the Gospel. The language

is not unusual for an "outcome" or "reaction" element.136

In fact a phrase quite similar to that of 16:8 may be

found in the reaction to the "manifestation" in 9:6:

16:8 c<|>oBovjvto yap
9:6 ek^oboi ycip eyevovto

The sequence of elements here is longer and more

complex than the type A themes, although the three middle

133Cf. the discussion of the "human" and the "cos¬
mic" language here, in James M. Robinson, Problem of
History in Mark (London: SCM Press, 1957), pp. 26ff.

136Cf. 4:41, 5:15, 33 (with "trembling" associated,
as in 16:8), 9:32, 10:32(7), and 12:12.

137The abrupt ending of Mark is difficult to ex¬
plain on the hypothesis of oral composition, as it appar¬
ently violates Olrik's "law of closing", i.e., that oral
saga should not end abruptly, but calmly: "Epic Laws",
pp. 131f. One possible explanation would be an aborted
dictation session. Another suggestion is a non-
narrative(?) form of resolution of the story in the per¬
formance situation. Cf. Thorlief Boman, Die Jesustiber-
lieferung im Lichte der neueren Volkskunde (Gbttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1967), pp. 97f. Consider in this
regard the narrative "sermons" in Acts (2:22-24 plus 25-
36, and 3:13-15a plus 15b-26—but not 10:35-43) which end
in personal or kerygmatic witness to the resurrection (see
2:32 and 3:15b, respectively). This in turn could be
related to the puzzling figure of the "young man" in Mark.
14:51f. and 16:5. (See fn. 134 above.)
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elements which constitute the epiphany itself could be

considered as one compound element. There are substantial

differences between the three scenes, yet at the same time

a stronger web of relationships, in language and "motif",

does appear in these than was found in the type A themes.

Theissen had described epiphanies as events in

which the "divinity" of the wonder-worker is revealed in

his person and not through his acts. He also claimed that
1

they shared no characteristic motifs. J It would seem

better to say that these are scenes of direct divine

"attestation" of the wonder-worker, for the emphasis in

the two major epiphanies seems clearly to lie with the

"voice" and not with the manifestation; this could also

be argued for 16:1-8, although it is chiefly a pronounce¬

ment story: even in the physical absence of the wonder¬

worker, his "promise" (16:7, repeated from 14:28) receives

attestation.

There are no instances of recursion in the epipha¬

nies. Expansion of the outcome occurs in both 1:12-13 and

9:8-10(12); it may occur also in the "manifestation" in

9:4-6, where the disciples are frightened and Peter

speaks. Both expanded elements in 9:2-10 make use of

embedded elements of the private speech scene, type D.

The elements of the epiphany present in 16:1-8 are them¬

selves embedded in a pronouncement scene.

138Theissen, Wundergeschichten, pp. 102f.
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(2) Type B.2, exorcisim narratives. The exorcism

narratives also display a six-element sequence. The first

two set the situation with the "arrival" of Jesus on the

scene, followed by the "appearance" and description of the

demoniac. There follows a confrontation between the demon

and Jesus which the demon initiates ("address") and which

Jesus, effortlessly resolves by the act of "exorcism".

The outcome of the narrative may clearly be divided into

two more elements, the "result" of the exorcism for the

demoniac, and the "reaction" of the witnesses. The struc¬

ture is fairly straightforward.

Theissen indicated that exorcisms possess four

characteristic motifs: (a) the characterization of need,

(b) the struggle between the demon and the exorcist, (c)

the coming out of the demon, and (d) the destructive
iogaction of the demon in nature. It is difficult to see

the fourth in 9:14-29, if by "nature" is meant the world

apart from the possessed person; and it is difficult to

see it at all in 1:21-28, where neither the demoniac nor

"nature" appear to suffer greatly. Theissen is not too

clear about this one.

The first and third characteristics named by

Theissen correspond respectively to the second and fifth

elements (that is, description of the "demoniac" and "re¬

sult" of the exorcism) in the sequence in figure 5.5. The

struggle, Theissen pointed out, is the element without

139Ibid., pp. 94f.
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analogy in the healings, and corresponds to the two cen¬

tral elements, address and exorcism, in the analysis. The

confrontation, then, is the peculiar feature of the exor¬

cism narratives. Significantly, the exorcisms mentioned

in Sammelberichte, 1:34b and 3:11-12, both indicate the

confrontation specifically.

Perhaps because the exorcisms are a more restricted

type of action, the presence of characteristic "language"

in the elements is greater than in previously discussed

theme types. This is illustrated in figure 5.6. Repeated

terms are underlined and those marked by a dotted line

correspond to another, similar term.

The "appearance" of the demoniac is a good example.

A decided relationship in expression may be seen in the

following: the consistent use of "unclean spirit",

even though Mark also uses the term "demons" in other con-

texts;1411 the clear distinction between the possessed and

the demon; and the indication that the demoniac was

prostrated before Jesus.141 The same consistency is also

14<1In speech material generally: 3:15,22; 6:13;
7:29,30; 9:38, and in summary statements: 1:34,39. The
phrase is usually the all-embracing, formulaic xa 6ai|iovia
ek8aXXe i v. The Sanunelberichte 3:7-12 also uses both the
exorcism sequence of elements and language. The mixed
usage in 7:24-30 is related to the fact that the exorcism
is embedded in a dialogue scene: the "appearance" element
of the exorcism proper uses appropriate terminology; cf.
figure 5.6.

141This is the weakest similarity, and may well
have more to do with the relationship of the exorcism-type
to the healings—this is especially so for 7:25.
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FIGURE 5.6

"LANGUAGE" COMMON TO TYPE B.2, EXORCISMS

I. Appearance Elements

1; 2 3 e u 8 u g 'n v . v 8 p uir o p e v it VEupax x aicaeapT^
3:11 Kai x_a TTVEupaxa t a onca8apTa

oxav auxov eSeupouv tr p o a Eir i it t o v
• •••••••

5:2b—6 eu8v3a . . . ^avSpuiroa ev irvEupaxi aKaSapiu . .
j k fc- _

Kai iSuv . . . it p oa e k u v ri o e v
■ ••••••••••••

(9:20b) Kai i 6uv auTOV to it v e u p a
^

. . . it e a u v eiri xfja yiio
7:25 e'i x e v to ?VY?T?i?V "uxno irveupa aicdSapTov . . .

(Y u v fi . I T) irpoaEiTeaev

9:17b tov uiov pou . . . 'exovto it VEupa aXaXov
• • • • ■ ■ ••••••

II. Address Elements

l:23b-24 Kai aveicpagev X s y n v t t n p i v Kai got
i noou vasapiyvE . . . o'iSa oe t to e'T J ayioa too 6 sou

■ 11 ■ • —— ■1 1 ■ ■ • • • • • ——— 1

3:11 cat 't k p a c o v Xsyovtsp "o t i
au Ei ^ m oc top 8 E ou

5:7
^ Kai k p a E aa . . . Xeyei xt Epoi k a i got
ITIOOU l/l E TOU 8EOU TOU UlptoTOU

III. Exorcism Elements

l:25f. EirETipnoEV auxu • • . AipuSTiTt
t S )^ ^ "

Kal JEJL ot VJ T O U

5:8-9a X e y e v yc*P auxu , 'eCeXOe
-- -» *- v J - . y
t o tt v e u p a t o cnca8apTOv s k top av6pmrou

9:25b e tt e t t p n o e v _xj^ irveupaTi tu aicaBapTu~

to 'aXaXov k a i Kioijiov iVEupa
; v ) >••••• ••••• j } A.

syu Eir i Taaou o oi e 5 e X 6 e eE auTOu
• ••••••• n ■

1:26 Kai gnapaEav auxov to it v e u p a to aKa8apT0v

IV. Result Elements

Kai gnapaEav
Kai (jiuvnaav (jjuvii pEyaXn sCrixeEv eE auxou

• ••••• t I ■ " ■ ■ ■

5:13b Kai eEeXSovto t a irveupaTa t a aKa6apxa
(v. 7 : Kai k p a E otcr 4>uvrj p e YaX ti Xeyei)

9:26 Kai k p a E aa
>

Kai iroXXa air apaE "a e E n * 6 e v
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evident in the "address",142 the "exorcism",142 and the

"result".144

Expansion, recursion, and embedding allow for a

significant amount of variation and distinctness among the

exorcisms, despite the amount of shared language. The

central sequence of the first exorcism, 1:23-26, is simple

and straightforward, but the arrival of Jesus is expanded

by embedded elements of public speech scene (type C), and

both the arrival and the reaction elements are further

amplified by use of the reaction theme (type G). The

sequences of 5:1-20 and 9:14-29 have been ornamented even

more. Two recursions in 5:1-20, and expansion of three

elements, the appearance of the demoniac (2b-6),142 the

second address of the demon (9b-12), and the final reac¬

tion (15b-17), make this pericope one of Mark's most leng¬

thy, and draw particular attention to this act of Jesus

among the Gentiles.

142l:23b-24, 3:11, and 5:7 all share a form of the
term xpaceiv and a confessional declaration of Jesus'
(filial) relation to God. In addition, 1:24 and 5:7 share
a form of the Semitic phrase xx epox <ai a ox.

142With somewhat more variation and expansion than
the others: terms for "command" are in 1.25f. and 9.25b,
and a formal address to the demon, and the words "come
out of (him)" are in all three.

144A11 three instances, 1:26, 5:13b, 9:26, share
the same verb, "to come out"; the idea of a cry and
convulsion are expressed in the first and third. Cf.
Taylor, Mark, p. 280, who also pointed out these features.

145
The contrast between the demoniac s wild appear¬

ance in 5:2b-6, and the simple, peaceful, "result" pic¬
ture of him in 5:15 is particularly effective.
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The final exorcism (9:14-29) is still more complex,

structurally.146 In place of the elements, appearance of

the demoniac and the address of the demon, there is an

embedded dialogue (type A, vv. 16-19) between Jesus and

the father of the possessed boy. Recursion then leads

back to the actual appearance of the demoniac himself. At

this point, true to form, the demon reacts to Jesus'

presence. But instead of a verbal "address" by the demon,

who is after all "deaf and dumb", there comes yet another

embedded dialogue scene (vv. 21-24) with the boy's father.

The final reaction element is also expanded by the embed¬

ding of a private speech scene (type D, vv. 28-29)

involving the disciples.

The main sequence of the exorcism approximates

a "composition theme", yet by recognized forms of expan¬

sion, each of the three main instances has been given its

own distinct features. It may be presumed that these

expansions have tailored the passages to the context of

the narrative in which they occur.

(3) Type B.3, healing stories. The healing stories

have an eight-part structure, although only four to five

appear to be essential (see figure 5.5). The "setting",

the "illness", the "cure", and the "outcome" are constant

elements. (The "approach" element is frequently not

146Theissen, Wundergeschichten, pp. 53, comments
that only in this passage in Mark do all seven "person"
roles appear, and that both Matthew and Luke tone the
passage down in this respect.
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distinguished from the description of the "illness".)

Either the "touch" or the "speech" element (sometimes

both) is found in every story.

The setting element describes the appearance of

Jesus upon the scene and other relevant details such as

location and the presence or absence of a crowd. The

description of the illness and the approach depict the

nature of the plight and how Jesus and the person to be

healed are brought together. The reaction element

describes Jesus' response to the illness or to the

approach; this is perhaps the most pliable of the ele¬

ments. The elements of touch"'"^ and speech are prelimi¬

naries to and means of the "cure", which is usually stated

quite simply. The outcomes vary, but are usually con¬

ceived in terms of the setting.

There is some common "language" shared by certain

elements, less than in the exorcisms, but more than in

theme-type A. The language is most visible among three

elements: illness, approach, and touch. The common terms

and phraseology are indicated in figure 5.7.

In addition to these, two speech elements contain a

formula commending the healed person's faith plus a com¬

mand to "go" (5:34, 10:52b, cf. 2:11). Two others contain

Aramaic commands, each translated in a phrase introduced

147Theissen, Ibid., p. 99ff., states that the motif
of the touch is perhaps the most characteristic motif of
the healing theme. The idea of touching is frequent in
the stories even outside this element.
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FIGURE 5.7

"LANGUAGE" COMMON TO TYPE B.3, HEALINGS

Illness Elements

1:40 icai 'epxEtai irpoo auxov Xeirpoa
■ 11 ■ ■■ ■ ••••••

2:3-4 cat ^pxovxai 4>epovxeo irpoa auxov napaAuxuov
—————————— ■ 1 ■ i ■ in •••••••••••

7:32a icai <t>epouaiv auxy <u<i>ov sai poyiXaXov
1 i ••••• *••••••••

8:22b <t>Epouaxv auxu xuikXov
i \ • •*•••

II. Approach Elements

1:40 irapaKaXev auxov . . . <ai Xeyuv . . . eav
• •

5:23 sax irapaicaXe i auxov iroXXa Xcyuv • • • ua

7:32b itai TrapaKaXoua i v auxov 'iva . . .

8:22c TrapaicaXougiv auxov i va .

5:22 cai i6uv auxov irtirxEi irpoa xoua irodao
• • • • ••••• •••••• 1

5:27a aKQuoaaa it e p i i n ao u eX 9 ouoa ev xu oxXu

10:47,50 «kougaa oxi i n a quo . . . (pp^axo <pa?eiv )
. . . 'rj X 9 o v irpoa xov xriaouv

III. Touch Elements

1:31a '^yeipev auxrjv k pax fjaaa x rja x^'PO"

1:41b EKXEivao x p v xPtpc ^iliato

(3:5b) ^EKxstvov x rj v x e * P a

5:27b-28 ntyaxo xou ipaxiou
• • • •

5:41a Kpaxrjoaa x rj a x^poa xou iraiSiou

6 : 5 e it i 9 e i a xaa x e i P ao

7:33b . . . k a i irxuoao<'ntyaxo x rj a y X ui a a n cr
•••••••

8:23a(25b) ir xuoao « « • e it i 9 e i a x ao xp^P°p
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by a formulaic 'o ea-rtv (5:41b, 7:34). Taylor constructs a

comparison of two healings in Mark (7:32-37, 8:22-26)

whose shared language is so "striking" as to suggest they
14-ft

form a healing "composition theme."

Expansion of the elements, other than by embedding,

is limited. Only one description of an illness is dwelt

upon, 5:25-26, for reasons not immediately obvious. The

outcomes of 1:43-45 and 7:36-37 are expanded to detail how

the individual cures led to the spread of Jesus' fame in

Galilee and Decapolis, respectively. The former also

appears to pave the way for the coming confrontations

between Jesus and the religious hierarchy by the command

in 1:44.

Recursion takes place in 5:21-24a/35-43 around the

intercalated healing story 5:24b-34; it also occurs with¬

in 5:24b-34 itself and in 8:22-26.The very first

instance involves recursion of practically the entire

sequence, as new word on the illness is received. The

second involves a dialogue occurring after the cure itself

has taken place, and third relates a cure in two stages.

The recursions display considerable variety and freedom in

the manipulation of the sequence.

148Taylor, Mark, pp. 368f.

149Tayior, Mark, p. 289, claims that "the inter¬
calation of narratives is not a feature of Mark's method".
This is difficult to sustain; Mark's intercalations are
discussed below, under "Overlapping in Mark" as "ringcom-
position". It is worth noting that Matt. 9:18-26, paral¬
lel to Mark 5:21-43, maintains the intercalation, but
simplifies each story by eliminating the recursion found
in their Markan forms.
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Embedding, by contrast, repeatedly occurs in one

location in the sequence, and only one thematic type is

used: the type A, pronouncement/dialogue theme. It oc¬

curs in the element of Jesus' reaction, or embraces both

the "approach" and the reaction elements, in 2:5-10 and
1 SO

3:2-5a. These two instances, taking place at either

end of Mark's controversy section, involve a confrontation

with opponents in which Jesus authenticates his authority

by the miracle.

As in the exorcism theme, the long structural se¬

quence and the shared "language" of its central elements

are no barrier to creative composition in the healing

theme. It may just as easily be claimed that they could

provide the skilled narrator with a secure foundation upon

which to build both his stories and his story.

(4) Type B.4, nature miracles. The nature mira¬

cles are the most diverse group of all the miracle sto-
I C ]

ries. They share general features of the structural

1cn , # t

3:1-6 has been classified primarily as a type A,
pronouncement scene, but it could easily be classed the
other way. It was noted above that this pericope posses¬
ses a high degree of integration for an oral narrative.

noted earlier, Theissen makes two classes of
these, miracles of rescue (Rettungswunder) and of feeding.
Neither set of the suggested characteristics for these is
impressive, in Mark's context at least. He listed three
characteristic motifs for the rescue, Wundergeschichten,
pp. 107ff.: (1) a cry for help (absent from 6:45-52), and
a definition of need (found in healings and exorcisms,
too), (2) a saving "epiphany", and (3) recognition of the
divine nature of the rescuer (absent from 6:45-52, and at
best rhetorically implied in 4:35-41). Only (2) appears
to be truly characteristic of the sea miracles as found in
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sequence of the exorcisms and healings, that is elements

of situation, description of the problem,332 "command" to

deal with problem,133 and (of course) the "result", an

accomplishment of the miracle. The paired feeding sto¬

ries, 6:35-44 and 8:1-10, share extensive similarities in

content and language, but few other similarities are evi¬

dent within the group.

Nevertheless, there does appear to be an element,

and perhaps two, which may be considered as characteristic

of all four nature miracles (see figure 5.5). All have a

"point" to them. This point is expressed after the accom¬

plishment of the miracle, and in the case of the feedings
1 S4-

it xs brought out after an intervening pericope. An¬

other possible shared element comes prior to the miracle,

Mark. For the feedings, Theissen, p. Ill, lists as char¬
acteristics: (1) the spontaneous initiative of the
wonder-worker (not so in 6:35-44, where the disciples
present the need), (2) the lack of obvious means for the
miracle (true, the description of distribution is brief,
and emphasis lies on the "blessing" and "breaking"—if
that is what Theissen meant), and (3) stronger than usual
emphasis upon the demonstration of the miracle (presumably
referring to the leftovers, but these are more important
for the "point"—see below—in 8:14-21).

lj2Cf. "appearance of the demoniac" (and "address
by demon") in the exorcisms, and description of the
"illness" in the healings.

133Cf. the act of "exorcism" in the exorcisms and,
"touch", "speech", and "cure" in the healings.

154The "point" of 6:35-44 is made (incongruously)
in 6:52 after the second sea miracle, and the "point" of
8:1-10 is made in the private teaching scene, 8:13-21
(with retrospection to 6:35-44, also), again after an
interval (8:11-12). The content of 8:13-21 (esp. vv. 17-
18) is reminiscent of 4:12-13.
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when Jesus' attitude or approach to the problem is pecu¬

liar, and prompts a questioning reaction from the disci¬

ples. In the two sea miracles and the first feeding,

Jesus' attitude is one of apparent unconcern about the
155.

problem; and in the second feeding, Jesus poses the

problem without offering a solution. Even in the fig-tree

episode, an embedded nature miracle (11:12-14,20) a yap

explanatory phrase indicates that figs were not in season,

although no reaction from the disciples is given on this.

So some distinctive structural features of the

nature miracles can be made out. The point element might

be said to result from an attitude in the tradition

against taking such miracles as "wonders" in their own

right, but this cannot be pressed here. As has been

indicated, common language in these is restricted to ele¬

ments of the feeding miracles: the "command" and "re¬

sult". This agreement has been adequately treated by
1 C.C.

Taylor; but it may be added that the agreement in

language follows right on through the recursion of these

elements in both episodes.

1
In 4:38a, Jesus is sleeping through the storm;

in 6:48b, one is told that Jesus "meant to pass them by";
and in 6:37a, he simply tells the disciples to provide
food for the crowd.

li6Taylor, Mark, pp. 358ff. He also points out the
differences of the second which "suggest independent com¬
pilation", p. 360. These differences are reflected in
Pryke's "redactional text", Redactional Style, pp. 159f.,
162: practically all of 6:35-44 is "Markan", and practi¬
cally all of 8:1-10 is not.
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There are no other instances of recursion beside

the two just noted. Expansion is also limited to the

early descriptions of the "setting" (4:35-36, 6:45-47) or

of the "problem" (8:lb-3), and to the "point" elements

(8:14-21, for both feedings; and 11:21-25, which is the

heart of that pericope).

In summary, the type B, miracle scenes as a whole

fall into four more or less distinct groups, with the

epiphanies being the most different from the rest. Common

language is more frequent, within these groups, than it

was in the type A, pronouncement scenes. The structure

and the language, again, fit what might be expected of

oral themes, and the (literary) means of elaborating these

pericopes fall within the bounds of how an oral narrator

composes themes as he tells his larger story.

Type C, public speech scenes. Some discussion of

the type C, public speech scenes, and type D, private

speech scenes has already been offered in the typology,

which presented them as a framework within which the

narrator could introduce sayings material into his narra¬

tive. Bultmann has already provided a reasonably exten¬

sive analysis of the "insertion" of the speech material

into the narratives. He understands this procedure as an

extension and adaptation of the apophthegm form, more or

1 c; 7
less equivalent with theme-type A.

"L57Bul tmann, HST, pp. 329ff.
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Indeed there is much to be said for his view. It

is a fact that several type A narratives have pronounce¬

ment or response elements "expanded" by the addition of

apparently discrete sayings material. Moreover the dif¬

ference between type A material and type C is not always

crystalline. The distinguishing mark is the degree to

which the narrative is an outgrowth of a particular situa¬

tion given at the start of the pericope: the teaching in

type C usually appears unmotivated—Jesus simply calls an

audience together and begins.

Type D is slightly different again: its chief

difference from type A themes is the clearly-marked seclu¬

sion in which the teaching (or dialogue) takes place.

Type D is otherwise even more close to type A, and in

fact, as has been noted, is frequently paired with type A

themes as a private explanation of the public pronounce¬

ment which preceeds.

Both type C and type D have their own structural

identity, and this confirms their classification. The

structure of type C is a fairly simple four-element

sequence, occasionally extended by a concluding element

indicating the "reaction" of the audience. A "setting",

giving indications of place or time, is followed by the

"assembly" of a crowd to listen. The "sayings" material

proper is often introduced by a "speech" element, indica¬

ting the form of the address (see figure 5.8).
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FIGURE 5.8

STRUCTURE OF TYPE C, PUBLIC SPEECH SCENES

Pericope Setting Assembly Speech Saying(s) Reaction

1:7-8 (4) (5) 7a 7b-8

1:14-15 14a 14b 15

(1:21-22) 21a (implicit) 21b 22

(2:13) 13a 13b 13c

4:1-34 la lb 2 3,9,21, (33f.)
(D=10-20) 26,30

(6:34) 34a (34b,33) 34c

7:14-15 (7:1- 14a 14b 14c-15
13)

8:34-9:1 34a 34b 34c,35,
36,37,
38,9:1

(10:1) la lb lc

12:1-12 (11:27) (11:27) 12:1a lb-11 12

12:35-44 35b 35a 35c-37a 37b Rec

38a 38b-40

The "speech" and the "sayings" elements are essen¬

tial to the theme; the setting and assembly elements are

frequent but may be omitted, especially in contexts where

these details are already given or implicit. There are a

few embedded instances where all the other elements are

present, but no actual "sayings" are given (1:21-22, 2:13,

6:34, 10:1).

Bultmann illustrated how the "language" of the

introductory elements is related to that of the apoph-
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thegms, and, further, listed phrases from the "fixed ter¬

minology" characteristic of what he called this "editorial
1 Sft

activity". The structure and the language, however,

may equally be characteristics of oral compositional

activity—indeed more than equally, if it is correct that

a literate editor would be more likely to seek variety.

Of the "language" listed by Bultmann, the phrases

beginning with irpoCTKotXeaciuEvoa are characteristic of the

assembly element of type C themes: this "calling

together" occurs in 7:14a and 8:34a (of the "crowd"), and

in 3:23a. In other instances of the assembly element one

finds the formulaic phrase, o 'oxXocr 'epxeiax irpoa auxov

(2:13b, 4:1b, 10:1, cf. also 1:5): this phrase is not

listed by Bultmann. A network of related phrases charac¬

terizes the "speech" element: the simple "he said" occurs

(7:14b, 34b), but more frequently the speech is called

"preaching" (1:7a, 1:14b) or "teaching" (1:21b, 2:13c,

4:(la)2, 6:34, 10:1c, 12:35a,38a). In addition, when

appropriate, Mark indicates that the teaching is "in para¬

bles" (4:2, 12:1a; also 3:23b).

Only the "sayings" element is subject to expansion.

This expansion occurs through the compilation of various

sayings, by type (as in parables: 3:23-29, 4:3-8,21-32)

or by subject matter and catchword (8:34-9:1). None of

the examples in Mark shows embedding, although several

158Ibid., pp. 331f.
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type C themes are themselves embedded elsewhere. The only

instance of recursion is in 12:35-44, where a repetition

of the speech-forrn element in v. 38a is used to append a

saying against the scribes (12:38-40) to a (scribal)

scripture argument (12:35-37).

The type C, public speech scene is a simple theme,

whose narrative components show definite signs of struc¬

ture and a common language. This is especially clear in

those instances which do not introduce actual sayings

material. Type C therefore approaches being a "composi¬

tion theme".

Type D, private speech scenes. Private speech

scenes have a somewhat more complicated structure (see

figure 5.9). These scenes all involve Jesus and a varying

number of his disciples in dialogue or teaching activity

which is clearly not open to the public. The second

element in the structure, "seclusion", will generally make

this clear, although occasionally the fact of privacy is

already given. The first element may be the familiar

"setting", or it may be omitted when the private speech

scene comes immediately behind a type A, type C, or

another type D scene, as an explanation or expansion of

what has already been said. As was noted in the typology,

the combination of types A and D is well-attested in

Rabbinic tradition.

Bultmann's comments, just referred to in relation

to type C themes, are also applicable here. The type D



FIGURE5.9

STRUCTUREOFTYPED,PRIVATESPEECHSCENES
Pericope

Prior typeA,C

Setting
Seclusion
Question/ Reaction

Distinc¬ tion

Reproof
Saying (Units)

4:10-20

C=l-9

10a

10b

11-12(34)
13

14-20

(6:7-11)

7

8-11

7:17-23

A,C=l—16

17a

17b

18a

18a

18b-23 (20)

8:13-21

13-14

14 16

17-18 21

15 19-20

8:(27) 31-33

(D)=27-30

(27)

32b

33a

33b

31-32a

9:(2) 11-13

(D)=2-10

(2)

11

12-13

9:30-32

30a

30b

(32)

31

Rec

9:33-50(D=30-32)33a33b33cRec 3435a35b(?)35b-37Rec 3839-50



FIGURE5.9—Continued

Pericope

PriorA,C
SettingSeclusion
Question
Distinc¬ tion

ReproofSaying

10:10-12
(A=2-9)

10a

10b

11-12

10:23-31
(A=17-22)
(17a)

24a

23a

23b 24b-25
Rec Rec

26

27a

27b

Rec

28

29-31

10:32-34

(D=23-31)

32a

32b

32c-34

13:3-37

(A=l-2)

3

4

5-37

14:17-25

(14-16)17

19

18 20-25

Rec

14:26-31(D=17-25)2627-28Rec 2930Rec 31(1)

14:32-42(D=17-31)323334-36Rec
37-3839Rec 4041-42
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theme is even more closely related to the apophthegm (type

A) form than is type C, and could even be considered a

special sub-type of it. Other characteristic elements,

beside "seclusion", are those of "distinction" and "re¬

proof". These stem from the relationship between Jesus

and his disciples and serve, when present, to reinforce

the impression of privacy.

"Distinction" indicates actions or words of Jesus

which (1) narrow down the circle of listeners even further

than the fact of "seclusion" indicates (8:33a, 9:35a,

10:32b, 14:33), or (2) express a contrast between those

privately addressed and those "outside" (4:11-12, 7:18).

The "reproof" is directed towards actions or ideas of the

disciples which Jesus criticizes. Neither of these ele¬

ments is found in every instance, but they are frequent.

The elements in the private teaching scene closest

to the apophthegm are the concluding "saying" element, ana

the "question" or "reaction" of the disciples which leads

up to it. The "question" element is not essential, as

Jesus may take the initiative for a pronouncement or

"saying" upon himself. The essential elements in the

theme are the saying, plus some indication of seclusion or

distinction.

Common language in the elements is largely

restricted to the note of seclusion. The frequently noted

vague place-markers, "in the house" and "on the road",159

159"Ilouse": 7:17, 9:33, 10:10; and "road": 8:27,
10:17, 10:32.
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as well as phrases meaning "privately" (kot1 i6iav, 9:2,

13:3; and koto uovao, 4:10a) are used for the seclusion

element, although other phraseology is found. In addi¬

tion, three reproof elements consist of rhetorical ques¬

tions enquiring after the disciples' failure to understand

(4:13, 7:18a, 8:17-18,21).

As with the type C themes, expansion of the ele¬

ments is restricted to the sayings element at the end.

The most extended of these are 6:8-11, 9:39-50, and

13:5-37. Less ambitious, but similarly-compounded "say¬

ings" groups include 7:18b-23, 9:12-13, 10:29-31, 14:20-

25, 14:27-28, 14:41-42. Embedding is rare: the only

instance is the possible embedding of a Type A, pronounce¬

ment scene in the saying element of 9:36-37.

Recursion proliferates in the type D themes, just

as it did in type A.2 dialogue scenes. Most instances of

recursion reflect a development of the central idea under

discussion (e.g., 8:13-21, 8:31-33, 9:33-50, 10:23-31, and

14:26-31). Twice the recursion allows alternation between

two ideas: 14:17-25 and 14:32-42. Recursion always takes

place following a saying element.

One noteworthy feature of recursion in this type is

that at least three times, the final recursion of the

sequence does not end in a "saying" element, but in a

"reproof" (8:21, 8:22b) or in a "question" (14:31). It is

not impossible that the sequence of elements may be al¬

tered for emphasis, just as the sequence of grammatical

elements in a phrase may be altered. This anomaly, then,
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underscores the freedom and variety of composition which

takes place in the use of this particular theme, whose

importance for Mark's narrative cannot be underestimated.

The extension of the theme into the Passion narrative

provides another important thread of thematic continuity

with the Gospel's narrative as a whole.

Type E, Sammelberichte. It has been pointed out

that type E, Sammelberichte report "similar types of

events" just as much as do other pericopes. More than

this, Sammelberichte display a common structural sequence,

and individual elements share common "language" character¬

istics, exactly as would be expected of an oral-formulaic

theme and even as Gunkel would have expected.160
Wilhelm Egger's treatment of these matters in his

Frohbotschaft und Lehre is helpful.161 He finds the

structure to be a simple, three-element sequence: (1) an

indication of Jesus' arrival at a precisely established

"place" (and often at a definite time); (2) a description

of the gathering of a "crowd" around Jesus; and (3) an

account of Jesus' "activity." The first element, he says,

160Gunkel, as cited by John Hayes, Introduction to
Old Testament Study (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1979),
pp. 127f., prescribed three criteria: (1) a store of
thoughts and moods, (2) a traditional linguistic form, and
(3) a definite Sitz im Leben. Samine lberichte appear to
meet the first two; only an overriding "social" defini¬
tion of the Sitz prevents its classification as tradition¬
al. Egger tried to supply such a Sitz.

101Egger, Frohbotschaft, pp. 27-38. See especially
his charts on the "structure", p. 28; and on the paral¬
lels in Matthew and Luke, p. 36.
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is not unlike that of most pericopes, but the second is

distinguished by the fact that the crowd "gathers" to¬

gether. The third of course is the most important.^2
Despite the simplicity of the structure, itself a

contrast to some forms (he cites Theissen's list of

thirty-three motifs for miracles), Egger maintains that
163

the Sammelberichte have many vivxd touches to them,

course, this use of "structure" to create particular nar

ratives has so far been found to be typical of all theme

types.

Two reservations need to be lodged against Egger1

analysis. First, the "place" is not always precisely

determined, as he had claimed. This may be a matter of

semantics and interpretation, but Egger's insistence on

this is exaggerated: "beside the sea" (2:13), "to the

sea" (3:7), and "a lonely place" (6:31,32) are quite

general markers. Secondly, the focus upon Jesus leads

Egger to omit Mark 1:4-5 which places the crowd around

John the Baptist in a pericope having all the other mark

of a Sammelbericht.

The form-critical, rather than oral compositional

nature of Egger's approach dictates this overlooking of

clear literary relationship. Schmidt, who apparently

coined the term, "Sammelbericht", also overlooked this

162Ibid., pp. 27ff.

l^Ibid., pp. 29f.
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instance,164 as did Taylor:166 both apparently for the

same reason. This example shows most clearly the negative

effect of the form-critical neglect of "formal" character¬

istics.166

Another difference from Egger's analysis is reflec¬

ted in figure 5.10, which lists fewer Sammelberichte than
1 rn

Egger does. In some cases Egger appears to go too far

toward letting "content", something approximating a gener¬

alized report of Jesus' activity, take precedence over

structure in identifying instances of the type. For exam¬

ple, l:14f. and l:21f. omit any mention of the coming or

gathering of a "crowd", although the audience's presence

is certainly implicit in the latter. They are better

classified with public speech scenes—especially l:14f.,

which introduces a formally discrete saying (no matter how

programmatic it appears, and is). Other instances, 1:39,

5:21, 6:6b(?), and 6:12b(l), are perhaps Sammelbericht

164Egger, Frohbotschaft, p. 2, fn. 5. Schmidt's
list: 1:14f, l:21f., 1:39, 2:13, 3:7-12, 5:21, 6:6b,
6:12 f., 6:30-33, 6:53-56, 10: 1.

165 . ...

Taylor, Mark, p. 85, did not include it in his
list, nor did he appear to recognize any similarity in his
comments on the passage, pp. 154f.

16oTypical ly, Bultmann, HST, pp. 341ff., acknow¬
ledged the "schematic" nature of Sammelberichte, and simi¬
lar passages, but still considered them to be "edito¬
rial"—precisely because they were schematic. Of course
Bultmann recognized little difference in principle between
oral and written processes.

16^Egger, Frohbotschaft, pp. 2, 28, listed the fol¬
lowing, which are not included in figure 5.10: l:14f.,
1:21f., 1:39, 5:21, 6:6b, 6:12f.
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elements embedded in their respective contexts. They are

certainly not full Saromelberichte.

FIGURE 5.10

STRUCTURE OF TYPE E, SAMMELRERICHTE

Pericope Place Crowd Action

1:4-5 4a 5a 4b, 5b

1:32-34 (29),33 32b-33 34 (B)

2:13 13a 13b 13c (C)

3:7-12 7a 7b-8 9-12 (B)

6:30-34 30a 30b Rec

31 31b Rec

32 33 34 (C)

6:53-56 53 54-56a 56b (B)

10:1 la lb lc (C)

From this last judgment, it is clear that for the

thematic analysis all three elements are essential for the

theme to be discrete entity. Characteristic language

attaches itself to all three elements, although to a

varying degree. Two, one-verse instances of the theme,

2:13 and 10:1, are composition themes with quite similar
1 foft

language:

168For all these elements, see Egger's chart,
Frohbotschaft, p. 28.



2:13 (Place) ica

(Crowd) ka

(Act) Ka

10:1 (Place) kci

(Crowd) Ka
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e£nX0ev iraXiv irapa xrjv GaXaaoav
• •••••• — • • • •

~ ^ ^ v ' >

iraa o ovAoa rjpxexo irpoa auxov
- ■ - ■ ♦••••• —————- i 111

e6 ifiaaicev auxoua

^ ^ s O
• epxcrai eia xa opia .

• • • • • • •

aupiropEuexai ir a X i v ovXoi irpoa auxov
• •••••*••••• 1 1 1 ■

(Act) <ai loa eiu0ei ir a X i v e6i6aa<ev au t o u a

Similar "place" elements occur in 1:4a, 3:7a,

6: (31)32, and 6:53. Similar "crowd" elements, occur in

1:5a and 3:7b-8; less similar are l:32b-33, 6:33, and

6:54-55a. All are characterized by common auv-compounded

words,169 by frequent use of terms for "all", "many", and

"great",1''9 as well as the term "crowd", and by formulaic

phrases consisting of motion verb plus irpoa auxov. Lists

of those who gather are found here, too: 1:5a and 3:7b-8

(cf. 1:32b-33 and 6:54).

The "activity" elements fall into two main classes,

healing (1:34, 3:9-12, and 6:56b) and teaching (2:13c,

6:34, 10:1; cf. also 1:46, 2:2, 4:2). The healing ele¬

ments display more variety, sharing only a twice-repeated

formula, iroXXouo e0 ep aireuae v, and liberal use of terms for

quantity. The teaching elements are more similar, with

formulaic variations on efiifiaoKev auxoua, and the same

terms for quantity yet again.

e ir lauvriYpevri, l:32b-33; auvaYovxai , 6:30a;
auvsSpapov, 6:33; au p ir o p e u o v x a i , 10:1. Cf. also, 2:2,
and 4:1.

1''9iraa: 1:5a (twice), l:32b-33, 2:13, 6: 33, and
(4:1?); oXoa: l:32b-33, 6:54; iroXu irXnOoa: 3:7b-8
(twice); and troXXoi: 6:31b (also 2:2).
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The "crowd" and "activity" elements are freely

expanded. This led Schmidt to hold that the Sammel-

berichte violated Olrik's "law" of "simple" (schlicht)
171

narration of individual events. But expansion here

consists in multiplying the general statements about

crowds or the activities of Jesus. The narratives may be

jumbled and full, but they retain the paratactic, "adding"
17!?

style of oral composition. Expanded crowd elements

include 1:5, l:32fo-33, 3:7b-8, and 6:54-56a. Activity

elements in 3:9-12 and 6:34 are expanded.

Recursion of the elements only occurs in 6:30-34,

where it is used to effect a transition between the return

of the disciples and the gathering of the crowd for the

first feeding miracle. It was observed earlier that the

effect and message of the feeding miracles were directed

at the disciples; and this transition was likely intended

to draw the idea of the disciples' mission into relation¬

ship with the feedings.

It is likely that the exorcism (type B.2) and the

1^1Schmidt, Rahman, pp. 33f. Has Mark really vio¬
lated Olrik's law of "concreteness" here? Olrik, "Epic
Laws", p. 137, stated that concreteness is "a general
principle that each attribute of a person or thing must be
expressed in actions—otherwise it is nothing". Surely
the Sammelberichte only detail collective sets of actions,
which have individually illustrated elsewhere in the
Gospel.

179.
■''Egger hxmself noted the paratactic style, Froh-

botschaft, pp. 33f. He points out, with reference to
Schmidt's evaluation of the "style", that it is the des¬
cription and not the grammar which is complicated.
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healing (type B.3) themes are embedded in 3:11-12 and

6:55-56, respectively, as the sequence of these theme-

types is followed in the description of Jesus' exorcistic

and healing activities.

The compositional significance of the Sammel-

berichte for Mark's narrative is widely recognized.172
Their identity as oral themes does not take away from this

significance, but this significance should not be exagger¬

ated by the impression that these are free creations of

the Gospel's redactor, in contrast to the received form of

his other traditions. Undoubtedly their narration was

somewhat more general and therefore more plastic than many

other themes in Mark, but all are structured and are

products of a traditional improvisation which is neither

totally free nor totally pre-determined.

Type F, calling scenes. Three calling scenes were

described in the typology, and yet another pericope,

10:17-22, appears to share elements of the theme. The

sequence of elements has four members, all of which are

found in the three primary instances (see figure 5.11).

These are: a setting element, indicating both the move¬

ment and the location of Jesus at the time of the event;

an indication of the person "seen" by Jesus (establishing

Jesus' initiative in the calling and giving a degree of

173
See, e.g., Egger's summary, Frohbotschaft, pp.

20f. He declared that every essential theological idea of
Mark is reflected in them. See also Leander Keck, "Mark
3:7-12 and Mark's Christology", JBL 84 (1965), 341-58.
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individuality to those called); the specific "call" to

follow; and finally, the "response" to the call.

FIGURE 5.11

STRUCTURE OF TYPE F, CALLING SCENES

Pericope Setting Person seen Call Response

1:16-18 16a 16b 17 18

1:19-20 19a 19b 20a 20b

2:14 14a 14b 14c 14d

(10:17-22) 21a 21b 22

Some common language is found for every element in

the sequence. Both setting elements 1:16a and 2:14a begin

with ka i itapayuv, and the following phrase, "along the

sea", in 1:16a occurs in the verse immediately preceding

2:14. In all three major instances the second element

consists of e'iSev, plus the names of those called, plus a

participial phrase describing their activities or profes¬

sion at that time. The corresponding element in the minor

theme, 10:21a, states that Jesus "looking (etiBXe^ao) at

him, loved him": this is not the same wording but might

be considered to have the same effect of focussing on the

individuality of the one about to be called.

The "call" and "response" elements show a similari¬

ty of terms which is best illustrated:
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l:17f. 6eute oiriau nou .^. . ^ ^
<ai e u 0 u"a aijievteo . . . n*oXou9noav auf tp

1:20 icaT eu0ua ekoXeoev auroua.
k a i . . . a 4> e vt e a airr|X0ov oir i ou auxou

2:14 otKoXouOsi pi j ^
kai avaoxaa n* o X o 6 0 n a e v oiutw

• •••••• 1 1 ■■ 1 ■■ 1 11 ^

10:21f. <ai 6 Eupo cikoXou0ei pioi ,
• • • • • 1 | ^^ ~

o 6e aTuyvaaaa . . . airiiX0EV

The only expanded element in the three major

instances is the "call" in 1:17. This expansion takes

place through the only example of embedding as well: a

type A, pronouncement is present. There is no recursion

in any of the scenes.

The calling theme is clearly marked by common

structure and common language. In fact, it approaches the

"composition theme" in its verbal stability more closely

than any theme studied so far. Bultmann and Taylor both

cite the call of Elisha (1 Kings 19:19ff.) as a forerunner

of the present narrative form.174 One would not be sur¬

prised if other examples of a similar theme could be found

in other non-Synoptic traditions.

Type G, reaction scenes. The reaction theme only

governs two pericopes, but a related form or related

language is distributed across several other passages as

174Bultmann, HST, p. 28; Taylor, Mark, p. 167.
Somewhat surprisingly Bultmann did not call 2:14 a
"doublet" but considered all three instances to be "vari¬
ants of the same motif". When he then attempted to find
the origin of the episodes in the metaphor about "fishers
of men", he complicated matters needlessly, for that means
the call of Levi, 2:14, must be a doublet after all. It
is far easier to see the metaphor as an additional
element.
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well. The theme proper is found in 6.14-16 and 8:27-30

(see figure 5.12). The first of three elements is the

standard "setting" element: one distinctive feature of

the element in this theme is that it provides the motiva¬

tion for the options provided in the "response". The

"response" lists a series of opinions on the "true" iden¬

tity of Jesus. This list is the same in both cases

(6:14b-15, 8:28), with only minor variations in phrasing.

The third element, the "reaction", is an individual deci¬

sion or opinion as to Jesus' identity. No significant

expansion, embedding, or recursion is present.

FIGURE 5.12

STRUCTURE OF TYPE G, REACTION SCENES

Pericope Setting Response Reaction

(1:21-28) 21 22,27 27

(4:41) (4:37-4) 41a 41b

(6:1—6) 2 3 2b 2c-3

6:14-16 14a 14b-15 16

8:27-30 27 28 29

(15:39) 39a — 39b

The reaction elements embedded in other pericopes

consist of a "response"—generally of surprise or fear

(1:22,27a, 4:41a, 6:2b)—to an action in the setting,

followed by questions as to "who", or "what", is "this

one" who is responsible for "this" (1:27b, 4:41b, 6:2c-3).
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The last instance, 15:39, proposes an answer (finally) to

who "this" is, much like the individual "reactions" of the

major themes.

The differences between the major themes and the

minor embedded themes are real, but the similarities in

purpose, and to some extent in language (fiuvaneia in 6:2

and 6:14; "this one" in 6:14; "who" in 8:27,29) appear

bind them together as a related form.

Type H, opponents' plot scenes. The opponents'

plot scenes also form more of a minor theme than a major

one. But structurally it is more homogeneous than the

reaction theme. It governs two pericopes, 14:1-2 and

14:10-11, which form a ring around the anointing of Jesus

in 14:3-9, and is also present as an embedded theme (1) in

the situation element of the type A theme of Jesus' ar¬

rest, 14:43-52, and (2) in the outcome elements, 3:6,

11:18, and 12:12.

The sequence contains three essential elements, a

description of the group which makes up the "opponents", a

description of their "meeting", and the content of the

"plot". A fourth element may conclude the sequence by

indicating the opponent's "motive" for plotting or for the

nature of the plot itself (see figure 5.13).

The language of the essential elements shows con¬

siderable similarity. Apart from the very first instance,

the opponents are regularly the "chief priests and the
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1 7 S
scribes". 3 The aim of meeting is indicated by the term

"seek" (e^rixouv, 11:18, 12:12, 14:1, 14:11). And the plot

consistently is to seek "how to" destroy, seize, or betray

him:

3:6 oirua auxov anoXeauaiv
11:18 irua auxov airoXeauaiv

12:12 . . . auxov tcpaxrjoai >
14:1 irna auxov . . . Kpaxnaavxca oiokxei vuaiv
14:10 -rruCT auxov • • • irapafioT
(14:46 icai Eicpaxricrav auxov)

In addition, "fear" is twice named as a motive for

the plot: 11:18 and 12:12.

FIGURE 5.13

STRUCTURE OF TYPE H, OPPONENTS' PLOT SCENES

Pericope Opponents Meeting Plot Motives

(3:6) 6a 6b 6c

(11:18) 18a 18b 18c 18d

(12:12) (11:27) 12a 12b 12c

14:1-2 (lb) la lc 2

14:10-11 10a — 10b Rec

11a lib 11c

(14:43-47) 43 44 45-46

A simple recursion of the elements occurs in 14:10-

11, when Judas goes to the (other) opponents with his own

These two only in 11:18 and 14:1 (cf. 10.31);
the "elders" are added to the pair in 12:12 and 14:43 (cf.
8:31). Judas appears in concert with the regular oppo¬
nents in 14:10 ("chief priests" only) and 14:43.
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"plot", and at the subsequent meeting it is agreed to

carry this out.

The opponents' plot scene has sufficient similarity

of wording among the instances to qualify as a "composi¬

tion theme".

Type I, sending scenes. The sending scenes display

a five-element structure (see figure 5.14). The "set¬

ting", "commission", "preparation", and possibly the "mis-
-i

sion" elements may be considered essential. The

"choice" element is present in 3:13b-14 and 6:7a, where it

is necessary to distinguish the "twelve" who are then

commissioned from other followers of Jesus. The choice is

not found in 11:1-7 and 14:12-16, but may be implicit in

the fact that "two" are commissioned. The "commission"

simply indicates that Jesus has chosen to delegate a

responsibility.

The "preparation" and the "mission" are the most

significant elements of the sequence. These describe,

respectively, the purpose and instructions for the commis¬

sion, and how it turns out. The preparation and the

mission in 11:2-7 are described in very similar terms, and

the mission in 14:16 is summarized as occuring "just as"

Jesus had said it would in the preparation (14:13b-15).

176The "mission" element is missing from 3:13-15,
which is embedded in an otherwise non-thematic pericope.
Motifs of the "preparation" described here—namely,
preaching and exorcising demons—are, however, found in
the "mission" of 6:12-13.
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FIGURE 5.14

STRUCTURE OF TYPE I, SENDING SCENES

Pericope Setting Choice Commis- Prepara- Mission
sion tion

(3:13-15) 13a 13b-14a 14b 15

.i7-13 7a 7b 7c
(D=8-ll)

12-13

: 1-7
(8-10?)

la lb 2-3 4-7

14:12-16 12 13a 13b-15 16
(=13b-15)

The significant term common to all four commission

elements is airoaxeXXe i v, and the "sending" is habitually

in "twos" (6:7, 11:1, 14:13).177 The verbal similarities

between the preparation elements in 11:2-3 and 14:13b-15
• 1 7ft

may be clearly seen in Taylor's comparison, and do not

need to be repeated here. These similarities in fact

extend from the "commission" through to the beginning of

the "mission" and suggest that the theme-type as repre¬

sented by these two examples be considered a "composition

theme".

The "preparation" element is "expanded" in all the

instances, as might have been expected. In 6:7-11, it is

expanded through an embedded private teaching scene; in

]-77The "choice" element of 3:13-14 and 6:7 also
reflects a common phraseology: ?

3:13-14, Koti ipooKaUnat . . . ic a i" etroincrev 6u6eica;
and 6:7, <ai irp oa k aX e ixa i touct 6u6e<a .

"*-7^Taylor, Mark, p. 536.
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form, 11:2-3 and 14:13b-15 could also be taken for private

teaching, but the context and content argue otherwise.

There are no other instances of embedding in the peri-

copes, nor is there any recursion of the elements.

Type J, the observing women. The final theme, the

observing women, consists of only two elements which are

identified strictly on the basis of their common "lan¬

guage" (see figure 5.15). It is not really proper to

speak of a "structure" here at all, as the elements do not

form a sequence. The elements are a "list" of the names

of the women and an indication that they "observed" Jesus'

death, his burial, and the uncovered entrance to his tomb.

Mark, characteristically, adds an explanatory remark to

the first instance of the list (15:41), and this may be

taken as an expansion of the element.

FIGURE 5.15

STRUCTURE OF TYPE J, THE OBSERVING WOMEN

Pericope Observation List

15:40-41 40a 40b-41

(15:47) 47b 47a

(16:1-8) 4 1

The key term in the "observation" element is the

term, Geupe'iv. Its use in these elements makes up three

of the seven times the verb occurs in Mark. The state¬

ments in 15:40, 15:47, and 16:4 are all simple and
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straightforward assertions in themselves, but the repeated

use of the term stands out as more than coincidental.

Similarly, the list of names itself is only mildly sur¬

prising, as Mark does drop names here and there,but

when an almost identical list ("Salome" drops out in

15:47) is repeated three times in close succession, mere

1 ftOcoincidence becomes unlikely. Sundwall also noted the

common elements and language, speculating that Mark worked
1 ft 1different narratives into the respective passages.

This again points at the lack of "redactional" thorough¬

ness in Mark, if the Gospel is viewed from that

perspective.

Incidentally, this theme (or motif?) probably qual¬

ifies the passages with which they are associated for the

designation "memorate", in folkloristic terms; this is in

contrast to most other traditions in Mark which ought
"I Q 2

probably to be termed "legends". The difference lies

179E.g., not counting the major disciples, "Levi",
2:14; "Jairus", 5:22; "Bartiraaeus", 10:46; "Barabbas",
15:7; and "Simon of Cyrene", "Alexander", and "Rufus",
15:21. The inference that some of those named (apart from
Barabbas, i.e.I) were members of the Christian community
is probably correct for all. Cf., e.g., Taylor, Mark, pp.
448, 588.

1S0Bultmann, HST, p. 276, simply takes this as evi¬
dence of the original individuality of the stories and of
Mark's poor editing.

1 ft 1
Sundwall, Die Zusammensetzung des Markus-

evangeliums, Acta Academiae Aboensis Humaniora, vol. 9,
no. 2 (Abo: Abo Akademia, 1934.), pp. S3f. Cf. Bultmann,
HST, pp. 276, 284f.

"Legends" are traditional stories which in con¬
trast to, say, folktales, make a truth claim, whatever one
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in two things: (1) the source of a legend is unknown,

whereas the meraorate may still be traced back to an in¬

formant; and (2) the legend becomes "stereotyped in . . .

lOO

style, content, structure, and form". Significantly,

15:33-39 and 15:42-47, to which the two most obvious type

J themes are attached, have been found to be non-thematic.

Summary. The typology had established that the

great proportion of Mark consisted of various "types of

events", which were provisionally designated as themes.

The present analysis has confirmed the existence of an

extended network of structured themes, which are composed

and combined to form the varied narrative units which make

up the bulk of Mark's Gospel. The variations do not

violate structures, but use them for literary ends. This

finding is as predicted by oral-formulaic theory of the¬

matic oral composition. Only a wooden view of oral

"form", based upon the "pure-and-simple-original form"

idea, would hold that this flexible composition of the

pericopes in Mark must necessarily be the product of

written redaction.

thinks of it. See Linda Degh and Andrew Vazsonyi, "Legend
and Belief", Folklore Genres, ed., Dan Ben-Amos (London:
University of Texas Press, 1976), pp. 93-123; esp. pp.
94-100, 117ff. Cf. also Degh and Vdzsonyi, "The Memorate
and Proto-Memorate", JAF 87 (1974), 225-39; and Juha
Pentik&inen, "Grenzprobleme zwischen Memorat und Sage",
Temenos 3 (1968), 136-67.

TOO

Juha Pentik&inen, Oral Repertoire and World
View. FF Communications, 219 (1978), p~. 128. Bultmann,
HST, p. 274, apparently sees their presence as apologetic.
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The phenomena of common sequences of "elements",

which are frequently characterized by similar "language",

appear to meet the expectations of the oral-formulaic

theme, as described by Lord. Moreover this finding also

answers to Gunn's description of a unitary thematic compo¬

sition by an individual (oral) narrator. The structures

of the themes were manipulated by expansion of individual

elements, recursion of the sequence of elements, and

through the embedding of "minor" themes within the se¬

quence of the major themes. As a rule, the difference

between major and minor themes was clear.

Some of the themes showed considerable variety in

verbal expression. Others showed a relatively high degree

of similarity. These alternate tendencies are present in

the distinction between "type-scenes", having common ele¬

ments and details, but little verbal correspondence, and

"composition themes" which have a "seasonably high degree

of verbal correspondence". The most varied were type A,

pronouncement and dialogue scenes. Only slightly more

common "language" was found in type B.l, epiphanies; type

B.4, nature miracles; and type D, private teaching

scenes. Toward the other end of the spectrum were type

B.2, exorcisms, which had the most verbal similarity,

followed by type B.3, healings; type C, public teaching

scenes; type E, Sammelberichte; type F, calling scenes;

type H, opponent's plot scenes; and type I, sending

scenes. Types G, reaction scenes, and J, observing-women

scenes, fell somewhere in between these poles.
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The various theme-types retain their characteristic

language even within unified traditional compositions by

one narrator. The variations of language between differ¬

ent theme-types, then, does not in the first place give

evidence of different, fixed "sources" used by the narra¬

tor. The use of verbal differences to distinguish sup¬

posed sources is found, for example, in an attempt by

Morton Smith to delineate a written "aretalogy" used by

Mark which was about a third the length of the Gospel and

contained most of the miracle stories.Of course, the

use of verbal differences to separate (written) sources is

not to be entirely rejected as a critical method, but it

requires careful qualification and the acknowledgement of

other factors, such as thematic relationships, which may

contribute to the same effect.

The first half of the thematic analysis has now

been completed. The Gospel of Mark has been found to

consist largely of a network of types of events. To each

type, or its constituent sub-types, there is a structural

identity, which provides a sequence of lesser narrative

"elements". These characteristics of the Gospel and of

its narrative units appear to qualify the Gospel as an

oral traditional composition, in terms of the oral-

formulaic theory.

1 4Morton Smith, "The Aretalogy Used by Mark",
Protocol of the Sixth Colloquy of the Center for Hermeneu-
tical "Studies (Berkeley, 1975), pp. 2, 20ff.
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Thematic Composition in Hark

The theme is not an end in itself, but a building

block to be used in constructing a larger narrative.

Given that Mark's narrative units are themes, a discussion

of the use of these themes for thematic composition is in

order. Earlier, three means of adaptation of themes to a

larger narrative were mentioned: expansion, overlapping,

and patterning; a by-product of these, narrative incon¬

sistency, was also described. The discussion of thematic

composition in Mark will take up each of these. The most

extensive part of this discussion will deal with pattern¬

ing, which is saved for last.

Because of the extensive study of Mark's Gospel at

this level in recent years, it is not anticipated that new

exegetical ground will be broken in this discussion.

Instead, various exegetical studies which deal with groups

and patterns of narrative units in Mark will be reviewed

from the perspective of oral composition by theme. Par¬

ticular attention will be given to claims for written

sources supposedly used by Mark, as these are almost

entirely incompatible with the hypothesis of oral composi-
, IOC #

tion.OJ But the fact of literary formation, as seen in,

1 RS
Oral traditional performers are in fact capable

of taking up material initially received from written
sources. See Lord, Singer, p. 137; and Finnegan, Ora 1
Poetry, pp. 161f., 168. Indeed, the Old Testament is an
undeniable, written "source" for Mark. Public readings of
the Old Testament, for example, in synagogue worship,
could account for the presence of the quotations and
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say, narrative patterns and groups, is no longer necessary

evidence of "later" or "secondary" (and therefore probably

written) activity superimposed upon originally simple and

independent, "primitive" units. Rather, such literary

formation is likely from the beginning. The aim of this

section is to show that literary formation found in Mark

was possible orally.

Expansion of themes in Mark. Already in the study

of thematic structure a considerable number of instances

were pointed out where expansion has taken place. As was

noted in the previous discussion of methodology, this

"technique" has to do with both structure and composition.

Oral composition builds upon the structure: expansion of

individual elements within the structure and recursion of

elements in its sequence are means to this end. (Expan¬

sion by embedding is related to "overlapping".)

Substantial alteration or obliteration of the

structure would be evidence of written composition. The

analysis however found little evidence of this. Instead

expansion took place within the bounds of the thematic

structures. Lord has stated that the "balance and order"

provided by the themes' structure enable the epic singer

to stop and elaborate a point without losing a sense of

allusions in the tradition, and also for shared narrative
types. A different explanation is needed for Matthew's
two distinct classes of Old Testament quotations: he, or
a predecessor, used the Old Testament text as a reference.
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1 Rfi
the whole. This is exactly the impression gained from

the constancy of structure beneath Markan episodes of
. . 1R7

varying length, content, detail, and importance.

Overlapping of themes in Mark. The techniques by

which the pericopes in Mark are brought together have been
I pp

frequently discussed in recent literature, 00 although

Bultmann himself had a fairly extensive discussion of it

already in his History of the Synoptic Tradition, and

Johannes Sundwall published a pericope-by-pericope study

of Mark's "Zusammensetzung" in 1934. Schmidt, in Per

Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu, does this too, but con¬

centrates on showing the lack of good connection.

The issue here does not really have to do with the

fact that certain "techniques" were used: the generally

acknowledged literary relationships found in the text

argue the use of the techniques. The question, rather,

is, can these techniques be claimed as oral techniques

exercised in the oral composition of Mark's Gospel? The

fragmentary, simple-original, fixed-text concept of oral

"forms" of course would argue against this. But a list of

^^Lord, Singer, p. 92.

^^David Noble's findings in "Structure" (cf. pp.
17f., 19) are to the same effect.

in Robert FI. Stein, "The Proper Method for
Ascertaining a Markan Redaction History", Novum Testa-
mentum 13 (1971), 181-98; Howard Clark Kee, Community of
the New Age (London: SCM Press, 1977), pp. 30-45, 50-64;
and Joanna Dewey, Markan Public Debate, SBL Dissertation
Series, no. 48 (Chico, Cal.: Scholars Press, 1980),
pp. 21ff., 31-34.
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oral literary techniques has already been presented, and

what is needed now is to compare these with the techniques

found to have been exercised in the composition of the

Gospel. The previous list of characteristic techniques of

putting oral themes together to form a narrative included

framing or ringcomposition, foreshadowing, and

retrospection.

Ringcomposition, or "intercalation" as it has fre¬

quently been called, has long been acknowledged as a

narrative technique in Mark. Ernst von Dobschtltz found

examples in Mark 6:12-30 (13-29 inserted), 14:1-11 (3-9),

and 5:23-43 (25-34).^"^ Sundwall claimed 2:1-12 (5-10),

3:20-35 (22-30), 5:22-43 (25-34), 6:1-16 (7-131), and

11:13-25 (15-18), and also that 14:32-42 was inserted into

a longer Petrusbericht.^^1 R. H. Stein, Werner Klimmel,

Howard Clark Kee, and Joanna Dewey all provide similar
191

lists with slight variations.

Kee offers the most extensive discussion of the

method and its significance, and observes that four of his

l^Ernst von Dobschlitz, "Zur Erz&hlerkunst des
Markus", ZNW 27 (1928), 193ff.

■^^Sundwal 1, Zusammensetzung, pp. 13f., 20ff., 29,
35, 36f., 71, 81. Interestingly, Sundwall, p. 78, does
not take 14:3-9 as an intercalation. He generally felt
that link words motivated the intercalations, and found
none there.

^-'-Stein, "Method", pp. 191ff.; Ktlmmel, I n t, p.
86, adding 14:53-72 (55-64); Kee, Community, pp. 36,
54ff., adding 15:16-32 (16-20); and Dewey, Markan Debate,
pp. 21f., adding 14:12-25 (17-21).
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eight instances (2:1-12, 3:1-6, 3:20-35, 6:6-30) show the

repetition of a phrase or of similar verbs on either side

of the interpolated unit. This is typical of ringcomposi-

tion as it has already been described by Notopoulos."'-93
Kee's claim that "literary means are employed to serve

1 9*3
dogmatic and pragmatic ends" is not disputed here, even

if one might wish to debate some of his interpretations.

It is simply to be observed that the "technique" is proba¬

bly oral in its genesis, a product of oral composition by

thematic units. The presence of the technique therefore

does not argue a differentiation between Mark and oral

tradition.

A second form of "overlapping" mentioned by Noto-

poulos is "foreshadowing", which may serve various func¬

tions. The prologue of a composition for example will

foreshadow what is to come by creating "pregnant associa¬

tions" for what follows. That this has occurred in Mark's

194
prologue is affirmed by several interpreters: the role

of John, of Old Testament prophecy, of the Holy Spirit, of

Satan, of "the Kingdom of God", and of Jesus' identity as

•> qo
See Kee's table in Community, p. 54. On Noto-

poulos, see above, pp. 188f.

193Ibid., p. 56.

^•9^Wotably, James M. Robinson, The Problem of His¬
tory in Mark, (London: SCM, 1957), pp. 21-32; and Willi
Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist, trans. Roy A. Harrisville
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1969), pp. 30-44. Cf. also Keck,
The Introduction to Mark's Gospel", NTS 12 (1966), 352-70.
It is not possible to weigh these or other interpretations
in this context.
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"Son (of God)", to name several, are all established but

not fully defined in Mark 1:1-15, first, and bear influ¬

ence at later points in the Gospel.

Other instances of "foreshadowing" are the recur¬

rent opponents' plot scenes (3:6, 11:18, 12:12, 14:lf.,

lOf.) and prophecies by Jesus.195 Chief among the latter

are the "Passion predictions" (8:31, 9:31, 10:33f.), the

last of which could almost serve as an outline for the

coming Passion narrative. The prophetic apocalyptic dis¬

course of Mark 13, which reaches out beyond the boundaries

of Mark's story, is also a type of foreshadowing: it too

is listed by Notopoulos.196
The final form of overlapping to be considered is

retrospection, the converse of foreshadowing. The chief

instances of this in the Gospel are the Sammelberichte,

which provide generalized descriptions of typical activity

and help to achieve unity out of the individual accounts

of various types of activity. Notopoulos had specifically

included summaries or recapitulations in his description

of retrospection.19^ Retrospection also occurs in the reac¬

tion scenes (6:14f. and 8:27-30) and frequently in the

195Cf. David Rhoads and Donald Mitchie, Mark as

Story (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982), p. 58.

196See above, p. 190. On Mark 13, cf., e.g.,
Norman Petersen, "'Point of View' in Mark", Semeia 12
(1978), 112 f.

197See above, p. 190.
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private teaching scenes (esp., 4:10-20, 8:14-21, and

10:23-31).

All these forms of overlapping are equally possible

in oral and written composition, as means of providing

narrative unity. It is only if the creation of narrative

unity is already denied to oral tradition that the pres¬

ence of these techniques becomes "evidence" of written

literature. The oral theme itself is a coherent narrative

unit, and themes are in turn ordered by a coherent frame¬

work, but the consistent details of the unit are not

1 9fi
always consistently carried out between the units. In

this way narrative inconsistency becomes a typical charac¬

teristic of oral composition, even within a "unified"
1 99

narrative.

Narrative inconsistency in Mark. Four examples of

narrative inconsistency in Mark may be mentioned. In Mark

4:1, Jesus is pictured on a boat, addressing a crowd

gathered along the sea-shore. This setting is reiterated

in 4:36, and is implicit in 4:33f., where "them" can only

mean the people or the crowd, in contrast to the disci¬

ples. Yet in 4:10, Jesus explains the parable of the

1 Qft .

•'-^Lord, Singer, p. 95: an episode has its own
"consistency".

■J QQ
x"Cf. John A. Meagher, "Die Form- und Redaktions-

ungeschickliche [sic] Methoden: The Principle of Clumsi¬
ness in the Gospel of Mark", JAAR 43 (1975), 459-72, who
correctly recognizes inconsistency or "clumsiness" as a
normal phenomenon in oral narration. His use of the
analogy of joke-telling, which _is a genuine form of oral
tradition, is a questionable one for the Gospels on most
other grounds, but not so in this instance.
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sower "when he was alone" with the disciples. When does

this happen? Mark gives no indication, and furthermore

gives no explicit indication of when Jesus again begins

speaking to the crowd (4:21 or 26?).

Observing this situation, Norman Petersen claimed

that "the editing is flawed".200 This is of course a

possibility, although one wonders why Mark, who according

to Petersen himself often shows considerable skill in his

composition (or redaction), should overlook such a simple

factor. It is at least equally possible to envision the

"inconsistency" in terms of oral narration. The parable

of the sower calls to mind its interpretation, which is

given as an aside in a private speech scene: the return

to the main theme of public, parabolic teaching could be

indicated by tone of voice just as easily as by verbal

reiteration of the public setting. The private setting of

the explanation (4:10) belongs to the theme of private

speech and need not materially affect the broader context

of the passage for either the speaker or his hearers.

The second example of inconsistency is the conflict

between the indicated destination of the voyage of Jesus

and the disciples in 6:45, Bethsaida, and the actual
901 •

landing at Genessaret recorded in 6:53. It will be

200Petersen, "Composition of Mark 4:1-8:26", HTR 73
(1980), 197. Cf. Kuhn, Sammlungen, pp. 137f.

20^0bserved, e.g., by Schmidt, Rahmen, p. 182; and
Achtemeier, "Isolation", pp. 282ff. Mark gives no indica¬
tion that the change was caused by the storm of 6:48 (cf.
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argued later that the extent of Markan "redactional"

activity seen in this context in fact works against the

supposition that Mark-the-redactor would have carelessly

failed to smoothe out the inconsistency. The "redac¬

tional" characteristics and the inconsistency are more

compatible from the perspective of oral composition.

A minor inconsistency is found in 12:1-12, where

Mark indicates that Jesus spoke with "parables", yet re¬

lates only one example. Schmidt suggested that Mark was

909
borrowing just one parable from a prior collection. It

has been seen that the formulaic, "he spoke (taught) in

parables", is commonly associated with such public teach¬

ing scenes. The statement is therefore related to the

narrative theme being presented and says nothing of Mark's

"sources". Of course, Mark may well have had more sayings

at his disposal, which for some reason he did not put to

use.

The final inconsistency occurs between 14:64, where

"all" the Sanhedrin condemn Jesus, and 15:43-46 where a

"respected member" of the same Sanhedrin, Joseph of Arima-

thea, sympathetically takes it upon himself to bury

Jesus.203 The "condemnation" of 14:64 is a "reaction"

Taylor, Mark, p. 332): as it stands there is an inconsis¬
tency and one seeks explanation for it in terms of how one
perceives Mark's Gospel to have been composed.

202Schmidt, Rahmen, pp. 287f.

203Werner Kelber, Passion in Mark, (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1976), p. 175, points out this
"incongruity".
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statement and has a generalizing nature. The fact that

this would appear to exclude sympathetic action by a

single member of the group is a classic example of an oral

narrative inconsistency. One of the types of inconsis¬

tency classified by William Hansen is the failure to

prepare in advance for a detail introduced later in the

narrative.2^4 In this instance, the detail is not

Joseph's intervention itself, but the fact of his member¬

ship in the condemning body (15:43).

Just as various techniques used in Mark to join

narrative units into a coherent whole are seen to be

possible and even more likely in an oral composition, so

the failure to achieve a consistent, detailed coherence is

characteristically oral. Mark the writer, who employed

the former techniques with reasonable effectiveness upon

fragmented sources, would not be expected to overlook

these inconsistencies (although of course he might do so

anyway), but there is far less tension, if any, between

the presence of both in an oral composition.

Patterning in Mark. The presence in Mark of group¬

ings of similar types of material, such as the parables in

the fourth chapter, and of smaller narrative unities, such

as the Passion narrative, has long been noted. It is

frequently inferred that these unities were created before

2(^4Hansen, Conference Sequence, pp. 2f.
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the composition of the Gospel as a whole.205 This infer¬

ence is based on such things as the presence of "doublets"

in the narrative,200 and on narrative inconsistency.20^
In general, the "literary" shortcomings of the Gospel as a

whole are believed to force one to conclude that Mark's

compositional effort was impeded by the prior existence of

these complexes which provided so much of his material.

If he had been their creator, then he would have been

better able to integrate them into the whole.

Recent literary appreciation of what Mark has

accomplished tends, however, to lead the other direction,

205Taylor, Mark, pp. 67-77, for example, reviewed
various theories for "the Markan sources". Later, pp. 90-
104, he reviewed some eighteen "small complexes" of mate¬
rial within the Gospel, some "arranged topically" and some
"with a narrative interest". He concluded, pp. 102ff.,
that Mark himself formed some of these prior to composing
the gospel itself; that he received others as direct
"personal testimony"; and that the rest were pre-formed
in his tradition and so were used as source material.

206Ibid., p. 67.

207Ibid., pp. 92f., e.g., on 2:1-3:6 being "too
early in the Markan plan", and 3:19b-25 making the "death
plot" of 3:6 an "anticlimax". Even C. H. Dodd, "Framework
of the Gospel Narrative", pp. 7, 9, 10f., used awkwardness
and inconsistency for evidence of the (verbally fixed)
pre-existing traditional outline of Jesus' ministry which,
he believed, consisted of several consecutive
Sammelberichte.

20aTaylor, Mark, p. 105: "the Gospel is not a
carefully planned literary composition, but a popular
writing conditioned by the state of existing tradi¬
tion . . . [with] limitations . . . imposed by the earlier
groupings of Gospel material". This view is not being
contested here (except for the "writing"): Mark is Klein-
literatur, after all.
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in evaluation of both the collections209 and the smaller

, , oin
narrative unities. That is, Mark, through, with, or

despite the smaller complexes, did achieve more literarily

than has sometimes been held. Once again the familiar

paradox appears: Mark seems to have been a skillful

composer (and theologian), and yet a clumsy redactor.

As a general principle it may be said that all of

these matters—the presence of "doublets", the use of pre¬

formed traditional complexes of material, narrative incon¬

sistencies, a lack of thorough narrative integration, and

(despite these) the achievement of significant literary

effect—are held to be characteristic of oral narrative

literature. The oral-literary hypothesis therefore offers

a simpler, all-embracing explanation for these conflicting

characteristics of Mark. The following review of a few

significant contributions to the study of "patterns" in

Mark is intended to illustrate this point, and to examine

claims that these pre-Markan complexes had a written form.

The first study to be reviewed is Paul Achtemeier's

209See, e.g., Joanna Dewey, Markan Public Debate,
who argues for Markan composition of 2:1-3:6. (Note that
Taylor, Mark, p. 92, holds that Mark the evangelist was
the "compiler" of 2:1-3:6 prior to composition of his
Gospel.) Cf. also Norman Petersen, "The Composition of
Mark 4:1-8:6", HTR 73 (1980), 185-217, who argues that
Mark interacted creatively with pre-existing miracle
cycles (whose existence he accepts as given).

9 10 •

iluSee, e.g., Werner H. Kelber, ed., Passion in
Mark: especially John R. Donahue, "Introduction", pp. 8-
20, who reviews recent work challenging the unity of the
Passion narrative, and offers a 1iterary, "redaction-
critical" perspective on its composition.
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influential attempt to demonstrate the existence of two

parallel "miracle catenae".^''--'- The fundamental argument

for the existence of the pre-Markan catenae is that there

is a parallel sequence of miracle stories in Mark 4:35-

6:44 and 6:45-8:26, when intervening non-miracle material
919

is filtered out. Achtemeier goes further to establish

the independent identity of the miracle cycles (1) by

showing the presence of Markan "editorial activity" in the

non-miracle material and its (relative) absence in the

miracle stories, and (2) by highlighting the awkwardness

and inconsistencies in the present narrative, while

arguing that a more coherent narrative can be discerned in

the plain series of miracle stories (with Mark 8:22-26

moved "back" to fall between 6:45-52 and 7:24-31).

As has just been stated, the fundamental notion

that two parallel sequences of material would be "pre-

Markan" is perfectly understandable from an oral literary

perspective: such "patterns" are simply to be expected as

part of the "repertoire". But they would serve Mark's

ends, primarily, and not just constitute an obstacle. The

presence of awkwardness and inconsistency in Mark's narra¬

tive conforms to oral literary expectations and does not

911
Paul J. Achtemeier, "Toward the Isolation of

Pre-Markan Miracle Catenae", JBL, 89 (1970), 265-91; and
"The Origin and Function of the Pre-Marcan [sic] Miracle
Catenae", JBL 91 (1972), 198-221.

212Achtemeier, "Isolation", pp. 265f. See Peter¬
sen, "Composition", for a study of what is accomplished
with this intervening material.
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necessarily indicate a (poor) use of fixed sources.

One is not then surprised to find that the critic

can (re-)construct a more coherent narrative than Mark

presents: the perils of this aspect of Achtemeier's care¬

ful and detailed analysis are obvious.^^ This is partic¬

ularly evident when he rearranges Mark's order to make the

pericopes fit the order of his hypothetical sequences by

moving Mark 8:22-26 back to follow 6:45-52.214 It may be

observed in passing that parallel "cycles" are still pres¬

ent if one leaves 8:22-26 in place and counts the interca¬

lated healings of 5:21-43 as one: sea miracle (4:35-43,

6:45-52), healing of females (5:21-43, 7:24-30), healing

2^2See Ktimrael, Int, p. 85.

2-*-4Achtemeier, "Isolation", pp. 285f. An inconsis¬
tency occurs after 6:45-52, in which Jesus sets the disci¬
ples on their way across the Sea of Galilee to Bethsaida
(v. 45): after the sea miracle, they arrive in Genessaret
(v. 53). This problem has been evident for some time, of
course: see, e.g., Schmidt, Rahmen, pp. 182-85. Achte-
meier makes the acute observation, that 8:22-26, which
takes place in Bethsaida, fits nicely here between 6:52
and 53. And this would also help to explain the apparent
inconsistency discerned by Schmidt at 8:13-22 (Rahmen, pp.
182ff.). But is one really to accept that Mark (1) takes
a fixed, coherent narrative, as the catena presumably was,
(2) extensively redacts 6:45-52 (elements of vv. 45, 46,
50, 51, and 52 are redactional, according to Achtemeier
himself, "Isolation", pp. 283f.), (3) cuts out the next
element to paste in later, and (4) in replacing it with
his "own" construction, 6:53-56, makes such a glaring
mistake so few words later? And all this time Mark has
the clear-cut critical and theological aims regarding this
material ascribed to him by Achtemeier in "Origin", pp.
198, 218ff. Can Mark really be such a purposeful theolo¬
gian and such a "slipshod" writer, simultaneously? The
narrative inconsistency itself does not appear consistent
with this explanation of Mark's activity. ("Slipshod" is
Morton Smith's terra: see his "Comments on Taylor's Com¬
mentary on Mark", HTR 48 (1955), p. 38, fn. 23.)
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of a male Gentile (5:1-20, 7:31-37, both with Kripuaasiv),

and feeding miracle (6:35-44, 8:1-10).

A crucial part of Achtemeier's argument is the

claim that the extent of Markan language is limited within

the text of the miracles themselves. Achtemeier certainly

perceives the catenae as having fixed texts, although he

leaves open the issue of oral-versus-written in the

end. ^ The problem here is that the acknowledged range

9 1 fi
of Markan phraseology is narrow. Achtemeier states,

for example, regarding 5:1-20: "The very lack of Markan

style in the story argues for Mark having gotten it in

written form and having reproduced it substantially as he

received it."217 Yet Pryke1s "redactional text" lists

5:l-2a, 8-9a, 11, 15, 17-20, about half of the pericope,

as "undisputed" redactional composition.218
The intercalated stories of Jairus and the woman

with a hemorrhage, 5:21-43, are said to have been origi-

21SAchtemeier, "Isolation", p. 291.

218Achtemeier only acknowledges three "Markan
phrases" as such: icai Xeyei au-rouj (and variations) and
koiiv ouvayovTcti: Ibid., pp. 266-74, 275; and also JriPCotTo
5i6aaicE\v (6:34), p. 280: but not 'hp 5 a t o icnpuaaeiv (5:20)
because in "Markan editorial use" the combination "is
restricted to references to Jesus": p. 276, fn. 44.

917 •

Ibid., p. 276: the "pleonasm" in v. 4, normally
a characteristic of Mark, can equally be a "pre-written"
carry-over. Note, too, the phrase omitted from 5:20 in
the above footnote.

218Pryke, Redactiona1 Style, pp. 157f. (See p.
151, for "undisputed".)
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nally independent because they have different "styles" of

composition. In the catena, the woman carae first and Mark
O "1 Q

has inserted her story into the Jairus narrative. Now

why Mark should combine these is not really explained;

neither is it explained why the compiler of the catena—

more coherent than Mark—did not himself impose a unified

style upon the two stories. Additionally, the "different

styles" could have been a direct product of the intercala¬

tion itself; the first of the "frequent" participles

pointed out by Achtemeier in the woman's story comes right

at the beginning of the pericope as the first of an excep-
O Of)

tional series of participles in 5:25-27. After this,

the style levels off again. According to Pryke, inciden¬

tally, about half the text of this complex (5:21, 23a, 24-

26, 28, 30-31, 33, 35a, 41b-43a) is "Markan" too.221

Finally, Achtemeier thinks that the extensive ver¬

bal parallels between the two feeding stories, 6:34-44 and

8:1-10, shows that they are "doublets", and "may even

imply that they appeared in written form in the pre-Markan

tradition".222 Of course, oral-formulaic theory would

take the doubling as evidence of an oral formation.

Achtemeier observes the closeness of the language of these

to the institution of the Lord's supper (14:22-25), which

21^Achtemeier, "Isolation", pp. 277ff.

220Cf. Taylor, Mark, p. 289.

221Pryke, Redactiona1 Style, p. 158.

222Achtemeier, "Isolation", p. 290.
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he takes as a pre-Markan phenomenon; had Mark created the

relationship, "he would, presumably, have brought the

phrases into closer parallel with his account of the

Lord's supper".223
Achtemeier claims in his second article that Mark

has introduced the "fish" into these stories (at 6:38, 41,

43 and 8:7—awkwardly, of course) in order to distance the

accounts from a eucharistic association, which had been

forged by the compilers of the catenae. These had created

the catenae for use in celebrating an "epiphanic Eucharist

based on bread broken with the ee"ioa avnp", to which Mark

994 .

was theologically opposed. So, despite the facts that

the feedings are similarly worded doublets, and that they

are at the crux of the theological Tendenz he wished to

combat, Mark included both because he, for some inexpli¬

cable reason, also wished to preserve the material of the
, 99 S

two catenae intact.

The paradox of the entire analysis is evident:

Mark is at once a critical theologian and a second-rate

redactor. Achtemeier has not proven that a non-Markan

style exists in these passages; in fact, Pryke's study
9 96

consistently argued the opposite. There are then no

223Ibid., p. 279. Why now is it expected that Mark
would be more thorough than his predecessors?

224Achtemeier, "Origin", pp. 198, 218ff.

225Ibid.

226This is true for the feeding miracles, too.
Pryke, Redactional Style, pp. 157f., found that in 6:34-
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literary phenomena here which are not compatible with an

oral-formulaic view of Mark's composition.

Another influential study of pre-Markan formations

is that of Hems-Wolfgang Kuhn. He proposes a somewhat

different approach to the delineation of pre-Markan col¬

lections. Regarding the normal literary-critical analyses

as indecisive and insufficiently informed by form and

tradition criticism, he takes the demonstration of a com¬

mon Sitz im Leben for the col 1 ected stories as the deci¬

sive criterion, with literary-critical and redaction-

critical analysis as "controls" upon the exegesis.On

44, only vv. 35b-40 were "nOn-Markan"; however, vv. 2-9a
of 8:1-10 appear as "non-Markan" in his analysis, p. 162.
Both sets of "source" verses, by the way, include the
"fish", contrary to Achtemeier's analysisl

007,
Hemz-Wolfgang Kuhn, Altere Sammlungen 1m

Markusevangelium. Kuhn distinguished between the Sammlung
proper and an Oberlieferungszusammenhang, a collection and
a "connection" of traditions, pp. 14-16. (He lists 1:16-
39a as an example of an Uber lieferungszusammenhang.) Both
may incorporate several traditional units with a common
Sitz, but only the Sammlung is a "literary" unity. Kuhn
is not too specific on all this, but the contrast is odd.
If nothing else, Zusammenhang would seem to imply more
"unity" than does Sammlung. Certainly a distinguishing
feature of 1:16-39 is that it is a more unified passage
than are most in Mark: see Schmidt, Rahmen, p. 67; and
Taylor, Mark, pp. 90f. Perhaps the collections or pat¬
terns expected by oral-formulaic theory are better des¬
cribed by the Uberlieferungszusammenhang.

o no

"•^Kuhn, Sammlungen, pp. 5, 45-51. In the inter¬
vening pages, Kuhn reviews arguments for the existence of
several supposed pre-Markan collections and found all but
one, 4:1-34, to be inconclusive; cf. Ktimmel, Int, pp.
84f. It should be recalled that Achtemeier, "Origin", pp.
210-220, made a similar attempt, apparently independently,
to establish the Sitz of his catenae.
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this basis, Kuhn proceeds to study four possible collec¬

tions: 2:1-3:6, 4:1-34, 10:1-45, and 4:35-6:52.

Some general methodological comments from an oral-

formulaic perspective can be made at this point. Of

course, the use of patterns by Mark is not doubted, and a

modified acceptance of Sitz ira Leben for traditions makes

Kuhn1s approach feasible. On the other hand, Kuhn wishes

consistently to follow a form-critical method, that has

definite limitations: the "sociological" Sitz im Leben is
O 9 Q

one-sided; the "collections" idea is based upon the

original independence of the pericopes;230 and he still

operates with a notion of fixed-text transmission, several

"archaeological strata" of which are supposedly identifi¬

able in Mark's text.231

Still, the critical problem raised by Kuhn for oral

composition of Mark is the description of the patterns as

factors which Mark must overcome in his own composition

(and which he fails to do), rather than as the very means

by which his lengthy story is told. Crucial to the suc-

229Cf. above, pp. S5-98, 197f. Kuhn expressly
affirms the "sociological" nature of the Sitz im Leben,
Ibid., pp. 13f. Cf. pp. 18f.: it is not possible simply
to begin with analysis of the Sitz im Leben without cer¬
tain (preliminary?) literary-critical judgments.

230See, Ibid., pp. 12, 47f., 52.

This is evident in Kuhn's extensive (dare one

say, literary-critical?) analyses of the history of the
individual traditions prior to collection, of their adap¬
tation to the collection, and then of Mark's own redaction
of them: see, e.g., Ibid., pp. 53ff., on 2:1-12; pp. 61-
71, on 2:18-22; and pp. 72-77, on 2:23-28.
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cess of Kuhn's claim to have identified fixed pre-Markan

complexes is the "redaction-critical" argument that he is

able to find a distinct difference between the orientation

of the collection and Mark's own purposes in the larger
O T 0

narrative.

For example, the Sammlung in 2:1-28 is found to

have been set in a controversy between Hellenistic and

Jewish Christians, broadly speaking, over elements of
• O O O

Jewish piety now all but discarded by the former group.

Kuhn offers four reasons why the Saramlung is not

Mark's.234

(1) The redactor's insertion of 2:13, 14f. has
destroyed the ("original") connections here: 2:1-12
and 15-17 had been joined by stichwort: auaprtcii (four
times in 2:1-12) and auapruXoT (three times in 2:15-
17) .

(2) 2:28 appears redundant with the response of v.
27, but in fact formed the original conclusion to the
whole collection: Mark himself would not have added v.

28, as he is not interested in the "Son of Man" until
Peter's confession.

(3) The redactional statement of 3:6 forms a

second, historicizing conclusion to the whole section
for Mark, reinterpreting the complex in terms of the
conflict between the church and Judaism.

(4) Finally, as has long been argued, Jesus' refer¬
ence to his death in 2:20 and the use of "Son of Man"
in 2:10 and 28 "conflict with Mark's redaction" (seiner
Redaktion widerstreiten), because redactional interest
in these only comes out later.

This difference must be "distinct", too: a cer¬
tain degree of inconsistency is not unlikely.

o o o

JKuhn, Sarnmlungen, p. 84. One could, no doubt,
argue about this conclusion and about the methods used to
attain it. Note that 3:1-6 is not included.

234Ibid., pp. 86f.
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It is difficult to argue with Kuhn without exten¬

sive exegetical discussion. Some response may be made to

these four points, however.

(1) The "insertion" of 2:13,14f. may equally be
said to exgand the stichwort connection, simply intro¬
ducing xeAuvai into the mix. Perhaps this is only a
matter of semantics, but it is significant that Mark
should keep to the same method of connection. In
addition the call of Levi increases the offense
described in 2:16: Jesus not only eats with such
people, but he calls them as disciples.

(2) Doubling of expressions is a general character¬
istic of Mark's composition. 35 2:28 also serves as a
nice transition to 3:1-6 in which, as in 2:1-12, Jesus
demonstrates the authority of the "Son of Man" by an
exercise of miraculous power before his enemeies.

(3) The concluding "historicizing" comment in 3:6
is only remarkable if it is presupposed that there was
no "life-story" structure in the tradition. Besides
this all the controversy apophthegms are, on the sur¬
face, about the conflict of Jesus (and implicitly, the
church) with Judaistic norms. Kuhn's one-sided concept
of Sitz im Leben causes him to overlook that Mark could
in fact be carrying on a war on two fronts, the overt
narrative and the implicit "ideational"—and this is no
different from the practice he attributes to the
Sainmlung itselfl

(4) If Mark was not yet interested in Jesus' death,
despite 2:20, then why does he add 3:6, as Kuhn himself
claims? And "Son of man", to Mark himself, may be
little more than Jesus' own epithetic way of referring
to himself.236 More broadly, is there any real way of

O O 11

Cf. This is the burden of Frans Neirynck,
Duality in Mark. (Louvain: Louvain University Press,
1972).

236Morna Hooker, Son of Man in Mark, (London:
SPCK, 1967), pp. 175, 179f., thought of the epithet as
connected in Mark's mind with Jesus' "authority", and
therefore as fully consonant with the rejection in 3:6 as
well. She also observed that the three "groups" of Son of
Man sayings are not integrated in Mark: this makes state¬
ments about a distinct meaning of the epithet for Mark
himself speculative—too speculative to serve as a norm
for his redaction.
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saying that Mark has a coherent, conscious redactional
intention if he habitually ignores material in conflict
with it?

Beyond all this, 2:1-3:6 are shot through with

Markan phraseology**^ and techniques (the two intercala¬

tions in 2:1-12, 3:1-6, for example). Moreover, the en¬

tire section from 1:16 through to 4:34 creates a panorama

of all the significant groups and ideas of the Gospel:

disciples, opponents, family, and crowds. 2:1-3:6 is one

"act" of this, establishing the confrontation between

Jesus and his disciples on one side, and the religious

hierarchy on the other. The confrontation is already

implicit in l:21f. and 27, and perhaps in 1:44. Mark does

indeed have definite ("redactional") interests here.

In short, Kuhn1s attempt to find tension between

Mark's material and his compositional aims is founded

(1) upon an unrealistically precise notion of what that

material was, and (2) upon limited and dubious notions of

what that aim was. The remainder of the Sammlungen

work out much the same way. The stylistic differences are
• ■ O O Q

at best inconclusive, J and the material differences

"'Cf. Pryke, Redactional Style, pp. 153f.: this
is true of esp., 2:1-12 and 3:1-6.

Joanna Dewey, Markan Public Debate, p. 51, comes
to the same conclusion.

J O Q
For example, three versions of "and he said (to

them)" are found in 4:1-34. Kuhn, Sammlungen, pp. 130f.,
holds that one is Markan; another is rare in Mark and
therefore non-Markan (even though Kuhn cites M. Zerwick,
Zur Markus-Sti1, citing other instances); and the third
is pre-Markan. The distinction seems rather fine. Pryke,
Redactiona 1 Style, p. 156, agrees: three are part of
his "redactional text".
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between the perceived Sitze of the collections and the

possible thrust of Mark's narrative are not really very

great. In fact, in the concluding part of his study, Kuhn

acknowledges that the collections are important structural

units in Mark's composition: between 3:13-25 and 6:1-31,

where two Sammlungen occur, and also between 1:32-45 and

3:7-12, where the first is located.2^ He even notes

"eine gewisse Paral lelitcit" between the function of the
24-1

collections for themselves and for Mark's narrativel

So, Kuhn's study, as Achtemeier's, ends up provid¬

ing a certain amount of evidence for the positive use of

(traditionally identifiable) groupings of material in the

composition of Mark's Gospel. But he can neither prove

that these groupings were fixed sources nor that they bore

a distinct, self-contained meaning over against Mark's

intentions.

Turning to the Passion narrative, a somewhat dif¬

ferent situation is faced. Here is a literarily coherent

and traditionally complex unit which has long been de¬

clared to be pre-Markan. Schmidt and Dibelius in par¬

ticular advocated this view.24z Part of the reason for

this position is the more thorough chronological structure

2^Kuhn, Sammlungen, pp. 217ff.

2^-*"Ibid., p. 219; cf. also p. 221.

242Schmidt, Rahmen, pp. 303-309; and Dibelius,
FTG, pp. 23, 178-96.
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of the narrative, in contrast to what is the norm in

Mark's Gospel. Schmidt states:

The Passion narrative requires a different literary
evaluation. It is the only section of the Gospels
which provides precise details of place and time—even
to days and hours. It is clear without further ado
that here from the start lay a continuous narrative by
design.243

Bultmann however discerned a rather less coherent

narrative, formed of shorter units much like the rest of

the Gospel, and with a complex tradition history.244 The

core was a short "report" of the arrest, condemnation, and

execution of Jesus. It is significant that this Bericht

bears a close similarity to the schematic foreshadowing of

events provided in Mark's three passion predictions, 8:31,

9:31, and 10:33f. Bultmann in fact derives his descrip¬

tion of the original report from these "kerygmatic"
94. S • •

sayings. This report has been expanded in various ways

and stages; Mark has contributed his share, but the

narrative was substantially complete before him.

More recently Eta Linnemann subjected the Passion

narrative to a fresh form-critical treatment, and con¬

cluded: "it has been composed from beginning to end out

243Schmidt, Rahmen, p. 303: "Die Leidensgeschichte
erfordert eine andere literarische Wertung. Sie ist die
einzige Abschnitt der Evv., der genau brtliche und zeit-
liche Dinge, ja Tag und Stunde angibt. Es ist ohne
weiteres deutlich, dass hier von vornherein eine fort-
laufende Erz&hlung in der Absicht lag."

244Bultmann, HST, pp. 275-84.

245Ibid., p. 275.
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of independent units of tradition". Furthermore, she
9A7

declared that Mark was its composer.

Linnemann's book studies six pericopes in the Pas¬

sion narrative: 14:32-42, 14:43-52, 14:27-31 and

14:54,66-72 together, 14:55-64, and 15:21-39. Each of

these is subjected to Dekomposition, and then a three-

layer tradition-history of original form (or forms), tra¬

ditional expansion, and redactional adaptation is

described. The keys to this process are found in the

familiar literary phenomena of repetition (Dubletten),

awkwardness, and inconsistency.243
Despite the methodological dubiousness of this use

of these phenomena, Linnemann arrives at conclusions about

these pericopes akin to, but not the same as, the thematic

analysis of the same pericopes. The Gethsemane story,

14:32-42, is described as a threefold exchange with the

disciples, with most of the actual dialogue and the note

of exclusion as "secondary".249 This corresponds to the

previous classification of this pericope as a Type D,

24&Eta Linnemann, Studien zur Passionsgeschichte,
pp. 54, 171: "Sie ist von Anfang bis Ende aus
selbstikndigen Uberl ieferungsstticken komponiert."

24^Linnemann, Studien, pp. 54, 68f., 173. Her con¬
clusions have been reinforced and occasionally taken to
somewhat extreme lengths in a series of essays edited by
Werner Kelber, The Passion in Mark.

24SSee Linnemann, Studien, pp. 11-13, 41f., 109-16,
136-38.

249Ibid., pp. 27-32.
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private teaching scene with several recursions (see above,

figures 5.2, and 5.9).

The arrest story, 14:43-52, is said to combine a

"biographical apophthegm", with an independent narrative

about Judas' betrayal and a fragmentary account of a more

250
active defense of Jesus by the disciples. Apart from

the third, this corresponds precisely to the thematic

typology: a pronouncement story with embedded opponents'

plot scene (see above, figures 5.2 and 5.3).

The prophecy of Peter's denial, 14:27-31, is found

to be formally related in structure to the prophecy of
2 51

Judas' betrayal, 14:18-21: both of these were typed as

private speech scenes (see above, figures 5.2 and 5.9).

Finally, the story of Jesus' trial before the San-

hedrin, 14:55-64, is seen to be composed of two exchanges:

one, Jesus' response to the high priest, 14:55,61-64; and

the other, Jesus' silence in response to the false accusa¬

tions, 14:55,57-60, which is also a doublet of the account

of Jesus' silence before Pilate in 15:1, 3-5.2~*2 All these

were classed as dialogues, and the Sanhedrin trial was

seen to involve a recursion (see above, figures 5.2 and

5.4) .

The substantial differences which do exist between

the two analyses result of course from different concep-

2~*^Ibid., pp. 44-52. 2"*^Ibid., p. 83.

252Ibid., pp. 127-30, 35.
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tions of oral tradition and its capacities, but the

agreements should not be overlooked.

The key to Linnemann's conclusions about the

Passion narrative as a whole comes in the second study,

on Jesus' arrest. In the middle of this she reviews the

arguments for a pre-Markan Passion narrative of Bultmann,

Dibelius, Schmidt, and others, and finds them all

wanting.^ J

With regard to Schmidt's statement quoted above,

that the "precise details of place and time" show it to be

literarily distinct from the rest, Linnemann demonstrates

that with one or two exceptions these details are no more

precise or frequent than are time and place markers in
9 S4

chapters 11-13. Later, she comments that the more

coherent feel of the narrative in chapters 14-15 is a

product of the fact that all of these traditions were

closely connected to the Passion event, and therefore

required a more interrelated narration than had previously
o c c

been the case. It may be added that the time markers

are not any more specific here than anywhere in the

Gospel, and that much earlier, in 1:21-39, Mark offered a

253Ibid., pp. 54-68.
9 S4. • ....

iJ^Ibid., pp. 62f. The mam exception is the time
marker in 14:1, which is related to a definite event in
the Jewish calendar, the Passover. Another is 14:12, also
related to the Passover, but this marker has less to do
with the larger course of events than with the immediate
pericope of preparation for the paschal meal.

233Ibid., pp. 173f. Cf. Bultmann, HST, p. 275.
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coherent time structure, as well as in scattered other

locations, such as 5:35 and 6:30-52.256
Given then that the Passion narrative is not neces¬

sarily the unified "source" for Mark that has been

claimed, is there any pattern which may help to account

for the coherence that does exist? Linnemann herself

asked such a question about whether a Gattung for the

narrative as a whole could be found.2^7 A recent article

by George W. E. Nickelsburg provides a good suggestion for
OCQ

this. He identified a genre of "stories of persecution

and vindication" in Jewish literature running from the

Joseph narratives of Genesis 37ff., through the stories of

Esther and Daniel, and Maccabean literature. In the

fashion of Propp's "morphology", he catalogued twenty-one

"components", some essential and some "variable", in a

259
firm but not rigidly fixed sequence.

The sequence is of course related to the motif of

the "suffering righteous one," but proposes a definite

9 56
Theissen, Wundergeschichten, pp. 198f., observed

that "time" is the predominant connecting element in Mark
1-2:1 and 14-16, and that "place" predominates in between
them. Chaps. 14-16 are not therefore so remarkable: com¬
positional reasons for more attention to temporal arrange¬
ment at the start and finish of a story seem a priori to
be likely.

Linnemann, Studien, p. 174.

258George W. E. Nickelsburg, "The Genre and
Function of the Markan Passion Narrative", HTR 73 (1980),
153-84.

9 5 9
Ibid., pp. 155-63. See esp. the chart on pp.

158f.
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"literary shape" for it. The motif has frequently been

associated with Mark's Passion narrative, but Nickelsburg

finds that most "formal components of the genre" are

present there as well. Nickelsburg defines it as a "con¬

ventional medium," so it could well be considered as

O (r\O

having been available to an oral narrator.

The main plot of the genre is the description of

the vindication of the protagonist "vis-a-vis the specific

provocation or accusation, and in terms of the ordeal when
O k! I

it is present". Nickelsburg found that Mark's con¬

formity to the genre began in 11:15-18, the "provocation"

which evokes the "conspiracy" of 11:18 and 14:1. Another

"provocation" element is 14:3-9, leading to the second

"conspiracy" in 14:10f. It becomes evident from these

alone, as Nickelsburg observed, that the components are

"doubled".262

Nickelsburg went on to infer that this doubling

argues the existence of two pre-existing Passion narra-
Ok O

tives, or the thorough redaction of one by Mark.

Again, the use and combining of such patterns in oral

composition may offer a simpler explanation of the origin

of such a complex narrative structure.264

260Ibid., p. 163. 261Ibid., p. 162.

262Ibid., pp. 164ff. 263Ibid., pp. 179-83.

264It should be observed that neither of the two

"sequences" or story lines which Nickelsburg found, Ibid.,
p. 167, have a complete sequence within themselves, as
"certain key elements" are lacking from each. When both
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Nickelsburg's article supplies a key to the coher¬

ence of the Passion narrative, and more. The immediately

preceeding chapters 11-13 are found to be integral to the

pattern as well. Nickelsburg also pointed out the clear

place-and-time framework of 11-13: day one, 11:1-11; day

two, 11:12-19; and day three, 11:20-13:37. Each of these

begins with entry to Jerusalem, describes action in the
C

Temple, and concludes with Jesus' exit to Bethany.

It may be suggested, in addition, that the three

passion predictions, 8:31, 9:31, and 10:33f., clearly con¬

tain key elements of this narrative pattern—"opposition",

"accusation" (10:32), "ordeal", and "vindication"—and

qualify literarily as authentic instances of "foreshadow¬

ing". More than this, the "provocation" element goes far

back in the narrative to 2:1-3:6 (possibly to l:21f. and

40-45?), together with the very first "conspiracy" element

in 3:6. This gives 3:6 (and perhaps all of 2:1-3:6) a

foreshadowing function in the narrative. To some extent,

then, the first thirteen chapters of Mark's Gospel are

indeed an "extended introduction" to the Passion narra¬

tive, to echo Martin K&hler's famous description.

Of course they are much more than that as well:

the fact that the story all comes together at the end does

not make the first part unimportant. Robert Tannehill has

are considered together all key elements are present:
this would appear to argue against the prior, independent
existence of either one as a "source" for Mark.

^"'ibid., pp. 179f.
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pointed out, for example, how the narrative "matrix" of

characters and actions in the Gospel serve to define who

Jesus is, that is, they too serve to express Mark's

Christology.266
To summarize the discussion of "patterning" in

Mark, it is possible to account for a good deal of Mark's

narrative in terms of groups of traditional material, each

complex of which would be patient of expansion or contrac-
O *7

tionzw/ to suit the aims and the skill of the narrator.

Included among these are collections such as 2:1-3:6,

3:23-30, 4:1-34, 4:35-8:10 (at least), 11:27-12:41, and

13:3-37.

In addition to these, and even within these, may be

seen narrative patterns: (1) the construction of a day or

series of days, as in 1:21-39, 4:35-51, 6:32-52, and, as

has just been shown, 11:1 to the end of the Gospel; (2)

"triadic" patterns such as those suggested recently by

Norman Petersen in 4:1-8:26, and the well-known one in

Robert Tannehill, "The Gospel of Mark as Narra¬
tive Christology", Semeia 16 (1980), 57-95, esp. pp. 76f.
See also his article, "The Disciples in Mark", Journal of
Religion 57 (1977), 386-405.

26^0ne thinks particularly of the public teaching
scenes, introduced by the formula, "he taught them in
parables", in 3:23, 4:2, and 12:1: the last one is not
developed beyond the recital of a single parable. Other
scenes where the fact of teaching is indicated, but not
described may also be mentioned in this connection: 1:21,
2:13, and 6:34. These could equally well have been
expanded.

yr o
Norman Petersen, "The Composition of Mark 4:1-

8:26", HTR 73 (1980), 185-217. See esp. his diagram on p.
188.
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8:27-10:45 described by Eduard Schweizer;269 (3) the

motif of the "journey" in 9:30(7), 10:1 and 32, and culmi¬

nating in 11:1-11;270 and of course (4) the just-

discussed vindication sequence governing the passion nar¬

rative. This is not to mention the life-story (or "hero")

pattern possibly governing the entire narrative tradition

from which Mark originated.

Literary Interpretation of Mark. It is not possi¬

ble to go into a detailed discussion of an appropriate

"aesthetic" for the interpretation of Mark, and the other

Synoptics, in light of oral-formulaic insights into oral

traditional composition. It should be obvious that much

of the form-critical and redaction-critical enterprise, to

the extent that it is based on notions of independent

transmission of fixed, "original" forms expanding by ver¬

bal accretion, must be ruled methodologically dubious.

This is the same result as reached by Lord regarding

Eduard Schweizer, "Die theologische Leistung des
Markus", Evangelische Theologie 24 (1964), 337-55; esp.
p. 351. Cf. Norman Perrin, The New Testament? an Intro-
duction (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1974),
pp. 146 f., 155.

9 70
Lord, Singer, p. 109, speaks of the "journey" as

an "archetype", having a ceremonial nature and marked
along the way by significant encounters. Cf. treatments
of the "way" in the redaction-critical study by Ernest
Best, Following Jesus (JSNT Supplement Series, no. 4;
Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1981); and in the literary-
critical study by David Rhoads and Donald Michie, Mark as
Story (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982).
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analytical Homeric criticism: one cannot simply dismiss

the intense efforts and research of the standard critical

school, but it appears likely that their method of "dis¬

section" of the texts has frequently asked the wrong

, 011
questions.

Similarly, literary-critical studies which suppose

that Mark has freely created his narrative in a manner

comparable to a modern, literate author, may mistake the

nature of the improvisation which Mark has exercised. He

is not necessarily to be held accountable for the intro¬

duction of every detail into his story. Some of these may

have simply been carried over from previous performances

in which they did have meaning; oral narratives are not

tightly integrated.

Frank Kermode, for example, compares the "young

man" of Mark 14:51f. and 16:5 with the use by James Joyce

27 2
in his Ulysses of "the man in the macintosh". To the

extent that both are teasingly inexplicable and contribute

to the "enigmatic" nature of their respective narratives,

the comparison is apt. Before one moves to compare Mark's

intent or creativity with that of Joyce, however, the

2 7 1
Lord, Singerpp. 7-12 (see above, pp. 18f.).

For modified form-critical research with comparable goals
to those of standard form criticism, the way forward lies
through a more controlled "folkloristic" approach to the
traditions. Theissen, Wundergeschichten, represents a
significant step in this direction.

272Frank Kermode, Genesis of Secrecy (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1979), pp. 46-73.
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difference between oral and written literary creativity

must be taken into account. As Kermode himself observes,

Joyce "liked jokes and riddles", and seems consciously to

have been addressing his readers (and manipulating them)

on several levels. J But if Mark is a traditional story¬

teller, then this amount of "distance" between Mark, and

his narrative, and his audience is unlikely, according to

Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg.2^4 The (literate)

expectation of "coherence"2753 (which Joyce manipulated) is

not applicable to the same extent in oral traditional

literature. Orally, narrative unity is a more "loose"

matter, and derives not least from its traditional con¬

text, in which the narrator and his audience share a more

immediate relationship than is so in written

literature,276

Another example of the questionable application of

literate standards to Mark's traditional narrative is

found in Norman Petersen's treatment of "point of view" in
077 ,

Mark. There are many valuable insights in the article.

272Ibid., pp. 51ff.

274Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, Nature of
Narrative (New York: Oxford University Press, 1966), pp.
51ff. In written narrative the potential grows for
"ironic disparity between the knowledge and values of the
author and those of his narrator."

O7C
Kermode, Secrecy, p. 53.

9 76
See above, pp. 191-96; and also Scholes and

Kellogg, Nature of Narrative, pp. 51f.

277Norman Petersen, "'Point of View' in Mark's
Narrative", Semeia 12 (1978), 97-121.
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Petersen establishes that there is a third-person, "omnis¬

cient", and "intrusive" point of view within Mark's narra¬

tive, and that this shows the Gospel to be an authentic,
278

unified narrative and not simply a "redaction". Later

Petersen concludes that this particular, omniscient point

of view cannot possibly have been a historical attribute

of the author, and that therefore "Mark's rhetoric is a

O7O
rhetoric of fiction". This is true in a sense, of

course, but the use of the term "fiction" implies a gener¬

ic distinction that is simply not applicable for oral

traditional narrative. As Scholes and Kellogg, again,

point out, "oral narrative invariably employs an authori¬

tative and reliable narrator"; they too describe his
280 ...

point of view as "omniscient". The dxstinctxon between

the "empirical" and the "fictional" narrative occurs in
. 781

wrxtten lxterature. ax

Apart from these general matters of the point of

view of the traditional narrator and his relationship with

his audience, comparative literary criticism must give

special attention to the "rhetoric" of the narrative.

Robert Tannehill, for example, appears to be moving in a

promising direction in his article on Mark's "narrative

Christology", in which he has suggested the following

perspective:

2^8Ibid., pp. 104ff. 2^Ifoid., pp. 114f.

280Scholes and Kellogg, Nature of Narrative, pp.
51f.

281Ibid, pp. 12ff., 28.
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Jesus is the central figure in the Gospel of Mark,
and the author is centrally concerned to present (or
re-present) Jesus to his readers so that his signifi¬
cance for their lives becomes clear. He does this in
the form of a story. . . . What aspects of the Gos¬
pel 1s narrative composition significantly shape its
presentation of Jesus?

The events of the Gospel fit into "story lines", he

continues, providing for "realization or frustration of

goals or tasks which are suggested early in the story".

Tannehill observes that Mark provides "little description

of the inner states of the story characters"; rather,

"characterization takes place through the narration of

action. We learn who Jesus is through what he says and

does in the context of the actions of others." Christolo-

gical titles therefore become more coincidental: they

must be seen to derive their function from the narrative

o Q

itself. Here Olrik's oral "law of concreteness" may be

seen to be at work in Mark's narrative. Mark combines the

"ideational" and the "representational", a feature which

Scholes and Kellogg found to be typical of traditional

narrative literature.28^

Tannehill continues:

We must also study features of composition which
control the 'rhetorical' dimension of the story. These
features show that the story has been shaped in order
to influence the readers in particular ways. . . .

Literary composition provides clues to the nature of

282Tannehill, "Narrative Christology", pp. 57f.

283Ibid.

28^01rik, "Epic Laws", p. 137; and Scholes and
Kellogg, Nature of Narrative, pp. 26ff. Cf. the discus¬
sion of the theme above, pp. 68ff.
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the act of communication which the words are to make

possible. It may provide clues to the speaker's pur¬
pose, the conception of the hearers and their needs,
and the anticipations of response held by the speaker.
It provides clues to the type of influence which the
speaker,.wishes to exercise with regard to the
hearer.28i3

This suggests that a suitable approach to the

literary interpretation of Mark may already be found in

studies employing a "rhetorical-critical" method of inter¬

pretation, related to or derived from the approach of that

name proposed by the Old Testament critic James

Muilenberg.28^
Joanna Dewey28/? and Thomas Boomershine288 have

already applied "rhetorical criticism" to the composition

of specific sections of the Gospel. For Dewey, rhetorical

criticism focusses upon the relation of the parts to the

whole of the text. She undertakes a study of the contro¬

versies in Mark 2:1-3:6 and finds there an "extended

concentric" pattern, which in turn helps to reveal Mark's

28bTannehil 1, "Narrative Christology", p. 59. In
this connection it may be observed that the previous
suggestion that the oral traditional Gospels v/ere "ser¬
mons" (as Dibelius put it), like some of the narrative
"speeches" in Acts, could be tested in this way. This
would help to establish a Sitz im Leben in the life of the
community for compositions such as Mark's.

286James Muilenberg, "Form Criticism and Beyond",
JBL, 88 (1969), 1-18.

op 7
i0'Joanna Dewey, Markan Public Debate, pp. 1-5.

288Thornas E. Boomershine, Mark, the Storyteller
(Ph.D. dissertation., Union Theological Seminary, New
York, 1974; Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms, 74-
18,837), pp.19-25.
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theological interests in the passage and in the Gospel as

a whole.

Boomershine1s study of the Passion narrative empha¬

sizes (1) the search in the smaller "literary units" for

"climactic or balance lines", which "bear the burden of

the entire unit", (2) the recognition of instances of

inclusio or "ring-composition", and (3) the search not for

"seams" dividing material, but for "junctures" in the

final form as clues to its meaning.2^*2 In a statement

remarkably similar to what Tannehill had to say,

Soomershine suggests:

Mark's purpose was to re-present the events of
Jesus' passion, death, and resurrection in a manner
that would call forth the same ambiguous responses
which the original events themselves called forth in
Jesus' followers.^-'-

The "rhetorical" approach studies the organization

of smaller units within a larger narrative unity, the

implications of this activity for the author's ideas,

values, and ends, and the likely effect of this construc¬

tion upon the audience. It may therefore be considered

compatible with the oral-formulaic idea of composition of

narratives by thematic units, in a "performance" context

^^Dewey, Markan Debate, pp. 1, 129f. , 188-91.

290Boomershine, Mark, pp. 19ff., 34ff. Boomershine
also emphasizes that "listeners" and not "silent readers"
are the appropriate audience for Mark, Ibid., pp. 331f.

2^Ibid., p. 337. Compare the description of the
ambiguity of the legend in traditional contexts by Linda
Degh and Andrew Vazsonyi, "Legend and Belief", Folklore
Genres, ed. Dan Ben-Amos (London: University of Texas
Press, 1976), esp. pp. 97-100.
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of close interrelation between "author" or narrator and

his audience.

Conclusions of the Thematic Analysis

The first step of the thematic analysis has indi¬

cated that Mark's Gospel as a whole ought first to be

considered as an oral traditional composition. The typol¬

ogy of themes showed the existence of a network of similar

types of events that comprise the greatest part of the

Gospel narrative. Subsequent analysis of the structure of

these themes showed the consistent use of various se¬

quences of "elements" to compose the themes. These ele¬

ments in turn were frequently accompanied by characteris¬

tic "language", as expected of oral themes. Also,

"literary" use is made of the structure of the themes,

both through expansion in various forms, and through

intermixing or "embedding" of themes. The typology and

the structure of themes in Mark, therefore, appear to have

satisfied the criteria of the thematic analysis prescribed

by oral-formulaic theory in order to substantiate the

claim that oral composition was the creative medium in

which Mark's Gospel originated.

The second step of the thematic analysis argued

that the means of relating themes (or pericopes) in Mark,

especially the apparent use of larger groups and patterns

of them in constructing the narrative, are consistent with

recognized means of oral composition by theme, and that

"source" or "redactional" hypotheses are not needed to
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account for them. In addition recent studies of Mark

following "rhetorical-critical" approaches were mentioned

as being consistent with the literary characteristics of

orally composed literature described by oral-formulaic

theorists. This rhetorical-critical method itself may

benefit from the realization that oral and not necessarily

written composition can be responsible for the text and

achievement of Mark's Gospel, although it should already

be open to the importance of oral tradition through

Muilenberg's influence.

Further study of Mark's themes is necessary. The

coxaprehensiveness of the present thematic analysis meant

that it was rarely possible to go into much depth on

particular matters. This was so exegetically, in relation

to numerous texts, types, and patterns, and also in terms

of the volume of critical literature which exists, only a

sample of which has been consulted. "Confirmation" of the

thematic analysis, if that is a reasonable hope, will

require more work in these areas. Nevertheless, the

present analysis provides a positive first step toward

that aim.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the introduction to the thesis, the paradoxical

image of Mark's Gospel in contemporary criticism was de¬

scribed. The paradox is partly a function of Mark's

Gospel itself and partly a product of the three major

critical methods used in Synoptic scholarship, namely

form, redaction, and literary criticism. These three

methods each appear to account for certain characteristics

of Mark, but are not able to treat others adequately.

In addition, the principles of the three methods

appear to be mutually contradictory. This was especially

so between, on the one hand, form and redaction criticism,

and, on the other, literary criticism. The first pair

follow a "tradition-oriented" approach, emphasizing that a

significant amount of Mark's material was provided by oral

tradition, and that this use of traditional material is

clearly reflected in certain characteristics of the Gos¬

pel, such as its loosely constructed narrative. Literary

criticism follows a "narrative-oriented" approach, empha¬

sizing the Evangelist's creativity and the unity of his

composition. The tension between these approaches has

been felt by some scholars, but no thoroughgoing attempt

to harmonize them has been made.

It was suggested that such a harmonization could be

attempted through consideration of the "oral-formulaic

326
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theory" of oral narrative literature. This theory

provides a tradition-oriented approach to a text, but one

which takes full account of the personal creativity of

traditional narrators and their ability to compose

unified, extended narratives.

The oral-formulaic theory, as described by Albert

B. Lord in The Singer of Tales, was presented in the first

chapter. The two essential elements of the theory are

that transmission of oral narrative tradition does not

take place by recitation of fixed texts and that signifi¬

cant "literary" compositions are quite possible within an

oral tradition, although the literary characteristics of

an oral composition will differ from written compositions

in several ways.

The oral-formulaic theory, initially based upon

field research among Southslavic epic "singers", states

that oral transmission takes place through the composition

of narratives in "performance" by individuals who employ

two sets of traditional elements, a "formulaic" phraseolo¬

gy and a repertoire of smaller narrative units, called

"themes". This method of transmission produces "multi¬

form" versions of a given composition: the composition is

not to be identified with any particular "text" of words,

but with a pattern or sequence of themes. When such oral

compositions are viewed as texts and compared with written

compositions, the formulaic phraseology and thematic

structure of the oral compositions produce textual charac¬

teristics which stand out as distinct from written compo-
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sitions. Upon this basis, the oral-formulaic theory

claims that it is possible to distinguish between oral and

written composition in ancient manuscripts, such as, in

particular, the Homeric epics.

Two principles of the oral-formulaic theory,

(thematic) composition in performance and the "literary"

creativity of traditional narrators, appeared to xoromise a

resolution of the Markan paradox—a loosely connected

narrative comprised of traditionally shaped units which at

the same time displays definite literary qualities. In

addition, the possibility of testing for oral composition

in manuscript texts offered a means to justify a

tradition-oriented approach to the Gospel.

Because the oral-formulaic theory was originally

conceived in terms of metrical oral poetry, and because it

is in fact to be seen within the broader context of con¬

temporary studies of oral expression and folklore, the

second chapter considered the salient features of the

oral-formulaic theory as they are described and discussed

in these circles. Opinions and evaluations were found to

differ, but it appeared that most elements of the oral

formulaic theory were in line with the findings and per¬

spectives of a broad range of folklorists and scholars in

related fields. In particular, it was found that formulas

are in principle to be expected of oral prose, although no

studies of this phenomenon comparable to that of Parry and

Lord on oral poetry were found.

The interest of oral-formulaic theory in compara-
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tive study of ancient, possibly oral literatures is not

widely shared among folklorists. The confirmation that

the characteristics described by the oral-formulaic theory

are typical of many oral narrative literatures, however,

encouraged the belief that the criteria for "orality",

formulaic phraseology and thematic composition, are valid

in examining genres other than epic poetry. Additionally,

folklore studies offer a wealth of critical and compara¬

tive studies which may benefit the student of the Gospels

in a variety of ways.

The interest of the thesis in the current state of

Markan studies dictated application of oral-formulaic

theory and related discussion to the "literary" problems

of the Gospel. For this reason, the third chapter

focussed attention on the application of what was learned

of the nature, characteristics, and potential of oral

traditional literature to the tradition-oriented approach

to Mark, which has dominated Synoptic studies for a con¬

siderable period. Discussion of the work of two key

proponents of "standard" form-critical method, Hermann

Gunkel and Karl Ludwig Schmidt, revealed that their con¬

ception of oral tradition stood in need of drastic re¬

vision, particularly with regard to the literary creativi¬

ty which individuals may exercise within the traditional

process. Standard form criticism as originally expressed

by Gunkel emphasizes the dominance of "social" forces to

the exclusion of individuality in the production and

transmission of traditional material. In addition, form
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criticism presumes that the earliest oral traditional

units were brief, independent, and generically pure, and

that only an evolutionary process of verbal accretion and

collection produces larger complexes of traditional

material. All these notions were found to be outmoded.

Schmidt's analysis of Mark's narrative in Per

Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu points out the composition of

Mark from smaller units and its loose organization. Pre¬

supposing the model of fragmentary oral tradition, Schmidt

concludes that Mark was little more than a collection of

previously disparate material. While it was agreed that

the Gospel is loosely composed from smaller units,

Schmidt's understanding of the implications of this fact

is not necessarily to be accepted. Oral-formulaic compo¬

sition provides an alternative, improved framework within

which to understand Mark's composition and its relation¬

ship to the oral Synoptic tradition.

Redaction criticism, the second major tradition-

oriented approach to the composition of Mark follows the

form-critical model of fragmentary oral tradition, but

lays more emphasis upon the individual role of the Evan¬

gelist in his utilization of the isolated traditions. The

Evangelist comes to be seen as operating on a different

level from that of the tradition, perhaps even opposed in

principle to its influence. This realization stems from

the x_ecognition of "literary" purpose and creativity in

the Gospel, for which the form-critical, evolutionary view

could not account. But literary purpose and creativity
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are indeed found in oral tradition. Therefore, it is not

necessarily the case—although it may be—that a literate

individual has taken over traditional sources in the com¬

position of Mark's Gospel. Traditional literary processes

alone may be able to account for its composition.

In the second half of the third chapter, the

hypothesis that Mark was orally composed in the manner

described by the oral-formulaic theory was proposed. This

was to provide an alternative to the standard tradition-

oriented approaches which were shown to be based upon an

unsatisfactory understanding of oral tradition.

As a preliminary to pursuing the hypothesis, three

previous suggestions for revision of the standard

tradition-oriented approach to the composition of the

Gospel were discussed. Thorlief Boman, Die Jesushber-

1ieferung in Lichte der neueren Volkskunde, suggests that

the historical individual John Mark first composed a leng¬

thy, oral "Gospel" account. This was commissioned by the

apostles and was memorized by numerous early Christians.

Eventually, it provided the basis for the canonical Synop¬

tic Gospels. It was argued that Boman's view depends upon

an extreme and poorly grounded notion of fixed-text trans¬

mission in oral tradition. This model of fixed-text

transmission is based on misunderstanding and confusion

about the nature of oral tradition, and has little value

for understanding the oral transmission of extended

narratives.

Erhardt Glittgemanns, Candid Questions Concerning
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Oral Tradition" both attempt to sharpen the difference

between the Gospels and their traditional sources. It was

found that these scholars each retain the fragmentary-

tradition model, despite their familiarity with the oral-

formulaic theory and other folkloristic research. This in

turn leads them to claim that recognition of the existence

of oral tradition prior to Mark offers little help in

understanding the composition of the Gospels, which took

place on an entirely separate literary and cultural plane.

None of these revisions of form criticism appeared to take

into account the nature and capacity of oral traditional

composition, or its possibilities for understanding the

composition of Mark's Gospel.

The description of the hypothesis itself began with

a review of an article by Albert Lord on the Synoptic

problem. In the article, he indicates that oral tradi¬

tional composition as understood by the oral-formulaic

theory may indeed be of use to the student of the Synop¬

tics, and provides some indications of how it could be

applied. Two particular statements were of special sig¬

nificance for the hypothesis. The first was that the

tradition was probably governed by a biographical pattern,

the "oral life story", which provided a framework for

narration of the traditional material. The second was

that the fairly rapid attainment of traditional literary

forms by the early Christian tradition was possible by

assumption of long standing forms current in the first
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century world.

Lord's willingness to apply oral-formulaic theory

to the composition of the Synoptics, combined with the

existence of circumstantial indications of oral narrative

improvisation in early Christian circles and the general

ascription of "oral" characteristics to Mark by numerous

commentators, provided sufficient justification for at¬

tempting an oral-formulaic analysis of Mark's Gospel in

order to see if the hypothesis of oral composition could

be verified by this means. This analysis constituted the

task of the second part of the thesis.

The fourth chapter began the analysis with a for¬

mulaic analysis of Mark's phraseology. Although formulaic

diction should in theory be characteristic of orally com¬

posed prose, there has been no work done on oral prose

texts comparable to the research of Parry and Lord for

oral poetry. This means that the analysis in chapter 4

lacks the solid empirical "control" which was available

for the formulaic analysis of the Homeric epics. The

formulaic analysis of prose and its results can therefore

only be provisional until such time as a more well estab¬

lished analytical method may be put forward. In the

meanwhile, it is probably true that the effort to refine

such a method for prose will wait upon some indications

that this is a needed and worthwhile endeavor.

The fourth chapter did establish at least initial

indications that Mark's diction is indeed formulaic. The

analysis took the standard oral-formulaic definitions of
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the poetic "formula" and "formulaic expression", and

adapted them to prose simply by eliminating the metrical

requirement. Analysis was limited to the first chapter of

Mark's Gospel because of the previously mentioned method¬

ological uncertainties and the effort required by analysis

of extensive sections of text. Between seventy-five and

eighty per cent of the lines of Mark's first chapter were

found to have analogous expressions elsewhere in the

Gospel which qualified them as "formulaic". This percent¬

age must of course be taken cautiously; nevertheless it

does satisfy oral-formulaic expectations of the formulaic

"density" to be expected of oral compositions, and at

least suggests that oral composition is reflected in

Mark's expression.

The analysis found that the "formulaic expression"

in Mark 1:1-45 was evenly distributed across what have

been described as "redactional" and "source" (or tradi¬

tional) passages in the first chapter of the Gospel. It

was also pointed out that the phrases analogous to those

in the first chapter were distributed across the whole of

the rest of the Gospel. These findings reinforce the

perception of the unity of Mark's style. They also imply

that "separation" of tradition and redaction in Mark

cannot be carried out by simple dissection of the text.

Mark is a stylistically unified composition: the presence

of a repetitive, formulaic style suggests that the medium

of this composition was oral.

The fifth chapter undertook a thematic analysis of
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Mark's Gospel. As the use of smaller narrative units to

compose oral narratives is well established for both prose

and poetic compositions, a more comprehensive treatment of

Mark was offered in this analysis. In a lengthy discus¬

sion of method, two steps for the analysis were described.

The first focussed on the themes themselves, their types

and their forms or "structures". The second dealt with

the use of themes in composing the larger narrative.

In the first step, a ten-member typology of similar

scenes was found to account for the largest proportion of

Mark's pericopes, suggesting that Mark's Gospel was com¬

posed by the use of a network of formally related "the¬

matic" units. This suggestion was strongly supported by

the analysis of the structures of these ten types of

scene, which showed that the respective types were charac¬

terized by a common sequence or sequences of lesser "ele¬

ments", and, frequently, by related terminology.

These structural features were not a barrier to

creativity, but were the foundation for literary varia¬

tion. Expansion of individual elements, repetition or

"recursion" of the sequence of elements, and "embedding"

of one theme within another were frequent phenomena, indi¬

cating that the Evangelist employed these as compositional

techniques. This use of traditional themes is consistent

with the expectations of the oral-formualic theory.

The second step of the thematic analysis, dealing

with the relationships between the themes in the narra¬

tive, discussed the "overlapping" of themes, narrative
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inconsistency, and the "patterning" of themes in Mark.

Overlapping of themes is a means of achieving narrative

unity among the episodes. Three techniques for this,

described by James A. Notopoulos as characteristic of oral

narrative poetry, were found in Mark: ringcomposition or

intercalation, foreshadowing, and retrospection. These

are "literary" techniques commonly assumed to be "redac-

tional" in Markan studies. They are, however, first of

all oral literary techniques, and their presence in Mark

does not argue written composition or redaction—even

though they cannot be held to prove oral composition,

either. Narrative inconsistency is not infrequent in

Mark. Four examples were discussed in order to demon¬

strate that the presence of these inconsistencies, too, is

characteristic of oral traditional literature and need not

be ascribed to "flawed" editing.

The most extensive discussion in this step, on

"patterning", dealt primarily with previous suggestions

regarding pre-formed collections of material that the

Evangelist may have used as sources for his composition.

Oral-formulaic theory indicates that both the tradition at

large and the individual performer will create inter¬

mediate collections and patterns of themes in order to

facilitate the oral composition of longer, whole narra¬

tives. The previously suggested complexes in Mark were

examined for evidence of a written nature or of some non-

traditional characteristics that would necessitate a "re-

dactional" rather than an oral compositional understanding
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of how the Evangelist operated. No definite evidence of

either was found. At the very least, then, there are no

obstacles to thinking that the techniques and patterns of

material used by the Evangelist were used as oral devices.

More positively, it may be said that the Evangelist

appears to have composed his narrative in a manner

entirely consistent with the expectations of oral-

formulaic theory regarding "composition by theme".

Although the fifth chapter was quite lengthy, it

was not possible at any point to go into much depth in the

discussion of types, structures, or composition. The

comprehensiveness of the thematic analysis, dealing with

the entire Gospel, precluded this. Because of the prelim¬

inary nature of the entire oral-formulaic analysis, as a

first test of the hypothesis of the oral traditional

composition of Mark, it was believed that the need was for

the thematic analysis to deal with the entire range of

material used to compose the Gospel. Subsequent work must

deal more closely with specific instances. Confirmation

of the positive result of the present thematic analysis

will require this.

Both parts of the oral-formulaic analysis of Mark

must therefore be taken as preliminary efforts: further

work is needed. It is also warranted. The hypothesis of

the oral-formulaic composition of Mark may not be "proven"

in a final sense. Nevertheless, its consistency with

various sets of phenomena of the text of Mark suggests

that it provides a viable alternative to theories of mere
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compilation, mechanical redaction, or outright literary

creation. Oral traditional composition by theme, as de¬

scribed by the oral-formulaic theory and other studies of

oral literature, allows a critical synthesis of the

tradition-oriented and narrative-oriented approaches to

the composition of Mark. The paradox of Mark's Gospel,

its literary qualities and "defects", can be resolved by

the hypothesis of oral composition which predicts the

presence of both features together in a single narrative.

Finally, a few suggestions for future research may

be offered. It has already been indicated that further

improvement to the method for formulaic analysis of prose

is needed. In addition, more parts of Mark's Gospel

should be subjected to the analysis; and, if one does not

wish to presuppose Mark's priority, comparative formulaic

analysis of Matthew and Luke should be performed as well.

Formulaic analysis of such extensive range is probably

best undertaken collectively.

The thematic analysis, similarly, may be carried

further. First, more focussed attention on particular

types and methods is undoubtedly necessary. Second, the

relationship of thematic analysis to previous form-

critical and redaction-critical study needs further

thought. There are continuities as well as alterations

here. It is not to be expected that oral-formulaic theory

will simply render previous work obsolete, nor that it

will resolve all difficulties or enlighten every obscuri¬

ty. On the contrary, oral-formulaic theory may indicate
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that some questions are probably not answerable at all.

For example, if Mark had employed verbally fixed sources

and one could determine just what alterations he had made

to them, then there would exist clear grounds for inquiry

into his thinking and purposes. As it is, oral-formulaic

theory suggests that it is difficult to distinguish in a

manuscript between the narrator and his tradition. This

has been the case in Homeric criticism. If, however, it

is not possible to distinguish between them clearly, then

it is best not to seek more precision of the evidence than

it may reasonably be expected to provide. This would be a

methodological gain, even if it did mean less "result".

The problem which motivated this thesis, that is,

the paradoxical image of Mark's Gospel in current criti¬

cism and the polarity in the critical approaches to the

Gospel, prescribed a specific concern with the mode of its

composition. However, as has been indicated, the oral-

formulaic theory and oral studies in general have implica¬

tions for a broad range of issues in Synoptic criticism.

Discussion of such issues as the historical evaluation of

traditions and of their Sitz im Leben may be conducted in

a more comparative mode, methodologically, than has been

the case previously. The bibliography of oral studies

provided in this thesis gives a good selection of

available literature.

One specific area which merits further considera¬

tion is the Synoptic problem. In the course of the

thesis, frequent mention was made of the fact that oral-
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formulaic theory does not necessarily lead to new discov¬

eries regarding Mark's Gospel. Instead it offers an

improved framework within which to understand the Gospel's

characteristics, or a better set of questions to ask

concerning these characteristics. This would be true,

too, for discussion of the Gospels of Matthew and Luke,

and of the Synoptic problem in general.

Markan priority was assumed for the purposes of

this thesis. It need not be so in the future. Quite

possibly, oral-formulaic analysis may provide another

avenue of approach to the Synoptic problem. C. H. Talbert

has suggested that the Synoptic Gospels are "interdepen¬

dent". This is difficult to envision without assuming

multiple recensions of one or more of the Gospels. If,

however, numerous Mark-like, and non-Mark-like, narratives

were habitually composed and recomposed by early Christian

narrators, then this interdependence is more easily ex¬

plained. The literary relationships between the Gospels

may be based not only upon use of the text of one by

another but also upon a common use of traditional material

and of traditional formulaic expressions.

In addition, the model of non-fixed performances of

the tradition suggests that variation between the Evangel¬

ist's versions of certain stories may be explained—with

Lord's article on the Gospels—simply as literary varia¬

tion typical of the tradition. There need not necessarily

be deep, "theological" differences motivating the change.

This is not at all to deny that the respective Evangelists
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impressed their Gospels with their own characteristic

concerns and ideas. "Rhetorical" and literary interests

do, however, need to be weighed more equally with ideolog¬

ical ones in considering the formation of the Gospels.

Synoptic scholarship has approached the Gospels

with a poor concept of how oral tradition works and what

it can achieve. When asking literary questions, on the

other hand, scholarship has perhaps failed to appreciate

the nature of oral literary composition and its differ¬

ences from written composition. Recognition of the nature

and characteristics of oral traditional literature may

prove to have considerable value for Synoptic criticism,

by offering a middle road between (1) the denial of liter¬

ary characteristics to products of oral tradition, or

works of Kleinl iteratur, and (2) the inappropriate compar¬

ison of these same works with Hochliteratur. The latter

were written by non-traditional authors whose composi¬

tional methods ax*e different and whose non-traditional

audience entertains different expectations. It remains to

be seen how far this middle road may lead.



APPENDIX 1

A CRITIQUE OF V7ERNER H. KELBER,

"MARK AND ORAL TRADITION"

Werner H. Kelber's article, "Mark and Oral Tradi¬

tion," Semeia 16 (1979), 7-55, has a marked similarity of

purpose with this thesis. He seeks to bring studies of

oral tradition and oral culture to bear on the standard

form-critical approach to the Gospels, and in particular

on the origins of Mark's Gospel. Kelber begins with a

critical review of the "model" of the transmission and

development of the Synoptic tradition found in Rudolf

Bultmann's History of the Synoptic Tradition, one of

steady evolutionary growth ultimately producing the Synop¬

tic Gospels themselves. Kelber next seeks to establish

the critical difference between "orality" and "textuali-

ty", referring to Albert Lord and others."1- Finally, with

this difference in hand, Kelber proceeds to reevaluate the

relationship between the oral Synoptic tradition and

Mark's Gospel.

•'•Notably Eric A. Havelock, Preface to Plato
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1963); and Walter J. Ong,
Presence of the Word (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1967). See also Erhardt Gbttgemanns, Candid Ques¬
tions Concerning Gospel Form Criticism, trans. William
Doty (Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1979), whose lead Kelber
acknowledges.

342
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Formally then, Kelber's project closely resembles

this thesis: a fresh look at the composition of Mark's

Gospel, in light of recent study of oral tradition. Mate¬

rially, however, there are only a few points of agreement

and several significant disagreements—even contradic¬

tions. The points of agreement will be considered first

and then the crucial differences. An attempt will be made

to demonstrate that these differences result primarily

from Kelber's misreading of his authorities.

Points of Agreement

Implicit in the related purposes of Kelber and this

thesis is a general agreement about the relevance and

utility of the study of oral literature and oral culture

for Synoptic criticism. Another implicit agreement,

equally general, is that there is a methodological gap

between a current trend in redaction criticism toward

literary criticism, and the standard form-critical view of

the Gospels. Kelber is a participant in this literary-

critical movement:2 it takes the Gospels first as liter-

O •

Norman Perrxn was perhaps the leading scholar m
this movement. See his article, "The Evangelist as
Author", Biblica 1 Research 17 (1952), 5-18. For a brief
account of the development of Perrin's thinking and of the
movement itself, see John R. Donahue, "Introduction: From
Passion Traditions to Passion Narrative", Passion in Mark,
ed. Kelber (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976), pp. 16-
20; cf. also Kelber, "Mark and Oral Tradition", pp. 15ff.
The movement differs from standard redaction-critical
method in its estimation of the degree to which tradi¬
tional and "redactional" material in the Synoptics are
integrated, and therefore also in its estimate of the
degree of creativity exercised by the evangelists, espe¬
cially Mark. In this respect it goes beyond understanding
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ary unities, in contrast to the received form-critical

view, which understood them as collections of disparate

units of tradition. Some statement of the relationship

between these two views is needed, for the standard form-

critical analysis of the Synoptic tradition has not been

renounced.^ Kelber provides such a statement of relation¬

ship—not a synthesis—in his article; this thesis, if

correct, could serve as a basis for a synthesis of the

two, although much work would remain. Unfortunately,

Kelber's statement and the position taken in this thesis

are mutually exclusive.

A major and specific agreement can be found in

Kelber's rejection of the idea of a fixed "original form"

for a given oral tradition.4 On the basis of the concept

of "pure" and "simple" original forms, Bultmann and the

other form critics had portrayed the Synoptic tradition as

steadily evolving toward complexity. Kelber aptly summa¬

rizes this portrayal.-" The whole idea of original form is

also rejected, as has been seen, by Lord and others. Oral

narrative tradition rarely operates with such fixed tradi-

the evangelists' role as "redactors", i.e., as editors:
Ernst Haenchen's term, Kompositionsgeschichte, is perhaps
more suitable; see Per Weg Jesu, 2nd ed. (Berlin: Walter
de Gruyter, 1968), p. 24.

The need is recognized by Norman Petersen, "Intro¬
duction [to 'Perspectives on Mark's Gospel']", Semeia 16
(1979), pp. 1, 3 f.

4Ke lber, "Mark", pp. 9, 11, 22f., 33.

^Ibid., pp. 10-13.
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tions; the accompanying ideas of purity and simplicity

are Romantic notions imposed upon the "folk" and folk

culture. Although the "complexity" of Mark's Gospel is

accounted for differently, the present thesis agrees with

Kelber that this is not to be seen simply as a (late)

stage in the tradition's "growth" away from its basic,

original forms.

Central to Kelber's article is the distinction be-

ft
tween "orality" and "textuality". Kelber takes Bultmann

(and E. P. Sanders'') to task for failing to recognize the
P

distinction.0 He holds, rightly, that form criticism

cannot simply infer backwards from the relationships among

the written Synoptic Gospels to the oral traditional pro¬

cess. Kelber derives the distinction from his three main

authorities, Albert Lord, Eric Havelock, and Walter Ong,

and also from Srhardt Glittgemanns.8 It is upon the basis

of such a distinction that Lord is able to put forward his

analytical criteria for identifying oral composition. Of

^ I b id., p. 7, e.g.

^Kelber, "Mark", pp. 19f., referring to Sanders,
Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition (Cambridge: Cam¬
bridge University Press, 1969).

8Kelber, "Mark", pp. 13ff. On p. 15, Kelber makes
a curious comment on Bultmann's "aversion to appreciate
the integrity of oral culture versus written culture". It
is not clear how Bultmann could have experienced "aver¬
sion" to a theoretical position fully worked out only
after the completion of HST, and even after its
Erg&nzungsheft of 1957.

8See esp., Gdttgemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 204-
11.
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course, the distinction is familiar and is accepted in

this thesis as well, for it is fundamental to the proposed

use of Lord's criteria to test the hypothesis of the oral

composition of Mark's Gospel. In principle then, there is

agreement with Kelber on the existence of this distinc¬

tion. The agreement goes no further, however, as will be

seen.

So there is agreement upon three points. First is

the need to apply recent study in oral "communication" to

New Testament form-critical thinking, especially in light

of the methodological fragmentation in current Synoptic

studies. Secondly, it is agreed to reject the concept of

an "original form" for each traditional element, and the

related concept of an evolutionary growth toward the com¬

plexity of the Gospels. Essential to both positions,

thirdly, is the formal principle that one must distinguish

between the oral and the written, although the nature and

description of that distinction is not agreed upon. This

material disagreement is of utmost importance and is at

the heart of most of the points of disagreement to be

discussed.

Points of Disagreement

The term "oral literature" is etymological ly con¬

tradictory because "literature" derives from an old Latin

word for written learning.But the term has come in

^See, e.g., Harry Levin, "Preface" to Singer of
Tales, by Albert Lord (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univer-
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normal usage to describe artistic verbal expression. On

the basis of this usage it has been applied to a body of

artistic verbal expression which is composed and

transmitted primarily by word of mouth.

Terminology in this field is frequently awkward

(should one speak of "written literature"?) and ambiguous.

For example, v/hat Lord and Havelock mean by "oral" is not

the same at all. Havelock describes the entire period

from the recording of the Homeric epics and Hesiod

(Havelock estimates ca. 700 B.C.) down to Plato's day (the

Republic, ca. 375 B.C.), as one of oral culture. During

this period the Homeric epics were fixed texts recited

orally, as was true for the Greek drama of the same

period. But Lord is quite specific that he does not view

this recitation as "oral", because it is not a product of

oral improvisation. Milman Parry had much earlier claimed

that the "formulas" of Greek drama were demonstrably a

product of written expression, because they were used for

specific di"amatic effect."'""'" Of course, Havelock is not

describing oral composition as such, but the development

of a literate "technology" of communication and learning,

superseding an oral one. This he held was a gradual

sity Press, 1960), p. xiii; and Ong, Presence, pp. 19-22.
Ong dislikes the term, preferring "oral performance".
The disadvantage of Ong ' s term is that it loses the im¬
plicit claim of parity between the two forms of
"literature".

11Milman Parry, "Studies in the Epic Technique of
Oral Verse-Making, I. Homer and Homeric Style", HSCP 41
(1929), 98-117.
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process, already begun by Hesiod and culminating with

Plato's Republic.12 Therefore, what Parry and Lord mean

by "oral" is distinct from Havelock's sense of the term,

just as their respective interests differ. One must be

clear about which sense of the term is meant.

Kelber prefers to use the word pair, "orality" and

"textuality", but this is similarly ambiguous. Already,

Lord has spoken of an "oral fixed text" as being essen¬

tially non-oral, in his sense of the term13. The contrast

between the terms is clear, and there would be no objec¬

tion to their use, were they clearly defined and used.

This does not appear to be the case, however.

In the abstract prefixed to his article, Kelber

distinguishes between "pre-Markan orality and Markan tex¬

tuality".14 When a few lines later, Kelber speaks of the

"writing performance of Mark", it appears that he has

precluded the possibility of oral composition of Mark's

narrative. (In fact, the term "oral composition", so im¬

portant to Lord and the oral-formulaic theory, never oc¬

curs in Kelber ' s article.) Now it could wel 1 be the case

that Mark's Gospel was not an oral composition. Has

Kelber already applied Lord's criteria, perhaps? He has

12Havelock, Plato, pp. 97, 304f.

13Ruth Finnegan, Qra1 Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1977), pp. 16f., e.g., emphasizes that
Lord's sense of the term "oral" is not the only proper one.

14Kelber, "Mark", p. 7.
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not done so explicitly, although he does mention possible

grounds to substantiate a view of the Gospel's written

origin, namely the presence of "causality" in the narra-

i Stxve.XJ One hopes that textuality does not mean merely

"found in manuscript form": even the Homeric epics are

then undeniably "textual". Kelber never does define the

terms clearly.

Composition or Cognition?

To establish what Kelber understands by the dis¬

tinction between "orality" and "textuality", and to come

to the heart of the disagreement, it will be necessary

first to indicate his dominant interest in the cognitive—

as distinct from the compositional, the literary, or the

formal—implications of the distinction. Indeed, Kelber

reveals a cognitive bias in his approach to the distinc¬

tion, displaying little interest in what his authorities

have to say about the literary aspect.

The cognitive implications of "formulaic" expres¬

sion have attracted considerable attention.In some

cases this has led to the eclipse of the compositional

nature and purpose of the formula as described by Parry

and Lord. The compositional and cognitive aspects of the

formula, and of oral traditional literature as a whole,

li:>Ibid., pp. 29f., 36f. "Causality" will be
discussed briefly, below.

"^This is emphatically true for Havelock, see
Plato, esp. pp. vii-viii, 93f.
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1 7
are not mutually exclusive or even antagonistic,

although they may be so construed. They should be seen as

complementary: thought and the expression of thought are

1 ft
intimately connected and mutually affect one another.

One could hardly ask which comes first. It is arguable

however that expression of thought is the concrete evi¬

dence of the cognitive process; one must then acknowledge

and understand the (literary) form of that expression,

before proceeding to analyze its implications for the

cognitive processes of the speaker.

In any case, Kelber leaps directly to the cognitive

side of "orality". This cognitive bias leads him to

distort what his authorities have to say in several ways.

For example, he attributes to Lord the idea that oral and

literate culture are "contradictory and mutually exclu¬

sive".^ But Lord was not speaking about culture in

general when he penned these words; rather he was refer¬

ring to oral and written "techniques" for literary compo¬

sition of narrative poetry. This distortion of what Lord

17 ,

^'Havelock insists upon the centrality of the cog¬
nitive, particularly for the Homeric tradition, but does
not deny the compositional component; see, e.g., Ibid.,
pp. 82, 9 3 f., 115-33.

1 ftx For a representative of the oral-formulaic school
on this complementary relationship, see James Notopoulos,
"Generic and Oral Composition in Homer", TAPA 81 (1950),
28. Also see Havelock, Plato, p. 142: "Control over the
style of a people's speech . . . means control also over
their thought."

■^Kelber, "Mark", p. 20; quoting Lord, Singer,
p. 129.
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wrote then helps to substantiate the position in his

article's abstract that "oral poetics" reflects a "seman-
20

tic world" entirely distinct from "generative poetics".

Moreover, the bias leads hira to over-emphasize the

cognitive. He speaks of Lord and Havelock as students of
21 • .

"oral communication", a description which is fair for

Havelock but strange applied to Lord. The "formulaic mode

of communication", acknowledged to be typical of all oral

tradition, is seen as a by-product of social forces at

work upon oral communication, and serves as a means of
2 2

"storing and transmitting knowledge". ^ These statements

are not necessarily erroneous: for example, formulaic

expression in Lord's theory exists to enable "oral compo¬

sition in performance", and this in turn is, among other

things, a social expectation. Havelock certainly supports

the claim that formulaic expression conveys knowledge.

The problem is that Kelber pays scant attention to Lord's

description of a particular form of oral tradition (that

is, lengthy epic narrative-songs), before turning to the

conceptual differences between oral and written cultures.

In doing so, he overlooks the formal, literary continui-

O f\
Kelber, "Mark", p. 7. The implied contrast be¬

tween "oral" and "generative" is curious. One doubts that
Noara Chomsky, who brought the latter term into prominence,
would recognize such a distinction, linguistically. Since
Saussure, oral speech has been the modern linguist's
fundamental interest.

21Ibid., p. 8.

22Ibid., pp. 27, 29 (my emphasis).
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ties that do exist between them—even (and especially)
. • 9 ^

such basics as plot and narrative. J

The consequences of this soon appear. Kelber ap¬

peals to Lord, together with Havelock and Ong, to estab¬

lish "the oral habit of analogical or associative think¬

ing" which produces the oral "clustering technique [that]

constitutes the oral equivalent of plot".*^ This is to

help explain the origin of the (supposed) pre-Harkan col¬

lections, clusters of similar types of forms which many

form and redaction critics believe were employed by Mark

in the composition of his Gospel. That clustering is an

oral phenomenon is not denied, but it is important to see

that Kelber believes the clustering exists not alongside

but instead of plot.

In arriving at this point, Kelber's interest in

oral thinking and his consequent failure to consider oral

literary expression cause him to lift out of context

Lord's words about "a body of related thematic^ material"

O -3

These will be discussed below. See Robert
Scholes and Robert Kellogg, Nature of Narrative (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1966), pp. 12-56, on literary
continuity and change across the boundary of literacy.
See, too, Lord, Singer, p. 130, who speaks of "a continuum
of man's artistic expression in words" in which character¬
istics of oral and written composition do overlap to an
extent.

94-
Kelber, "Mark", pp. 29f. (my emphasis); refer¬

ring to Lord, p. 159. Havelock and Ong will be considered
below.

9 R
"Theme" is of course Lord's terra for a narrative

element of a song, not to be confused with the common use
of "theme" for a topic or notion.
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and "the analogical thinking or associative thinking of

oral poets". That context was a discussion of "return

songs", an epic plot type of which Homer's Odyssey is the

best known. In his discussion Lord relates that other

return songs existed in the Greek heroic tradition, as is

evidenced at the beginning of the Odyssey where Zeus is

pictured "meditating on the story of the return of Agamem¬

non". The "analogical thinking" of the oral poets is

illustrated by this cross-reference which invites com¬

parison of the two songs. The poet's associative thinking

does not cause him merely to collect similar themes or

forms or pericopes, but to bring together similar songs,

that is, similar plot structures.2^ What Lord has to say

has nothing to do with the form critic's Sammlungen. Lord

is speaking about plots, oral plots; despite this Kelber

arrives at an oral "equivalent" to plot, that is, at

something other than, and less than, plot. In turn, plot,

or coherent narrative structure, ceases to be oral.

This confusion leads to yet another. Kelber states

that Mark has taken over "oral forms", but has transcended

"oral drives" by lifting the forms "onto a new conceptual

level" (in itself not an impossibility). This "conceptual

level" is provided by the Gospel's narrative.2' When

2oLord, Singer, p. 99: a song is "a flexible plan
of themes" or "a stable skeleton of narrative". The
return song, for example, "entails disguise, deceptive
story, and recognition" (Singer, p. 97); these three
themes are not generically similar to each other, but are
drawn into relation by a type of plot.

2^Kelber, "Mark", p. 35.
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Kelber then describes this narrative as a literary forma¬

tion imposed from without upon the oral forms, one can see

clearly that he assumes the extended narrative form of

Mark to be beyond "orality". How could one read Singer of

Tal es and miss the fact that the entire book is about the

oral production of extended narratives? In his eagerness

to discuss cognitive matters, a derivative aspect of the

oral-formulaic theory, Kelber has missed its central

point.

A conception of oral cognitive "processes" which

does not accept that these processes are able to construct

narrative plots cannot claim Lord as an ally. Lord's

description of an oral song as a "stable skeleton of

narrative" flatly contradicts Kelber's claim that only

"textuality" can provide "oral drives" with a "stable

interior organization". Therefore, this aspect of

Kelber's distinction between "orality" and "textuality"

does not and cannot stand upon the oral-formulaic theory.

As formulated by Lord, the distinction between oral and

written composition does not have to do with the basic

ability to compose narratives, but with how narratives are

in fact composed. The form of Mark as a narrative is

possible orally; the relation, literary or conceptual,

between Mark and the oral Synoptic tradition cannot be

resolved simply on the basis of the presence of narrative

form. Kelber's cognitive bias, however, leads him first

2 o
Ibid., p. 39 (my emphasis).
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to overlook what Lord has to say about oral narrative.

Then, when he returns to the literary implications of (his

view of) oral thinking, oral narrative is no longer

possible at all.

Kelber's interest in the cognitive side of "orali-

ty" and "textuality" is probably influenced by his prior

redaction-critical position on the theology and purpose of

Mark's Gospel. The author of Mark was opposed to bearers

of oral tradition who consistently employed traditions of

a single form-critical genre, such as logoi, producing a

characteristic—and to Mark, inadequate—religious sense

of Jesus' presence. To combat this, Mark's only recourse

was to escape from the confines of oral discourse and
, . , OQ

thinking to the written.

Kelber's reconstruction of the oral situation is

based in general upon the same form-critical model of
Of)

fragmentary oral tradition^ which, it has been argued, is

challenged by the work of Lord (and Havelock too, for that

matter). In this respect, Kelber has retained the old

form-critical wineskin and at the same time attempted

O Q
^ Ibid., pp. 41-44. See also his, The Kingdom in

Mark (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1974), significantly
subtitled, "A New Place and a New Time".

"^Kelber follows Helmut Koester's position in
"Gnomai Diaphorai", Trajectories through Early Christian¬
ity, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971), pp. 114-57.
It is worth asking why Mark shou Id go to al 1 the bother of
creating a whole new genre to combat these tendencies,
when Paul had (already) used the established epistolary
genre to the same effect, according to Koester in "One
Jesus and Four Primitive Gospels", Trajectories, p. 186.
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to pour in the new wine of Lord and Havelock. He is not

sufficiently radical.

"Orality"

It is now possible to turn more directly to

Kelber's view of "orality", especially in relation to his

review of form criticism. He writes: "there is no mis¬

taking the fact that the view redaction criticism has

developed of the gospel is not a natural consequence of

form criticism".33 Now given the general correctness of

the particular redaction-critical view held by Kelber,

that is, that a Gospel is "an autosemantic entity . . .

[whose] interpretation depended on perceiving the inter-
O O

play of all its parts", it does indeed follow that form

criticism, as exemplified by Bultmann, has misunderstood

the nature of the Gospels. They are certainly not hap¬

hazard collections of traditions in any case. But what is

the source of this error? Is it, as Kelber holds, that

something other than the "oral drives" dealt with by form

criticism was at work in the Gospel's formation; or could

it be that "oral drives" are somewhat more powerful,

literarily, than Bultmann and Kelber allow?

31Kelber, "Mark", pp. 16f.
O O

....J Ibid., p. 16. The description is obviously bor¬
rowed from Ghttgemanns, Candid Questions, pp. 297, 410.
One could wish that Kelber would not view "redaction
criticism" so monolithically—many might disagree with his
description.
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In his own revision of form criticism, Kelber ex¬

plicitly claims to work with the "current perception of
O O

orality that he has derived from Lord, Havelock, and

Ong. He wishes to revise three aspects of Bultmann's

study: "his model of oral transmission, of the transition

toward written literature, and of gospel textual ity".34
What Kelber does not think needs revision is, however,

illuminating:

[Bultmann'sj perception of the formal attributes of
oral tradition was astoundingly close to the point of
current perception of orality, more in need of elabora¬
tion today than of correction. In his view, the pre-
literary material grew out of and remained bound to the
anonymous and mysterious matrix of community, the
'folk'. Moreover it was conditioned by the same
stylized forms of expression and concurrent modes of
experience which are characteristic of collective con¬
sciousness. By and large, the synoptic material was
therefore the carrier of the typical experiences of
common opinion, while lacking poetic imagination and
the versatility of individual authorship. Anonymity,
collectivity and a nonliterary character were the
formal attributes of the synoptic tradition, and
together they epitomize Bultmann's concept of
Kleinliteratur.

This extensive quotation is offered because of the

strength of Kelber's affirmation, and to illustrate the

deficiency of Kelber's own concept of the "current percep¬

tion of orality". The first thing to notice is his de¬

scription of the "folk" as "anonymous", "mysterious", and

"collective." "Current" folklorists would flatly reject

such a depiction as groundless. Even Kelber's own author-

33Kelber, "Mark", p. 9.

35Ibid., p. 9.

34Ibid., p. 15.
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ities would reject this. Singer is all about locally

well-known "individual authors"; and Lord dispels

"mystery" by a clear description of how the singer devel¬

ops and practices his art. Tradition is handed on through

generations, to be sure, but the individual is not sub¬

sumed by the "collective" mass. Havelock concurs in all

this. The oral material was known to all, but those who

mastered it were inevitably leaders in their community.3t^
Havelock traces clearly, perhaps too clearly, the histori¬

cal development of the Homeric tradition and its psycho-
07

logical effects. The anonymity and the mysteriousness

of the "folk" are, as Harry Levin puts it, "quasi-

mystical" ideas left over from Romanticism.38 These no¬

tions are not supported by Kelber's authorities: he has

uncritically retained them from form-critical thinking.

When Kelber states that the Synoptic material

"lacked poetic imagination", he may of course be correct.

But this would not necessarily follow from its oral

nature. Lord, at least, is at pains to underscore the

poetic ability of his Balkan oral poets. The same holds

true to a lesser extent for "individual authorship" and

its "versatility": these features are not to be absolute¬

ly denied to oral performance, either.3y It must be kept

36Havelock, Plato, pp. 108-11, 166ff.

37Ibid., pp. 115-33, 145-64, 167.
3 R
Levin, "Preface" to Singer, p. xiii.

See Lord, Singer, pp. 4f. Lord speaks quite
clearly to both these points. What is meant by "indivi-
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in mind that Lord and I-Iavelock both refer extensively to

the Homeric epics as products of an oral traditional

process. In no way could one claim that these are of a

"non-literary character" or lack "poetic imagination"!

The problem does not necessarily lie in something

in the Gospel that "orality" cannot account for. It lies

in a concept of "orality," or of Kleinliteratur, that is

far too restrictive and ignorant of the possibilities of

oral literature.40 Bultrnann's view as described above is

not "close to current perception" at all, but is in need

of thorough revision. The only thing that is "astounding"

is how Kelber could have missed this in both Lord's and

Havelock's works. The Gospel cannot be a "natural conse¬

quence" of oral tradition as understood by form criticism

because form criticism is operating under now outmoded

views of the nature and limitations of oral tradition.

This is not yet to say that the oral synoptic tradition

did in fact produce Mark's Gospel, but only to neutralize

the pre-emptive claim that it could not have done so.

The misconception of "orality" inherited by Kelber

from form criticism is visible at several points in his

article, and also affects his understanding of Havelock

dual authorship" needs to be carefully defined. Oral nar¬
rators are clearly individuals, but are not the first
"author" of their compositions. At the same time, they do
re-compose their works, and exercise definite artistic
perogatives.

40Again, see Levin, "Preface" to Singer, p. xiii,
for a brief discussion of the misconception.
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and Lord. This is most clear in Kelber's repeated asser¬

tions that the creativity and complexity of Mark's Gospel

text can only be accounted for at the level of "textuali-

ty", that is, by origin in writing. According to Bult-

mann's "model" this complexity was the product of an

impersonal evolutionary process. This model of the tradi¬

tion does indeed need revision here, as Kelber says, but

not as he thinks. Literary complexity does not evolve, as

Bultmann had claimed, but neither need it have been im¬

posed from outside the tradition as Kelber claims.41 It

could well have existed right from the start. Even non-

literate societies are already anthropologically complex—

why should not their literature reflect that?

Kelber's restrictive view of folk culture and

"orality" is most damaging in his discussion of the "clus¬

ter formations" which are, he claims, the oral counterpart

to "plot" in "textuality". Kelber writes:

Traditions of like kind tend to enter into cluster
formations. . . . This clustering technique results
from the oral habit of analogical or associative think¬
ing. Strung together by thematic associations, the
stories from a succession of single impressions or
'pluralized instances' (Havelock). In the absence of a
sense of continuous causality, the clustering consti¬
tutes the oral equivalent of plot. This oral logic for
like to attract like is ill-equipped to form the gospel
sequence. A perceptual chasm separates the oral, asso¬
ciative thinking from Mark's causal thinking as it is
expressed in his gospel's sequential pattern.

The "cluster formation" derives from "oral think¬

ing", reflecting the "perceptual chasm" between "orality"

41Ibid., p. 19. 42Ibid., pp. 29f.
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and "textuality". It is, however, only a product of the

artificially limited abilities of oral culture to express

its thinking. Kelber's perception that creativity and

complexity are absent from oral culture produces this

model of simple collections of like-colored stones; de¬

sign, mosaic, or "sequence" are beyond the ability of the

child-like "folk". Yet Havelock himself is using Homer as

his exemplar of "oral techniques of storing and transmit¬

ting knowledge". Where did Homer's sequential epics orig¬

inate, if not in "orality"? To be sure, there are those

who would dispute just this point. But Havelock,

following Lord, does not.4^
Kelber refers to Havelock five times in the para¬

graph from which the previous quotation was taken. Just

as Lord has been misinterpreted, it now appears that the

restrictive view of "orality" inherited by Kelber from the

standard form-critical position has caused him to mis¬

understand Havelock as well. A closer look will be taken

at a particular section of Havelock's Preface to Plato to

which Kelber refers twice here.

The section is found in a chapter entitled, "The

Content and Quality of the Poetised Statement".^ In this

chapter Ilavelock turns to consider "the epistemological

4-1 • •JIlavelock explicitly accepts the oral origin of
the Homeric epics, Plato, p. 115. On "sequence", see pp.
87-96.

^Ibid., pp. 165-93. Kelber refers to Plato, pp.
180, 185, and then to pp. 183-85.
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laws" of oral poetic expression which he believes Plato

has attacked in his dialogue, the Republic.45 Havelock

has already established that Greek "poetry" served not

merely as aesthetic literature, but that it functioned as

the "encyclopedia" of Greek culture, the repository of its

laws and customs and general knowledge.45 This "encyclo¬

pedia" consisted of all Greek poetic literature up to

Plato's time, including Homer (the fountainhead), Hesiod,

and also the Greek tragedians, whose "orality" at the

compositional level was in fact disputed by Parry. Have¬

lock does not deny the "literary" nature of all these, but

finds that Plato's fierce attack on "poetry" can only be

explained by recognizing that the subsequent, Aristotelian

concept of "aesthetics" misapprehended the cultural and

cognitive role of poetic literature in the predominantly

"oral" Greek culture prior to Plato.

Kelber's mistake is to move from Havelock's chapter

on epistemology to make inferences for the "literary"

limitations of oral composition. He refers to Havelock47
to support the first statement quoted above, that like

traditions tend to enter "cluster formations". But Have¬

lock in fact says (of "navigation procedures" mentioned in

the Iliad):

45Ibid., p. 165.

45See Havelock's chapters in Plato: "Poetry as
Preserved Communication", pp. 36-60, and "The Homeric
Encyclopedia", pp. 61-86.

47Ibid., pp. 180, 185.
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These are not gathered together and grouped and
topicalised as navigation procedures. On the contrary
they occur in four disjunct passages each of them
prompted by its specific narrative context [1], and it
is only the reflective mind of the sophisticated read¬
er, who rereads and reviews the text, that can group
them together and unify them under a single heading.^®

Earlier,^ Havelock described the "cataloguing"

activity of Hesiod and others, by whom elements were

"separated out from narrative contexts". According to

Havelock, narrative is primary in oral composition, and

the formation of clusters is a secondary activity which

moves toward—but does not yet attain—the literate, ab¬

stracting epistemology advocated by Plato. Kelber's "cog¬

nitive bias" has misdirected him again. Rather than look¬

ing first to the literary form (the given) of the sources

in early Greek literature used by Havelock, Kelber turns

to Havelock's discussion of epistemology (the inferred)

and to what he takes to be Lord's comments on the subject,

and from these draws what oral literary form may be 1 ike.

In chapter 2 of this thesis, it was indicated that

folklore "motifs" may be patient of various "meanings", to

be shaped through context and use. Such a concept of the

motif is complementary to what Havelock has to say about
SO

oral preservation of data.

^Ibid., pp. 185f. (my emphasis).

^Ibid., pp. 179f.

^Ibid., p. 180. All three of the following state¬
ments seem to describe characteristics of Mark's Gospel as
a whole. See also p. 167, on the contrast between ideas
expressed as "doings" or as "concepts".
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(1) Information is always presented as events in
time, "that is, concretely and specifically".

(2) These events are remembered as "separate dis¬
junct episodes each complete and satisfying in itself",
joined to other statement-episodes paratactically.
(Havelock suggests the basic phrase 'and next' as a
typical link.)

(3) These episodes "retain a high content of visual
suggestion ... as persons or as personified things
acting out vividly before the mind's eye".

The idea is a component of the narrative unit

according to both Havelock and folklorists. To take an

example from Mark's Gospel, the series of conflict stories

in Mark 2:1-3:6 serves to indicate the fact and the nature

of official opposition to Jesus and therefore to show how

Christianity is distinct from Judaism. The literate

equivalent to this may be seen in John 5:18: "This was

why the Jews sought all the more to kill him, because he

not only broke the Sabbath but also called God his Father,

making himself equal with God." The cause of the opposi¬

tion here is based upon a conceptual understanding of

Jesus' activity rather than being left implicit in

specific narratives.

Kelber cannot draw support for the existence of his

cluster formations from Havelock. What about the "asso¬

ciative thinking" which Kelber claims produces these clus¬

ters? Havelock does indeed speak of associative thinking
ST..

and connection. Again he is not speaking of actual

clusters of "like" traditions, but of the epistemological

"'■'-Ibid., pp. 183-85.
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relationships between traditions. That is to say, the

ideas are not integrated in terms of cause and effect, or

subordinated in terms of importance. Rather each item is

"self-subsistent" and taken together all make up "a

plurality of typical instances" rather than a unified

"system". The whole tradition, that is the entire social

encyclopedia, "consists of a vast plurality of acts and

events, not integrated into chained groups of cause and

effect, but rather linked associatively in endless

series".^2 Rather than being characteristic only of sec¬

tions of Mark, as Kelber holds, this last statement calls

to mind K. L. Schmidt's judgement of the entire "Rahmen

der Geschichte Jesu" in Mark: it is not a connected

"biography" but a loose narrative of various actions and

words of Jesus joined topically. In fact, Kelber's dis¬

paraging image of the form critic who limits Mark's
5 *3"redaction" to a rearrangement of furniture is remark¬

ably like Havelock's image of the epic poet making his

narrative way among the funiture which is the encyclope¬

dia.-^ This is related to Lord's description of thematic

composition of narratives.

Finally, Kelber uses Havelock's phrase "pluralized

instances" as if it were Havelock's description of these

C O

Ibid., p. 183. See pp. 166ff., for a more full
description by Ilavelock.

53Kelber , "Mark", p. 15.

^Havelock, Plato, pp. 87-96.
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clusters. In fact, Havelock is speaking of the removal of

similar traditions (navigation rules again) from various

narrative contexts in the Iliad to form topical cata¬

logues. In order to integrate them, says Havelock, "they

have to be torn out of context, correlated, systematised,

unified and harmonised".Only when this is done do they

appear as a series of pluralized instances. Havelock

nowhere claims that clusters of like forms are character¬

istic of oral composition itself or that they "constitute

the oral equivalent of plot",^^ and that therefore "oral

logic ... is ill-equipped to form the gospel sequence".

Sequence, plot, and narrative are everywhere presup-

S7
posed, and m fact are part of the epistemological

problem that Havelock considers Plato to have been

struggling against.

It is not that oral composers will not produce

clusters of similar events now and then? they clearly do,

c c

Ibid., p. 218 (my emphasis). Note the use of
"plurality", in the quotation from p. 183, above.

The phrase turns out to be Ong's, Presence, pp.
84f. Even he is referring to narrative "patterns", and
not to clusters as such. These were lists of stereotyped
resources ("commonplaces") used by (literate) medieval
hagiographers. In fact, Ong affirms that oral "plot"
exists, calling it "episodic": see his Interfaces of the
Word (London: Cornell University Press, 1977), pp. 253f.

C *7

See e.g., Havelock, Plato, p. 179: "The informa¬
tion cannot exist independently,; it rises up in recol¬
lection only as it is suggested by the great story of
which it is a part. The catalogues of epic . . . the
Hesiodic element, are often discussed though they formed
the most ancient layer of tradition in the poems. This
can mislead us, for in oral tradition they never could,
have existed as sheer catalogues."
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for example, in the Iliad itself. The point is that they

are capable of much more than this, as may be seen equal ly

clearly in the same Iliad. Kelber has presented a far too

limited "model of oral processes"5^ and he has not derived
S 9

this from his authorities. He has retained it from form

criticism, and read it into Lord and Havelock. "Genera¬

tive poetics" should cover both oral and written composi¬

tion, with the difference in medium being one of the

"generating" factors: this would be more true to the

positions of Lord and Havelock than is Kelber's formula,
fiO"oral poetics versus generative poetics".

"Textuality"

Having discussed Kelber's concept of "orality", and

its problems, it may also be profitable to examine his

concept of "textuality". It has been shown how "orality"

58Kelber, "Mark", p. 7.

"^The same can be said, too, for Kelber's statement
that oral tradition is governed by a "law of social iden¬
tification", Ibid., pp. 24-28. At no point does Kelber
refer to his major authorities on "oral communication" for
this law, nor could he. His only reference is to an
article by Gerd Theissen, who expresses this lav; in his
"Wanderradikalismus", ZTK 70 (1973), 246f. Theissen, in
turn, bases his viev; on C. W. von Sydow, "On the Spread of
Tradition", Selected Papers (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde &
Bagger, 1948T) 11-43 and, primarily, upon P. G. Bogatyrev
and R. Jakobson, "Die Folklore als eine besondere Form des
Schaffens", Donum Natalicium Schrijnen (Nijmegin/Utrecht:
N. V. Dekker and Van de Vegt, 1929), pp. 900-13. More
recent work on folklore "performance" would undoubtedly
help to clarify this notion. As it is, one wonders whe¬
ther it is not true that aJLJ. forms of human expression are
influenced to a greater or lesser degree by social pres¬
sure. The "law" needs further work.

60Kelber, "Mark", p. 7.
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in fact encroaches upon abilities that Kelber reserves for

textuality. However, it is necessary to retain such a

distinction for the purposes of this thesis as well. A

brief consideration of Kelber's description will help to

express the distinction more clearly.

The term "textuality" itself is ambiguous, as has

been seen. Any verbal expression can be a "text", whether

it is oral or written. The fact that most oral tradition

does not operate by passing on "text" should not obscure

the fact that each oral performance can be recorded and

become a written text. By textuality, Kelber of course

wishes to indicate something like "written composition and

thinking", but it must be clear that this cannot simply be

inferred from the existence of a document as such. This

inference might be reasonably safe in modern, Western

culture, but it becomes much more hazardous in ancient

cultures or in contemporary traditional cultures, in which

effective literacy would be largely confined to certain

social strata.^"*" It could be, however, that this very

inference is at work implicitly in Kelber's article, be¬

cause the phrase "Markan textuality" appears to need no

justification in his eyes. It is certain that Kelber

never entertains even the possibility of Mark's origin in

oral performance.

It has been shown that "textuality" is not to be

distinguished from "orality" simply by the presence of

61Ibid., pp. 21f.
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s~ ^
narrative "sequence" or plot. It appears, however, that

Kelber has inferred Mark's textuality from this character¬

istic. He expressed this most clearly in writing:

"Mark's vast assemblage of literary forms, dramatic char¬

acters, and human experiences [is] unprecedented—as far

as is known—among pre-Markan synoptic traditions." Of

course one cannot know directly about Mark's (oral) prede¬

cessors, but there is nothing in the "assemblage" as such

which could not, in principle, have been achieved orally.

One can ask, then, whether the characteristics of Mark's

assemblage reflect those of oral or written composition.

If oral, then it may be inferred that Mark's narrative is

not unprecedented. If written, then the question of

Mark's predecessors may remain open. In either case, the

mere fact of the "assemblage", no matter how "vast", is

not in itself an indicator of textuality.

Kelber does consider one characteristic of textu¬

ality that might function to distinguish oral from writ¬

ten compositions, namely "causality". This term, too, has

its ambiguity as well as a usable content. The view that

oral logic cannot deal well with cause-effect relation¬

ships, whereas literate thinking can, is expressed by

62Ibid., e.g., pp. 16, 18f., 29f.
f. O
Ibid., p. 35. Consider the effect of substitu¬

ting "Homer" for "Mark" in the quotation. The description
is even more appropriate for Homer than for Mark, of
course, yet Lord (especially) and Havelock hold such an
"assemblage" to be quite possible orally.
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Havelock.^ But what is meant by "causality"? Havelock

takes it as a form of abstract, conceptual thinking which

can form general, "timeless" and "universal" statements

and principles. This thinking is different in turn from

oral thinking, which is always expressed in "time-

conditioned" and particular "happenings".^ Literate

thinking "presupposes that the effect is more important

than the cause and in thought is therefore to be selected

first before you seek for its explanation. This reverses

what we may call the temporal-dynamic order, or the

natural order",^ which is followed by oral thinking.

"Causality" does not refer simply to recognition that one

thing precedes another—a basic requisite for narration—

but to reflection upon a series of events in order to

"integrate" them into an order of significance, that is

into a "system".^ Oral thinking can do little of this

according to Havelock.

Kelber, on the other hand, appears to make "cau¬

sality" mean no more than recognizing the connection or

"sequence" between events:

In the absence of a sense of continuous causality,
the clustering constitutes the oral equivalent of plot.
This oral logic for like to attract like is ill-

^Havelock, P lato, pp. 168ff., 181-85, e.g.

^Ibid., p. 180. This recalls Olrik's "law of
concreteness" as characteristic of oral narrative: "Epic
Laws of Folk Narrative", Study of Folklore (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965*7^ ed., Alan Dundes,
p. 137 .

^Havelock, Plato, p. 185. ^Ibid., p. 170.
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equipped to form the gospel sequence. A perceptual
chasm separates the oral, associative thinking from
Mark's causal thinking as it is expressed in his
gospel's sequential pattern.

This passage was quoted earlier to illustrate the

error of limiting "orality" to an "associative thinking"

not capable of narrating a series of events. "Causality"

is nowhere defined by Kelber with Havelock's clarity. But

the adjectives attached to it, "continuous" (as here) and
£ Q

"linear", seem to run contrary to Havelock's descrip¬

tion. He had described causality as doing away with

"natural" order or sequence, which suggests discontinuity,

or at least a different form of continuity.^ Havelock

had also described causality as involving a "vertical" or

hierarchical ordering of events rather than a sequential

or linear one, analogous to the difference between hypo
71

tactic and paratactic syntax.

Kelber has, then, raised a characteristic which

does in fact distinguish written from oral thinking, and

which will be reflected in composition. His description

of it is, however, once again not recognizable as a valid

interpretation of his authority.

^®Kelber, "Mark", pp. 29f. (my emphasis).

^^Ibid., pp. 20, 36.
70

See the rephrasing of the opening lines of the
Iliad by Havelock, PIato, p. 183.

/'1Ibid., p. 183, esp.
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The Prospects: Mark and Oral Tradition

Kelber's "modest purpose" was "to present a general

model of synoptic oral processes and contrast it with
7 7

Mark's chirographical performance". He cannot be said

to have succeeded. The "model of synoptic oral processes"

can only be formed by analogy with other oral processes.

Kelber does not appear to have a correct understanding of

oral processes as described by either Lord or Kavelock,

and therefore one questions the validity of his descrip¬

tion of the Synoptic tradition. Furthermore, the mis¬

understanding of "oral processes" means that he is not

able effectively to put Mark's "performance" into "con¬

trast" with them. The possibility remains open that

Mark's composition was not "chirographical" (Ong's term)

at all, but oral. This is, morever, what the recent

studies of "oral processes" seem to suggest is quite

conceivable.

The concern with the origin of Mark's gospel, which

this thesis shares with Kelber, suggests, finally, a look

at what Kelber has to say specifically of Mark itself.

First, Kelber's own well developed notion of Mark's pur¬

pose, historical origin, and theology must be recalled.

The fact that Kelber has a distinctive interpretation of

Mark's Gospel already may have colored his thinking on the

whole question of the relationship between "orality" and

72Ke 1 ber, "Mark", p. 7.
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"textuality". It must be said that the distinction, as he

describes it, certainly fits well with his own previous
7

position. This leads to at least one contradiction

within the article.

Kelber has discerned the historical circumstances

of Mark's Gospel behind its thirteenth chapter.7,4 If,

however, the Gospel is really an "autosemantic entity" and

its interpretation depends "on perceiving the interplay of

its parts", why should Mark's historical context be so

. 7 S
significant to understanding the whole? Why when Mark

speaks negatively of the "disciples" is he taken as refer¬

ring negatively to actual disciples of Jesus and their

activity in Mark's own day? The "redaction criticism" of

which Kelber speaks, and is in fact a representative, is a

combination of historical-critical, tradition-critical,

and literary-critical activities, without any coherent

methodological statement. While it is only natural for

Kelber to prefer his own interpretations, it is good to

recall just how tenuous many of his conclusions are—no

matter how tantalizing and acute. It would be better to

73See Ibid., pp. 15-19, 30, 35-38, 40-46.

7^Ib.id., pp. 40f.
7 S/3Kelber mentions the influence of "New Criticism"

upon recent "literary" redaction criticism. Ibid., p. 16.
According to Ong, Interfaces, pp. 213-29, the New Criti¬
cism treated a poetic composition as a "closed field",
without external reference or "meaning". Interpretations
of Mark such as Kelber's which define the historical
circumstances of the Gospel are therefore not consistent
v/ith New Criticism.
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suspend redaction-critical method and results while one

investigates "oral processes", than to define methodologi¬

cal considerations after the fact.

A consequence of starting from well advanced ideas

about Mark's Gospel is illustrated by Kelber's statement

about "Mark's choice of textual medium".^ When Lord

made his strong statement on the "contradictory and mutu-
7 7

ally exclusive" nature of oral and written composition,

the very thing he intended to rule out was that one indi¬

vidual could exercise such a "choice". An oral poet would

never write poetry well. A literate poet could never

immerse himself in the tradition (and its "logic") suffi¬

ciently to become a good oral performer. Even if Lord's

statement is conceded to be somewhat bald, Kelber again

has missed the point. If the Evangelist was literate

enough to "create" and compose the Gospel, he would not

have been capable of "choosing" instead to be another link

in the oral tradition, as it had come down to him. He

could only become a reciter of fixed texts, and this is

not truly "oral" in Lord's sense.

He would be more likely to write the traditions

down simply because that was his preferred method of

recollection and expression, than on account of some "cri¬

sis" in the early Christian sub-culture. In short, the

^6Kelber, "Mark", p. 44.

7^Lord, Singer, p. 129, quoted by Kelber, "Mark",
p. 20.
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origin of a written Gospel is more likely to have occurred

inevitably as early Christianity spread and began to take

root in higher, functionally literate social strata. This

is more true to the social relationship of oral and writ¬

ten communication envisioned by Lord (at least). The

specific historical circumstances of the Gospel's origin

are likely to have been no more than a contributing

factor; the necessary and sufficient cause lay in the

contact of early Christian oral tradition with

functionally literate social strata.

Finally, the amount of oral material and oral char¬

acteristics which Kelber himself recognizes in Mark is
70

remarkable. To be sure, the "clusters" found in Mark,

chapters 2, 4, 4-6, 10 and 13, are "oral" firstly in

Kelber's 1imited sense of the term, but they do appear to

be oral. The widespread assumption that these "collec¬

tions" must have been written is thus no more than an

assumption in Kelber1s eyes. He also points out several

stylistic traits of Mark's composition which are charac¬

teristically oral—a list which alone suggests a close

relationship between the Gospel and oral composition. In

this light, it may be stated that had it not been for

Kelber's limitation of the possibilities of oral composi¬

tion, the logical question to have asked first would have

been whether Mark's whole composition could have arisen

78Kelber, "Mark", pp. 34f.
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orally, rather than by "redaction" of isolated oral units.

This is still the chief alteration in the standard form-

critical and redaction-critical views of Gospel origins

that recent studies of oral communication suggest, and

which this thesis pursues.



APPENDIX 2

NOTES TO FIGURE 4.1, FORMULAIC

ANALYSIS OF MARK 1:1-45

Refs. Class Phrases

1:1 II apxn tou euayyeXiou
13:8 apxn uJivuv Tauxa

1:1 I CuiouGeoul
3:11 (ou ei) o uioa tou Geou
5:7 uie tou Geou tou u^iotou

15 : 39 uiocr Geou

(l:24d) (oi6a oe Tier ei) o ayioo tou Geou
(14:69) ( au e! o xpi'tog) o uioa tou euXoyrrrou

1:2a II xaGuo yeypauTai ev
9:13 icaGua yeypairTai eir"1
14:21 KaGoa yeypaiTTai irepi
7:6 uo yeypaiTTai Coti3
9:12 Kai irua yeypairTai eiri
11:17 ou yeypaiTai oti
14:27 oti yeypaiiTai

1:4a II eyeveTO iuavvr)o Loj Boitti^uv ev tt) epriue
9:7 icai eyeveTo veijieXri eir io<ia?ovTa auToio
(9:7) <ai eyeveTo <t>uvri e< ttio ve<j>eXr|
2:15 <ai yiveTai ic aT acc e i a 0 a i auTov ev tt) oiKia
2:23 eyeveTO outov • • • napairop eueaGai

6 i a tuv airopijiuv
<ai eyeveTo ev tu aieipeiv

Cf. also 1:11, 2:21, 4:37,39, 15:33, e.g.
Of particular interest is 4:4, which as the
introduction of Jesus' parable itself has a
narrative-within-the-narrative function.

4:4

NOTES
Class I: Formula, repeated phrases of two or more

significant words.
Class II: Formulaic, phrases having the same basic

syntactical pattern, and at least one significant term in
common.

Class III: Common syntactical pattern only.
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1:4b II Kai Knpuacruv Bairxicpa pExavoiaa
1:14c . . . (ctipuoauv to euaXAeXiov too 9eou
6:12 ( Kai eCcXSovxeo) eicripu£av tva nExavouoiv
13:10 . . . kripux^nvai to euaXXeXiov
14:9 ( oirou eav) KripuxQri to euaXXeXiov

1:5a II e^eiropeuexo irpoa auxov

iraaa n iou6aia x"P« icai
oi i e p oaoA up i xa i wavxEtr

1:32c e 4* e p o v irpoa auxov
iravxaa xoua kokuo exovtoo

l:45e Kai ripxovxo irpoo auxov
tt av x o 8 e v

2:13 <ai iraa o oxAoa ripxeTO irpoo auxov

Cf. also 3:3, 4:1, 11:27, and 12:18, where
sizeable groups also come or gather irpoo
auxov.

1:5 b II Kai eBairxuovxo uiP auxou ev t<j iop6avu
1:9c Kai EgairxiaOri Eia xov lopBavu uiro luavvou

1:6a,c III Kai riv o mavvno ev6e6uiievoo
(II?) xpixacr KapnXou • • •

Kai EO01UV . . .

Periphrastic syntax is a notable feature of
Mark's style; see the list in Taylor, Mark,
p. 45 (e.g., 1:22,33). Cf., too, the "nv-
explanatory" phrases of 1:13a, etc.

The following might be considered as
related formulaic phrases:

15:17 Kai e v 6 i 6 uok o ua i v auxov irop<j) upav
15:20 E^E6uoav auxov xr)v irop<j>upav Kai

Evsfioaav auTov xa ipaxia auxou

J. H. Moulton, Grammar, 2:305, suggested
that ev6i6uoku of 15:17 is an "alternative
present stem" for evSuu.

Kai EKripuooEv Xeyov
KTIPUOOOV • • • Kai Xeyuv
Kai avEKpa^ev Aeywv (also 3:11)
Kai trap e k a A e a a v auxov Xeyovteo

Cf. also 5:23, 6:2 (=7:37, 10:26), 6:25,
8:15,27,28, 9:11,25, 10:49, 11:31, 12:18,
14:57,60,68, 15:4,9.

l:8a,b II The saying is a self-contained formulaic
pair ( Bair x i ? e i v) , in "poetic" paralellel.

1:7a II
1:14b
1:24a
5: 12
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1:9a I, II (icon eyeveto) ev eKeivaxa xaxa nuepaxa
2:20 ev ekeivti tiy npepa (=4:35)
8:1 ev eKeivaicr xaia Tipepaicr (=13:17,24)

Taylor, Mark, p. 159, notes the "Semitic
flavour" of 1:9, kch eyevexo . . . i)X0ev, but
finds the construction (i.e., icax eyevexo

plus a finite verb) to be "rare in Mark".
The whole line is related to the formulaic

expression first encountered in 1:4a and is
common in Mark.

1:9b II
1:14b
1:29b
3:20

Cf. 5:1,38; 6:1,53; 7:31; 8:10,22; 9:33;
10:1,46; 11:15,27; 14:16,32; 16:2.

nXGev inoouo airo va;apex xno yaXxXaiaa
r) X 6 e v o iTiaouo eia xnv yaXiXatav
nX0ov eia xnv ouiav axpuvoa
Kai epxExat eia OIKOV

1:9c II See 1:5b, above.

1:10a II Kai euOua avaBaivuv . . . (ei6ev)
1:18ab icai euGuo aijievxea . . . n<oXou9noav
l:21bc Kcti euQua xoia aaBBacxxv eiaeX0ov . . .

e6x<5aaicev
l:42ab Kai eu0ua airnXOev . . . <ai eicaGapiaGii

Cf. 1:29; 2:8,12; 5:30; 6:27,54; 7:25(7);
8:10; 9:24; 11:2; 14:45(7).

1:10b II (avaBaivuv . . .) ex6ev oxuonevouo
xoua oupavoua

l:16abc lapayuv . . . e i6ev oipuva Kai avSpeav
• ap 4> x Ba X X o vxao

l:19abc irpoBao . . . ex6ev xoucuBov . . .

. . Kaxapxxcovxaa
2:14 lapayuv exSev Xeuxv • . . KaGipiEvov

Cf. 6:34, 9:14, 11:20, 16:5.

1:11a i(?) Kai (fuvii eyevexo ek xuv oupavuv
9:7 Kai eyevexo <|>uvn ek xno ve<t>eXna

1:11b IfH a u ex o uxoa pou o ayairnxoa

(ev aox euSoKiiaa)
9:7 ouxoa eaxxv o uxoa pou o aycnrnTocr

(aKousxe auxou)

Cf. other au ex-plus-title expressions in
1:24d; 3:11; 8:29; 12:6; 14:61; 15:2.
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1:12 II Kai eu0uct to irvEupa aurov ekBoXXei
no t r)v epritiov

1:43b . . . eu0uct e^eBaXev autov

1:20a icai eu0uct ekoXectev auxouo

1:23 Kai eu0uct n v ev t ti auvayoyn auiuv

avSpuitov
11:3 kai eu0uct auxov airocfXEXXei iraXiv u6e

Cf. also, 1:30b,42a,43b; 4:5,15,29; 5:2,29,
42; 6:45,50(7); 7:35; 9:20(7); 10:52; 14:72.

l:13ac II Kai riv ev tu ephpu TEaaEpaKOvxa nuepacr
. . . k a i tiv nExa x u v Gripiuv

1:45d aXX1 e?u ett"1 epi)tioia xonoio r|\>
6:44 Kai naoiv oi (faYOVTEO . . .

itcvxacxoxiXioi av6p£0
1: 16d naav yap oXeeio
2:15 naav yap troXXoi
6:31 ncrav yap oi Epxopsvoi Kai oi uirayovxEa

it o X X o i

The nv-explanatory phrase is normally class
III, but the <ai nv combination is taken as
class II (see above, pp. 158f.). Taylor,
Mark, p. 163, notes that l:13ab,nv . . .

ir e i pa? op e voct, could be a periphrastic, but
that the parallel phrases in 1:13a and c
suggest otherwise, and that the participle
"is used independently".
Cf. also, 5:42, 16:4.

1:13d II Kai oi ayyoXoi 6in<ovouv auxu

l:31d Kai 6it)kovei auxoio
15:41 Kai 6ihkovouv auxu

1:14ab II psxa 6e to it ap a 6 o 0 ri va i xov luavvnv

ri X 0 e v o inooua Eio x i*i v yaXiXaiav

14:28 aXXa piExa to EyEpSrivai iie

irpoa^u upacr eict xriv yaXiXaiav

1:14b II t]X0ev o irictoua eict ttiv yaXiXaiav
(ktipvctctuv . . .)

1:9b (see above)
1:39a Kai tiX0ev ktipuctctuv eict xao ouvayuyao

eict oX n v x t) v yaXiXaiav

1:14c II Cf. 1:4b, above.

1:15a II (ktipuctctuv . . .) Kai Xoyuv oxi
l:40bd (irapaKaXuv . . .) Kai Xeycjv auxu ox i
5:23 (irapaKaXEi auxov iroXXa) Xsyuv oxi
8:28 (oi 6e e i irav outu) XsyovxEo oxi

Cf. also 9:11, 10:49, 14:57. C. H. Turner
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lists 38 occurrences of the "oti recitative"
in Mark. Almost all are dropped by Matthew
and Luke, which prefer indirect speech; see
"Marcan Usage", JTS 28 (1927), 9-15.

l:16abc II See above, 1:10b.

1:16d II See above, 1:13ac

17a
2:19
9:23
9:39
14:72

Kai eiirev auToio o iriaoua

Kai eiirev autoio o inoouo

o 6e iriooua eiirev auru
o 6 e mffoua eiirev

uo einev auru o iriooua

Cf. also (a) 10:52; 12:32; 13:2--sarae as
1:17a; (b) 10:5,18,38,39; 11:29; 12:17—same
as 9:23; (c) 14:6—same as 9:39.

1:17b II 6euxe oiriou pou
1:20c airr|X9ov oiriau auxou

l:18ab II Koti eu0uo a<j>evxecr ia Sutua
nk o A o u 9 riaav auru

See above, 1:10a; and also:
1 :20bc Kai aifevTEff tov naxepa . . . airnA0ov
2:14 Kai avaoxaa n k o Xo u 0 r|aa v auiru
10:28 i 6ou nueicr a <t> n k aii e v iravta icai

ri k o X o u 0 r) k a n e v aoi

1:18b II tikoXou0 ncrav auxcj
2:15 Kai hkoXou0houv auxu
5:24 Kai n<oXou0ei auxu ox^oa iroXua
6:1 Kai aKoXou0ouaiv auxu oi tia0r|Tai auxou

Cf. also 8:34, 10:52, 14:13, 15:41,
phrase might be considered class I.

l:19abc II See above, 1:10b;
2:14.

This

cf. esp. l:16abc, and

1:20a II See above, 1:12

1:20bc II Kai ai}>evxea xov iraxepa . .

airr)X9ov irpoo auxov

12:12
See above, 1:18a; and also:

Kai a<j>evxecr auxov airriX0ov

1: 20c II See above, 1:17b
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1:21a III Kai Eioiropeuovxai eio Ka<j>ap vaoup

See above, 1:9a; and also a general class
of "motion" phrases, e.g.:

2:13 Kai e£r|A0ev iraXiv trapa xnv GaXaaaav
3:1 Kai eiariXGev iraXiv eia rt)v ouvayuyriv
3:13 <ai avaBaivEi t\a to opoa

1:21bc II Kai euSua toia aaBBaaiv eianX9uv
eia tr)v auvayuynv

e6i6aoKev

l:29ab cai eu9ua ek xrjo ouvayuyria e?eX0ovteo
ly X 0 o v .

2:1 Kai eicteXGijv iraXiv Eia Ka<i>apvaouu
<5 i1 riiiEpuv tikouctBti . . .

5:39 Kai eioeXGov Xeyei auxoio

Cf. also 6:25, 7:24, 9:28, 11:5, 16:5.

1:22a I icai e £ ettX naaovxo eiti xn 6i6axi auxou
11:18 . . . e£ EirXiyaaovTO ehi xn 6i6axfi auxou

1:22b II riv yap 6i6aaKUV auxoua ua E?ouaiav exuv

See above, 1:16c; and also:
10:22 nv yap exuv Kxrtnaxa iroXXa
14:40 ncrav yap auxuv oi 0<t>9aX|i0i

KaxaBapuvopEvoi

Cf. also numerous other Yap-explanatory
phrases (class III): l:38d; 3:10,21,35;
5:8,28,42; 6:14,18,20,31,48,50,52; 7:3;
9:6,31,34; 11:13,18,32; 12:12,23; 14:2,5,56;
15:10; 16:4,8.

1:22b I (6i6acKuv ua) s£ouaiav exuv
2:10 (o x i ) sCouaiav exei • • • a<j>i£vai
3:15 Kai exeiv e^ouaiav ekBoiXXeiv
(l:27d) 5 ifiaxv Kaivn Kax"1 e^ouaiav

1:23 II See above, 1:12

1:23 I avBpuiroa ev irveupaxi aKaGapxu
5:2 avGpuiroa ev irvEuyaxi aKa0apxu

1:24a II Kai avEKpa?ev Xsyuv
3:11 Kai £Kpa?ev Xeyovteo oti
5:7 Kai Kpa^aa 4>uvti HEYaXiy Xeye i

1:24b I xi ppiv Kai aoi ivaou va^aprjvE
5:7 xi Epoi Kai aoi ivaou vie tou 9eou . . .

1: 24d II See above, 1:11b
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1:25ab II Kai EirsxiprioEV a u x u o moouo A e y u v

4>ipe0nTi
4:39 EirsxipnaEV xu oveiiu . . . aiuira ir e 4> i p "0 o

8:30 Kai e it e x i n n a e v auxoia iva (inSsvi
Aeyuoiv irspi auxov

Cf. also 3:12, 8:33, 9:25, 10:48.

1:25c I kai e£eA0e el auxou
1:26c e I T1 A 0 e v el auxou
5:8 e^tiAGe xo irvsupa . . . ek xou av0puirou
9:25 e J; e A 0 e eS auxou

1:26a II Kai airapa£av auxov xo irvEupa . .

9:20 . . xo irvsupa eu0u a ouvEairapa^ev auxov

1:26a I xo irvsupa xo aKaGapxov
l:27e (koi) xoia irvsupaai xoia aKaGapxoia
3:11 (<ax) xa irvsupaxa xa aicaOapxa
3:30 oxi eAeyov irvEupa aicaflapxov eye i

Cf. also 1:23? 5:2,8,13? 6:7? 7:25? 9:25.

1:26b II Kai (jiuvrioav <{> cu v ti pEyaAn
5:7 Kai <pa?aa <t>uvri psyaAri Asye i
15:34 eBotictev o irioouo 4>uvn pEyaArj
15:37 o 6e inaoua a<t>sia ijxjvriv psyaAriv

1:26c I See above, 1:25c.

1:27a II Kai e 9 a p B ri 9 n oa v airavxEo
5:20 <ai iravxEO E0aupa^ov
9:15 Kai eu9uo irao o oxAoa • . • e I e 9 ap B n 9 n aa v

1:27b II,I uoxe ctu^tixeiv irpoa Eauxouo Asyovxao
9:10 (koi xov Aoyov EKpaxnaav)

irpoo Eauxoua au£ntouvxea .

9:14 Kai ypappaxEia au?nxouvxaa irpoa auxoua
9:16 xi au^rixEixE irpoa auxoua

Taylor, Mark, p. 394, says of 9:10 that
"it is better" to read irpoa Eauxoua with
aucnxouvxEa than with the preceeding
EKpaXTlOEV.

1:27c II xi Eaxiv xouxo

2:7 xi ouxoa ouxioa AaAEi

4:41 xia apa ouxoa eoxiv
6:2 iro0£v xouxu xauxa Kai

xia n ao<j>ia n 6o9eiaa xouxu

l:27d II See above, 1:22b.
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1:27e II,I kai xoia irvEupaat toio aKa0apxota
eir i Taacre t

See above, 1:26a; and also:
9:25 ETT6Ti[ir)OGV tu tr v e u p a x i tu a<a0apxu
9:25 to aXaXov cat ku<!>ov trvsupa

eyu eit i xaaato ao t

l:27f I <at uir a< o u o uc i v auxto

4:41 (kcxi o avEpoo Kai n GaXaaaa)
UTTOtKOUEl aUTU

1:28 II Kai e5tiX9ev r) okoti auxou eu0u a iravxaxou
2:13 Kat E?nX0£V uaXiv irapa xpv 0aXaaoav
4:3 t6ou £ ^ t) X 0 £ v o ciEipuv airEtpat
6:1 kai e?nx0ev ekei0ev

Cf. also 8:11,27; 11:11; 14:16,26,68.

1:28 II ... iravxaxou e i a oXtiv xpv irEptxupav
x n cr yaXiXaiao

1:39a eio oXiiv xpv yaXiXaiav
14:9 Eta oXov xov Koapov

6:55 (ir £p i e 6 pap o v ) oXpv xpv x<JPav EKEtvpv
15:33 (eyeveto) e <J> ^ oXpv xpv ypv

l:29ab II Kai eu0uo ek xno otivaYUYI" e^eXOovteo
p X 0 o v . . .

See above, l:21bc (and 1:28); and also:
3:6 Kat e^eXGovteo ot ifaptaaiot euGuo • •

aupBouXtov e6i<5ouv
5:2 <at e£eX0ovt eo auxou ek tou itXoiou eu0ua

UTTpVTTlOGV •

7:31 Kai iraXiv e^eXGuv ek tuv opiuv xupou

p X 9 e v

Cf. also 1:45a; 3:6; 5:2,13; 6:12,24(?),34,
54; 7:31; 9:30; 16:8.

1:30b I»II icat eu0uo XEyouatv auxu trspi auxpa

See above, 1:12; and also:
1:37b Kat Xeyouaiv auxu
1:38a Kai Xeyei auxota

1:41b Kat Xeyei autu

Cf. also 1:44a; 2:5,8,10,14,18,27; 3:3,4,5,
32; 4:2,11,13,21,24,35,38; 5:9,19,31; 6:4,10,
31,37,38,50; 7:9,18,27,28; 8:20,21; 9:1,31,
35; 10:11; 11:2,17,28,33; 12:16; 14:19,27,30,
34,41,61,65; 16:6.
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1:31a
6:35

10:2
12:28

14:45

II K(X l

k a i

k a x

irpoasXBuv tiT^ipEV auxriv
. it p o ae X 9 o vx ea auxu oi paBrixai auxou

e X e y o v

ir poa e X 9 o vx e a <t>apioaioi Eirripuxuv auxov

irpoosXGuv eia xuv ypappotxEuv • • •

eirnpuxrioev
. irpooeXGuv auxu Xeye i

1:3lab
5:41

9:27

• • • riYExpsv auxp Kpaxijoao xrio xExpoa
Kai Kpaxrioao xricr xExpoa tou irai6 iou •

E y E x P e
. Kpaxriaaa xt^o XExpoa auxou

0 y e x p e v auxov

a<j>T)KEv auxpv o irupEXoa
(<ax 6xr)KOV£i auxoia)

euBuo airnXGEV aiP auxou rj Xsirpa
(icai EKaGapiaGn)

air e k ax e a xa 9 r) XEXp auxou
EKOiraaEV o avEpoa

(<ar eyevexo yaXrivri peycXti)

Cf. also 5:29,42; 6:42(7),51? 7:30(7);
8:25; 10:52; 11s 20(7) .

l:31d I See above, 1:13d.

1:32a I orpiaa 6e yevopevtio
4:35 (ev ekeivti xri nPEpa) or|>xaa yevopevtict
6:47 k a x orpiaa yevopevtic
14:17 Kai oil^iaa yevopevticj
15:42 cat r|6n otyxaa yevopevtio

1:31c III koi

1:42a k a x

3:5 k ai

4:39 k ai

1:32b II oxe e6uoev o r)Xxoa
4:6 oxe avEXEiXrjv o nXioa
16:2 avaxEiXavxoa o nXxoo

1:32c II Ed)Epov rrpoa auxov xavxaa
xouo kokuo Exovxaa

See above, 1:5a; and also:
2:3 (koi epxovxoi) Hpovxeo irpoo auxov

irap a X ux x k o v
7:32 Kat 4>Epouaxv auxu k u <f> o v k a x poyx XaXov
8: 22 KOI iEpOUOIV auxu XU(j)XOV

32c

Cf. also 9:19,20; 11:7(7); 15:22.

X xouo kokuo Exovxaa
1:34a itoXXouct kokuo Exovxaa (iroxKxXaxa voooxa)
2:17 aXX1 ox kokuo exovxeo
6:55 . . . xouo kokuo exovxoo

Taylor, Mark, p. 180 calls ox kokuo exovxoo
"idiomatic", and on p. 288 draws attention to
its relation to eoxaxuo exex in 5:23.
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1:33 III,II Kai tiv oXiy n iroXia eir i a u v ri y p e v n

trpoa ttiv Gupav

See above, 1:6a. Taylor, Mark, p. 193,
points out the similarity of 1:33 to 2:2:

2:2 kai ouvrix^nuav iroXXoi . . .

Trpocr tti v Gupav
(11:4) Kai eupov ir u X o v 6e6epevov irpoa Gupav

1:34a I Kai eGepaireuaev iroXXoua
3:10 iroXXoua yap eGepaireuaev
6:5 ei p n oXiyoio appuaxoia . . . e 6 e p air e u a e v
6:13 Kai nXei<!>ov eXaiu iroXXoua appuaxoua

<at eGepaireuaev

1:34a I kokuo exovxao (iroiKiXaia voaoia)

See above, 1:32c

1:34b I <ai Saipovia iroXXa e£e£SaXev
1:39b Kai xa 6aipovia eKfSaXXuv
6:13 Kai 6aipovia iroXXa e£eBaXXov
3:15 (kai exetv e£ouaiav) ekBoXXeiv

ta Jaipovta

Cf. also 3:22, 7:26, 9:38.

1:35 a II Kai irpui evvuxa Xiav avaaxaa e£nXGev . . .

16:2 <ai Xiav irpui xr| pia xuv aaGBaxuv
epxovxai

1:35b II avaaxaa e£riX0ev Kai airr)XGev
eia epnuov xoirov

7:24 ekeiGev <5 e avaaxaa airriXGev
Eia xa opia xup ou

10:1 Kai ekeiGev avaaxaa epxexai
eia xo opia xiya iou6aiaa

1:35b I eia epripov xoirov
l:45d e£u eir^ epripoia xoiroia
6:31 eia epripov xoirov
6:32 eia eprypov xoirov
6:35 oxi epnuoa eaxiv o xouoa

1:35bc II airiyXGev eia epiypov xoirov kokei ir p o a ri v x e T 0
6:46 . . . airiyXGev eia xo opoa ipoaeufjaaGai
14:39 (koi iraXiv) aireXGuv it p oa r) u £ ax o . . .

1:37b I See above, 1:30b.

1:37c II iravxEO ;r)xouaiv ae
3:32 (ri prixryp aou . . .) e£u cnxouaiv ae

1:38a I See above, 1:30b.
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1:38d III See above, 1:22b.

1:39a II See above, 1:9b, 14b, and 28.

1:39b I See above, 1:34b.

1:40a II Kcti epxEicn irpoa auxov Xeirpoa

See above, 1:5a; and also:
2:3 k a i epxovxai <J>Epovx£a irpoa auxov

irapaXuxuov
9:20 cat nvEYKav auxov irpoa auxov

l:40bd I irapaicaXuv auxov . . . <ai Xsyuv
5:12 k a i ir ap e k a X e a a v auxov Xeyovxea
5: 23 tcai irapaicaXei auxov iroXXa Xsyuv

l:40cd II (irapaKaXuv auxov) [<ai yovuirexuv]
Kai X e y u v auxu

10:17 (irpoaSpapuv eio) car y o vuir e x rya aa auxov
e ir ripuxa auxov

l:40ef II eav OeXtio 6uvaaai ps KaSapiaai
1:41c 0eXu Ka0ap io0r)xi
1:42b <ai Ka0apia0n

1:41a II . . . EKxeivaa xriv xelPa auxou Tityaxo
3:5 eicxEivov xnv xeipa Kai e^exeivev . . .

(n xeiP auxou )
5:23 iva eX0uv Eiri0ria xaa xcipao auxri
6:5 e it i 0 e i a xaa xeiP<*P e 0 e p a it s u a e v
8:23 Eiri0Eia xaa x^rpao auxu
8:25 Eixa iraXiv Eir£0riKev xaa xpippp i • • •

1:41b I See above, 1:30b.

l:41cd II See above, l:40ef.

1:42a III See above, 1:31c.

1:42b II See above, l:40ef.

1:43a I <ai ep0p i pnaapevoa auxu
14:5 icai epBpipuvxo auxri

1:43b II Eu0ua e^eBoXev auxov

See above, 1:12; and also:
5:40 auxoa 6e EKBaXuv iravxaa

11:15 . . . np£axo exBaXXsiv xoua iruXouvxaa
Kai xoua ayopa;ovxaa

1:44a I See above, 1:30b.
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1:44b II opci ppfisvx ppSsv e i tt ri ct
7:36 Kax SxeoxsxXaxo auxoxa iva pp6evi XEyuaxv
8:30 Kax ettexxppoev autoio xva ppfisvx Xeyuoxv
16:8 kai ouSevx ou<5ev Eiirav

Cf. also, possibly, 5:43, 6:8, 9:9.

1:44c II aXXa uirayE asauxov Sex£ov tu iepex
6:38 utt ay £ x 6 e x e
10:21 uirayE oaa Exeia iruXoaov

Kax 6oa Lxoxa] ittioxoio
16:7 aXXa uirayEXE exttoxe xoxo paGpxaxa auxou
2:11 <ax uirayEXE exo xov oxkov aou
5:19 uirays exo xov oxkov aou

Cf. also 5:34, 7:29, 11:2, 14:13.

l:44f I ( it p o a e v e y k e . . .) exa papxupxov auxoxa
6:11 (skxxva^axe . . .) exo papxupxov auxoxa
13:9 (oxaGposoGE • . .) exo papxupxov auxoxo

1:45a II o 6e e£sX0uv pp£axo KppuooExv f oXXa
4:1 kox xraXxv iipfjaxo 6x6ookexv • . .

5:20 Kax airpXGEV Kax pp^axo kppuooexv
6:34 Kax pp£axo 6x6aoK£xv auxoua iroXXa

Cf. also 6:2; 8:31,32; 10:28,32,47; 12:1;
13:5; 14:19,33,65,69,71; 15:18.

1:45b II Kax 6 x a(j>nn x ? e x v xov Xoyov
2:2 kax eXoXex auxoxa xov Xoyov
4:33 . . . eXaXex auxoxo xov Xoyov

1:45c II uoxe ppkexx auxov 6uvaa0ax jiavspuo
exo iroXxv exoeXGexv

2:2 uoxe ppkexx x"peiv pp6s xa frpoa xpv Gupav
3:20 uoxe p p 6uvaa0ax auxouo p p 6 e apxov (faysxv

l:45d III aXX-1 e£,u eir"1 epppoxo xoiroxo pv

See above, l:13ac.

l:45d I e ir ^ Epppoxo xoiroxo

See above, 1:35c.

1:45e II See above, 1:5a.
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